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A Symposium held in the memory of
The Russian Father of Holography,
Yuri N. Denisyuk (1927 - 2006)

Introduction
The 10th International Symposium on Display Holography (ISDH), 29 June – 3 July,
2015, took place during The International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies
(IYL2015) at the Russian Academy of Sciences building in St. Petersburg, Russia and
was officially included in the final report of UNESCO for activities focused on IYL2015.
The symposium was organized by St. Petersburg National Research University of
Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics (ITMO) in collaboration with the
Hellenic Institute of Holography. In memory of Russian scientist Yuri Denisyuk, a public
commemorative plaque was inaugurated during the event. The works of the symposium
were officially opened by the Rector of the hosting organization, Vladimir Vassiliev of
ITMO University and the Head of the Committee on Science and Higher Education, Irina
Ganus.
The main focus of this conference is on art and display holography and is a rare, triennial
event, attracting artists and scientists from all around the world. The tradition is that the
format of this week-long conference follows more or less the layout of the first
symposium held in 1982 at Lake Forest College, Illinois, and founded by late Dr Tung H.
Jeong. Regrettably for the entire holographic community, this was the first symposium
that took place in his physical absence.
The new developments and the state-of-the-art in holographic recording materials, colour
holography, computer-generated holograms, electronic holography and display
holography, including business and some recent optical security applications are all well
covered here. The recent progress in full-colour, large-format computer-generated and
printed holograms reported here are exciting fields of holography, which have been
developed over the last few years. In particular, mobile equipment now exists which, for
example, makes it possible to record Denisyuk colour holograms (OptoClonesTM) of
valuable artefacts in museums. In addition, the improvement of ultra-fine-grain, silverhalide recording materials for holography was another important contribution reported at
the conference.

The contributions in the field of art holography and the presented papers during the fullday art session, chaired by Dr Martin Richardson, presented a lot of high-quality and
attractive art work created using holographic techniques.
In association with the symposium, there was a large holographic exhibition: Magic of
Light at the Eliseev House, organized by the Optics Museum of ITMO University and the
Hellenic Institute of Holography. It officially opened during the conference by the
Governor of the City of St. Petersburg Mr. Georgy Poltavchenko and lasted for four
months during which it attracted more than 80,000 visitors. This exhibition extended to
two full floors and approx. 1,000 sqm and covered all aspects of holographic applications
(analogue and digital), holographic art, lasers and associated digital applications, optical
illusions and phenomena as well as infotainment content. A world’s first with the
Bowater Collection of OptoClonesTM of the famous Imperial Fabergė Easter Eggs from
the Fabergė Museum of St. Petersburg was the centrepiece exhibit in a dedicated newly
renovated hall of the building.
The symposium with an Art Forum, the hologram exhibition and the social events were
all venues for formation of new friendships and exchange of ideas among the
participants. A Youth session and a series of Workshops on the last day of the event
sought to educate younger attendants in current holographic issues and future tendencies.
The symposium attracted 200 participants from 16 countries, 80 presentations, 90 posters,
5 full days (and nights) of holographic fun.
These proceedings are the result of a very successful symposium with invited and
contributed papers by leading artists, scientists and holographers around the world giving
shape in the motto of this Symposium: ‘Building Bridges with Light’.
The organisers made great efforts in arranging this symposium and put a lot of time into
making this conference a successful event. We would also like to thank all the authors,
the programme committee for their contribution as well as the Proceedings Editorial
Committee consisting of Alkis Lembessis (HiH), Andreas Sarakinos (HiH) and
Mikhail Shevtsov (SOI) for their hard work in putting together this volume.
The beautiful city of St Petersburg was an inspirational environment in which artists and
scientists met and shared their ideas. This is in keeping with the long tradition of ISDH
and Tung Jeong’s original vision, essential to their success.
All our sponsors are gratefully acknowledged for their support and contributions.
Chairs: Sergey K. Stafeev (Russia), Hans I. Bjelkhagen (UK)

Note: Where made available by authors, a properly edited paper has been included in these Proceedings;
in the rest of cases, for the sake of a complete record of the event, the Editorial committee agreed to
include the original abstract followed by the individual presentation slides (where available).

Fig. 1: Group Photo of 10th ISDH attendees at the Russian Academy of Sciences (SPb)

Fig. 2: Photo of 10th ISDH attendees at the Russian Academy of Sciences (SPb)

Fig. 3: Official Opening of Symposium by ITMO Univ. Rector V. Vasiliev

Fig. 4: Presentation session (plenary room) at ISDH2015

Fig. 5: Inauguration of Memorial Wall Plaque for Yuri Nikolaevich Denisyuk

Fig. 6: Exhibition ‘Magic of Light 2015’ at Elisseev Palace, St. Petersburg
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HOLOGRAPHY: CULTURE, ART & INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
By Alec Jeong (USA)
Incorporating earlier speeches by Tung H. Jeong (USA)

What is a hologram?
What is a hologram? The answer to this question is no longer straightforward.
With the internet proliferating new definitions of words faster than ever in the
history of humankind, the word “hologram” in recent years has become infused,
diffused, or perhaps confused with a multitude of definitions, owing to various
perspectives, scientific to the artistic, fact to fiction, and metaphysical to the
profane.
For the scientist, a hologram may mean “a three-dimensional image formed by the
interference of light beams from a laser or other coherent light source.” To the
industrialist, holographic optical elements (HOEs) are holograms. To the brand or
security professional, it’s holographic security labels. And to the artist, it’s the
combination of the above with creative inspiration. Perhaps all of these can be
considered “correct” definitions.
But what about other technologies that create 3D-like visual experiences, such as
lenticular stereograms? Or the Tupac Shakur “hologram” that brought the deceased
rapper back on to live stage in 2012 via a modern variation of a stage illusion
called Pepper's ghost? Or the use pairs of parabolic mirrors to create the visual
illusion of a 3D object floating in thin air? Or George Lucas’s iconic “Princess
Leia hologram” in his 1977 blockbuster movie Star Wars? Or, most recently, what
about Hololens, Microsoft’s new heads up display built into a personal helmet that
combines the display of virtual images created by software with real world
environment? The general population seems to call these holograms. So can we say
these, too, are indeed holograms?
It’s a matter of perspective. What one individual believes becomes the reality in
the mind of that individual. Ask an artist what is beauty, and the answer is that “it’s
in the eye of beholder.” Ask a politician what's more important to winning an
election, telling people real facts or telling what they want to hear? People believe
what they want to believe.
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Thus, extending upon Michael Talbot’s metaphoric and metaphysical discussion in
his 1991 book The Holographic Universe, one might even explain a hologram this
way:
Life is but a hologram. Wherever we are, whenever we are, we are all part
of the collective hologram, existing in a continuum, decorated with
wondrous coincidences. How we experience it depends on the perspective
from how we each choose to view it.
Transmission: Tung “TJ” Jeong and the ISDH
Since founding the ISDH in 1982, my father Dr. Tung H. Jeong (“TJ” as known by
friends and colleagues) has passionately looked forward to each session, especially
the 10th ISDH held this week here in St. Petersburg, Russia.
To open the 10th ISDH today, TJ and I had been working on a paper entitled “What
is a Hologram?” However that paper was never completed, as TJ passed away in
the early morning of May 4 after a gallant battle with cancer.
Thus instead, thanks to the kind invitation from Hans Bjelkhagen and the ISDH
committee, I would like to quote at length from a speech TJ presented in 2005. In
fact, it is the only speech he has ever written out in full.
To give you context for his speech, TJ was the invited after-dinner speaker at the
Holo-pack*Holo-print Conference held in Shenzhen, China, in November 2005, on
the occasion of TJ receiving the Lifetime Achievement Award from the
International Hologram Manufacturers Association. TJ's speech was by nature
autobiographical, explaining his personal and professional holographic journey.
In quoting his speech, I hope to give you context into the passion behind the man
who started the ISDH 33 years ago, and thus give you a broader context behind the
founding and history of the ISDH experience and tradition.
Reflection: A Holographic Journey
TJ said:
Ladies and Gentlemen:
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I want to start with an apology: I “never” read a lecture in front of an
audience. But for the convenience of a translator whom I have not met, I
decided this morning at 1:00 a.m. to write down what I would say from my
heart.
It is my honor and pleasure to be invited here to speak to you tonight. I am
especially pleased to be back very near to my place of birth, in a village
near Quangzhou, a village of several hundred people all under one single
family name: the Fong family. I was born in 1931, but the exact date is not
known. I don’t even want to know it, because I believe that how old you are
really doesn’t depend on when you were born, but only on when you will
die!
Being old and retired has lots of advantages: you can’t get fired; anything
you have done wrong happened a long time ago and your liability has
expired. The only sad part of being old is to have to go to a lot of funerals,
especially of my “old” friends. I figure that if I don’t go to their funerals,
they won’t go to mine! Also, if you are old and say something nobody
understands, it’s OK–you are old!
OK, back to the 1930’s. These were very tragic years in China–floods,
droughts, epidemics, followed by the Japanese invasion and occupation. I
never had one single school year that was not interrupted by one or more of
these disasters. Several of my siblings died of starvation. In fact, my earliest
memories were seeing people dying on the streets.
But I was lucky. I was adopted by a family from another village nearby, in
which the man-of-the-family worked in America and therefore, “wealthy”.
TJ continued:
So I was lucky, and never starved.
During the years of the Japanese invasion, our area was bombed and
occupied. My young adopted mother escaped with me to Hong Kong, by
sampan; then when Hong Kong was bombed, we escaped to Macau; then
when Macau was bombed, and we escaped back near home and hid in caves.
The sudden ending of the war by the atomic bomb made an everlasting
impression on me. It ended a nightmare that persisted for years, and saved
my life. This was the reason for my later pursuit of a Ph.D. in nuclear
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physics.
Luck has it strange ways:
Being “wealthy” caused a problem when communism took over China. My
adopted father returned from America in 1947 after twenty-one years of
absence, and built a “mansion” in our village. But during the following
year, my family was declared “dai daygie”, or “big landlord”. As many
landlord families were tortured or killed during the revolution, our family,
once again, went into hiding. We hid in Hong Kong, this time being
sheltered by relatives.
Again, I was lucky. I had an uncle Jeong in America who fought with the US
army in Germany during World War I, and thus became a US citizen. I
became his adopted son by the name of Tung H. Jeong, and arrived in Gam
San after an eighteen-day journey by boat.
The rest of my life has been a series of more good luck. The only glitch was
during my first two months in the little town of Amarillo, Texas, where my
new guardian family lived. I didn’t know any English, and was thus placed
in a special class with children who could not hear or speak. Soon, I
adapted all the mannerisms of the handicapped.
But once again, I was lucky and saved, this time by my wise teacher, Mrs.
Allison. She decided that I was not really handicapped, and thus demanded
that I be taken out of the special class and place into her “normal” class. In
1953, I graduated from high school and was awarded a full scholarship to
Yale University.
TJ continues his speech:
But how did I become a holographer?
After I completed my Ph.D. in nuclear physics at the University of
Minnesota in 1962, my wife and I were invited by a close friend to visit him
at Lake Forest College. We loved the city and the institution so much that I
joined the College in 1963 and never left. I still keep my labs and office at
the College even though I “retired” in 1997.
However, there was a problem with pursuing nuclear physics: One must
travel to large facilities with high-energy particle accelerator to conduct
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research. The nearest facility then was at Oak Ridge National Lab, in
Tennessee, 600 miles south. I had to make long trips to work, often leaving
my wife and baby at home.
Then I discovered that there is a very big difference between being an
atomic physicist versus being a nuclear physicist. I found out that young
people who study atoms have a better sex life than people who study the
nucleus. My atomic physics friend was working on lasers, small-scale
projects that involve few collaborators, while nuclear physicists like me
work in large labs with many collaborators. When it was dinnertime, my
atomic physics friend just turned off the lasers and went home to his wife.
For me, my wife was 600 miles away! So I decided to switch to laser
research starting in 1965. My wife was much happier, too.
After I had built several lasers, I was looking for something to do with them.
Then I read Emmett Leith’s papers on holography. I wrote him a letter
asking to borrow one of his holograms to demonstrate to a conference of
physics teachers.
TJ writes that to his fortune:
Not only did he [Leith] send me a copy of the now famous hologram of a
chess set, he let me keep it! That converted me to holography.
In the late ‘60’s and early ‘70’s, I undertook two tours for the century-old
national program now supported by the US government. This program
appoints specialists in new scientific disciplines to travel nationally to
educate university professors. Typically, a course director travels to twelve
universities across the country, and at each location, teach a four-day
course (two in the fall, and two in the spring) to 25 professors selected from
25 different universities or colleges nearby. Thus, for each tour, I taught 300
professors the subject of holography. The result was that holography
became a new subject incorporated into the physics courses in 600
universities and colleges. Also, the topics of holography become a part of
new textbooks.
In the early ‘70’s, I was convinced that holography is not just a subject for
science and technology, but was an art medium and should be taught to a
broad audiences. So I started our annual summer series of Holography
Workshops in 1971, which continued until I retired in 1997. During these 26
years, we had people from 50 countries with broadly different backgrounds,
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studying holography in Lake Forest.
From 1982 to 1997, I organized six triennial conferences of the
International Symposium for Display Holography, or ISDH, which took
place in Lake Forest.
Each conference in the ISDH series follows the same format: topic by topic,
followed by an art exhibition, and many opportunities to mingle, make friends, and
share learning and experiences together. TJ later wrote1:
The pastoral setting of Lake Forest College and its liberal arts tradition
created a unique character to our symposium. Far away from distractions, a
diverse group of participants from “hippies” in sandals to businessmen in
dark suits were gathered for an entire week of informal dialogues (and yes,
partying). The outcome was the creation of a community of a large family of
members whose only common interest was in display holography.
The subsequent series of triennial ISDH’s from 1985 to 1997 proved this
concept to be true: Once you have attended an ISDH, you just have become
a member of the family. Each event became a reunion of family members
and an opportunity to expand its membership.
My retirement in 1997 had apparently made the 6th ISDH the last. However,
thanks to Prof. Hans Bjelkhagen, with popular support from “old” members
of the “family,” Hans resurrected the tradition and held a resoundingly
successful ISDH in St. Asaph, North Wales in 2006.
In attendance for the first time was Dr. Frank Fan, president of AFC
Technology Company in Shenzhen, China. He was so inspired by his
experience at the conference that he decided to have his company sponsor
the next event in China [held in 2009].
Three years later, in 2012, the conference was held at MIT, home of the late Steve
Benton, led by Michael Bove and Seth Riskin.
Quoting again from TJ’s speech at the 2005 Holo-pack*Holo-print conference, TJ
reflects:
I feel that I am more active today in teaching holography then I ever had in
the past, and I intend to continue until I am – “old”.
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I must confess that I feel guilty, even shame, having been so lucky while
many of my contemporaries suffered and died. Each night when I go to bed,
I feel like a little boy who has been allowed, once again, to sneak into the
dark kitchen, climb up on the counter, open a cabinet, reach into a jar, and
steal one more cookie.
Perspective: What is Our Hologram?
TJ is now infinitely “old”. But despite his being “old”, what he said to me in the
precious few months before his passing and why he said it now all make sense to
me. He described, as I quote, again:
Life is but a hologram. Wherever we are, whenever we are, we are all part
of the collective hologram, existing in a continuum, decorated with
wondrous coincidences. How we experience it depends on the perspective
from how we each choose to view it.
If his life is a hologram within our collective hologram, and TJ saw it as being
“lucky”, then with that context in mind let us ask ourselves again: What is a
hologram? What is your hologram? What is our hologram?
Whatever your perspective is, I think we can all agree that we are indeed lucky.
We're lucky to be here in beautiful St. Petersburg, Russia, a mecca of culture and
science; lucky to be here to honor Yuri Denisyuk for his pioneering contributions
to display holography; lucky to pursue our shared passion in display holography
together this week at this ISDH meeting, which features 8 sessions over 81 session
paper presentations; and lucky to have the chance to meet or reunite with more
180+ participants. It's going to be an exciting week here.
Thus, it is only appropriate that I close this paper with the very same line TJ spoke
in his speech at the 2012 ISDH 2:
"We are at this point in time, on this spot on earth, meeting for the next five
days. . . . Let's party!"
1

Tung Jeong, introduction and preface to Holography — Culture, Art and Information Technology: Proceedings of
the Eighth International Symposium on Display Holography, ed. Tung H. Jeong, Frank C. Fan, Hans Bjelkhagen
and Dynasty Wang (Beijing: Scientific and Technical Documentation Press, 2012).
2
Tung Jeong, closing statement to his speech “Art-Science, Beauty-Reason, and Holography” 9th International
Symposium on Display Holography (ISDH 2012) YouTube video 46:20. July 2, 2012.
https://youtu.be/KSew_VUyZzY
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DISPLAY HOLOGRAPHY: A DISAPPOINTING HISTORY
BUT A BRIGHT FUTURE?
Ian Michael Lancaster
So what went wrong? Why is our path from Lake Forest to St Petersburg
littered with the corpses of ambitious display hologram companies (my own
– Third Dimension Ltd – included)? Why is the Royal College of Art no
longer teaching holography; Why have so many of the artists that have
worked with holograms abandoned it? Why, when we walk through airports,
stations and shopping centres which have numerous backlit advertising
displays, do we not see display holograms? Why is lenticular imaging now
seen as easier to use (for creatives and customers) than holograms? In other
words, why has display holography not realised the promise and the dreams
of those early optimists in the field? And can this be redeemed? Is it too late
to see holography become the recognised and established medium for art,
promotion, display and illustration, or is the science and the art of display
holography now at a point where it can realise – or at least start to realise –
its early promise? In this paper I will endeavour to answer these questions,
with an emphasis on the present and the future, while acknowledging and
trying to apply Santayana’s dictum that those who do not study the past are
condemned to repeat it.
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Thank you

Display Holography:
A disappointing history…
but a bright future?

To the organising committee for the invitation to
present this paper

Ian M. Lancaster
ISDH 2015; St Petersburg, Russia
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My 40 Years of Holography

But after 40 years I’m disappointed

1976:

My first view of a hologram: Light Fantastic exhibition: I was hooked!

1979:

US State Dept Fellowship to visit US holography artists across the USA

1980:

As Arts Director at the Gulbenkian Foundation UK I established the UK’s first
open access holography studio for artists, at Goldsmiths’ College, London.
I established Gulbenkian Foundation bursaries for holo artists

1980:

I made my first hologram

1982:

Founder/CEO/Production holographer, Third Dimension Ltd - AgH display
hologram manufacturer

1986-88: Executive Director Museum of Holography, New York
1988:

Consultant on third National Geographic hologram cover

1987 - 2015: Editor, Holography News®
1990 - 2015: Director of Holo-pack•Holo-print® conference – now
The Holography Conference™
1991- 2012: Researcher & writer, Holography Industry Study and Market Report – 5
editions
© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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My Disappointment

“Holograms” Today

•

I am disappointed by the failure of display
holography to deliver on the promise and potential,
hopes and dreams, of the early days of white light
display holograms

•

And the consequent loss of ownership of the word
‘hologram’

•

© Ian M Lancaster 2015

which has allowed numerous non-holographic visual
technologies to claim the word hologram – most of
them not even 3D!
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“Holograms” in 1977

“Holograms” Today

7
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“Holograms” Today
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“Holograms” in 1977
Star Wars™

Just a sample of the many, many
different uses of “hologram” or
“holography” to refer to a Pepper’s Ghost
effect, a lenticular print or a stereo image.



All because of the failure of display
holography to make an impact on the
market and the public consciousness.



Misleading



Raised false expectations

© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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Is this the best thing to happen to holography in
the last 42 years?

© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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This Matters

Words are…
… all we have

“Hologram” and “Holography” no longer mean what we
know they should mean;

Samuel Becket

… the most powerful drug used by mankind

Mark Twain



In the vernacular, these words mean anything that is a
high-tech imaging method, or an image made with
such a method, whether or not it is 3D



This devalues the meaning and reduces its impact
when used accurately

… tools which automatically carve concepts out of
experience. The faculty of recognising objects as
members of a class provides the potential basis for the
concept: the use of words at once actualises the
potentiality.
Julian S. Huxley



What do we call holograms to differentiate them from
other things called holograms but which aren’t?

The difference between the almost-right word & the right
word is really a large matter – it’s the difference between
the lightning-bug & the lightning.
Mark Twain
13
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How do we reclaim the word?

The Disappointment
of
Art Holography

Can we?
Or is it too late?

15
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A Tale of Two Artists

A Tale of Two Artists

Rudi Berkhout: 4Di Landscape - 1986
© Ian M Lancaster 2015

Henry Moore: Reclining Figure 002
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A Tale of Two Artists

The Art Eco-System
Artist

Institutions

Gallery/Dealer

Collector
National Gallery East Wing, Washington DC

© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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Critic

There is no such ecology for holographic art

© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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Art Holography: where are…
Galleries and dealers
Too many gallery closures to list…
Holography Studio, NYC; mostly
commercial pieces
3D-Hologrammen, Amsterdam - “the last
remaining hologram shop in the world…” sadly, almost true
The Collectors:
Matthias Lauk - collection sold before he
died
Walter Clark - collection for sale
Jonathan Ross: occasional buyer
Alkis Lembessis: still buying
Other occasional buyers but no major
collectors

The Critics
When did you last see a serious,
thoughtful review of a work, or an
exhibition of, holographic art?

The Artists
Mostly, you’re here.
Where is the training for new holo-artists?
Where is the stimulus for new holo-artists?
21
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The Disappointment of
Commercial Display
Holography

Public institutions
MIT Museum
Victoria & Albert Museum - Chris
Titterington where are you when we need
you!
When was the last exhibition of
holographic art – one-person or group
show – at a major public museum or
gallery?
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Commercial Display
Holography

Commercial Display Hologram Producers


Since the late 1970s, it’s a history of enthusiasm,
investment, innovation, market excitement, awards…

and then…

The proposition

Eye-catching 3D imagery that stops the crowds


22
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The reality

Today’s eye-catching promotional images: Lightboxes, LED screens, lenticular displays.
Where’s the holograms?
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…bankruptcy

Again, too many to list, but this includes the company I
founded, Third Dimension Ltd, 1982-89; the latest, View
Holographics, 2008-2015.
Many making excellent holograms.
Notable Survivors:
Zebra Imaging, Colour Holographic, Geola - others
(sorry not to name you!)

24
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Why?


Cost of production (including equipment) so high prices for
holograms



Monochrome or inaccurate colour rendition (no Pantone!)



No mass production, no economies of scale



Delivery time



Difculty of setting-up a hologram to show it as it should be
seen



Little competition – alternative suppliers reassures customers

© Ian M Lancaster 2015

That’s the Depressing History:
Is there a Bright Future?

25
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The Public Remains Fascinated

Display Holography is
Nearly Commercial

(when conditions are right)







It’s only taken 50 years, but the steady
development of materials, processes and
techniques now mean holograms deliver:

Major “survey” exhibitions still attract 10s of
thousands of visitors
“Hologram” and “Holography” pull visitors to
websites (although usually not covering actual
holograms)

•
•
•
•

There is still interest in educational holography,
hobby holography and personal holography – eg
Liti Holography kits, Shoebox holography

© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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Nearly true (actually true and accurate?) colour
High resolution
High diffraction efciency – they’re bright!
Stable images over wider viewing angles
Lighting and display methods to make installation
easier and facilitate viewing as the creative holographer
intended

© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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But – BUT…





What Works



Volume replication is still a challenge
Which means large holograms for display
advertising and promotion, or smaller
holograms for illustration or personal use,
are too expensive (which is why so many
producers have closed)



Lead times are generally too long
29
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Low volume, specialist display uses:
•

reproduction of museum artefacts

•

prestige, one-off or low quantity holograms for
corporate HQs, trade show impact, retail display

•

Controlled display space for lighting

•

Art (but where’s the art ecology?)

Security holograms on documents and product
packaging – small, effective, differentiate from
SR holograms.
30
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What’s Needed to Stimulate
Commercial Display Holography

To Stimulate Art
Holography





Low-cost, fast replication to bring large display
holograms within the requirements and expectations of
customers



Lighting! Lighting! Lighting!



The lighting requirement is a major disincentive to
commercial customers - we need to free holograms
from the tyranny of specically-positioned pointsource lights
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Perhaps if holography becomes established as a
commercial visual medium, with public
recognition, art holography will benet.
But there are no easy solutions or easy
answers for a healthy art holography culture

Where is the research in to edge-lit holograms,
waveguides or other means of achieving this?

© Ian M Lancaster 2015

We need to re-establish – no, establish – that
eco-system of an art community for holography

32
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Why?

If you have been, Thank you for listening

Because….
holography is still the best medium
available to capture and create
static or kinetic* images in true 3D

And thank you to the many creative holographers,
researchers and innovators who continue to
believe, to create, and who have made my last 40
years so enjoyable
and without whom this paper couldn’t have been
written

*(but not moving)
© Ian M Lancaster 2015

Ian M. Lancaster

Phone +44 7818 061431; Skype ianlancaster
email ianl@reconnaissance-intl.com
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The purity of light



the ability to work in three dimensions



the ability to manoeuvre the location of and
interaction between elements within the volume
of holographic space



And to engage the viewer in and with that space



Multiple exposure and multi-channel techniques

All of which should excite an artists’ imagination,
critical thought and viewer response
So why has art holography failed?
© Ian M Lancaster 2015
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Characteristics of Art Holograms
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SESSION 1. HISTORY, CULTURE, AND EDUCATION

HOLOGRAPHY FOR ALL
P. Pombo*,++, E. Santos*, M.C. Magalhães*
* University of Aveiro, Physics Department, Aveiro, Portugal
++
Fábrica Ciência Viva Science Centre, Aveiro, Portugal
E-mail: ppombo@ua.pt
This paper presents a holography program based on educational and outreach
activities dedicated to the general public. Activities involved are exhibitions,
workshops, lab activities and demonstrations. Results obtained and new setups
proposed will be discussed.
Holography is a unique technique for 3D imaging, based on wave optics, and
with important technological applications1. Work on holography implies a final
product - the hologram. Educational activities involving holography have
demonstrated to be a powerful and strategic tool for teaching of optics and
physics learning2-4.
HoloNetwork is a Portuguese National Project dedicated to Educational
Holography with two main frameworks: holography for schools and holography
for society.
The line to schools is a non-formal educational program at 30 schools, involving
schools’s holography laboratories, students and teacher training. During the
school year, students work in teams and produce different types of holograms.
The line to society is an outreach program at Science Centres and Science
Museums, involving 7 holography laboratories, a travel exhibition and lab
sessions for families, students and the general public. During the whole year the
exhibition will travel to different cities, and the public can produce reflection or
transmission holograms and be involved in demo sessions.
This paper will present the results obtained and it will explore all types of
holograms produced by participants. The educational program will be present in
detail with focus on equipment, materials, experimental configurations and
learning outcomes. The outreach program will be discussed with focus on the
public engagement on holography and photonics.
1. G. Ackermann, and J. Eichler, Holography: A Practical Approach, WileyVCH (2007).
2. T.H. Jeong, “Holography In Art And Education", Proc. SPIE 0532,
Holography, 138 (1985).
3. P.V. John, “Advanced Holography in High School", Proc. SPIE 4149,
Holography 2000, 296, pp. 296-302 (2000).
4. P. Pombo, R.M. Oliveira, and J.L. Pinto “Experimental Holography in High
School Teaching", Proc. SPIE 4149, Holography 2000, 232, pp. 296-302, pp.
232-238 (2000).
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IMAGE HOLOGRAPHY IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
OF SAINT-PETERSBURG POLYTECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
S. N. Gulyaev *
Peter the Great St.Petersburg Polytechnic University
Polytechnicheskaya 29, Saint Petersburg, 195251, Russia
E-mail: gulyaev@rphf.spbstu.ru
A training experiment using a simple holographic camera for recording
bright high-quality Denisyuk reflective holograms is represented.
Introduction
Holography as science on recording structures capable of reproducing
three-dimensional images of arbitrary objects is under study in SPbPU at the
Department of Physical Electronics within the academic discipline
“Experimental research methods”. The program of this discipline implies a
student laboratory practice which includes the Lab work “Holography and
diffractive optics”. The main stages of the laboratory work include:
1) Familiarizing students with some grounding in the theory of
holography and Bragg diffraction of light.
2) Carrying out a holographic experiment which includes exposing
photographic plates to the laser radiation, the processing procedure and whitelight hologram reconstruction.
3) The investigation of the holographic image properties such as color,
size, shape and sharpness under changes of the illumination and environmental
conditions.
Theory of holography and theoretical assignment to students
Fig. 1 shows a general diagram of the theoretical material offered for
study.
The first part of the theoretical studies is devoted to the theory of thin
amplitude holograms, which is based on the introduction of the amplitude
transmission coefficient. On the basis of this theory, the fundamental rules of
obtaining holographic images under the illumination of the hologram by a
reference or reversed reference wave are derived.
The second part of the theoretical studies is devoted to Denisyuk's
volume reflection holograms. They are regarded as a set of quasi-spherical or
plane mirror surfaces. The reflection of light from these mirrors obeys the Bragg
condition, which largely determines the color of the reconstructed image. In this
part, theoretical studies show that the basic laws of obtaining holographic
images, derived from the theory of thin amplitude hologram, is valid for
Denisyuk's volume reflection holograms too.
38

Fig. 1. General diagram of the theoretical material.

After the theoretical session, students are usually offered a theoretical
task. An example of such a theoretical task is shown on Fig. 2. The top figure
shows the optical scheme of recording Gabor hologram. The hologram is
reconstructed by a reversed reference wave. It is necessary to show that in this
case we obtain two closely spaced images - direct and inverted.
It is interesting, that this configuration of
the reconstructed images is associated with the
so-called twin image problem in electron
emission holography. Since both images are in
the immediate vicinity to each other the
analysis of a single image is difficult. One of
the best graduates of the Department of
Physical Electronics Tatiana Latychevskaia,
now working at the Institute of Physics
Institute, University of Zurich, has solved this
problem [1].
2. Holographic experiment
2.1. Experimental setup.
The Lab experimental setup is based on
the portable holographic camera designed on
the principle of Sandbox [2, 3]. The absence of
rigid fixation of an object and a photographic
Fig. 2. Optical scheme of
recording and reconstruction of plate is the main advantage of the holographic
camera. The low sensitivity of the holographic
Gabor hologram.
setup to mechanical and temperature
instabilities makes it possible to record bright, high-quality Denisyuk reflection
holograms in any environmental conditions.
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General layout of the holographic setup is shown in Fig. 3. The setup
consists of a helium-neon laser, a steering mirror vertical stand and a
holographic camera. A narrow laser beam is deviated upward by a small
movable flat mirror PM and it falls onto a spherical mirror SM fixed on a high
stand. The spherical mirror being free to rotate around two mutually
perpendicular axes serves for an expansion of a laser beam and directing it
downward into the holographic camera. The spherical mirror curvature is
selected in such a way, that the beam diameter is 1.5 — 2 times as large as the
photographic plate size at the entrance of the beam into a holographic camera.
This is necessary to ensure homogeneous illumination of the photographic plate
during exposure.

Fig. 3. Holographic setup.

The helium-neon laser being used in the holographic setup has maximal
power P = 50 mW and radiation wavelength O = 638.8 nm. The coherence
length Lc of the laser at its maximal power is about 15 — 20 cm.
Fig. 3 is only a very general scheme of the holographic setup. When
dealing with real holographic setup students do not have access to that part of
the installation, which comprises a vertical stand and a laser, for reasons of
safety when working with laser radiation.
The holographic camera is a metallic
rectangular box open from above. The
general layout of the holographic camera
cross-section is given in Fig. 4. Photo
(Fig. 5) shows the holographic camera in
disassembled form. A metallic rectangular
cross-section pipe P open at both ends is
inserted into the metallic box B and it
forms the inner walls of the holographic
camera. The gap between inner and outer
Fig. 4. Holographic camera.
walls of the camera and also the bottom of
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Fig. 5. Photo of the holographic camera in disassembled form

the box B are filled with high-silica sand for mechanical stabilization of the
holographic camera. Further, a carrying glass plate GP is placed from above and
supported by the rectangular pipe P and high-silica sand. The distance between
the carrying glass plate and the level of the sand on the camera bottom is about
10 cm. There is a rectangular hole in the center of the carrying plate, the size of
which is a little bit less than the photographic plate. During the laser exposure
the photographic plate F is put on the carrying plate GP, closing completely the
rectangular hole in the center. Thus, the camera side walls, the carrying glass
plate and the photographic plate form a closed space and the object to be
holographed is placed into it supported by the tube holder HL . Such a
construction of a holographic camera enables one to reduce the effect of air
streams, vibration of the building and temperature instabilities on the constancy
of the path difference between the object and reference waves. To reduce
vibration effect a shock absorber AB in the form of a foam rubber is put under
the bottom of the holographic camera. For this purpose a pneumatic shock
absorber in the form of bicycle inner tube may be used too. The object —
hologram distance is adjusted by changing the height of the tube holder HL
consisting of screwed up together steel rings of various lengths (standard
adapter 46 mm rings for photocamera are used). Mechanical stabilization of the
object O is achieved by filling the cavity of the tube holder with high-silica sand
up to the top.
The distance from the spherical steering mirror to the carrying glass plate
is approximately equal to 1.6 m. To facilitate the observation of the
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reconstructed image the reference beam is incident upon the photographic plate
surface at a small angle to the normal.
2.2. Making an exposure of photographic plates
The exposure time texp is counted with any electronic or mechanical
watches and ranges within 15 — 40 sec. Optimal exposure time is determined
by fringe visibility or contrast of the interference pattern, created by the object
and reference beams within a photoemulsion layer. The high contrast of the
interference pattern is created by the objects closely situated to the hologram,
having metallic, well reflecting surfaces. The lower contrast is created by the
closely situated, well reflecting light objects, in which the light experiences
multiple scattering, e.g. ceramics and china ware. Reducing the interference
Table 1
Exposure time Development
Kind of the object
texp, sec
time
tdev, min
Closely situated objects with metallic
20 - 40
25 - 30
surface or covered with aluminum-powder
based paints
Ceramics, china ware, plastic articles;
10-20
40
objects covered with standard oil and
dispersed paints. Distant and dark objects
pattern contrast in this case is explained by the drastic change of reflected light
polarization owing to multiple backward scattering. The interference pattern
contrast also decreases as the distance between the object and the hologram
increases, mainly because of limited coherence of the laser radiation. The
interference pattern contrast decreased owing to this or that factors can be
compensated by the same way as it is done in conventional photography, i.e., by
reducing the exposure time and increasing the photographic plate development
time. Tentative time of exposure texp and development tdev for different type
objects are presented below in Table 1.
2.3. Equipment and processing procedure of photographic plates
Holographic photographic plates are processed in standard 30 u 36 cm2
trays. The photographic plates are processed on a specially-adapted to it rotary
table, the plane of which being inclined at a small angle to the horizon. This
device is intended to keep uniform agitating the solution during the processing
procedure.
The PFG-03 Slavitch holographic plates, being used in this work are
specially designed to record volume reflection holograms. They are 120 u 90
mm2 in size with the thickness T = 7 — 8 Pm and sensitized to a helium-neon
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laser radiation at the wavelength O = 632.8 nm. The process of photographic
plate development in a special developer of GP-2 type is of great importance.
The reflective-type holograms recorded on the photographic plates PFG-03 and
developed in the developer GP-2 show phase character and little light
scattering. Just immediately before use, the GP-2 developer stock solution is
diluted approximately by 50 times. Photographic plates are fixed in a standard
acid fixer. Distilled water or settled tap water of room temperature is used for
washing process.
To prevent the photoemulsion layer from excess shrinkage and the color
shift of the reconstructed image to the blue-green region (it is observed very
often at elevated temperature of processing solutions) preliminary hardening
may be used in 0.04% solution of the formalin. The agents hardening
photoemulsion may be added to the fixing solution too.
After photoemulsion having been processed, it is dried (dehydrated) by
successive immersing of washed photographic plates into 25%, 50%, 75% and
96% aqueous solutions of ethanol.
The sequence of steps in the chemical processing of the photographic
plates with the process parameters is presented in Table 2.
Table 2
№
Process
Processing solution
Time of
Temperature
processing,
of solutions,
min
qC
1.
Hardening*
0.04% formalin
5
19-21
solution
2.
Washing*
distilled or tap water
2
15-21
3.
Development
developer GP-2
25 - 40
19-21
4.
Washing
distilled or tap water
2
15-21
5.
Fixing
acid fixer
5
19-21
6.
Washing
distilled or tap water
20
15-21
7.
Dehydration
25% ethanol solution
1
19-21
8.
Dehydration
50% ethanol solution
1
19-21
9.
Dehydration
75% ethanol solution
1
19-21
10.
Dehydration
96% ethanol solution
1
19-21
11. Finish drying
in the air
10-15
19-21
*Processes 1 and 2 are not obligatory and are carried out when needed.
2.4. Study of holographic image properties
The properties of the reconstructed holographic image is examined by
students with the help of a white light source — a standard projector with a
halogen glow lamp of 150 W power. Below is a possible sequence of
observations of holographic reconstructed images:
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1) Observation of appearance of the holographic image at final drying the
hologram. Students watch the appearance of a holographic image, change in its
brightness, color and localization over the photographic plate surface.
2) Observation of orthoscopic and pseudoscopic images. When drying the
photoemulsion layer finishes and changes in the orthoscopic holographic image
cease, students turn the holograms by the photoemulsion surface towards the
illuminating source and observe the pseudoscopic image. They watch essential
varieties in the properties of the images reconstructed from different hologram
sides.
3) Observation of the holographic image when the illuminating beam angle of
incidence is changed. Watching the virtual image, students notice color change
of the holographic image while the hologram is been rotating about the
horizontal and vertical axes.
4) Observation of holographic image properties under changes of the wavefront
curvature and the relative extent of illuminating source. Students may see
changes in the orthoscopic image as the hologram is approaching the light
source. They pay attention to the object image size, the distance between the
object image and the hologram, and the reconstructed image sharpness.
5) Observation of the holographic image with an increasing dampness of the
photoemulsion layer. Students watch color changes of the virtual reconstructed
image after carefully breathing on the surface of the photographic plate.
6) Observation of the holographic image upon the photoemulsion layer heatingup. In this case the photographic plate is heated up by an air stream up to 80ºC.
Students watch the shift of the virtual image color to a short-wave region of the
visible light spectrum.
Conclusion
High operational characteristics of the holographic camera and the
simplicity of its control ensured the successful training of students in the field
of holography.
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COLLECTING AND EXHIBITING HOLOGRAMS
Jonathan Ross *
* Jonathan Ross Hologram Collection
286 Earl's Court Road SW5 9AS, London, United Kingdom
E-mail: jross@gallery286.com
The Light Fantastic exhibitions, which took place in 1977 and ‘78 at the Royal
Academy in London introduced me, and the British public, to holography, which had
previously been confined to university science departments.
Around that time I met a number of holography enthusiasts and, later in 1978, I was
involved in opening The Hologram Place, the first holography gallery in Europe, and
SEE 3, a production company for the origination and promotion of all types of display
holograms.
During the 1980s I was involved in developing commercial holographic products with
my colleagues Nigel Abraham and David Pizzanelli.
We originated embossed hologram masters for several years, supplying clients
throughout Europe, and eventually sold the company in 1990. I wanted to stay involved
in holography in some way and since I had always been more interested in the art world
than anything else, I determined to make a collection of holograms which I could use for
exhibitions.
My role model was the German collector, Matthias Lauk, who founded the Museum
für Holographie und Neue Visuelle Medien outside Köln. Matthias explained to me
that if you want to make exhibitions, you should begin by making a collection so you can
work with that, rather than having to borrow work from artists all the time.
It obviously takes a while to build a collection so the first few exhibitions I curated were
group shows where artists lent their work but by 1994 I was in a position to make the first
small exhibition from my own holdings.
3x8+1 was composed of 3 works by eight different artists and 1 work by another.
Margaret Benyon, Patrick Boyd, Liz Coates, Susan Cowles, Jon Mitton, David
Pizzanelli, Caroline Palmer, Martin Richardson and Jeffrey Robb. All of them were
based in the UK and most had been involved with the Royal College of Art Holography
Unit, which ran between 1985 – 1995. It was a great moment to start collecting
holography as the College attracted a lot of talented artists and I was able to acquire their
work at an early moment in most of their careers.
I particularly like to show works in groups of three and the 3x8+1 show was my first
attempt at this. These artists are at the core of my collection and I have included most of
them in every group show I have curated.
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If you are able to, it is important to collect an artist in depth, so your holdings reflect the
development of their work.
By the time I started collecting, Margaret Benyon had been producing holograms for over
twenty years so there was a bit of catching up to do, but over the years I have managed to
acquire pieces from each significant series she created.
In 1996 I found a house in central London which had a large basement, suitable for
holding exhibitions, and in 1998 I opened Gallery 286 there with an exhibition of 18
holograms from my collection. Since then I have held at least one exhibition of
holograms every year, including one-person shows by Margaret Benyon, Jon Mitton,
Matthew Schreiber, John Kaufman, Andrew Pepper, Patrick Boyd, Amy Rush, Martin
Richardson, Isabel Azevedo, Philippe Boissonet and Pearl John. Having my own gallery
space is a bit like having a lab is for holographers – somewhere to experiment with ideas.
I have curated themed exhibitions from my collection exploring different aspects of
holography such as Abstraction, Still Life, Portraiture, the Nude and Holographic
Movies, as well as numerous exhibitions of New Acquisitions.
However, Gallery 286 is not entirely devoted to showing holography and I have a busy
programme containing all kinds of Contemporary Art.
I have always felt that it was important that people do not see holography as some weird
thing out on its own so I integrate it into my programme alongside painting, sculpture and
photography. People in the art world are generally unfamiliar with holography and do not
know how to judge it, so I try to exhibit as much as possible and to illustrate the
differences between holograms and lenticular photography, which is now much more
prevalent.
Another important influence in my holography career was Eve Ritscher. Eve was the first
person I met who knew a lot of holographic artists. She curated a number of important
exhibitions during the 1980s, notably Light Dimensions which brought International
Holography to the UK for the first time. Eve was friends with many holographers and
made a good collection of her own. I acquired some great pieces from her, including two
important works by Steve Benton.
I was also hugely influenced by the activities of Ramon Benito, a Spanish artist based in
Madrid, who became excited by holography in the early 1990s and, alongside making an
excellent small collection, set himself the target of curating ten exhibitions in a year as
well as publishing catalogues for each one and bringing out a pocket sized magazine
which he distributed internationally. He not only managed to achieve all this but also
took holography to art fairs in Madrid, attended an ISDH in Lake Forest and travelled all
over Europe. I think he drank a lot of coffee!
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When you start to get serious about collecting it becomes important to document things,
so I was excited when, around the time I opened Gallery 286, Andy Pepper suggested
that we collaborate on a website to catalogue my collection and record all the exhibitions
I was involved with.
Last year it got a whole new look with lots of extra content and it is now fully searchable.
I would really like people to interact with the site more and send me background
information about works in the collection.
Because the first ten years of my holographic life were spent largely in the commercial
sector, I have always had an interest in and respect for the type of holography that is
produced for a mass market. Clearly it can be just as creative and technically demanding
as Fine Art holography – often more so. Over the years I accumulated a lot of samples
from companies making embossed holograms, because that was the field I was working
in, but when eBay happened, I set out to acquire examples of as many well- designed
holographic products as I could. Consequently the website now has sections dedicated to,
amongst other things,HOLOGRAMS IN PRINT, HOLOS ON DISC, HOLOGRAM
TRADING CARDS and the treasure chest that is my CABINET OF HOLOGRAPHIC
CURIOSITIES.
When I tour my collection to museums in the UK I always have some display cases full
of the commercial applications of holography and these prove very popular with visitors
who can easily relate to the objects they find there and are often surprised to discover that
they are all holograms in one way or another.
If you want to start collecting holograms, eBay is not a bad place to look although it
could be a bit overwhelming. When I was writing this paper I put the word ‘hologram’
into the eBay search box and got 54,795 results. Of course we all know that not
everything that is described as a hologram these days really is and, on the first page of
this search you can see the ubiquitous 3D Mirascope, or 3D Hologram Chamber, featured
prominently.
But if you narrow the search terms to something more specific, such as ‘Hologram
trading card’, you are more likely to find what you are looking for. Not much art though.
Of course delegates to this conference are in the perfect place to acquire holograms for
their collection as we are surrounded by artists and holographers who work in the
commercial sector, many of whom may have things they might like to sell. And, if
disposable income is short, a good suggestion is to write to companies that manufacture
holograms and ask for samples. If you say that you are a consultant and you need things
to show clients, or that you are a student doing research, you may well find that you
receive interesting things in the post for free.
And what, you might ask, is the main purpose of making collections like mine?
Principally to show people what can be done with holography and to act as a reference
source for future generations.
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I am frequently visited by students who are interested in holography for a variety of
reasons and are unable to see physical examples of the holograms they have seen
illustrated in books or online, anywhere else. The lack of permanent holography exhibits
around the world is a significant factor in the widespread ignorance surrounding the
medium.
I began to research how many museums and galleries there might be where you can go
and see holograms but did not get much feedback from the community, apart from a
German colleague who listed 8 locations in his country, only half of which offered much
variety. I would be interested to learn from delegates to this conference of any additions I
can make to my list.
Without the ability to see examples of holograms made in the past, practitioners are very
likely to make uninspired work and critics and potential collectors find it hard to judge
the quality of what they are seeing. One artworld connoisseur who visited my gallery
admitted that he “had to get his eye in” when it came to looking at holograms and another
well-known curator who attended a recent exhibition clearly did not have the vocabulary
to express his reaction to the work. After a while, the best he could come up with was to
say “Well, it’s not stupid”, which I took as high praise from someone who, at the start of
his visit had told me that he found early holograms “extremely boring”. If it had not been
for exhibitions like “Light Dimensions”, I might well have agreed with him.
I often ask holographers if they can remember the first hologram they ever saw and they
usually can. Those are the sort of moments which can determine a person’s future career
or turn them into a collector later in life so I believe that seeing holograms displayed in
museums and art galleries is extremely important.
If the only holograms you see are those encountered in gift shops or the kind of displays
designed as tourist attractions, then your perception of the medium is likely to be as
something second rate and, unfortunately, this view is all too widespread.
So, in the absence of museum displays of holograms to visit, what is the student of
holography to do?
At least they have the internet and I will end with suggesting a few websites that are
worth a visit. These and more can be found on the Links page of my website.
www.jrholocollection.com
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Upgrade of the pedagogic/popular science tool for holography: color
holography
A. Escarguel
alexandre.escarguel@univ-amu.fr
Laboratoire PIIM, UMR 7345 CNRS, case 322, Université d’Aix-Marseille, av. escadrille
Normandie-Niemen, 13397 Marseille Cedex 20, France
Introduction
In 2012, a pedagogic tool for monochrome holography was realized for pedagogic and
popular science purposes [1, 2]. Following its success, we recently decided to upgrade it to
make more than 5 times bigger color holograms and new pedagogic experiments. The kit
includes all the necessary equipment to produce 4”×5” color holograms anywhere with a
simple optical assembly and with an excellent vibration tolerance. The resulting holograms,
color and bigger, are much more spectacular for science outreach purposes. Moreover, a new
plate holder allows the realization at the same time on a single plate of a transmission
hologram and a reflexion hologram. This pedagogic experiment allows to show in a simple
way the two main kinds of holograms. For teaching purposes, some of the existing
experiments are being upgraded, and new ones are under development for undergraduate
students and continuing education of teachers: angular and wavelength multiplexing, notch
filters, holographic interferometry and diffraction holographic gratings with improved setup.
Description of the kit for color holography
The main element of the kit for color holography is an optical setup fixed on a
400×450 mm breadboard with isolating foot fixed in the bottom of the case (Fig. 1). It has
been optimized to be simple, robust and to allow easy optical alignment when necessary. This
setup is made of a 20 mW 632.8 nm HeNe laser, a 20 mW 532 nm DPSS laser (class IIIb), a
dichroic mirror to merge the collimated beams, a rotating polarizing filter in front of the green
beam used to control the red/green intensity ratio, and a convex lens placed just before an exit
hole made in the case. A zero aperture iris is placed just before the lens so that it is possible to
block the lasers beams. To decrease the risk associated with collimated laser beams, only
diverging beams are accessible outside the case. The HeNe laser has a coherence length
around 150 mm, while the green laser is monomode with a much larger coherence length.
Then, the maximum plate/object distance d for Denysiuk color holograms must be about 70
mm. For monochrome green holograms, d can be much larger.
The mirror and the dichroic mirror are fixed on kinematic mounts with adjusters for
easy optical alignments. Then, there is no need for precise optical alignments before the
realization of a hologram. As in the previous pedagogic kit for holography, all the necessary
equipment needed to develop the holographic plates is inside the case. This comprises the
developing products (developer, bleach and wetting agent) and the corresponding tools
(thermometer to control the temperature, syringe, measuring beaker, hair dryer to dry the
plates after development) and a few 4”×5” color plates (Yves Gentet's high quality Ultimate
08 [3]).
The plate/object support has been redesigned and optimized for 4”×5” plates (Fig. 2):
the reflecting prism has been replaced by a cheaper and bigger (4” x 5”) front surface mirror
to reflect the laser beams onto almost the whole surface of the holographic plate. For better
stability, three metallic balls have been fixed under the support. The same principle has been
used for the photosensitive plate stability which is put on three colums screwed on the
support, with balls at their extremities. The object is simply put on the top of the plate, taking
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advantage of the gravity to avoid any relative movement during the realization of the
hologram. This setup allows to realize holograms even in noisy environments as a course in a
full amphitheater at the university or during a science outreach session with kids. This
robustness is due to the fact that in holography, one needs to prevent any sub-micrometric
pertubating vibrations only after the separation of the laser beam into the reference and the
object beams [4]. In our case, as described in the previous article [1], this only implies to
avoid any vibration of the object versus the plate on which it is put.
As in the first kit, the plate/object holder is simply placed far enough from the lasers
so that the combined red/green diverging beams deviated by the 45° mirror lighten the largest
surface of the photosensitive plate. Typical exposure times are a few seconds. This is
sufficiently long to precisely manually expose the plate to the lasers with the use of a manual
chronometer, by simply opening the iris placed just before the lens. And this is short enough
to avoid possible pertubating vibrations. A new plate/object support is also included in the kit
to realize single shot reflection/transmission holograms. It allows to fix vertically the
holographic plate onto the support with the aid of four screws and plastic washers. Two
objects are placed behind and in front of the plate and are stabilized onto the support with
some small pieces of modelling clays.














 

Fig. 1, left: scheme of the optical setup. L1: 20 mW 632.8nm HeNe laser ; L2: 20 mW 532mn DPSS
laser ; PF: polarizing filter ; DM: dichroïc mirror ; M : mirror ; I : iris ; L : lens. Right: photography of
the setup inside the case.

Fig. 2: new object/plate support. The object is simply put onto the holographic plate to take
advantage of the gravity to stabilize it. On the right photography, the diverging lasers beams
come horizontally from the right.
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The kit for color holography allows the realization of:
•
•
•

monochromatic (green or red) Denysiuk reflection holograms,
color (with red and green lasers) Denysiuk reflection holograms,
single shot transmission/reflexion holograms.

For science outreach purposes, the main advantage of the kit is to allow the realization
of spectacular 4”×5” Denysiuk colors holograms. The redesigned plate/object support releases
the experimentalist from unwanted disturbing vibration. In color holography, one needs to use
at least three lasers with wavelengths corresponding to three independent primary colors [5, 6]
for reproducibility of a wide range of color shades. However, the realism of color holograms
realized with red and green lasers is already very impressive, even though it is not possible to
obtain pure white and purple/blue shades. When they are made during science outreach
events, the impact on the audience of such “two colors” 4”×5” holograms is very strong,
much more than small monochromatic ones. Then, the addition of an expensive blue laser is
not necessary: holograms made with red and green lasers offer a good compromise between
cost and effect on the audience. It has been tested for the first time with success in october
2015 during the national science days organized once a year in France.
Two main kinds of holograms can be realized. Historically, D. Gabor [7] first
presented the principles of transmission holograms. In this case, the reference and object
beams come from the same side of the sensitive medium. Once developed, such holograms
can be seen by looking at the laser beam through the plate. In the case the reference and
object beams come from opposite sides of the recording medium, the Bragg condition
becomes so powerful that the image can be seen in white light, provided it comes from a
sufficiently small source such as spotlight. This is the principle of white-light reflection
holograms invented by Y Denisyuk [8]. The new plate/object support allows realizing, at the
same time, the two types of holograms on the same plate (Fig. 3). The holographic plate is
fixed on the new support with the aid of four screws and plastic washers. The hologram of the
object placed on the laser side is a transmission one, whereas the hologram of the other object
is a reflection one. This experiment is an excellent way of showing the concrete difference of
such two types of holograms.

Fig. 3: principle of realization of a reflection hologram and a transmission hologram at the
same time, on the same plate. The diverging laser beam comes from the left. The plain and
dashed lines correspond to the reference/objects beams of the reflection and transmission
holograms, respectively.
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Conclusion
A complete pedagogic case for color holography has been created for popular events
and pedagogic purposes. It allows the realization of spectacular 4”×5” Denysiuk colors
holograms with an excellent tolerance to vibrations. In particular, the plate/object support has
been design has been improved. A second new special plate/object support allows the
realization of the two main types of holograms at the same time, reflection and transmission,
in a very simple way. This simple experiment is an excellent way of showing the specificities
of the two main families of holograms. Moreover, existing pedagogic experiments are being
upgraded [2]:
•
•
•
•

Diffraction gratings for emission spectroscopy, with study of the laser wavelength effect
on the groove density,
Wavelength multiplexing, for data storage (Holographic Versatile Disc),
Double exposure holographic interferometry (mechanical stress diagnostics),
Notch filters (Raman spectroscopy).

This part of the work is still under development. It will be presented in another publication.
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ABSTRACT
Reflective holography is connected to the idea of the movement within the digital holographic
image, and the presence of the viewer in front of it. We have been developing a series of
digital holographic images and lenticulars, exploring the performance potential within this
medium.
Bringing the image to life happens in the interaction between the viewer’s movement and the
image within the holographic plate, becoming a mirror time based symbiotic performance,
thus creating a physical space within, which the performance then becomes.
We are questioning the holographic space, its time and place within contemporary art and
proposing a new kind of performance and live art.
Keywords: digital holographic image, lenticulars, space, movement, time, mirror,
performance
INTRODUCTION
According Bill Viola perception is the input channel to the mind and with new technologies,
the call is first to the body, then the mind will follow 1.
Maybe we can think like is saying Pier Luigi Capucci that holography can create: a replica of
the real object, made of light, but immaterial, and is the sense of touch, even deceived, that
becomes the sense able to discern materiality from immateriality, and physical reality from
visual simulation2.
Traditionally we have the idea, that to look at a hologram, is like looking through a window,
and as we know, looking at the real world through a window, involves a complex process,
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because our visual system must focus many parts of it at different distances in order to
understand the image. Having that idea in mind we are able to consider that holography
records and shows the tridimensionality of the “real” space, even in a bi-dimensional support.
In the “real” space, holography gives freedom to the observer to look at it. In front of a
hologram one can choose the viewpoint and spatial position, one can successfully change the
visual perspective and that action from the observer is fundamental for the development of
our artistic work.
Over the past two years we have been developing a series of digital art holograms and
lenticulars, exploring the movement inside the holographic space and outside, in the space of
the viewer, making the physical space of the viewer, outside the hologram, also part of the
work.
CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT REFLECTIVE HOLOGRAPHY
We are calling this paper Reflective Holography and considering a mirror, time based,
symbiotic performance. The recorded movies from the camera, edited and then translated to
the final print of the digital holograms and finally lit with white light create place for the
viewer, occupying the space while engaging with the image. There is complete temporal
identity between the image seen and the act of seeing.
Holography does not project images, or use an apparatus that imposes a speed at which the
images pass before our eyes which happens, for example, in pepper’s ghost,3 often mistook
with holographic image. In holography the time of the image is the time of the viewer.
Another important thing to remember is that holograms cannot be translated into the language
of the other media, for example, taking a photo of a hologram or making a movie, is
eliminating its peculiarity; they can only be seen and feeling, in its total singularity, through
their direct presence.
The need to initiate with ones own movement in the real time is to activate the image, creating
possibilities of transformation in form, colour and space. This happens when the observers
changes their angles of view. We speak about emotion and affect connected with this
relationship. Performance art has to do with the transformation in the real space through the
participant’s feelings. That real space, we are considering a space created by the holographic
image and the viewer as performer. This is the performance art that we are proposing. We
must consider this work not only performance art but also a new type of live art.
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TECHNICAL DEVICE TO CAPTURE IMAGE

Figure 1 - The HoloCam Portable Light

Image information to make digital holograms can be originated from a physical scene or from
a virtual computer model. To the making of digital holograms, which we are presenting, we
used the HoloCam Portable Light (Fig.1), to capture physical scenes that are scenarios and
performances, placed and acted on the studio. The HoloCam is a Syn4D imaging device
system that produces a sequence of digital photographic shots of a real scene in a format
designed for use with HPO, horizontal parallax only, digital holographic Syn4D printers. A
digital camera moves along a horizontal line, in front of a scene, always looking into the
scene centre. The digital camera is placed on a precision linear translation rail and by a
stepper, or a servomotor, is running along the rail at a constant velocity. A computer controls
the camera motion and the acquisition of the frame data from the camera4.
That device, which we are working with, has been designed for use with holographic Syn4D
printer operated by Geola 5 group in Vilnius, Lithuania. The final Syn4D print contains a
realistic colour four-dimensional image of the filmed subject. In these holograms the image
captured is made with 35 mm cameras: Canon IS3, Nikon D3100 and the Canon 700D, on the
rail.

DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES
The production of these digital holographic images needs to master choreography, lighting
and scenography, as well electronics. The scenario was conceived in the studio,
experimentation with lights, colours and movements was integral. After getting the recorded
movies, they were edited on the computer using Motion 5 and Final Cut Pro X programs.
When the movies were finished they were sent to Geola in Lithuania to be printed as
reflection holograms.
Within this paper we are making a ‘reflection’ on the two series of digital art holograms that
were part of two previous papers. One is “The place for Performance in the Digital
Holographic Space”6, and the other “Seeing yourself Seeing”7.
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The first piece of the series “The place for Performance in the Digital Holographic Space” is
based on “Ophelia” a painting from the Pre-Raphaelite painter Sir John Everett Millais8. The
painting depicts Ophelia dead for love and madness in a river. “Lotus” (Fig.2) intends to be
inside water, the movement from Elizabeth Sandford-Richardson is from the ground up. The
viewer experiences the hand emerging towards them, echoing a flower blossoming. This
image was recorded on the Canon IS3 camera, angled 45 degrees toward the floor and at 160
cm height; the scene was built close to the camera. Lighting the scene we used three
spotlights with blue filters.

Figure 2 – “Lotus”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

“On the surface” (Fig.3) is composed by nine frames, taken from two movies. The viewer is
presented with a series of mime hands within the holographic plate, as if they are trying to
measure the digital space. The movement of the hands begin symmetrically, as the viewer
moves the movement within the digital space becoming asymmetrical. This piece is based on
Helena Almeida’s work9, her relationship with the surface of the canvas and her use of the
blue colour. To record each of the two movies we used the Canon IS3 camera, at 90 degrees
and 150 cm height. Lighting the scene we used two white spotlights in each side of the
scenario and in the centre a spotlight with a blue filter.

Figure 3 – “On the surface”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

In “Between memories” (Fig. 4) Elizabeth Sandford-Richardson is acting in a male-female
interaction, she is a man and two kinds of women. Acting on three different stages, these
stages occupy the same space, sometimes appearing one more than another. Dependent on
where you the viewer wish to stand. The movement between the three characters compose the
piece. The movement within the piece is based on “Café Müller” 10 , a dance-theatre
production by the German dancer and choreographer, Pina Bausch11. To create the image, we
used three movies; two of the movies are recorded from the Canon IS3 camera, collocated at
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90 degrees toward the floor and at 160cm height. The other movie recorded with the Nikon
D3100 camera, angled at 70 degrees and at 160 cm height. We used three white spotlights to
light the scene.

Figure 4 – “Between memories”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

In “Mirror” (Fig. 5) the movement of the hands in front of the mirror are composing the
movement of the shapes around the space, acting like a melody in the space where everything
is following its rhythm. This piece is based on Cindy Sherman’s “Doll Clothes”12, one of her
first videos. The hologram is recorded from two different movies. The shapes around the
figure were recorded on the Canon IS3 camera, angled 45 degrees, and 150 cm height. The
scene was lit with three spotlights in green, red and blue. The second movie depicts Elizabeth
Sandford-Richardson’s moving hands above a mirrored garment. Captured with the Nikon
D3100 camera, angled 45 degrees, 150 cm height, lit with two white spotlights.

Figure 5 – “Mirror”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

On the other series of digital art holograms “Seeing yourself Seeing”, the first piece is
“Orchestra” (Fig.6), where Elizabeth Sandford-Richardson is creating the movement of
playing violin, and that action is echoed along the holographic image, generating many
figures of Elizabeth, in order to shape a kind of orchestra, which expands and contracts
according the movements of the viewer. The image could be connected to the idea that the
viewer needs to act out memories in order to understand what the girl is doing: playing a
violin without a violin; but the movement and shape could be interpreted in another way. This
piece is based on a clip from the movie “Pina”13 a 3D documentary from the German director
Win Wenders, about the work of Pina Baush. The dancers are walking in a single file,
describing with the arms and hands, the four seasons, and repeating, like in a loop, the same
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sequence of movements. To create the image, we did two movies. In one of the movies, we
recorded the background, using the Canon IS3 camera, at 90 degrees toward the floor, at
165cm height, and projecting three white spotlights on a plastic curtain, each one with the
filters, green, red and blue. To record the second movie we used the Canon 700D camera,
angled 95 degrees toward the floor and 160cm height, with only one shape of the figure
suggesting that she was playing violin, and the scene was lit with white light.

Figure 6 – “Orchestra”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

“Five blue and white girls” (Fig.7) presents Elizabeth’s moving arms, from five different
movies collaged together, condensed into one. She appears in different sizes, in different
focuses and in different positions, but we intend that all figures are composed within the
integral movement depicted in the hologram. They depict the different shadow one casts of
themselves in modern day life. We are the same person in different situations: at the same
time in different places, for example, on the Internet on social networking sights, on the
mobile phone, in conversation with a group of people in the real time. Each situation shapes
different aspects of our personality, creating a whole, to whom we are, depending on what
stance the viewer has taken. The movement on this piece is based, on a moment selected from
Orfeu and Euridice14, another dance-theatre production by Pina Baush. We shot five movies;
one for each girl, with the Canon IS3 camera, angled 50 degrees toward the floor, at 160cm
height and each scene was lit with white light.

Figure 7 – “Five blue and white girls”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

In the “The good life/wife” (Fig.8), the female is a marionette, and a man is crossing the space
with an indifferent attitude, the female drinks and seems to take on an even more indifferent
attitude, creating a symbiotic relationship with the other figure. This piece and the next piece
are based on a performance by Elizabeth S-R 15 creating a definition of male and female
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characters. In order to create this piece we made three movies, in the first we recorded the
background with the Canon IS3 camera, angled 90 degrees toward the floor, 165cm height, it
was lit with one white light spotlight and two spotlights with blue filters. To make the movie
with the female we used the Canon 700D camera, angled 95 degrees toward the floor, at
165cm height, and were lit with white light. The male was recorded using the Canon IS3
camera, angled 90 degrees toward the floor, and 165cm height, and lit with white light.

Figure 8 – “The good life/wife”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

In “Man and things” (Fig.9), a memory of a man from the past is looking for a woman in the
present. He is inside a space that presents him clothes, hair, mouths, noses, eyes and ears.
These are things that he has to compose to you the viewer. We used several movies to make
the image. In the first movie we recorded the male in the background, we used the Canon IS3
camera, angled 95 degrees toward the floor and 165cm height, lit with two white light
spotlights. In order to record the objects and human features, we did several movies with
Canon 700D, one by one, carrying out what needed to compose this image.

Figure 9 – “Man and things”, Digital Reflection Hologram, 45x60cm

After the recorded movies, they were edited on the computer using Motion 5 and Final Cut
Pro X programs. The images were then composed through the material we collected on the
studio, in order to enhance our concepts. They are our data image information to make digital
holograms.
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CONCLUSION
We are pronouncing a singular movement of performance within the digital holographic
image. In hand with the viewers movements and engagement with the shapes that could be
interpreted in many ways. Challenging new directions to the singular movement within the
digital holographic image. This can only be seen, in its total singularity, through the viewer’s
direct presence and movement. In digital holography the time of the image is the time of the
viewer presence. Creating a complete temporal identity between the image seen and the act of
seeing, reflecting. We are pronouncing this to be Reflective Holography, a mirror, time based
symbiotic performance. We are considering this a performance space created by the
holographic image, the viewer and the space in between.
A reflection of engagement creating a performance.

The authors would like to thank Mr. Jeremy Collingwood and Mr. Stuart Wade for technical
support and collaboration. Isabel Azevedo also thanks Fundação da Ciência e Tecnologia,
Portugal, for making this work possible through a post-doc research grant.
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MERGING THE MATERIAL WITH THE IMMATERIAL
Richard Bruck
175 South Lake Street
Grayslake, IL
60030
USA
rabhol@earthlink.net
http://www.richardbruck.com/
This surveys the artist’s multimedia sculptural works which incorporate diodereconstructed holograms. In these works, imagery exceeds boundaries and transcends
discrete volumes. And, at times, embodied light is interpenetrated by the physical. All of
this is performed with the intention of unveiling the material and the immaterial in an
intimate dance in which each is equally real.

Fig. 1. Detail, “Light Carrier.” 12”x24”x12” Richard Bruck (2015)

This work is the product of a line of thought and set of values that attempt to be
ultimately honest and rigorously direct: a mining to the core of that essence in the
medium which fascinates the artist most profoundly. What matters most is attaining the
the most true, the most clean, and the most complete experiencing of that essence.
Therein lies unfiltered power.
What started as a pragmatic approach to make laser-illuminated holograms more
easily experienced as sculptural pieces, evolved into a series of works that were loosely
thought of and referred to as containers. As it progressed, the construction of these pieces
was increasingly driven by more formal concerns though: What is a light container?
What is it that light contains?
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Interior detail “Light Carrier.”

In “Light Carrier” (Fig. 1,2,3), the undiverged beam of a laser-diode projects a
real image onto the interior wall of a wooden crate. The glass hologram is a small,
triangular-cut section from a larger master. Re-purposed lab components are form and
function: they hold the hologram and laser and are seen and used as sculptural elements
in and of themselves. The laser is integral to the whole. It is not a separate piece of
equipment used to just illuminate a hologram.
“Architecture for an Argument with Reality” (Fig. 4), is an earlier experiment in
taking laboratory equipment out of its normal context and allowing for the laser to
operate as its own point of interest. In it, a breadboard serves as the stage and rubycolored acrylic a roof that filters ambient light. A pulsed-ruby image of an Elvis Presley
impersonator appears in the modified frame and plateholder (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4. “Architecture for an Argument with Reality.” 12”x 32”x 12.” Richard Bruck (2009)
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Fig. 5.

Playing with the volume of virtual and real images and their positions in space led to
a series of works in which the holographic imagery is given a similar luminance to a “hard”
physical object. The two then occupy the same volume. As they intermingle, the solidity of
each comes into question, and it is no longer clear which is more solid or which is more
real. In “Through” (Fig. 6), the cone of the laser light as it grazes the surface of the wood
takes on materiality of its own. Panga Panga wood grain recalls the motion of waves. In diminished ambient light (Fig.7), a fossil’s
surface inhabits a virtual ring. The complete structure reminds one of an optical
rail, or “big beam” suspended on air-filled
black disks (Fig. 8, 9).

Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. “Through.” 92”x 8”x 8.” Richard Bruck (2015)

Fig. 8.
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On the other hand, “Hold” marries found and
then tooled metal, Zebra wood, copper alloy,
and abstract virtual imagery (Fig. 10-13).

Fig. 9. The author’s first vibration-isolated table.

“Hold.” 6.5”x 7”x 48.” Richard Bruck (2015) Clockwise
from top right: Fig. 10,11,12,13.
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The contrasting materials amplify each other’s
innate and distinct qualities.
With “Meld” (Fig. 14,15), grainy red light
streams across the new and old growth of a Black
Walnut plank. A shimmering essence then
transcends the grasp of a weathered shard from
what was once a living tree. Employed as a
sculptural element, an aluminum rail component
holder secures and directs the laser (Fig. 16).

Conclusion

When light is given form and position and
then commingled with ‘hard matter’ within the
same volume, information will merge and lose
delineation. Combined light and matter challenge
our concept that there is an ultimate solidity to the
universe.
As we re-examine our concepts, we may
remember limitations are in the definitions themselves. What was once solid can now be seen
through, dissolved. Vision can reach into infinity.
Perhaps, we are the arbiters who determine the
physicality of our existence.
Fig. 14.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 15. “Meld.” 55”x 6.75”x 11” Richard Bruck (2015)
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HOLOGRAPHY AS AN ARCHITECTURAL DECORATION
S. Ishii
Independent artist
1-2-3-513, Kohinata, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112-0006, Japan
E-mail: gp5s-isi@asahi-net.or.jp
This paper presents an application for holography as an architectural decoration.
It describes the attempt to bring the attractive decorative applications of holography into a building’s everyday living space.
There are various different methods for using a hologram as a raw material, for
example, sculptural decoration as a three-dimensional object, atrium decoration,
a holography chandelier, wall decoration such as a mural painting, and staging
the prismatic display of sunlight indoors by using holography grating.
In these cases, the reflection type of hologram is mainly utilized because the
reflection holograms are much easier to handle than using transmission
holograms as a raw material. One of the reasons is that the transmission
holograms require a large space behind the holograms for a light to shine
through and reproduce the holographic images.
Lastly, recent practices are described, weaknesses of recent practices are
resolved, and multicolor rainbow transmission holograms are installed as a wall
decoration.
1. Holography Chandeliers
The holographic work (Fig.1-2) was installed in the first floor to second floor
stairwell of a pavilion building at the Tsukuba Science Exposition held in 1985.
The light source was indispensable in reconstructing a hologram. Denisyuk-type
DCG (Dichromate Gelatin) holograms and very small, low-voltage mini halogen
lamps were assembled together, and it became a holography chandelier.

Fig.1-1

Fig.1-2

Fig.2

Fig.3

They were hung from a ceiling to act as a chandelier. The brightness emitted by
many mini halogen lamps served as stair lighting and also functioned as a part of
the room’s general lighting system. Fig.1-1 shows the change seen in the
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hologram as one moves along the stairs. In addition, it is designed with a
geometrical pattern that makes it more interesting with distortion and the
image’s flowing effect. The hologram and the lamp are installed with a thin wire
and a silver line covered with transparent film to make the installation
equipment as invisible as possible.
Thus, when the light source is used with the hologram as one complete piece, it
can also be considered to have an application as lighting equipment.
2. Sculptural Object
Fig.2, Gift from Future, is made from a combination of holograms of the same
type as Fig.1 and creates a three-dimensional object. It is installed in an entrance
hall of the Campus Innovation Center Tokyo. A total of 64 glass holograms
(each with a dimension of 25cm×25cm) are used and attached to eight stainless
steel poles with a height of 230cm. They emerge from the base of black granite
like the leaves of a tree or petals of a flower. Around the circumference of this
object, light beams that are transmitted through and/or reflected from the
holograms cross each other. The way that the space is designed using the
hologram has a large influence on the surrounding environment. This is
especially true at night when passing pedestrians can enjoy the object’s brilliant
effect in the entrance of the office building.
3. Atrium Decoration in Public Space
Fig.3 shows a production in the City of Isahaya’s Health and Welfare Center,
where Denisyuk-type DCG holograms and dichroic mirrors are combined and
installed in the skylight window. This shows the combination of vivid color
interference and hologram reconstructed images with the feeling of realistic
texture and three dimensional volume. The reconstructed images and colors of
reflected and transmitted light change constantly, along with changes in the
sunlight coming through the skylight window.
This installation was composed of 24 DCG holograms (each with a dimension of
35cm×40cm) and 10 pieces of dichroic mirrors (110cm×110cm each) laminated
with intensified glass that was hung from the ceiling where sunlight entered the
atrium. Depending on variations of the ambient lighting conditions, such as fine
or cloudy weather and daytime or nighttime, the appearance of the holograms
changed. This is the first time that the use of holograms has been used in this
form to take in all of the surrounding optical environment. They can offer a new
environment in the building that did not exist in the past.
4. Wall Decoration
Permutation (Fig.4) is the author’s first holographic work and was finished in
the shape of a mural painting. It is based on a DCG reflection hologram.
Although the image comprised of holograms (each with a dimension of
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30cm×30cm) is a relief-like geometrical pattern, when viewed in combination, it
is designed to become a pattern that continues like a puzzle.

Fig.4

Fig.5

Fig.6

The DCG reflection hologram has an especially bright picture and a delicate
tone color, similar to a pearl or a buprestid beetle. The wonderful and attractive
effect created by these holograms cannot be realized with any other materials
used in wall decoration. Since the image is formed in front of the glass, it looks
like the layer of light fluctuation has covered the whole surface of the physical
glass plane. This kind of visual effect is not achievable in the actual object but
only through the use of holography.
The case (Fig.5) is installed in the entrance of an apartment. The holographic
image is a shadowgram of natural grass.
As mentioned above, when a hologram is likened to a painting, a tile, or a
pottery plate, it can hold great potential as a new material for wall surface
ornamentation.
5. Wall Decoration: Holograms Reconstructed from Sunlight
If a hologram reconstructed with sunlight is installed in a basement, it will
introduce a great change in atmosphere. Adding sunlight is the optimal way to
improve this living space, by eliminating the feeling of being blockaded in a
basement and improving the room’s environment. For basements, which
continue to increase in number, a solar light is an important design option. The
combination of a hologram and a solar light can be considered a means of
creating new livable space.
The work titled Beyond the Window (Fig.6) is installed in a seminar room,
located in the basement of an educational institution. The reconstruction of the
holographic image is enabled by guiding sunlight from the roof of the building
to the basement through optical fibers. People who work there know the weather
outside without moving from their seat.
The work shows the reflection hologram of silver halide to which the silhouette
of a branch of arborvitae is recorded and embedded in the wall. This wall has a
double structure and the distance between the two wall panels is about 30cm. A
circular window with a diameter of 120cm is opened in the surface panel, and in
the back panel, a circular hologram with a large diameter of 160cm is installed.
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The feeling of being blockaded in the basement due to a lack of sunlight is
reduced with the installation of the hologram. The hologram increases the
perceived depth of the room, making the space seem much wider than it actually
is through the circular window installed.
The hologram is reconstructed using sunlight. If the weather is cloudy outside,
the hologram will be illuminated by an artificial spotlight. The diameter of the
optical fiber used to guide the light is about 10mm. At the end of fiber, the exit
beam is shaped by a small lens to illuminate the hologram. The fiber produces a
very sharply reconstructed image of the branch of arborvitae, remodeled to a
depth of 40cm.
This round hologram is comprised of four original squares (80cm×80cm) of
silver halide reflection holograms because it was difficult to prepare such a large
format circular hologram with a diameter of 160cm. These four pieces of film
were aligned and sandwiched between two layers of glass and laminated,
thereby forming a single piece of glass. The lamination process was extremely
difficult because four individual pieces of film were combined into a single
piece for display. The film base had varying thermal expansion coefficients
along its width and length, making it extremely difficult to maintain an optimum
alignment between the attached pieces. Lamination would have been rather
convenient if the piece were constructed from a single large hologram.
6. Rainbow Production
The production of rainbows is an interesting application of sunlight. Fig.7, Fig.8,
and Fig.9 are rainbows created by holographic grating. Fig.7 is a rainbow
production on the ceiling of an art museum’s entrance hall. Fig.8 shows the
effect in another art museum’s cafeteria. Fig.9 shows rainbow production in the
dining room of a care home for the elderly.

Fig.7

Fig.8

Fig.9

When sunlight hits the grating installed in the crosspiece of a glass window, the
diffracted light produces a rainbow color on a ceiling or wall. The area of
rainbow color moves along with the movement of the sun. In this case, it is
necessary to install holographic grating where the direct sunlight beam enters.
The position of a rainbow will change along with the time, so rainbows will be
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discovered in unexpected places. Sunlight gives life to all living creatures. Its
presence is unconditionally comfortable to us. The sunlight’s production of the
rainbow carries brightness and peacefulness into an everyday living space.
Holography is the easiest way to bring the sunlight inside to us.
7. Application for Large Format Multicolor Transmission Holograms
In the cases mentioned above, the reflection type of hologram is mainly utilized.
One inconvenience in using the transmission holograms in buildings is that they
require a large space behind the holograms. This looks like useless space, but is
essential for the lights, which reproduce the holographic images. At this point, it
is not easy to utilize this type of hologram in daily living space.
Lastly, recent practices are described, weakness of recent practice is resolved,
and multicolor transmission holograms are installed as a wall decoration.

Fig.10-1

Fig.10-2

Murmur of Aqueus (Fig.10-2) is an example of a three-dimensional work
composed of three large format multicolor rainbow holograms. It was installed
in a large-scale construction space at Tokyo Institute of Technology’s
Centennial Hall (Fig.10-1) in 1995. A hologram is recorded on a film sheet
(108cm×178cm) and laminated between two glass plates (each with a dimension
of 108cm×210cm×8mm). About 35cm of the lower part of this glass-laminated
hologram is installed in the stainless steel base, which is fixed to the floor.
Behind the holograms, a flat water vessel (with dimension of
330cm×210cm×10cm) with three mirrors at the bottom is set on the floor. The
device is then prepared to produce ripples on the water surface in such a manner
that water drops fall from the top. The lights used for hologram reconstruction
reflect from the mirrors of the water vessel and add dynamic movement and
impart a sense of vividness to the three-dimensional virtual image. The images
with ripples can be seen in Fig.10-2. This hall is open to the public, providing a
good opportunity to introduce the application of art holography widely.
In this case, the large space behind the hologram is occupied.
The next installation (Fig.11) is composed of six multicolor rainbow holograms
(100cm×10cm each) with mirrors which behave like reflection holograms. This
work was installed in an entrance hall of an art museum and requires the
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reconstruction of light from the front because it was difficult to install the light
from behind. Rainbow holograms then need to be transferred to reflection
holograms using mirrors. Each film hologram with a film mirror background is
sandwiched in between two acrylic plates (10mm thickness each).

Fig.11

Fig.12-1

Fig.12-2

The reconstructed image of a white light transmission hologram resolves white
light into the spectrum of colors, then reassembles and reconstructs the spectral
color. The three-dimensional information changes with the horizontal shift of
the observer, and multiple color changes take place with a vertical shift. The
reconstructed image makes kaleidoscopic changes with each different viewing
position. The kind of image that is visible, and how much space it occupies, is
deeply dependent on where the observer is standing. This point is a salient
feature of multicolor transmission holograms.
One recent example (Fig.12-1) shows a wall decoration with a multicolor
hologram in the entrance hall of a National Taiwan Normal University facility.
This work is composed of a large format film hologram (with dimensions of
74cm×143cm) laminated with glass and a mirror made of polished stainless steel
setup behind the hologram. They are installed on a granite wall and covered with
tempered glass for safety. The image (Fig.12-2) is a shadowgram created with
natural grass and brush strokes. It looks like a landscape painting.
According to one’s moving viewpoint, the holographic image changes like the
landscape in different seasons.
The latest example is a wall decoration (Fig. 13-1) with a large format
multicolor hologram laminated with glass (with dimensions of 184cm×110cm)
and a stainless steel mirror. It was installed in the entrance hall of a facility in
Chao Tung University, Taiwan. Fig.13-1 shows the hologram at night and
Fig.13-2 shows its installation.
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Fig.13-1

Fig.13-2

This paper has described the various attempts to bring the wonderful and
attractive spaces realized by holography into the area of everyday living.
The design of spaces using holograms has a big effect on the surrounding
environment.
The author continues to attempt to bring holograms into everyday living space to
produce brilliant, delightful, and comfortable spaces.
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AN EVALUATION OF AN ART HOLOGRAPHY
EXHIBITION: SHOULD ARTISTS CARE WHAT PEOPLE
THINK?
Pearl John, Faculty of Technology, The Imaging & Display Research Group,
De Montfort University, Leicester, LE19BH, UK, Public Engagement Leader,
Physics and Astronomy, University of Southampton, Southampton, UK.
Email: pj@soton.ac.uk
1. Introduction
This paper provides a case study of an evaluation of a recent art holography exhibition which
forms part of the author’s PhD research. The paper firstly explores the purpose of
contemporary artwork in society - providing the context as to why artists may not be
concerned with the general public think of their work, and secondly determines the benefits to
evaluating audience response within the process of fine art research. The evaluation of the
author’s art holography exhibition ‘A Virtual Artist’ provides the medium for the argument.
The paper will include information about the exhibition which took place at the University of
Southampton in August- September 2014 and will outline the methods used in the evaluation
process, the results of the audience’s responses and future direction of the artwork. The paper
will argue that not only is the use of an evaluation appropriate to the methodology for a
practice based PhD, but also that many artist’s working with holography have embraced
audience response as part of their work.
2. Context
This section of the paper looks at why, on the one hand artists expect that their work will be
rejected by their audience and on the other hand, explores why in practice artists care deeply
about what people both think and feel about their artwork.
Why might artists not care what an audience thinks of their work? It has been argued that the
reason d’être of contemporary art is, according to Julian Stallabrass in ‘Contemporary Art: A
Very Short Introduction’ to attack and critique popular culture and societal norms;
“Contemporary art is supposed to be a realm of freedom where artists shock,
break taboos, flout generally received ideas, and switch between confronting
viewers with works of great emotional profundity and jaw-dropping triviality.1
Artists working within the context of the international art market explore new territories with
the subjects they depict, the concepts they communicate and the media they use to do it with.
It can be argued that the general public - who do not regularly visit contemporary art
exhibitions, tend to have an expectation that art should be intellectually accessible or
aesthetically attractive to them. They can find contemporary art shocking, confusing or even
unpleasant to look at. The result can be headlines in popular newspapers which often deride
contemporary artist’s work. For example the title of an article on Tracey Emin’s work, a
successful UK artist, in the Daily Mail:
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“Tracey Emin's vulgar show proves the art luvvies are dragging civilisation
backwards: Quentin Letts finds the artist's latest exhibition both embarrassing
and infuriating.2
Within the body of the article Letts criticises Emin by saying ‘she displays contempt for

anything which is pleasing to the eye, while she happily pockets millions of pounds”. This attitude
illustrates how this critic and Daily Mail readers view contemporary artists – that they should be
producing work that is pleasing, and non-confrontational, and they are not supposed to be financially
successful. Artists forge ahead with their work despite it being unpopular with the public as

they are aware of the mis-match in expectations between their own industry, ie. the
international art market which recognises the purpose of art to critique society, and that of the
general public who do not.

In a recent lecture at De Montfort University by Margaret Boden, the Research Professor of
cognitive science at the University of Sussex, entitled ‘Creativity’3, Boden argued that
‘transformative creativity’ i.e. the most profound creativity which makes us change our world
perspective is always rejected at first. Genuine transformation is, she said, ‘Utterly
unacceptable. It’s going to meet resistance and it risks not being valued. For example when
Picasso first produced Les Demoiselles d’Avignon 4 he hid it. Friends thought it was rubbish.”
The painting produced in 1907 marked a radical departure from the styles of traditional European
painting and can be argued to have inspired the Cubist and Modern art movement.

The very use of holography – a ‘high tech’ process - as an art medium is in itself breaking
cultural norms in both society and the international art market, because it isn’t using
traditional fine art media such as painting or sculpture. This breaking of norms has produced
a negative bias against holographic art work which has been well-documented; Margaret
Benyon referred to writing by D. Tulla Lightfoot, Rene Paul, Andrew Pepper and Chris Titterington
in her paper Holography as Art5 in the Art in Holography2 Conference in Nottingham, UK in
2006 exploring the art world’s negative response to holographic artwork.
3. Why care?
So if artists are prepared for their work to be rejected why argue that artists should care what
people think at all? There are a number of factors which ensure that artists stay engaged with
their audiences; artists working with holography need to be able to sell their work to continue
making more, (and discussion of this normal challenge for artists is beyond the scope of this
paper), some artists need people to work interactively with the artwork as part of the work
itself and researchers in the arts need to engage the public with their research.
Viewing holography – and seeing works of art created in the holographic medium – relies on
the physical aspects of seeing and perception of the viewer – and sometimes that involves the
physical movement of the viewer too. The very first art exhibition by which featured
holography - by Margaret Benyon was considered a failure by the artist:“I thought I could continue in holography the preoccupations as a painter which
led me into it. I quickly discovered after the failure of my first show in 1969 that
I could not do this and that I should have to go back to square one.” 6
Benyon had to change the content of her artwork when she first showed her holograms
because the audience couldn’t comprehend what they were seeing. Benyon had been inspired
by interference patterns when she was painting and she continued this interest in optics and
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light in holography by making a box which contained a moiré pattern and made a laser
transmission image of the piece. This referencing of the interference pattern in her work in
retrospect is intellectually very appealing, the artwork involved the audience – they had to
create the movement within the moiré pattern as they looked at it by moving themselves.
However the audience could not understand what was in front of them, they couldn’t
comprehend what they were seeing and didn’t engage with it. As a result of observing the
audience at the exhibition and noting the confusion and the discomfort they were
experiencing from looking at her art Benyon changed the content of her artwork to prevent
alienating her audience. She began to make images of more familiar images – domestic
scenes - to connect with her audience so they could comprehend what they were seeing in the
new medium.
4. Audience Manipulation
Despite the early difficulties Benyon faced in relying on the audience to move to see and
comprehend her artwork – other artists have since chosen to deliberately manipulate
audiences physically; Shumin Lin, Phillippe Boisonnet and Martina Mrongovius to name just
a few. In Sungazing7 Lin used the lighting of the image to manipulate his audience; he
continuously moved the light which illuminated his holograms along a rail to mimic the
movement of the sun. This movement of the light ensured that he controlled the movements
of the audience - who had to shuffle sideways in front of the artwork in order to see different
areas of the hologram as they were illuminated. In In-Between8, Boisonnet required audience
members to act as a team in order to illuminate all three of his holograms and Martina
Mrongovius’s PhD research work very much involved manipulating how the audience felt
and behaved.
“In a number of my exhibitions I also confined the viewer by physically creating
and seeking out narrow spaces to install the work. With these confinements I
found that the viewer’s sense of movement became exaggerated. There is a felt
intensity to confined or restricted movement, as the spatial limitation evokes a
bodily awareness.”9
When Mrongovius provided a trampoline for audience members to see “Jumping Jellies I’m
going to make you jump.”10 the jellyfish are vertically animated, Martina describes that; “the
viewer feels their own squishy parts expanding and contracting a sense that is heightened by
seeing the animation”. In her PhD dissertation she writes that she wanted viewers of her
artwork to become aware of themselves physically by introducing a feeling of discomfort
when they saw her work. The holograms act as a tool to manipulate the audience to engage
with Physical space.
It can be argued that all animated holograms which rely on the movement of the viewer
manipulate the audience physically, relying on audience involvement in order for them to be
able to see the artwork.
Not only do artists working with holography care about their audience’s response to the work,
but researchers are also required to engage the audience with their work for two reasons;
firstly as a function of obtaining public funding from the Research Councils of the UK – who
insist that an impact outside of academia is sought – and also if part of the researcher’s
contribution to knowledge includes providing an audience with a new audience experience.
The author’s PhD research questions do include asking whether a new holographic artform -
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which the author hopes to produce in the form of four-dimensional family trees - provides its
audience with a new experience. The next section of the paper describes the author’s work –
and the audience’s contribution to the research through evaluation.
5. Research
The exhibition which provides this basis for this case study was produced as the author’s
second PhD project which concluded with a public exhibition entitled ‘A Virtual Artist’
which was held at the Special Collections Gallery at the University of Southampton’s, Hartley
Library The exhibition was held from 26 August 2014 – 26 September 2014. The Special
Collections Gallery normally houses the University of Southampton’s archive of the Duke of
Wellington’s collection of letters, and historical memorabilia. The Gallery is a temperature
controlled vault with missile-proof cabinets with a museum grade conservation lighting
environment. The Gallery’s darkened atmosphere inspires reverence in the audience. The
venue appears to have its own authority and asserts that the work shown in it is precious,
worthy of conserving. The exhibition programme usually focuses on themes within the
collection and links in with University academic activity including celebrations of research,
conferences and contributions to national and international events and commemorations. The
Virtual Artist exhibit includes the artist’s own ‘Special Collection’ of objects and holographic
artworks which were gathered to form an archive of a family history. Some elements of the
exhibit were autobiographical, while other elements were fictitious. Ten pseudo-colour
reflection holograms were paired with vintage or antique objects. The holograms depicted the
artist’s family members from different eras. The objects in which the portraits were
embedded or associated with objects – some figurative and some abstract were themselves
from different eras and included; a minor’s lamp, a first world-war compass; an SLR film
camera; a necklace; a dinner plate from the 1970s and a pair of silver-dipped child’s shoes,
and are shown below:-

Fig.1 Panoramic Installation view of ‘A Virtual Artist’. Photograph by Martin Richardson.

Fig. 2 & 3. Installation views of ‘A Virtual Artist’. Photographs by Rob Luckins and Jane Birkin.
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Figs 4 & 5. Minor’s Lamp – Great-GreatGrandfather. 10cm x 25cm, mixed media with
reflection hologram, Pearl John 2014 and The
New Clock - Self-Portrait. 20cmx30cm, mixed
media with reflection hologram, Pearl John 2014.
Photographs by Rob Luckins.

Figs. 6,7 & 8. Dinner Plate – Mother, 25cmx25cm, mixed media with reflection hologram, Pearl John, 2014,
Boxer Sketch – Grandmother 20x25cm, mixed media with reflection hologram, Pearl John, 2014, and Silver
Shoes – Sister, 25x30cm, mixed media with reflection hologram, Pearl John, 2014. Photographs by Rob
Luckins.

Fig.9, 10 & 11. The Compass - Great Grandfather. 10cmx20cm, mixed media with reflection hologram, Pearl
John, 2014, The Camera - Father. 20cm x 15cm, mixed media with reflection hologram, Pearl John 2014. The
Portrait – Great-Great Grandmother. 15cmx25cm, mixed media with reflection hologram, Pearl John 2014.
Photographed by Rob Luckins.
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Figs 12 & 13. The Wedding Photo – Grandfather, 15cmx20cm, reflection hologram, Pearl John 2014. The
necklace - Aunt. 8"x10" mixed media with reflection hologram, Pearl John 2014. All photographed by Rob
Luckins.

6. Holographic Techniques
The ten pseudo-colour reflection shadowgrams were made for the exhibition – they were
created with a red 35mW Helium Neon Laser and the Agfa 8E75 holographic film was preswollen to enable colour control and increase the brightness of the developed image. A
standard shadowgram set up was used to expose the holographic images as can be found in
The Holography Handbook10 and in Practical Holography.11

Ground-glass screen with mask
Reference beam

Object beam

Holographic film glass
sandwich

In order to produce the images for the holograms photographic masks were produced on
holographic film using very old Agfa and Ilford film. The holographic film was fogged in
places due to age and unusable for holographic images however it was perfect for use as a
base for producing the holographic masks. The artwork subject matter was firstly
manipulated in photoshop to produce a ’negative’ image, then printed out onto paper,
transferred via photocopy onto acetate (overhead transparency) then the acetate mask was
placed over holographic film in a dark room. The acetate was not a suitable base for the
holographic image as it is birefringent, so it was used to create an image on holographic film
– which isn’t birefringent. The overhead lights were turned on for up to 20 seconds
(photographic test strips were used to determine the correct exposure for each image) to
expose the holographic film. The film was then processed in almost complete darkness using
lithographic developing chemistry to get a high contrast image. This photographic image was
then placed in the holographic camera set up to act as a mask for the shadowgram. The
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photographic images were taped to a ground glass screen and the laser light transmitted
through the artwork produced the holographic image.
Adjustments of the z axis between in object and the holographic film were made to represent
different time periods; the distance from the photographic mask to the holographic master
plate was extended to represent a period further back in time. Once completed the holograms
were integrated with existing objects.
7. Evaluating Audience Experience - Methodolgy
The evaluation methods used by artists thus far have relied mainly on artist’s observations of
audience behaviour. More formal methods have been utilized with the author’s research to
provide a formative evaluation of the artwork. According to Alarcon-Diaz et al., in
“Evaluation in Public Art: The Light Logic Exhibition”13 the purpose of formative evaluation
is to ‘explore new ideas, generate on-the-fly understandings and develop the works as a result
of that process’. The writers noted that a questionnaire survey format is the most common
method of a range of methods for gathering information for evaluation purposes. Other
methods include the use of social media and reviews. These methods were all utilized in the
Virtual Artist exhibition. The results of the evaluation have determined the next phase of the
research.
The following exhibition objectives were evaluated;
x
x
x

To show work whose audience can perceive that the volume of holographic space is
being used a metaphor for chronological time in the artwork.
To determine whether an audience can recognise that new structures of family trees
are being explored.
To give the exhibition audience a new experience.

The planning and organisation of the show were also evaluated in conjunction with gallery
staff – and the evaluation methods were also critiqued.
In order to evaluate the audience experience the author had to collect quantitative and
qualitative data from The people who were involved in the exhibition; the author, Gallery
Director, and gallery staff, visitors and lastly a focus group of peers. “Survey Monkey” was
used to provide the audience members with a follow-up online survey 3 months after
attending the show. Quantitative data collected included; the number of visitors, gender, agerange, frequency of attending art exhibitions, previous experience of attending art &
technology exhibitions, and lastly the interest in science and art exhibits. Qualitative data was
collected on the audience members answer to the questions; ‘Why did you go to the
exhibition?’, “What did you think/feel about the about the artwork that you saw in the
exhibition?” and “how did you hear about the exhibition?”. An ethics statement accompanied
the evaluation questionnaire which was sent to visitors who had provided their emails when
visiting the exhibit. The ethical issues of the PhD project were reviewed by the Ethics
Committee of De Montfort University and passed.
A small focus group was held with three professional Hampshire artists who discussed a
selection of the exhibited works in the form of a ‘Questions’ Session. This format was
developed by Ian White, adjunct Film Curator for the Whitechapel Gallery, London (2001-11)
who chaired sessions critiquing new films. The participants are asked to only pose questions
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to the artist – who is not allowed the answer the questions. A greater depth of discussion and
observation results from this imposed structure, because the artist is not allowed to respond
they listen more closely – without having to formulate their own responses to the questions.
The ‘Questions’ were more carefully considered and formed. The group was held on 13
October 2014 and lasted for one-and-a-quarter hours.
Results
Almost 500 people attended the exhibition. The exhibition received local press attention with
an article in the Southampton Daily Echo – which has a readership approximately 33,000 and
BBC Radio Solent’s Katie Martin Programme which has approximately 25,000 listeners. 71
people provided their email addresses through booking to attend the Private View and were
contacted with an on-line questionnaire 3 months after they visited the exhibition. Out of
those contacted 21 replied and returned completed questionnaires.
Qualitative Results from the evaluation
The audience responses with regard to how they thought/felt about the exhibit were
summarised and analysed.
Affective

Analytic

Moving
Exciting
Haunting
Really amazing
Very inspiring
Really interesting x 2
Very interesting x 2

Absolutely brilliant! Brilliant
Thought-provoking
truly talented
Clever
Informative
Inventive x 2
A stimulating synergy between art & science, in
which both components benefitted.
Really impressive
Very varied, both human and technical content.
Good
original
Unique
Drew me into concepts of which I had no
previous understanding.
different from anything i had seen before
very creative
Imaginative
Beautiful , Beautifully made

Interesting x 5
Fascinating x 5
Puzzling
Entertaining
Intriguing
Engaging
Seductive
Evocative
Touching
Courageous
loved it
enjoyed x 3
Really liked it!, Liked it x 4
I related to the work
I felt a connection to it x 4
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aesthetically pleasing
It reveals intimacy
The exhibition invited curiosity

Very attractive
The artwork is eliciting emotional responses from audiences. From ‘Wow’ to ‘Connection’
with different levels of engagement. Audience members felt; frustration, delight, excitement
and fascination with the work. The work intrigued them and it can be argued from the
comments that the audience gave that the work gave them a new experience.

Analysis
The following section provides an analysis of the results of the evaluation. Audience
participation and design of the exhibition were explored. The Author felt that the audience
numbers were limited and slightly disappointing. The exhibition space was, though only open
from 10-5pm daily during the week which may have prevented external visitors from coming.
Previous Exhibits in the Special Collections gallery had had less visitors in a month – than the
Virtual Artist exhibition had in a day – the gallery Director considered the show a great
success. Another art/technology show was scheduled by the Director with another artist
working with technology as a result of this positive response.
The artist’s own evaluation consisted of practical issues surrounded not only the exhibition
itself, but also the methods of evaluation. What made the gallery unique – the fact that it was
a museum-grade strong room, also made it difficult to use. The gallery required two members
of staff to open the exhibit – and this was not possible during weekends. The fact that the
cabinets were sealed and humidity controlled with a museum grade environment meant that I
could put nothing in the cabinets other than the works of art. The lighting was less
manoeuvrable than I had been led to believe before the show too, some of the works were not
lit to their full extent. I was unable to track audience movements through the exhibition space
using CCTV footage from the security cameras as I would have liked. The show was not
staffed during the day so my ability to observe the audience behaviour was limited to what I
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was able to do myself. I needed more support to evaluate peoples’ responses at random. The
results of the questionnaire were flawed as a majority of respondents were friends/family who
attended the exhibition to support me.
As a result of both the ‘Questions’ focus group discussions and the questionnaires from the
the audience members the following aspects were noted:-

Those unfamiliar with lenticular imaging and holography can’t see the difference
between the media until those differences are pointed out and the viewer is educated.
The audience didn’t identify the linear family tree structure in the installation
The depth within the images are not yet communicating different timeframes.
The work is creating new experiences for audiences
The artwork is eliciting emotional responses from audiences. From ‘Wow’ to
‘Connection’. Audience members felt; Frustration, Delight, Excitement and
Fascination with the work.

As a result of the focus group I was asked to consider increasing the amount of documentation
I gave to the public and to consider the context for the work - the holograms worked best
behind glass - emphasising the layers of information contained within them.I was surprised to
find that the artists considered that what they called ‘Holographic kitch’ was still creating a
negative bias against the medium as being suitable for artwork.
The Author wanted to have a more interactive exhibit –she would have liked the audience
members to be able to turn some of the lights on which illuminated the holograms. This was
not possible due to the nature of the gallery which prevented a certain amount of
experimentation. The temperature and humidity controls within the museum cabinets limited
accessibility to the cabinets which housed the lights. This aspect will be explored for use in
the final exhibition. The author would also have liked to have been able to track the routes
that the audience members took through the exhibit and done a time-lapse video to see which
works engaged the viewers the longest.
Conclusion
So should the artist care what people think? The answer depends on whether the artist needs
to engage the audience, physically or emotionally to connect with them as part of the artwork.
As a result of the experience of exhibiting and evaluating the work and the exhibition, the
author will retain elements of how the work was exhibited – displaying the work behind glass
where possible. More holograms will be produced and the depth within the plate extended to
emphasise the spatial aspect of the artwork. The work will be evaluated as a summative
process for the PhD research. The author will use feedback from the audience to inform her
research work directly. This artist cares what people think.
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WHAT WAS I THINKING WHEN I THOUGHT PRODUCING
FOUR BY FIVE FOOT DENISYUK DCG HOLOGRAMS WAS
A GOOD IDEA
August Muth
The Light Foundry inc.
2911 San Isidro ct. Santa fe ,New Mexico U.S.A.
E-mail: august@augustmuth.com
First thing I would like to do is to acknowledge Professor Denisyuk for the
more than 30 years of mostly joy and occasional frustrations that single beam
holograms have brought into my life. On a regular basis I still find myself
gazing into the light, space, and time of what Professor Denisyuk first realized.
Standing in front of a large Jackson Pollack painting, the answer to the
question posed in the title becomes obvious. That actuality of finding myself
immersed in the field of this painting was exhilarating. This feeling of
immersion is the driving force that fuels the ambitious task of these large
Denisyuk holograms.
Accomplishing this task continues to be an evolving and extraordinary
adventure.
Spin–coating the emulsion on one of these large glass plates that weighs over
100 pounds is a feat in itself. I again ask myself what was I thinking when I
thought making 4’ by 5’ holograms was a good idea. Once the plates are coated
they are aged from 1 to 20 days depending on my desired result. Then the plates
are loaded into my simple but large set-up, which is illuminated by a concave
mirror mounted on the ceiling. I let the plate and objects settle for 24 or more
hours and make my 7 to 12 minute exposures in the quiet of early morning. To
process the large glass plates I utilize a motorized hoist to immerse the
holograms into photo fixer, rinse, and four baths of increasing concentrations of
isopropanol to progressively dry the emulsion. I then scrape the holographic
emulsion off of the plate in the desired configuration to satisfy my creative
enthusiasm. Once complete in composition I laminate the holographic emulsions
using an archival two-part epoxy to isolate the emulsion from the surrounding
environment. Since DCG holograms consist of a nano–structural diffraction
grating within a pure protein of gelatin, and not an oxidizing process of silver
halide crystals, these DCG holograms may be some of only a few examples of
photonically derived art that will be with us in five hundred years and beyond.
In the present culture of art, scale is seen as being equated with quality. The
sense of immersion is one of the primary reasons for this. So how in this world
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of holography can each one of us incorporate the immersion factor? What I am
doing is combining the very few limitations of Denisyuk holography with its
many attributes. One of the most significant attributes of Denisyuk DCG
holograms is the flexibility in the lighting conditions that these holograms will
illuminate in. Through many years of showing my work in galleries and
museums it has become apparent that lighting systems vary greatly from one
location to another. It is also clear to me that if holograms are to be taken
seriously within the culture of art, the lighting requirements of our holograms
must be flexible enough to fit into the gallery and museum lighting system. The
action of scrutinizing an artwork is a process of perceiving the totality of what
that artwork is. Within this context, I find it difficult to see how holograms with
a lighting system attached above a framed holographic artwork fit into the
culture of fine art. Lighting systems like that detach the viewer and interfere
with the direct experience of the light coming from the work.
Often within the world of holography I see a focus on the technology of the
hologram and no appreciable focus on the content and context of its subject. I
have a personal conflict concerning this, and I empathize, as I see the theory and
manifestation of holograms as one of the most beautiful things humans have
realized. Within the culture of art, the media in which an artwork has been
manifested is of minimal importance, often irrelevant. Content and context is
paramount and that has become where I focus my attention.
Currently I am working on a series of holograms that came about after a
meeting with a gallery owner who prefers “natural light” to illuminate the
artwork within the gallery. His definition of natural light was the diffused light
that came into his gallery from the wall of windows that faced to the northeast.
This series consists of Denisyuk holograms rendering minimal forms of light
that change their character as the quality of the light changes. Their horizontal
presentation can be seen from all vantage points above their horizon. They
illuminate in all lighting conditions changing their character as the character of
the light source changes. One of the most interesting aspects of these works is
how people discover and define the quality of light, how they then turn and
communicate what they see, what they understand. I listen and learn.
When I explain my work I begin by speaking about the mysteries of light.
When I look at the stars I am looking at the present as well as millions if not
billions of years ago. When I look into holograms I am also looking at the
present as well as the moment when the laser light interacted with my subject
matter. I look at holograms as stars of a different sort. They tell their stories
within light just as the stars do.
When I am asked how my work is made I avoid the technical explanation and
refer to holograms that exist within the natural world. I see holograms as an
extension of one of the oldest technologies on the planet. Birds, butterflies, and
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many other species have used diffraction gratings as a means of attraction,
defence, and possibly even artistic expression for millions of years. The Blue
Morpho butterfly with its wings folded is invisible within the rainforest. But
when it opens its wings and announces its presence, a vivid blue iridescence of
diffracted light shines for a great distance through the dense forest foliage.
I attempt to explain what I do through the eyes of the natural world. The
reason for this is simple. I have found that if I speak of the technology, of the
process of holography before I address the relationship that each person has with
light and the natural world, I break something. I break the connection between
the imagination of the audience and the light of the hologram. If I focus on
words like hologram, nanometer, wave interference, etc., I often see their eyes
glaze over and I have lost the connection with them. But if I speak about the
colour of peacock feathers, the light from distant stars, the shimmer of oil on
water, and the blue of the sky, I am able to hold on to that connection and
expand their understanding of the ultimate mysteries of light, and they in turn,
and on reflection, expand my understanding as well.
This is an essential communication.
This is our duty as light workers.
Website
augustmuth.com
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Holography in Design
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Abstract: A human-centered design is an important factor for improvement
quality of human life all over the world. The paper shows how holography can be
used for creation of idea-based design works. It proposes holograms for
environmental and interior design and presents their real implementation. Potential
of the wavefront printing technique in holographic design is also discussed.
Design is of crucial importance for human society. Holography, as an optical tool
with unique properties, is a perspective candidate for human-centered design
because it enables solutions with highly positive impact. It has also a potential to
support design diversity. In holography, the light scattered from three-dimensional
(3D) objects is recorded onto a 2D plate with a photosensitive layer or encoded as
a 2D numerical array under coherent illumination. Both real and virtual objects can
get holographic representation, and a variety of effects as e.g. directionally
dependent motion can be introduced in the encoding process. The white-light
viewable holograms make possible outdoor holographic installations or indoor
holographic decorations by applying inexpensive illumination with a point light
source as Sun or light-emitting diodes respectively. Reconstruction of 3D images
from 2D holograms allows for development of new design components and
combinations leading to irreplaceable design solutions. The holograms enable
accurate photorealistic 3D imaging with all depth cues provided and thus enrich
our perception by expanding information capacity. This intrinsic property of the
holograms can be used to produce efficient and well-harmonized environment, to
change the interior design and to improve quality of life. Although holographic
optical elements are already widely used for labelling products and security
purposes, a lot of research and practical implementations are needed before the
holograms can steadily step in environmental and interior design. This task
requires understanding of 3D space perspectives provided by the hologram. This
paper discusses various types of holograms created recently by the holographic
artist Ray Park (the first author) and incorporation of holographic printing
techniques in holographic design.
Holography makes possible design of holographic lighting. Figure 1(a) shows a
large size holographic installation ‘Holographic Lighting Design’ that has been
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presented at the Design Cube competition held at Korean Foundation of Design
Culture in 2008, and the author was selected for the ‘Designer of December’.
Another holographic lighting design introduced to the Design Cube was exhibited
at the outdoor space of the Namsan Tower in Seoul, South Korea (Fig.1b). The
holograms diffract light coming from a light source and reconstruct incandescent
lamps floating in the air; the created impression is of reemitted light. Such design
works can be attached to a glass pane or installed on a wall or in space (Fig. 1).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. (a) Hologrphic Lighting Design;

(b) holographic lighting with the hologram attached to a glass wall).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Rainbow configuration: (a) top view; (b) bottom view.

A basic rainbow hologram configuration design work has been developed by
cutting the holographic films used to record rainbow holograms and arranging
them as is shown in Fig. 2. The different parts of this composition reflect different
colors which vary with the viewing angle. By overlaying the colors, it is possible
to form a rainbow hologram design of additive color mixture. Figure 3 shows such
rainbow hologram configuration. When observed from the front, varying colors
can be seen by moving up and down. The additive mixture of red, green and blue
colors in the middle creates perception of a white color. Such rainbow hologram
design works may be coated on tiles, blocks, furniture, or walls. A holographic
display design work was manufactured in 2013 by combining projection mapping
with a cylindrical hologram. Projection mapping experiences limitations related to
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location of the projector and the shape of objects that hamper observation of 3D
shape of objects. A cylindrical hologram is an attractive choice to make alldirectional observation available1. Figure 4 represents the cylindrical hologram of
the Turtle Ship used by Royal Korean Navy from 15th to 19th century that is
combined with projection mapping. The hologram enables observation of the 3D
object from all directions. The 2D representation of the Turtle Ship is observed on
the floor. One may expect application of this method to the advertisement design.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Rainbow configuration (a) and its magnified view (b).

Fig. 4. Hologram display design

Advances in optical technology open new prospects for the holographic design.
Nowadays, analogue holography is available practically to anyone and can be
widely applied to the art and design work. However, difficulties are arising when
arranging a large scene to be recorded and modifying the already complicated
optical set-up to capture it as a whole on the holographic plate. The holographic
printers are successful solution to this problem. These printers record a white light
viewable hologram by partitioning it into 2D array of elemental holograms and
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forming digital 3D contents for each of them from the information acquired about
the 3D object. The numerical data for each elemental hologram are fed to a spatiallight modulator (SLM) which forms the object beam for recording the hologram on
the silver-halide holographic emulsion. The holographic stereogram printer has
already proved its capability to print large size horizontal parallax only color
holograms and so to be used for 3D advertisement and visual design. The 3D
contents are composed as parallax-related images from multi-view incoherent
capture of 3D objects2,3. Thus, due to recording of only directional information,
quality of reconstruction is worse than that of the analogue hologram. Recently, we
proposed a wavefront holographic printer whose input is a computer-generated
hologram (CGH). The wavefront of light coming from the 3D object is encoded in
the CGH fed to the SLM and extracted optically to impinge the holographic
emulsion. In this way this printer allows for manufacture of the Denisyuk and
transmission type holograms with the same quality of reconstruction as in analogue
holography4. Results of wavefront holographic printer are shown in Fig. 5. The
printer output can be used also as a master hologram to make a transfer hologram.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Wavefront holographic printer result master (a) and transfered (b) holograms

1. J. Park, J. Park, S. Woo, Y. Moon, H. Kang, "Cylindrical hologram using SilverHalide Holographic film," Workshop on the Optical Information Processing and
Three-Dimensional Display Technology, Gangneung, Korea, (2011).
2. M. Yamaguchi, N. Ohyama and T. Honda, "Holographic three-dimensional
printer: new method," Appl. Opt, 31, 217-222 (1992).
3. H. Bjelkhagen and D. Brotherton-Ratcliffe, Ultra-Realistic Imaging – Advanced
Techniques in Analogue and Digital Color Holography (Taylor and Francis,
2013).
4. Y. Kim, E. Stoykova, H. Kang, S. Hong, J. Park, J. Park, and J. Hong, and R.E.
Woods, “Seamless full color holographic printing method based on spatial
partitioning of SLM,” Opt. Express, 23, 172–182 (2015).
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The Tito Bustillo cave contains prehistoric paintings that are more than 20.000
years old with features that are exceptionally beautiful both from the point of view
of their configuration and the geological elements they contain unfortunately the
paintings in this cave are deteriorating due to the emission of carbon dioxide
produced by the large numbers of visitors. For this reason, it is very likely that in
the near future the cave will be closed to the public. This outcome has already
affected many of the caves and much of the cave art of France and in the case of
Spain, the cave of Altamira. Whereas these caves can now only be viewed through
not very reliable reproductions, the production of large holograms will allow the
viewer to come as close as possible to reality. In museums and public exhibitions
three-dimensional images can be displayed without the need for any external
system of support and can be observed by several people at once as if they were
watching through a window that looks directly into the cave.
We're really creating three-dimensional windows to see the wonderful world of
caves
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ARTISTIC HOLOGRAPHY AS A TYPOLOGY
BELONGING TO THE VIRTUALLY THREEDIMENSIONAL ARTS
Nuno J. Janardo
nunojanardo26@hotmail.com

Artistic holography can be considered an artistic typology that belongs to the
virtually three-dimensional arts, which in their turn are included in the vaster group of
the new media arts.
This group of artistic typologies, that I call virtually three-dimensional arts, in
which I include - 3D and stereoscopic film, stereoscopic photography and 3D,
stereoscopic Virtual Reality and holography – can be told a part from other typologies
that belong to the new media arts. The role of the artistic holography within this
subcategory should be highlighted, as it has certain elements that differentiate it from
other typologies of the same subcategory. Those elements are essential to the way
artistic holography is used in art as they allow the artist to express himself in a very
unique manner and interact with the viewer in very unique yet diverse ways, not only
when compared to other typologies of this subcategory but also to other artistic
typologies in general, from the more traditional to the more recent ones. This is seen
throughout its artistic history since its early beginnings in the late 1960’s with the first
explorations of its artistic potential, to nowadays where it’s used in different manners
and applied in different artistic contexts, showing that it’s importance in the art world is
very similar to other virtually three-dimensional arts.
Keywords: holographic image, virtually three-dimensional arts, new media arts, artistic
holography, contemporary art history.
1. INTRODUCTION

Since Prehistoric times, the humankind have been looking for ways to record and
express his personal experiences, his own thoughts and the way he sees the world where
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it lives to their own kind, and in order to do so has developed several techniques of
image representation so that it could be easier to express himself. However, certain
plastic values were until recently been harder to record, such as a specific moment in
time, a series of actions taking place during a specific time-frame or the image’s own
movement. With the arrival of new techniques on image representation in the early 19th
century allowed, for the first time in human history, to surpass these difficulties, being
the development of new techniques of photographic production an example of how it
became possible to record a specific moment in time without the possibility of the
artist’s hand changes its veracity. Within a few decades after the arrival of photography,
the first real image animated projections were developed, based on the earlier
experiments done with drawings and paintings, leading to the arrival of film cameras
and giving birth to the field of image representation of moving reality. Soon enough
these developments on image representation went from the bi-dimensional plane to
three-dimensional one, since stereopsis and its importance to recreate depth perception
and the sensation of three-dimensional structures have been known for centuries,
leading to the development of virtually tree-dimensional forms of art such as
stereoscopic and 3D photography and stereoscopic and 3D film.
Since the middle of the 20th century, we have assisted to the use of several
technological developments and scientific discoveries on the production of artworks,
being these grouped in what is called the New Media Arts, consisting in a very eclectic
group in terms of the artistic typologies that make part of it and that eclectic status
translated in the way those different typologies are used in the production of art pieces,
being the artistic holography a perfect example of this. Coming to the artistic scenario in
the late 1960’s, holography has shown a particular innovation in terms of how the
principle of stereoscopy is applied, with a particular interest for artistic purposes as it
brought a series of advantages in terms of three-dimensional image representation over
three-dimensional film and photography. This novelty to the three-dimensional image
representation allowed the artists to produce pieces of art where the holography assumes
multiple plastic values depending on the dialog that the artist intents to establish with
the viewer. It also allows the artist to make the observer question himself about the
reality of the image it’s seeing, the paradox between the virtual three-dimensionality of
the image and the physical bi-dimensionality of the recording surface, and the multiple
reactions that the image has depending on the positioning of the observer.
Given the characteristics shared among the three-dimensional image representation
typologies in the New Media Arts, I found appropriated to gather them in a specific
subcategory which I called Virtually Three-dimensional Arts, and although their
common characteristics, I’ll highlight holography’s role within this group as it has some
unique characteristics, not only when compared to their sister typologies of this
subcategory but also to other artistic typologies in general, from the more traditional to
the more recent ones.
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2. VIRTUALLY THREE-DIMENSIONAL ARTS
This group of artistic typologies that I call Virtually Three-dimensional Arts, in
which I include - 3D and stereoscopic film, stereoscopic photography and 3D,
stereoscopic Virtual Reality and holography – can be told a part from other typologies
that belong to the New Media Arts by their common characteristics in terms of how
they present the virtual three-dimensional image or scene to the observer and the artistic
properties that came along with those characteristics that translate in the way the
artwork interacts with the observer and vice-versa.
One of those characteristics endemic to this group is the three-dimensional space
where the 3D image or scene takes place, as Andrew Pepper once mentioned [1, it
occupies two spatial boxes: one in the posterior part of the plane where the recording
surface is situated, being this spatial box the one which the observer is more used to as
it is seen since ancient times in the paintings and drawings, until more recent times in
bi-dimensional films and photographs; and another box in the anterior part of the plane
where the recording surface is situated, being this the one which the observer isn’t so
familiar with and thus causes more surprise/weirdness when it’s seen as we can see by
the reactions of the audience of a 3D film on a cinema theatre when some elements are
located in this spatial box making the observers to even move or trying to dodge
something that might look like is going towards them (as arrows or bullets for example).
Simultaneously, the virtual image or scene can not only exist on either one of these
spatial boxes, but also in both of them at the same time, enhancing the threedimensional effect obtained by the image resulting in a reinforced idea that the image
itself is real and in fact occupies a physical space instead of a virtual one.

Figure 1: The spatial boxes where the virtually three-dimensional image can exist
Other characteristic shared by all typologies of the Virtually Three-dimensional
Arts is the importance of the recording or display surface on the dialog that the artwork
has with the observer, being totally dependent of the artist’s will. This is due to the
ability that virtually three-dimensional images or scenes have to look like they don’t
need any physical surface to exist or to be seen, as it happens with other typologies such
as paintings, photographs and reliefs, thus giving them a certain independence from the
recording or display surface, which on its turn allows the artist to use this property in
various ways when creating his own artworks, either by making the recording or display
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surface evident and giving it an important status in the dialog that the author is trying to
establish with the observer so that the concepts can be correctly understood by both
using the images and the three-dimensional space where they take place in order to
reinforce the idea of two distinct spaces that are separated by a surface but through
which the image elements can exist and creating a certain tension by invading the
observer’s space, as it’s seen in woman in Howard Gerry’s “Reach” (1989-1990) (Fig.
2); or by neglecting the surface existence leaving to it the simple role of the place where
the image was recoded or projected without any kind of relevance or contribution to the
dialog, achieving this either by giving a full focus on the depicted images or scenes,
generally obtained by giving a contrasting colour to the image in opposition to a darker
or blurry background, so that the observer pays closer attention to the depicted elements
of the composition and this elements, although never losing their own threedimensionality, don’t make any reference to the fact that they occupy two distinct and
separated spatial boxes, as we can see in more geometrical abstract artworks as in
Andrew Pepper’s “Plane Addition” (1989) (Fig. 3), where the geometric elements even
make a self-reference to the idea of three-dimensionality but don’t make any statement
as far as the two different spatial boxes where they take place, appearing like they’re
floating in space.

Figure 2: Howard Gerry, Reach, 1989-1990, mixed technique and reflection hologram
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Figure 3: Andrew Pepper, Plane Addition, 1989, reflection hologram on glass, 20 x 25
cm, Olav Skipnes Collection, Hamar, Norway
Another key element in this group is that all typologies use two or more images
related to a specific scene, being present either on the recording surface or on the
display surface, in order to recreate the sensation of three-dimensionality resourcing to
the stereoscopic vision of the human eye. This is notorious in most typologies of the
Virtually Three-dimensional Arts, with holography being the exception, due to the fact
that most of them require some kind of glasses that organize both bi-dimensional
images so that the observer’s stereoscopic vision can perceive them as a single threedimensional image as the artist has initially conceived. On the other hand, holography
uses the same principle of resourcing to the stereoscopic human vision to create a 3D
images or scenes but without the need of any auxiliary device in order to see them
properly. To do so, it still uses at least two slightly different images recorded in same
place on the holographic plate, making this process much closer to the one that the
human eye naturally uses every day to create a single 3D image or scene from a series
of bi-dimensional images, allowing the observer to look around the image or scene
without losing the three-dimensional effect much like what happens on the viewer’s
daily basis. On the other typologies, normally is the image or the scene itself that moves
in front or around of the observer’s eyes, as it’s seen with 3D films and 3D Virtual
Reality, although the same can be seen in certain holography artworks, as in Jon
Mitton’s “You Will Obey” (1992) where the where the holographic plate itself moves in
front of the observer, and the opposite also happens, as it can be seen in the some more
immersive 3D Virtual Reality artworks which resource to a series of body sensors in
order to allow the observer to explore the virtual three-dimensional world that they
present, as seen in Char Davies’s “Osmose” (1995), reinforcing the sensation of an
almost physical three-dimensionality of the elements seen when these are totally virtual,
hence the use of the term virtual to characterize this whole group of three-dimensional
arts.
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3. THE DIFFERENCES OF ARTISTIC HOLOGRAPHY AS A
VIRTUALLY THREE-DIMENSIONAL ART
As mentioned before, the Virtually Three-dimensional Arts is a subcategory that
comprises multiple typologies that deal 3D image representation, but one typology in
particular stands out of this group by its own specific characteristics. We’re talking
about artistic holography, as it has a number of characteristics that despite being shared
with other typologies in some degree they are expressed in a very particular manner,
which make it especially attractive to a certain kind of artistic expression.
The main characteristic that set artistic holography apart from other typologies of
this group is the fact that it can produce a three-dimensional image by means that don’t
require any kind of visual auxiliaries in order to see it. This is a major factor when it
comes to art production as it allows the artist to exhibit his art piece with more freedom
than other typologies of this group, being able to exhibit artistic holograms in the
outdoors, to interact with other typologies to create mixed technique artworks, and to
interact with the audience and the space around the hologram, thus making this
typology the most articulated virtually three-dimensional art.
Interactions with the surrounding space of the holographic plate can be seen in
artworks such as Isabel Azevedo’s and Elizabeth Sandford-Richardson’s “Lotus”
(2013), where location of the elements present in the image occupy a considerable
virtual area both in the posterior part of the holographic plate as well as on the anterior
part of it, giving the sensation to the observer to be very close to them the point of
almost feeling like the holographic image is invading the observer’s space. The same
sensation of almost physical existence is visible, in other extent, in artworks such as
Setsuko Ishii’s “Encounter II” (1979) (Fig. 4), where the virtual holographic image
gives continuation to the physical sculpture, creating an interaction between the two
spatial boxes using the physical and the virtual three-dimensionality of both elements of
the composition in order to do so. Also this hologram in specific was placed in the
outside, using the sunlight to reconstruct the virtual image, being an example of the
freedom that holography brings to the artist’s expression.
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Figure 4: Setsuko Ishii, Encounter II, 1979, white light transmission hologram,
sculpture, metallic structure and mirror, 30 × 375 × 410 cm, Hakone Open-air Museum,
Hakone, Japan
None the less, since the early beginnings of artistic holography, these same specific
characteristics that make holography unique have brought some kind of complications,
as they were needed to be met in order to the image could be seen by the audience, in
both transmission and reflexion holograms. One of those specificities is the illumination
needed to reconstruct the image recorded in the holographic plate, which at first might
seem like it could be drawback, similar to the need of using specific glasses to see the
virtual image in other virtually three-dimensional typologies, and in fact it was for a
while, making the first forms of holographic artwork harder to exhibit than the other 3D
art forms of the same era, but, simultaneously, this same characteristic that brought a
setback to the popularity of holography quickly became a useful plastic value in terms
of artistic expression, as this allowed the artist to use this light requirements to control
the image in a way that couldn’t be done in other virtually three-dimensional arts. This
kind of image control would pass down to the production of artistic multicolour
transmission and reflexion holograms, as it offered the possibility to create interactive
installations, such as Philippe Boissonnet’s “In Between” (1997) (Fig. 5), where by
using ultrasound sensors to turn on and off the lights that illuminate the holographic
plates, depending on the observer’s position inside the installation space, induces a
cooperative behaviour between more than two observers in order to all the holographic
images be seen, making it one example of how the artists have turned an apparent
drawback into an elaborated artistic resource that extends the interactivity factor of
holography not only directly to the observer but also between observers within the
artistic space. In this regard, the degree of interactivity that holography has to offer
resembles the one seen in 3D Virtual Reality where the observer dictates what he can
and cannot seen depending on how he explores the virtual space, which in perspective
with the whole group of Virtually Three-dimensional Arts demonstrates that holography
is an artistic typology on par with others more commonly known by the public as such.
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Figure 5: Philippe Boissonnet, In Between, 1997, multicolour transmission hologram,
ultrasound sensors, microcontroller, La Fabrique, Université Laval, Québec, Canada
Another characteristic specific of holography is the restricted angle of view that
the whole holographic image or scene has [2]. This is also used as a plastic value in a
similar way that illumination is, as it also dictates what is seen in the holographic space
depending on the observer’s position since one can’t see the whole picture contents
from one perspective of the holographic plate. Because of that, the hologram itself
invites the observer to walk in front of the hologram or even around it, as is the case of
holograms where both sides are a recording surface as is the case of Dean Randazzo’s
“Remnant” (1991) (Fig. 6), in order to explore this virtual space that is hidden by the
restricted angle of view of the holographic image, making this characteristic another
way to create a more physical interaction between the observer and the virtual image.
This invitation is also made when the observer isn’t within this angle of view, as all he
sees is a dark blur covering the surface of the holographic plate that gradually unveils
the image as he moves towards the angle, which is also something unique within this
group of art typologies, since all the other ones don’t have this midterm between seeing
and not seeing the image, working like a light switch when it comes to see the image
where the observer is either seeing the full image or isn’t seeing anything at all, while
with this unveiling of the image gives a more personal interaction with the holographic
image and a more intimate artistic experience in the view of the holographic space.

Figure 6: Dean Randazzo, Remnant, 1991, white light transmission hologram, 13,75 x
18,13 cm, Johnathan Ross Collection, London, United Kingdom
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The restricted view angle also has influence in the direction and the speed of
how the holographic artwork is read, as one can start reading it from the middle to the
right or to the left without a guidance to do so and still the artwork would make sense.
But more important than this, the awareness of the author’s lack of control over this
characteristic, making the events that occur in the holographic scene to be timeless and
have a bidirectional reading while still making sense. This led to a specific type of
artistic production as the holographic film, where the author motorized tables so that
they turn in a determined speed and direction, as seen in Cross Lloyd’s “The Kiss II”
(1976) (Fig. 7), but even in that case the observer can still freely move in the opposite
way going against the direction and speed predetermined by the artist resulting in a
different reading, presenting a strong contrast between the pre-set linearity and
irreversible timing of film scene can be countered by the bi-linearity of reading that the
hologram allows to the observer to have. For instance, this characteristic isn’t seen in
any other virtually three-dimensional typology as one observer can’t freely go against
the pre-established linearity of a 3D film without having to resource to mechanical
means and still it would lose its logical reading, as it was built to be read in a specific
direction.

Figure 7: Lloyd Cross, The Kiss II, 1976, multiplex hologram on film, 12 x 23 cm, MIT
Museum Collection, Cambridge, Massachusetts, E.U.A.
Also holography’s ability to record still images combined with the characteristic
that it offers to the observer to freely move in front of the holographic plate to see
multiple perspectives of the recorded image, made it very appealing to poets to choose
this typology to break free from the bi-dimensionality of the paper printed word to gain
a third dimension in the holographic space, by creating poems positioning the letters
that compose each word of the poem in strategic places in the virtual space that make
the observer to read different words depending on its position to the holographic plate.
This is seen on Eduardo Kac’s holopoems, as he calls them, for example in
“Holo/Olho” (1983) (Fig. 8) where the author places the two first letters of the word
“OLHO” chained with the first pair of letters of the word “HOLO” to create the word
“OLHO” (“olho” means “eye” in Portuguese), and the same happens to the last two of
the word “OLHO” with the last two of the word “HOLO”, thus creating a never-ending
sequence of words as the observer moves in front of the holographic plate, something
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that couldn’t be achieved in other typologies of this group due to the factor of free
roaming in front of the recording surface without the need of special equipment.

Figure 8: Eduardo Kac, Holo/Olho, 1983, reflexion hologram, wood and acrylic, 25 x
30cm, Essex Collection of Art from Latin America, University of Essex, United
Kingdom

4. CONCLUSION
Within the Virtually Three-dimensional Arts, artistic holography has assumed a vast
multitude of forms of expression, all of them taking the most of the specific
characteristics that this typology has to offer to the artist. Ranging from the holograms
that focus on the multiple aspects of the virtual space where the holographic image
exists and how the elements present interact with the surrounding space and the
observer, through the dialogs established between different typologies in multimedia
artworks normally used to accentuate the physicality of the matter of the elements that
compose the image or to enhance the interactivity between the artwork elements and the
observer and even between multiple observers and the artwork, to the more conceptual
ones where image elements establish a kind of dialog with the observer that can only be
possible in the virtual three-dimensional space with this typology as seen with the
holopoems and the contrasts between the concept of time and sequence linearity and the
bi-linearity of reading an holographic film. All of these ways that holography is used as
an artistic typology make it an unique one that deserves a special attention in the group
of the Virtually Three-dimensional Arts where other more commonly known or
advertised and accessible to the general public, such 3D films and 3D Virtual Reality,
are included, but in terms of artistic potential are on par with artistic holography.
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Holographic concepts and techniques highlight qualities of contemporary
perspective such as interaction, spatial dependency and multiple views. My
approach to holographic design has been developed by considering how viewers
engage with the installation and the capacity for holograms to be animated
through spatial multiplexing.
The motion of viewing hologram
installations becomes part of the experience
of the scene and is therefore a
compositional tool. Physical engagement
with visual experiences is also a
characteristic of displays that utilize kinetic
sensors and motion detection to navigate or
activate a scene. The activity of
engagement with a holographic print is
more subtle than many interactive displays
because of the limited animation and
optical physicality of the holographic
scene. Programmed interactivity is often
designed as a method of coaxing behavior
to establish a physical control and visual
response. The perceived holographic image
is intrinsically tied to the viewer’s
movement and position.
(1)
My installation Jumping Jellyfish (Image 1) highlights the function of
interactivity in the experience of holographic images. The viewer jumps and
thereby plays the vertical animation of the holograms to see a ‘blobbing’
jellyfish and has similar bodily sensations. The sensed and seen resonate in the
viewer to produce the experience.
The design of engagement is more complex in an exhibition of multiple
holograms. Subtle techniques of lighting and arrangement are employed to
encourage viewers to find, move around and engage with the holographic
images. With the 2013 group exhibition ‘Interference:Coexistence’ at the
HoloCenter Clock Tower Gallery, Long Island City, New York (Image 2), I
wanted to highlight how properties of holographic imaging can be conceptually
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(2)
expressed. The holograms in the exhibition function together to construct an
experience in which the viewer takes an active role.

(3)

(4)

The exhibited works of Mary Harman (Image
3) and Ray Park (Image 4) establish the
coexistence of the material object and
holographic image. The material object
establishes a spatial reference within the scene.
This also enables a more readable photographic documentation as the
holographic image is understood to occupy space.
Other works in the exhibition included multiple exposure techniques, multiple
panel holograms and multiplex holograms with varying degrees of montage
within and between the assembled views. Here again the juxtaposition or
superposition of visual forms establishes a scene that relates the physical
experience of movement and space to the holographic composition. Through the
activity of viewing a sense of dynamic interdependence emerges.
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My first multiplex holograms were created from multiple large windows, each
exposure a hologram with limited perspective. The multiplexing or ‘stenciling’
in installations with tiled laser-viewable holograms enables the viewer to see
into static spaces as they move around through the different optical views. Each
pattern of stencils or exposures establishes a different kind of motion for the
viewer to animate.
The hologram exposures are optically blended when the stenciled size is reduced
– each eye seeing into a different recording. I experimented with various stencil
patterns using laser cut masks and then apertures with translation mechanisms to
produce an array of exposures. These stenciled holograms mix together
perspective enabling sequences of two-dimensional views to take on threedimensional properties and/or animate forms.
Vertical animation is of particular interest as
even a small action small action of vertical
motion produces a heightened sense of the
body in relation to its own and external space.
In Jumping Jellyfish (Image 1) the movement
of the viewer and holographic jellyfish is
directly coupled to produce an animate affect.
With other compositions I attempt to establish
more complex holographic scenes that are
activated by a simple motion of viewing. To
establish spatial dynamics that feel attached to
the viewer’s body I incorporate ‘reflective
anchors’ within the scene. These anchors
include the shadow and image of a
photographer, or parts of the body – often
feet, that move in relation to the viewer and
are attached to the whole visual scene.
(5)
In the hologram Up and Down the Spiral Stairs (Image 5) a shadow on a
staircase is seen while the overall impression is a ‘swirling’ of space. Other
works produce the senses of zooming in, falling through or a flipping of the
direction of motion. Some viewers commented when viewing my hologram
Stepping out of Film (Image 6) that they see themselves in the hologram
walking. For these viewers the matching of movement overrides visual
perception.
The added dimension and unique qualities of holographic images allow for new
forms of artistic expression. The installation of a hologram enables the artist to
draw out these holographic qualities. With my own holographic image
installations multiple perspectives are attached to the movement of the viewer.
In viewing these holograms the embodied sense of mobility enhances the
sequence of images to form a dynamic scene.
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Designing holographic scenes and exhibitions involves bringing together and
contrasting perspectives. The impression that forms as the viewer moves around
allows for the expression of complex relationships that extend visual experience.
Through my own holographic art and the curation of exhibitions I am exploring
the condition of ‘holographic perspective’. This involves the experience of
holographic images and with an awareness of participation in the visual
encounter. The viewer engages with the holographic image to gain an
impression that goes beyond any single view. For this reason the sense of a
holographic image often does not translate into a photograph, and even videos
lack the vitality of the composition as the perspective has become uncoupled.
The viewer is included in many photographs of my holograms to suggest the
action of animation.
Holographic perspective comes through the activity of viewing.

(6)
1. Jumping Jellyfish, 2009. Installation view from ‘Enfolded Light’ Berlin, 2013.
2. Gallery view of ‘Interference:Coexistence’ at the HoloCenter Clock Tower
Gallery, Long Island City, New York September 6 - October 19, 2013. Photo by
Maxwell Cohn.
3. Mary Harman, Hand and Bucket, 1985. Installation view from
‘Interference:Coexistence’ , 2013.
4. Ray Park Coexistence - Banana, 2012. Installation view from
‘Interference:Coexistence’ , 2013.
5. Up and Down the Spiral Stairs, 2010.
6. Stepping out of Film, 2013 at the HoloCenter Summer Museum, 2015.
Holograms and photographs by Martina Mrongovius unless otherwise noted
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When Microsoft ™ announced its move toward interactivity with holograms it was a jaw dropping
moment for those involved with holographic research. The fact that Windows ™ was about to entre
our physical world through holographic technology aspires to the dream of science fiction and
promises yet another chapter in the history of three-dimensional imaging. This interaction with our
physical environment however is through a head set called the HoloLens ™ that superimposes the
operating system onto our actual world. By contrast the patented system outlined in this paper does
not require cumbersome headsets as it employs a pepper ghost effect intrinsically linked to a digital
hologram, the graphics of which complement an interactive digital display that can be ether projected
or reflected in real time.
Key words: Holographic, interactive, digital peppers ghost.

  
In theatre, and increasingly in the presentation environment, it is useful to create spectacular visual
illusions by the use of image projection systems. One technique for creating such illusions uses an
angled partially-reflective projection screen, of which the viewer is not aware, between an audience
and the main subject of a display to create a ghostly or ethereal image which appears to the audience
as superimposed within the same space as the principal display. This is commonly known as the
“Pepper’s Ghost” technique, the earliest principles of which were first documented as long ago as the
16th Century. Examples of modern image projection systems that employ’s the Pepper’s Ghost
technique described in US 5,865,519 and GB 2427708. In order to ensure that the image projected
onto the angled partially-reflective projection screen is undistorted and has the necessary image
quality, it is important to ensure that the projection screen, typically a foil or film, is held in position
so that it is smooth and wrinkle-free and ideally free from dust particles and other deposits. This is
difficult to achieve with current techniques and there is, therefore, a need for an improved projection
screen apparatus that can be used with image projection systems of the aforementioned type.
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This paper proposes two aspects of the projection system
•

A flexible partially-transparent reflective projection screen onto which an image can be
projected by an image projection device; and a screen support arrangement comprising:
First and second support rollers which extend along opposite edges of the projection screen to
hold the projection screen in tension and inclined at an angle relative to the image projected
by the image projection device; and a tension control mechanism for controlling the tension
applied to the projection screen by the support rollers.

•

The second aspect provides a method for displaying an image using an image projection
system according to the second aspect, the method comprising projecting an image onto a
front surface of the projection screen using the image projection device to produce a reflected
image which is superimposed onto the background visible from the front of the display
through the projection screen.

      
In the field of display holography developments have occurred which enable full colour threedimensional images to be produced. These images may be the product of computer graphics and may
be in the form of transmission or reflection holograms. The present inventor is well-known for the
production of transmission and silver halide display pieces and the techniques developed by Zebra ™
(Austin, Texas USA) for digitally imaged photopolymer colour reflection holograms in recent years
has created a medium which produces images which feature full colour and full (horizontal and
vertical) parallax in a form which is ideally suited to produce compatibility with projected Pepper's
Ghost images in the sense that identical root computer graphics is effectively displayed in the same
image space. Whereas the holographic medium presents a certain solidity of the three-dimensional
image, the animation and/or stereographic perception of three dimensions within a hologram is a
direct function of the viewer's position. This limitation, whilst inherently associated with a certain
level of interactivity with the viewer of the hologram eliminates any spontaneity of animation effects
in the perceived image.
However, in accordance with the present technique, we enable the fundamental interaction
between a permanently visible three-dimensional image and a variable, spontaneous, animation
component, which may be activated as function of the presence, absence or physical activity of the
audience or viewer of the display. For example in a favoured embodiment the display hologram,
which is independently illuminated from a point source of illumination, typically but not exclusively
on axis from 45° above the normal, may include a component scene which is neutral or effectively a
black void within the total image. Into this void, the PG image component projects an animated 3D
scene. Examples could be of the type where the holographic image for example shows a car engine
section that has a crankshaft in relative shadow; in the PG projected component, the viewer sees a
rotating 3D image animation. The active animation of the image is dependent upon the presence of an
audience as detected by a passive infrared sensor, and if the viewer, or plurality of viewers fails to
move temporarily, then the action ceases. In another example, the hologram may include a party
scene where a void in the general panorama contains a designed black space. Into this space, the PG
component projects a 3D image of a dancer whose movements are coordinated with an audio musical
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sequence. A key advantage of the present system is the means of supporting the film that forms the
partially reflective mirror. We have produced a frame that is capable of supporting the film in the
horizontal or vertical plane.
Films of the suitable type are available such as Hostaphan GF 1004600 from Mitsubishi. (24/25
Market Place, Olney Bucks MK46 4BA) This is a polyester film that is exceedingly clear. Similar
films are available in the range that, in embodiments, may use a low level of colour tint for aesthetic
advantage or to assist in the requirement to render the reflective screen invisible to the audience.
Reflectivity may be achieved in such foils by techniques such as metallic coating or deposition of
dielectric thin films. Metallic coatings can be carried out at very low coating weights to achieve the
desired level of reflectivity and alternatively manufacturers of foils for embossed holography
frequently control the reflectivity by dot etching (analogous with half-tone printing) which is a readily
controllable technique. In embodiments at the smaller scale, it is also possible to create holographic
gratings that are reflective in specific selected colours. The display frame incorporates top and bottom
rollers wherein the compliant rollers are equipped with a ratchet system that is able to control the
tension in the film accurately. Inevitably, the extreme edges of a film web will tend to curl inwards
when increasing tension is applied. However, said film web is of excessive width selected in this
invention so as to allow the affected edge zone to be hidden discretely behind the barriers to view,
which form an integral part of our configuration to preserve the integrity of the optical illusion of
Pepper's Ghost.
It is vitally important in this arena of magic/illusion that spurious reflections from unintended
sources such as curved edges of the film web do not disclose the illusion. In the vertical mode, the
force on the film web is purely a gravitational effect tending to encourage a curvature in the film and a
magnification of the virtual image reflected therein. In the horizontal mode the effect of gravity is a
little more complex but there is no reason why, with the current reproducible configuration, why these
optical distortions may not be compensated relatively simply in the computer or the projector display
system that represents another advantage of the highly reproducible current method described.
During the routine use of the apparatus, electrostatic and general deposition of dust will in general
cause particles of dust to settle on the film. The film, as a high-quality coated product, is relatively
expensive and it is important not to waste film unnecessarily. Air-dusters and anti-static cloths can of
course be used to remove specific grains of dust, but in the course of time each frame of film will
deteriorate from prime condition, and this is where the present method is advantageous over
previously described systems. It is possible with the flexible winder system we have produced to
move the film either by a full frame or by a partial increment to reveal a clean portion of fresh film
from the storage roll that forms part of the tensioning system. For example, it is possible to regularly
wind through say 10% or 20% or 30% of the width of the aperture in order that new, clean, or dust
free mirror is being exchanged on a daily, weekly, or fortnightly basis to ensure that the exhibition has
a consistently high standard of cleanliness. This is made possible by virtue of the convenient frame we
have developed with its convenient winder system, which combines convenient methods of use,
storage and transport with minimal handling problems.
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In Figure 1 the plan view general layout of a display system is shown in the embodiment where the
projection system is concealed to the side of the display. Hologram plate 101 is held in its display
position by its frame 108 which is normally but not exclusively surfaced with absorbent matte black
material and is surrounded by screening material 109 which is again of matte black finishing in order
to preserve the integrity of the illusion or the secrecy of the methods by which the viewer sees the
display in order to enhance the viewing experience. The hologram image 102 is produced by an
illumination source that is best shown in Figure 2, which represent the embodiment of this method
where the projection system is concealed below the viewer's floor level.
In figure 1 the virtual image 103, which is the reflection of image 106 in a diffuse projection
screen or upon a reflective projection screen projected from a slide projector cine or electronic SLM
projector 105, or alternatively and advantageously the image on a LCD or LED projector, which may
provide a three-dimensional image, as previously described in embodiments, exists in the same space
as the holographic image 102 and is preferably coordinated in colour, contrast and position to merge
seamlessly. In the case where 3D projection is utilised the 'z' dimension position may be adjusted
principally by adjusting the position of the projection source screen 106 but may also be adjusted
finely via the stereographic properties of the image, whose 'image-plane' is dictated by stereographic
frame separation techniques.
The partially reflective screen 104 is positioned with its web axis in the horizontal plane in the
embodiment shown in Figure 1. The screen is nominally, but not exclusively placed with angle θ set
at 45°. In embodiments, the support frame 110 may have telescopic limbs 111 which may enable the
adjustment of this angle. The barriers 107 and screens 109 preserve the integrity of the illusion as far
as the viewer 203 is concerned.
Figure 2 shows a preferred embodiment of the invention where the mirror film web is in the
vertical plane. The holographic plate 205,whose image 206, which may be real or virtual, as
previously described, is illuminated by source 210 which may be for example a tungsten light bulb, or
an LED, or LED array of suitable spectrum, or in certain circumstances a powerful projection lamp
with focussing properties, essentially acting as a point source of light. The light from the hologram
illumination source is gated down 212 in order to produce a beam precisely matched to the hologram
plate. Extraneous light will, in general, detract from the overall effectiveness of the visual experience
of the viewer. In this embodiment, the vertical film web, whose tension may be adjusted by virtue of
the flexible and convenient film storage, tensioning and transport system, may have its tension
adjusted on a daily, weekly or fortnightly basis, to ensure that he film is drawn taught and presents an
undistorted image of the screen 208. In this case the screen is a stereoscopic projection device as
previously described. In the case of a high brightness LED screens for example, the reflectivity of the
partially silvered mirror may be reduced in order to ensure a balance of brightness between the
holographic and the projected image components. The black screens 202 absorb extraneous light
generally in the work area including LED illumination of master holograms. The black barriers 211
preventing ingress by spectators too far into the imaging area are also vitally important and are
prudently placed to preserve the integrity of the illusion. The PIR detector 209 may be used to detect
audience activity or reaction and via feedback to the computer control system may create interactivity
between the audience 203 and the projected display component 208.
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The flexible projection screen typically has a large surface area and is susceptible to wrinkling,
sagging and stretching, with the tendency to wrinkle, sag and stretch likely to increase over time due
to the effects of gravity and/or moisture absorption. In accordance with the present disclosure, the
tension control mechanism allows the tension applied to the projection screen by the support rollers to
be suitably controlled so that the projection screen can be maintained in a taught and substantially
wrinkle-free condition between the support rollers, thereby eliminating the negative effects on image
quality associated with wrinkling, sagging and stretching.
The image projection device may be a liquid crystal display (LCD) projector or a light-emitting
diode (LED) projector and may be embodied as a television screen. The image projection device
could be a slide projector or a spatial light modulator (SLM) projector. The projected image could be
either a static image or more typically a moving image. The reflected image could be two-dimensional
or three-dimensional.
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Figure 1 is a diagrammatic view of an image projection system comprising a projection screen
apparatus according to a first embodiment of the present disclosure; Figure 2 is an enlarged view of
part of the projection screen apparatus of Figure 1 showing a tension control mechanism and a
manually rotatable support roller; Figure 3 is a view similar to Figure 2 showing an inclination
control. 

     
Referring initially to Figure 1, there is shown an image projection system 10 comprising an image
projection device 12 and a projection screen apparatus 14 comprising a box frame 16 formed by a
plurality of box frame members 18. In the illustrated embodiment, the image projection device 12
comprises a television screen which is positioned on top of the box frame 16 and which projects an
image downwardly onto a flexible projection screen 20 forming part of the projection screen
apparatus 14. The projection screen apparatus 14 comprises a screen support arrangement 22 which
supports the flexible projection screen 20 diagonally across the box frame 16, between the lower front
and upper rear frame members 18a, 18b. In preferred embodiments, the flexible projection screen 20
is inclined at an angle of approximately 45° with respect to the image projected by the image
projection device 12. The screen support arrangement 22 comprises a first support roller 24 and an
adjacent first stabilising roller 54 provided at the lower front frame member 18a and a second support
roller 26 and an adjacent second stabilising roller 56 provided at the upper rear frame member 18b.
The first and second support rollers 24, 26 extend along respective first and second opposite edges of
the projection screen 20 and apply a tension to the projection screen 20 to hold it taut and smooth
between the support rollers 24, 26.
The flexible projection screen 20 can comprise any suitable material which is reflective, so
that an image generated and projected by the image projection device 12 is reflected from the front
surface of the projection screen 20, and also partially-transparent, so that an audience may view
through the projection screen 20 the main subject of a display located behind the projection screen 20.
The flexible projection screen 20 could, for example, comprise a bi-axially oriented polymeric film or
could be a holographic screen in which pluralities of micro-lenses are provided as a coating on a
support film. The flexible projection screen 20 typically has a large surface area and in order to
eliminate wrinkling, sagging and stretching, the projection screen apparatus 14 includes a tension
control mechanism 28 (see Figure 2) that allows the tension applied by the support rollers 24, 26 to
the projection screen 20 to be carefully controlled and varied as necessary. As will be apparent from
the figures, the flexible projection screen 20 does not extend around the first and second stabilising
rollers 54, 56, but simply passes over these rollers 54, 56 as it extends between the first and second
support rollers 24, 26. The first and second stabilising rollers 54, 56 contact the rear surface of the
flexible projection screen 20 and are, therefore, shown in phantom in the figures, with the double lines
extending across the flexible projection screen 20 denoting the region of contact with the first and
second stabilising rollers 54, 56. The first and second stabilising rollers 54, 56 include a rubber sleeve
which contacts the rear surface of the flexible projection screen 20. The tension control mechanism 28
comprises a ratchet and pawl mechanism 30 provided at both ends of the first and second support
rollers 24, 26 and Figure 2 illustrates the ratchet and pawl mechanism 30 at the left end of the first
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support roller 24. It will be seen in Figure 2 that the ratchet and pawl mechanism 30 includes a
toothed ratchet wheel 32 mounted on the end of the first support roller 24 and a pawl 34 which is
biased into engagement with the toothed ratchet wheel 32 by a coil spring 36 (see Figure 3). The
ratchet and pawl mechanism 30 allows one or both of the first and second support rollers 24, 26 to be
rotated incrementally (in the anti-clockwise direction as viewed from the left end of the rollers shown
in the figures) so that the tension applied to the projection screen 20 can be incrementally increased to
a sufficient level at which the projection screen 20 is held taught and is free from wrinkles. As will be
understood, the ratchet and pawl mechanism 30 prevents rotation of the support rollers 24, 26 in the
opposite direction (the clockwise direction as viewed from the left end of the rollers shown in the
figures) and thereby maintains the tension in the projection screen 20, between the first and second
stabilising rollers 54, 56.


 
There is an increasing demand for theatrical projections systems. In theatres and in the presentation
environment, it is useful to create spectacular visual illusions by the use of image projection systems.
This paper has described how a hologram is used instead of a screen to display the scene from the
projector. Also this gives an insight of the new roller system to stretch the partially reflective film in
such a way that it does not form any distortion to the images from the projector. To ensure that the
image projected onto the angled partially-reflective projection screen is undistorted and has the
necessary image quality, it is important to ensure that the projection screen, typically a foil or film, is
held in position so that it is smooth and wrinkle-free and ideally free from dust particles and other
deposits.
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Martin Richardson is Professor of Modern Holography and Head of The Imaging and Displays
Research Group (IDRG) in the Faculty of Technology. Richardson gained the world’s first PhD in
Display Holography from the Royal College of Art and his current research focuses on advanced
holographic solutions for ultra-realistic 3-D display allied to industry and multispectral digital
holography for applications to optical security on banknotes. Recent successful patent applications
include a novel method for hybridising surface and volume holograms This concept is covered by UK
Patent granted in 2011, 0912696.2 ‘Multi-Spectral Holographic Security Marker, Method for its
Manufacture and Holographic Security Systems’ and Richardson is named as inventor. His previous
security sector patents include ‘An Optical Data Carrier’ (PCT/GB2004/001659), an anti-piracy of
discs http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg18124373.400#.VFphDyivWEQ where an optical data
carrier with an active surface containing a holographic image and machine-readable data provide
identification that a carrier is genuine. In 2011 The Royal Photographic Society awarded the Saxby
Medal to Professor Richardson in recognition of his sustained pioneering contributions to the science
and technology of holographic imaging and to the physical understanding of its materials and
applications.
Vivian S. Amos is a second year PhD student supervised by Martin Richardson at De Montfort
University. His PhD topic is “A New Multi-Spectral Security Hologram and Reader for the
Authentication of Safety Critical Items”. He is currently involved in building an intelligent electronic
holographic reader. He has a Bachelor’s degree in Electronics Engineering and Masters in
Mechatronics. His Master’s Degree project is based on “A Novel Approach To Adaptive Optics Using
Vacuum Controlled Stretchable Membranes”. The project proposes a new idea in an adaptive optics
system that adjusts itself to retain focal point of an object on the surface of a flexible mirror. His
contribution to this paper includes the new design of the roller system assembly that holds the
holographic film in place. He is also currently working with chemist Jeff Blyth from Cambridge
University, on Silver Halide materials for coating various surfaces, such as wine glasses, to record
volume reflection holograms.

Photograph of V Amos standing inside the frame system.
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Photograph of M Richardson in the holographic Lab.

SESSION 3. RECORDING MATERIALS & PROCESSING

DISPLAY HOLOGRAPHY AND NANOPLASMONICS
O. V. Andreeva
St. Petersburg National Research University of Information Technologies,
Mechanics, and Optics, 49 Kronverksky ave., Saint Petersburg, 197101, Russia
E-mail: olga_andreeva@mail.ru
The work examines the properties of developed silver particles and the prospects
of using plasmon resonance to produce volume holograms with strong phase
modulation and low absorption.
Plasmonics or Nanoplasmonics is a rapidly developing research area, which is a
part of nano-optics and incorporates the studies of optic phenomena that
accompany the interaction of light with metals1-2. Сlose attention of researchers
in the area is drawn to the use of plasmon resonance of spherically-shaped silver
particles. A common feature of nanoplasmonics and display holography is that
the display holograms, produced accordance with the method of Yu. N.
Denisyuk, are amplitude-phase holograms with optical properties defined by
plasmon resonance of specifically developed silver particles of size (20÷50) nm.
Nanoplasmonics is a new branch of science, but Plasmon Particles have been
used for many centuries. Bright color of gold and silver nanoparticles have
fascinated people for many centuries: for example, Lycurgus cup - 4th century
AD (fig.1a) - the color of this cup is determined by nanoparticles of Au-Ag
embedded in the glass; and the stars of Kremlin (fig. 1b) - the color of this stars
are determined by nanoparticles of Au-Se embedded in the Ruby-glass.

Fig.1. a - Lycurgus cup, 4th century AD (now at the British Museum,
London); b - the stars of Moskow Kremlin, 1937.
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The display holography originates in the holograms, produced by Y. Denisyuk
in 1959-1961 years3-4. The optical properties of Denisyuk’s holograms are
determined by plasmon resonance in silver nanoparticles. Such particles are
formed in Lippmann fine-grain emulsions after exposing and specific
development. Display hologram is a volume hologram with a spatial distribution
of colloidal spherically-shaped metal silver nanoparticles5. This leads to
generation of holograms with strong phase modulation in the long-wave visible
and NIR spectral regions. The plasmon resonance in spherically-shaped silver
nanoparticles manifests itself in the selective nature of the spectral distribution
of medium absorption coefficient with a pronounced maximum in the shortwave visible spectrum or NUV range.
Display holograms produced in accordance with Denisyuk’s method are eyecatching indeed and for the last 50 years there has been a great number of
exhibitions of such holograms in different countries (see fig.2).

Fig.2. a - exhibition of display holograms in Optics museum of IFMO;
b - display holograms in different exhibitions.
The new light-sensitive Ag-Hal volume medium is Ag-Hal medium-composite
based on nanoporous matrix5-7 (fig.3). Parameters of the samples AgHal-NPM:
the thickness – (1÷3) mm (the thickness of AgHal-Photoplates | 10 mkm);
diameter of AgHal-particles - dmax ≤ 20 nm; the volumetric concentration of
silver ~ (0.1÷0.01)%; the surface mass of developed silver M a(1÷5) g /m2.
The proposed version of light-sensitive porous medium-composite on the AgHal
base significantly enhances the potential of using traditional AgHal media in
holography, which is evidenced by its main features.
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Fig.3. a - schematic drawing of the cross-section the sample of nanoporous
light-sensitive medium AgHal-NPM; b - particle size distribution AgHal in
different emulsions (1 - Mees К., 1942; 2 - Yaroslavskay N., 1976; 3 Ryabova R., 2007; 4 -Yves Gentet, 2007); porous distribution NPM-17 (5).
Distinctive features of AgHal nanoporous medium-composite in hologram
construction.
1. Porous silicate matrix are close in physical and mechanical properties
to silicate glass, have close thermal expansion coefficient, and are shrink-proof.
Upon placing air-dry samples into liquid medium and using water solutions in
post-exposure treatment, geometrical dimension of the framework remain
unchanged, while local deformations of solid-phase shell inside a pore are
substantially less than light wavelength, lack any regular pattern and cause no
distortion of hologram structure. The experiments were carried out with samples
in the shape of plane-parallel plates or disks 1-3 mm thick.
2. Size of light-sensitive particles and those forming a finished hologram
cannot exceed the maximum size of porous framework ducts. When using
matrices NPM-17, the size amounts to 20 nm.
3. Light sensitivity of unsensitized samples across the spectrum is limited
by intrinsic sensitivity of AgHal (λ<510 nm) and amounts to 10-3 J/cm2 when
recording holograms at 488 nm with diffraction efficiency (DE) = 10 %. The
possibility to perform optical sensitization of AgHal-NPM was demonstrated
and samples, sensitive in the red region, were obtained: holograms with
DE = 50 % were constructed when recording by He-Ne laser radiation (λ =
633 nm) at exposure 10-2 J/cm2.
4. Formation of low-efficiency holograms (DE <1 %) during recording
leaves the structure of recorded interference pattern undistorted, and substantial
hologram enhancement is possible in the course of post-exposure treatment.
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5. Post-exposure treatment is performed with the use of traditional
photochemical water solutions owing to the presence of through capillary
network. Formulation can be modified, conditions of running the processes can
be optimized, and new stages can be introduced.
6. Impregnation of an immersion into free volume of pores to reduce light
scattering by porous samples is possible both at stages of recording and
operation of constructed holograms. When using holograms formed by colloid
silver particles, impregnation into free pore volume of an immersion with
refractive index close to that of the framework (water, acetone, alcohol, CCl 4)
produces practically no change in their phase modulation (the change lies within
the experimental error), as distinct from holograms, obtained with the use of
bleaching or dichromated gelatin.
7. Concentration of developed silver in the samples is close on order of
magnitude to the corresponding parameter in AgHal film plates (1÷5 g/m2). The
distance between particles that form a finished hologram is several times their
diameter.
The volume AgHal-nanoporous medium-composite can be used in
nanoplasmonics to create the new materials and elements with unique specific
properties such as Negative-Index metamaterials; Epsilon-Near-Zero (ENZ)
materials; High-Figure-Of-Merit (High-FOM) materials and so on.
As a conclusion we can say, that silver nanospheres connect two branches of
physics in order to create new materials and elements with unique specific
properties.
1. В.В. Климов, Наноплазмоника, М.: ФИЗМАТЛИТ, 480 с., (2010)
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Abstract. A summary of the results obtained using a diffraction model, based on the
incorporation of the nonlinearity and finite spatial resolution of silver halide materials in the
double Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral – that describes the reconstructed holographic image-is
presented. Nonlinearity was characterized by the full set of Lin curves, i.e. square root of
diffraction efficiency vs. bias exposure and fringe visibility. Finite spatial resolution of the
recording material was characterized by the modulation transfer function of the material. Lin
curves of both amplitude and phase holograms, recorded in silver halide emulsions and
processed with various schemes were measured, and modelled using an empirical multiparameter function. Profiles of phase holographic gratings were also measured by phase
contrast microscopy and Fourier-analysed to determine amplitudes of harmonics. Besides of
the Lin curves, amplitude of the refractive index modulation of phase holograms vs. bias
exposure and fringe visibility was also suggested for the characterization of the nonlinearity of
recording materials. Reconstructed images of microscopic test objects were calculated using
the double Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral and the measured and fitted nonlinear characteristics of
the recording materials. The results showed that quality of the reconstructed holographic
images could be optimized by an appropriate choice the recording conditions.

1. Introduction
Calculation of the light intensity distribution in the reconstructed holographic image form the
interference pattern recorded on a CCD or CMOS device, using diffraction theory is the basis of
digital holography. This task can easily be performed using powerful codes and computers. However,
there were only very limited possibilities and works concerning the implementation of numerical
methods on computers in the period of 1960 – 1980.
Early research on holography proved that holographic imaging was far from being ideal. The
wavelength of the light used for recording and the numerical aperture of the hologram determine the
ultimate achievable spatial resolution. When the reconstruction wave is not identical to the reference
wave or to its conjugate, aberrations occur in the reconstructed holographic image, further degrading
its quality. Some examples of the first calculations of reconstructed holographic images can be found
in the works of Carter and Dougal [1], Champagne and Massy [2, 3] and Nowak and Zając [4]. All
these works used important approximations in the diffraction integrals to obtain, thus their results on
the quality of the reconstructed holographic images are not valid for high-numeric aperture holograms
and off-axis object points.
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Bányász et al. developed a method for the calculation of the intensity distribution of the
reconstructed holographic image [5]. The method was based on the numerical quadrature of the exact
form of the double Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral, describing light wave propagation at recording and
reconstruction of the hologram. This method allowed for the treatment of high-numeric aperture
holograms and off-axis objects.
2. The model
2.1 Diffraction-limited holographic imaging and aberrations
Recording and reconstruction geometry of the hologram of a point source is shown in Figure 1.
A hologram of the point source P0 is recorded
on the rectangular holographic plate H. x, y
and z for the coordinate system attached to the
hologram. kr is the wave vector of the plane
(collimated) reference wave used at recording.
The hologram is reconstructed with a plane
reconstruction wave, and its wave vector kc
forms a small δx angle with that of the
conjugate of reference wave. As a result of
the finite numeric aperture and wavelength
and of that small angular error at
reconstruction, the reconstructed real image of
Figure 1. Recording and reconstruction geometry the point source is an extended, shifted and
distorted complex spot, centred around image
of the hologram of a point source.
point Pi ( in light blue shade in Figure 1).
Complex amplitude distribution of the reconstructed holographic image can be calculated by
using the double Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral. Here, for the sake of simplicity, the integral is presented
only for a one-dimensional hologram:
x2 [ 2

I (u, z) = ³

x1

³[ W (x) R ( x ) O ( [ )
1

cos T ( [ , x) cos U (x, u, z)
exp (ik ( r1 - r 2 )) d [ dx
r1 ( [ , x) r 2 (x, u, z)

(1)

Where I (u, z), W(x), R(x) and O(ξ) are the complex amplitudes of the reconstructed image, the
reconstruction and reference waves and the object, x and ξ are the object and image coordinates, r1
and r2 and ϑ and ϱ determine the distances and angles that are made by the lines between object-andhologram and hologram-and-image planes.
2.2 Including the finite spatial resolving power and the nonlinearity of the recording material in the
diffraction model
Silver halide holographic emulsions contain very small grains of silver halide salts, in general of the
size of a few nanometres (ultra-high-resolution emulsions) to 50 nm. Granularity of the recording
material obviously limits the width of the interference fringes to be recorded in it. Modulation Transfer
Function (MTF) of a holographic recording material is defined as the diffraction efficiency of plane
wave holograms recorded in the material as a function of the spatial frequency of the holographic
gratings. Measured MTF characteristics of silver halide holographic recording materials were already
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published by early holography researchers [6,7]. Theoretical models describing the film MTF were
suggested by Biedermann [6] and Falconer [8]. Bányász suggested an analytical function for the MTF
of silver halide holographic materials, successfully fitted it to the measured ones and included it to his
diffraction model of holography [9].
According to that model, square root of the MTF (ϭ) of a silver halide holographic recording material
can be described by the following function:

V (Q ) =

1
v -Q 0
exp (
)+1
c

(2)

where ν is the spatial frequency of the plane wave hologram, ν0 is the resolution limit of the material,
and c represents the gradient of ϭ around the resolution limit.

Figure 2. Square root of the MTF of an ideal (left) and real (right) silver halide holographic material
(Agfa 8E75). ν0 = 2780 lp/mm, c = 560 lp/mm. Points: measured data, line: fitted with (2).
Nonlinearity of holographic recording materials, including the silver halide emulsions, can be
characterised by the so-called Lin curves, proposed by Lin [10]. Lin curves are the square root of the
diffraction efficiency, ϭ of plane wave holograms as a function of bias exposure, E0 and fringe
visibility, V of the recorded hologram.
Bányász developed an analytical function that can be fitted to the measured ϭ (E0, V) characteristics of
silver halide (and other) holographic recording materials [11]. The function is the following:

V ( E0 ,V ) = f ( E0 ) (1 - e
Par ( E0 ) = c i01(

1

e

c i 11- E 0
c i 12

+1

-V

+ c i13 )(

)e

-

[ V - V 0 ( E0 ) ] 2
w 2( E0 )

1

e

E 0 - c i 21
c i 22

+1

+ c i 23 )(

(3)

1

e

c i 31- E 0
c i 32

+1

+ c i33 )

where Par stands for V0 and w. The function contains a total of 27 parameters.
Lin curves of an ideal holographic material and a real one are shown in Figure 3.
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(4)

Figure 3. Lin curves, ϭ (E0, V) of an ideal (left) and real (right) silver halide holographic material
(Agfa 10E70). λ = 632.8 nm. Points: measured data, line: fitted with (3).
Including recording material MTF and nonlinearity in the diffraction model (Eq. 1) is straightforward.
The modified double Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral is the following:
x2 [ 2

I (u, z) = ³ ³ V [ E0 ( x ),V ( x ),Q ( x ) ] W (x) R ( x ) O ( [ )
x1 [ 1

cos T ( [ , x) cos U (x, u, z)
exp (ik ( r1 - r2 )) d [ dx
r1 ( [ , x) r2 (x, u, z)

(5)
where σ contains the full effect of the recording material, O , R and W are the complex amplitudes of
the object, reference and reconstruction waves.
In the following calculation no reconstruction errors are assumed. Furthermore, it is assumed that σ
(E0, V, ν) = σ 1(E0, V)· σ2 ( ν) (i.e. it is separable).
3. Results
3.1 Calculated reconstructed holographic images of a five-element Ronchi ruling
The effects of the MTF of the silver halide recording material on the reconstructed image of a 5element Ronchi ruling are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Calculated reconstructed images of a five-element Ronchi ruling. Only MTF of the
recording material was taken into account. Resolution limits (ν0) are 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2780 and
4000 lp/mm, respectively. c = 560· ν0/2780
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It can be seen that the individual lines of the grating are not resolved at all when resolution limit is
below 1000 lp/mm, and complete resolution of the lines begins at ν0 = 1500 lp/mm.
To study the effects of the
nonlinearity of the silver halide
recording
material
on
the
reconstructed mage, the Agfa
8E75HD emulsion was chosen. Its
Lin curves were measured and fitted
by Bányász et al.[12]. The results
are presented in Figure 5. One can
see that Eq (3) gave very good fit to
the measured data.

Figure 5. Measured (symbols) and fitted (lines) Lin curves of
Agfa-Gevaert 8E75HD. Amplitude holograms, developer:
Pyrogallol . Spatial frequency of the plane wave holograms ν =
1200 lp/mm. λ = 632.8 nm.
Calculated reconstructed images of a five-element Ronchi ruling are presented on Figure 6. The Lin
curves shown in Figure 5 were used for the calculations. Results are presented in a more quantitative
form in Figure 6, where parameters of the reconstructed images of Figure 5 are shown as functions of
bias exposure at a fixed value of the minimum beam ratio R (R = Ir/Io, where Ir is the intensity of the
reference wave, and Io is that of the object wave). The relationship between beam ratio and fringe
visibility is:

V=

2 R
R +1

Figure 6. Calculated reconstructed images of
a five-element Ronchi ruling. Only Lin curves
(nonlinearity) of the recording material were
taken into account. Pyrogallol, R9.
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(6)

Figure 7. Contrast, brightness (IT) and
fluctuation (Δ) of the calculated reconstructed
image of a five-element Ronchi ruling vs.
maximum bias exposure. Minimum beam ratio
R = 1. Pyrogallol, R9.

It can be seen clearly in Figure 7 that there is an optimum value of bias exposure. around 10 μJ/cm2
where contrast of the reconstructed image reaches a maximum, fluctuation is minimal, while image
brightness (diffraction efficiency) is still relatively high.
3.2 Measured reconstructed holographic images of a three-element Ronchi ruling
Here we present an example of the realisation of high-resolution holography in a silver halide
holographic material at a wavelength λ = 632.8 nm. The object was a 3-element Ronchi grating
consisting of lines of 1 μm width, and gaps were of the same width. The recording material was Agfa
Gevaert 8E75HD. Off-axis holograms of the test object (with vertically aligned lines) were recorded
in the form of horizontal stripes. Angle of incidence of the principal object ray was 37.5º, while the
collimated reference wave made an angle of -37.5º with the hologram normal. Numeric aperture
(N.A.) of the hologram was 0.764. Microphotograph of one of the reconstructed real images of the test
object, and photometric scan of two reconstructed images are presented in Figure 8.

Fig. 8 Reconstructed real image of a three-element Ronchi ruling projected form a microscope
(left). Intensity distribution of the same image, and of another one, measured with a moving slit
and photomultiplier tube. Agfa-Gevaert 8E75HD, amplitude hologram.
4. Discussion and conclusion
Resolution and nonlinearity should be taken into account when doing “high-fidelity” holography. This
holds true for all the holographic recording materials, including dichromated gelatine, thermoplastics
photopolymers and CCD (CMOS) .
It has been demonstrated that characteristics of the holographic recording materials can be modelled,
and included in the double Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral - or in other diffraction theories- describing
hologram recording and reconstruction. The model enables optimization of the holographic recording
parameters (geometry, beam ratio, bias exposure).
It was also shown that, besides of macroscopic measurements (diffraction efficiency), characteristics
of the holographic recording materials can be extracted from microscopic (phase contrast microscopic
and interference microscopic) measurements of the recorded holograms [13-15].
Application of this method to digital holography has also been proposed and demonstrated [16].
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The comparative analysis of characteristics of holographic diffusers fabricated on silver
halide layers with using different methods is presented.
Introduction
Optical diffusers are important elements of illuminating systems of devices such as
liquid crystal displays, billboards, and projection systems where the formation of an
illuminating beam with given parameters is needed [1-4]. The optical diffuser should have a
complex structure in order to scatter incident radiation within a certain solid angle, i.e., it
should contain a set of diffraction gratings oriented at different angles. Such a structure can be
formed by recording an interference pattern of a multiplicity of simple plane or spherical
waves on a light-sensitive medium, i.e., by using methods of holography. The advantage of
the holographic method is the possibility to control the characteristic size of space structure
elements with the help of the angle of interfering beams convergence and thus the ability to
control diffuser optical characteristics.
Two primary ways of the fabrication of holographic diffusers may be mentioned
depending on how the interference pattern of a set of plane waves is obtained. In the first case,
a reference-free optical Gabor scheme using a common ground glass as a holographic object
is used for the diffuser recording [3-6]. In the second case, an amplitude multiplex hologram
is the object to be recorded [7].
Silver-halide photographic materials are a convenient medium for recording
holographic structures because there exists a number of effective methods of the
transformation of the amplitude holographic recording into the phase one [8-10]. It is shown
that it is possible to fabricate high-efficiency narrow directional diffusers with the share of the
passing non-scattered light less than 0.06%, no matter what methods of recording and
processing procedure are applied.
1. Optical systems for recording holographic diffusers
A reference-free optical Gabor scheme for recording holographic diffusers is presented
in Fig. 1 a, b. A primary diffuser D based on frosted glass is illuminated with coherent
radiation I. As a result of the mutual interference of the radiation scattered by all the points
P1, P2, P3... of the primary diffuser, a complex volume interference pattern appears that is
recorded on the photosensitive medium F, photographic plate PFG-01 (Fig. 1a). In a real
optical system (Fig. 1b) a ring aperture with the outer-to-inner diameter ratio (d1/d2) equal to
1.06 – 1.07 (annular aperture) or ∞ (circular aperture) was placed after the primary diffuser.
An approximate expression for the limiting registered spatial frequency νmax, for a sufficiently
great distance L between the primary diffuser and recording medium H is:
νmax≈d1/λL,

(1)

where λ is the laser radiation wavelength.
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Fig.1. (a) general layout of the reference-free recording of a holographic diffuser. (b) real
optical scheme used in the experiment: I, incident light beam; D, primary diffuser with the
scattering indicatrix width θD; A, annular aperture with outer and inner diameters d1 and
d2, respectively; and H, hologram.
The optical scheme using a multiplex hologram for recording a diffuser is shown in
Fig. 2 a, b. A thin amplitude multiplex hologram results from the interference of two plane
beams that converged on a PFG-01 photographic plate at an angle γ. The limiting spatial
frequency recorded in this scheme was:
νmax ≈ J/O,
(2)

Fig.2. (a) multiplex hologram, (b) optical scheme for the recording of an amplitude
holographic diffuser: (1) He–Ne laser, (2–4) collimator, (5) diaphragm, (6) amplitude
multiplex hologram, (7) and (9) lenses with a focal length f, (8) spatial filter, and (10)
amplitude holographic diffuser.
We perform N/2 identical exposures between which the plate is rotated by a small fixed
angle δ = 2π/N around the normal to the plate surface. Then the photoplate is developed using
a D-19 developing agent and fixed. The angle δ determines the amount of plane waves
emitting from the multiplex hologram MH (Fig. 2a). Plane waves that are generated by the
multiplex hologram are collected by the optical spatial filtering scheme (Fig. 2b) on PFG-01
134

photographic plate 10. The photoplate is exposed, developed, and fixed to obtain the
amplitude holographic diffuser. We use ring-shaped rejection spatial filter 8 to suppress the
wave of the zero diffraction order and to decrease coherent noise of multiplex hologram 6.
2. Transformation of the amplitude holographic structures into the phase ones
A high-efficiency holographic diffuser having a low absorption of light can be created
only on the basis of a purely phase structure. There are two basic techniques designed for the
conversion of a primary amplitude holographic structure in the silver halide photoemulsion
into a phase relief structure. The surface relief of a holographic structure with the depth
exceeding the wavelength of visible light is formed on the macroscopic level by virtue of the
space modulation of physicochemical properties of gelatin on the molecular scale in
accordance with the interference pattern recorded in the hologram. There two alternative ways
of the modulation of physicochemical properties of gelatin:
(1) Crosslinking, the formation of the supermolecular structure via preferential hardening
(crosslinking of gelatin molecules) in bleaching agents containing dichromates (R-10) [8, 9].
The formation of the relief is associated with the redistribution of gelatin volumes in the
photographic emulsion layer in the final drying after tanning bleaching.
(2) Photodegradation, the scission of principal bonds in gelatin molecular chains by the
action of short-wavelength UV radiation at a wavelength less than 250 nm (SWUV technique)
[10]. The relief is formed as a result of etching of irradiated gelatin in aqueous solutions.
Thus, after the stage of primary amplitude recording holographic diffuser specimens
were either subjected to hardening bleaching or exposed to short-wave UV radiation. The full
processing procedure of hardening bleaching was as follows: exposure of a photographic plate
to coherent laser radiation - development - fixation - bleaching in the R-10 solution – fixation
- drying. The SWUV method consisted of the following stages: exposure - development fixation - irradiation of a photographic plate by UV radiation - bleaching in a non-hardening
copper bleacher – fixation - drying. In both cases, a silver image was removed from the
photographic emulsion layer, which resulted in obtaining purely relief-phase diffuser
structures. Holographic material PFG-01 was used for the fabrication of diffusers. Diagrams
illustrating the formation of surface relief are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Surface relief formation. (a) R-10 tanning bleaching; (b) SWUV technique.
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Fig. 4 shows the enlarged images of a holographic diffuser microstructure at the stage of
amplitude recording (a) and after the transformation of an amplitude structure into a purely
phase relief one (b).

Fig.4. (a) microphotograph of an amplitude structure of the diffuser taken at the
transmission. (b) microphotograph of the surface of a purely phase-relief diffuser taken at
the reflection after the processing procedure including the R-10 hardening bleaching.
3. Parameters of holographic diffusers obtained with different techniques
3.1. Profiles of the surface relief
The fabrication of holographic diffusers with using the reference-free Gabor scheme is
based on the recording of the crossed interference of a random wave field scattered by a
ground glass [3-6]. Therefore the structure of the surface relief of these diffusers is random, as
can be seen from the surface topography profiles shown in Fig. 5 a, b. The structure of the
surface relief diffusers obtained by multiplex hologram, at first glance, is also random (Fig.
5c, d). The presence of coherent noise and aberrations in the optical recording scheme (Fig.
2b) leads to a strong distortion of the originally right and ordered structure of the multiplex
hologram when substantially non-linear transforming it in the phase structure of the diffuser.
Despite this, as will be shown below, the relief phase structure of such diffusers can save a
considerable degree of regularity, which significantly affects their optical properties.
Noteworthy is also the difference in the average thickness T of the emulsion layer after
the application of the SWUV method (T = 1.4 ÷ 3.35 Pm) and R-10 hardening bleaching (T =
4.5 ÷ 6.35 Pm), which is consistent with the physical essence of the treatment techniques
associated with either the destruction and removal of gelatin (SWUV method) or structuring
of gelatin (R-10 hardening bleaching).
3.2. The share of the non-scattered light components (zero-order)
In measurements on the intensity registration of the non-scattered light component, the
diffuser is placed in the immediate vicinity of the lens and irradiated using the He–Ne laser
beam with the diameter of 6 mm (λ= 0.63 μm). The measurements are performed at the focal
plane of the lens at the distance of 870 mm using an OPT101 photodetector with the aperture
of 2.3 × 2.3 mm. For the practical application of holographic structures, it is necessary to
ensure the minimum share of the non-scattered light component (zero order diffraction)
passed through the diffuser. The intensity of the non-scattered component is determined by
the phase perturbation introduced in the wavefront by a diffuser and it depends on the height
fluctuations of the surface relief. According to the theory of light scattering by large-scale
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Fig.5. The relief height h measured from the surface of the substrate versus the spatial
coordinate X. Reference-free optical Gabor scheme: (a) R-10 hardening bleaching; (b)
SWUV method. Optical scheme using a multiplex hologram: (c) R-10 hardening
bleaching; (d) SWUV method. The data were obtained using a profilometer XP-1
A bi
inhomogeneities in the Kirchhoff approximation and if the surface height distribution is
described by the Gaussian formula [11], the reflection coefficient of the coherent component
of the field intensity V (ψ) is equal to:
(3)
V (\) exp(2k 2 V 2 sin 2 \) ,
where k = 2π/λ is a wave number, λ is the wavelength of light in vacuum, σ is the standard
deviation of a surface height and ψ is a slope angle of the beam.
It is easy to show that for the light-transmissive scattering structures at ψ = 90° formula (3) is
transformed into formula (4):
ª 4S 2
º
I 0 exp « 2 (n0  1) 2 V 2 » u 100% ,
(4)
¬ O
¼
where I0 is the relative intensity of the zero-order beam as a percentage of the incident beam,
n0 is the average refractive index of gelatin emulsion equal to 1.53 (for λ = 0.6328 Pm [12]).
In the derivation of formula (4) we take into account that for the same value of σ the phase
shift modulation depth for the light-transmissive structure is 2/(n0 – 1) times less than that for
the reflective structure. The theoretical dependence of I0(σ) derived from formula (4) is shown
in Fig. 6. It follows that the small values of the non-scattered radiation component I0 d 0.1%
are achieved with a standard deviation of the surface height σ t 0.5 Pm.
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The experimentally measured minimum
values of the non-scattered components
of the light passing through the diffuser
may both exceed the value of 0.1% and
lie below it, depending on the use of an
optical recording scheme and the type
of photochemical treatment. Figure 7
shows the dependence of the relative
intensity I0 of the zero diffraction order
in percents of the incident intensity on
the mean optical density D of the
primary silver image of the amplitude
holographic diffuser.
The experimental data for the best
samples of diffusers having the
Fig.6. Dependence of the relative value of the
zero-order intensity I0 on the standard deviation minimum values of the zero order
intensity I0 are summarized in Table.
of the surface height σ.
They show a significant effect of the
shape of the primary diffuser aperture (see Fig. 1 and 2). (In this respect, the multiplex
hologram is equivalent to the ground glass with an infinitely thin annular aperture). These

Fig. 7. Plots of the zero-order intensity I0 versus the mean optical density D of the primary
silver image for (a) holographic diffusers that are obtained using ground glass in the
reference-free optical Gabor scheme and processed with the aid of the SWUV method.
Ratio d1/d2 of the outer and inner diameters: (1) 1.07, (2) 1.06, (3) f and (b) holographic
diffusers that are obtained using the multiplex hologram and processed by means of (1) R10 bleaching agent and (2) the SWUV method.
results can be explained in terms of the theory of the optical transfer function of optical
systems with annular apertures [13]. The transition from a circular aperture to a ring allows us
to avoid recording the lowest spatial frequencies Q o 0 and to improve the contrast of the
interference pattern in the photosensitive medium, and eventually to obtain a deeper
modulation of the surface relief and a greater value V.
Table
Primary diffuser
Circular aperture,
Annular aperture,
Multiplex hologram
ground glass
ground glass
Ratio d1/d2 of the
1.06 – 1.07
1
f
outer and inner
diameters
I0 min, %
0.74
0.1 – 0.2
0.05 – 0.07
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Fig.8. The intensity of the zero-order
diffraction I0 versus σ. Circles, experimental
values for the diffusers obtained by means of
the multiplex hologram. Curve 1, theory for
the scattering of light on the rough surface in
the Kirchhoff approximation. Curve 2, theory
for regular structure such as sinusoidal grating.

As mentioned above, for purely
statistical relief structures the required
values of the standard deviation σ of the
surface height should be within the range
of about 0.5 microns. However, for the
diffusers manufactured with the aid of a
multiplex hologram (see. Fig. 2) it is
possible to obtain structures with σ being
1.4 - 1.8 times smaller than the values
predicted by the theory (see Eq. 4; curve
1, Fig. 8) for the relative intensity of the
non-scattered component I0 d 0.1%. It is
because the structure of these diffusers
that is similar in appearance to a random
one (see. Fig. 5 c, d) retains largely the
regularity, which stems from the ordered
structure of the multiplex hologram.

To confirm this assumption, Fig. 8
shows theoretical curve 2 which describes
the dependence of I0(σ) for a regular
surface structure like the regular
sinusoidal grating. In this case, the zero-order intensity is determined by the square of the
zero-order Bessel function J02:
ª 2 2S n0  1 V º
(5)
I 0 J 02 «
» u 100%
O
¬«
¼»
As can be seen from Fig. 8, almost all the experimental values of σ lie in the region
between the two theoretical curves, which suggests that the diffuser structures manufactured
using the multiplex hologram occupy an intermediate position between the purely random and
regular structures.
3.3. Scattering indicatrix of the holographic diffusers
Due to the fact that the range of spatial frequencies recorded by the photosensitive
medium is primarily determined by the geometry of the optical scheme for recording diffuser
(formulae (1) and (2)), we should expect a correlation between νmax and width of the
scattering indicatrix. The limiting scattering angle of the holographic diffuser θmax recorded in
a linear mode (amplitude recording) is determined by the region of registered spatial
frequencies and for the reference-free optical Gabor scheme it is:
(6)
θmax | OQmax | d1/L,
and for the optical scheme with a multiplex hologram:
(7)
θmax | J.
Curve 1 in Fig. 9 reflects this dependence. Curve 2 gives the dependence of the width
of the normalized scattering indicatrix of holographic diffusers 'θ measured at a level of 0.5
on the magnitude of the relative aperture of the primary diffuser d1/L for the SWUV method
(black circles) and for the R-10 hardening bleaching (white circles) using the circular aperture
(d1/d2 = ∞). The figure shows that for a small relative aperture of the primary diffuser (d1/L <
0.09) the width of the scattering indicatrix 'θ significantly exceeds the limiting scattering
angle θmax owing to the very nature of the nonlinear relief-phase holographic recording. At the
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same time, in case d1/L > 0.1 the increase of
the width of the scattering indicatrix is
slowed down in comparison with the
theoretical dependence for maximum
scattering angle θmax. When d1/L > 0.1 the
increase of the scattering indicatrix width is
slower than the theoretical dependence for
the limiting scattering angles θmax. It is due to
the influence of the recession of the spacefrequency response of the silver halide
material at the high spatial frequencies [14].
There is a strong correlation between the
value of d1/L and 'θ. The points
corresponding to different methods of
converting the amplitude holographic
recording into the relief-phase one fit well on
a single curve. Similar results are observed
Fig. 9. Plots of (1) the limiting angle of
when using the annular aperture of a primary
scattering θmax and (2) the width of
diffuser or a multiplex hologram in the
holographic diffuser scattering indicatrix
recording scheme. In general, the limiting
Δθ versus the relative size of aperture of
width of the scattering function of phase
the primary diffuser d1/L.
holographic diffusers, regardless of the
manufacturing method, is limited to angles of
about 10 degrees, which is connected with the already mentioned decline of spatial-frequency
response for silver halide photographic materials.
Conclusion
Our investigations showed that it is efficient to use the method of chemical hardening of
silver halide photographic emulsion in the presence of dichromates, as well as the method of
the gelatin photolysis by short-wave UV radiation to form sufficiently deep relief-phase
structures which is necessary to obtain holographic diffusers with high optical performance.
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DIRECT LASER RECORDING OF DOT HOLOGRAMS ON
AMORPHOUS SILICON FILM
A. Kutanov*, I. Snimshikov*, Nurbek Sydyk uluu*, Z.Kazakbaeva**
*Institute of Physical-Technical Problems and Material Science,
National Academy of Sciences
Chuy prospect 265-a, Bishkek 720071, Kyrgyz Republic
E-mail: askarktnv@gmail.com
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Results of direct laser recording on amorphous silicon film by laser with wavelength λ= 532 nm
and Blu Ray single mode laser diode with λ= 405 nm are presented. Measurements of a-silicon
film transmission spectrum before and after exposure by focused laser beam demonstrates its
changing. It proves the refractive index changing of recording layer under laser radiation
interaction and transformation of amorphous silicon to crystalline silicon under laser radiation
interaction. Measurement of recorded relief shows that under laser radiation interaction to asilicon layer relief depth is about 30-100 nm. Microstructures with a size of 5–7 μm are recorded
by 120mW single mode Blu Ray laser diode with λ= 405 nm. Use of Blu Ray laser diodes for
recording on amorphous silicon film opens opportunities to design compact Laser Writing
System for diffractive structures fabrication.

Direct laser recording on amorphous silicon film is attractive for diffractive
structures recording without wet chemical processing and it bring new possibilities
of diffractive structures fabrication with the use of laser writing device1. Example
of widely used simple diffractive structures is antireflective coatings based on
subwave gratings2 with a period of approximately half of the light wavelength. The
use of high-speed scanning systems of interference lithography (SILs) 3,4 forming
diffractive structures by consecutive writing of moderate-size fragments or cells is
expecting to assist in solving the problem of deposition of antireflective diffractive
coatings onto large-size surfaces of solar panels. Early, we demonstrated direct
laser recording of dot holograms on amorphous silicon film by pulsed UV laser
with λ= 355 nm 4. This paper present results of research on direct laser recording
on amorphous silicon film using green laser (λ= 532 nm) and single mode laser
diode with λ= 405 nm.
Two-beam spectrophotometer PYE UNICAM is used to measure spectrum of
absorption for amorphous silicon layer on glass substrate. The spectrums of
amorphous silicon film absorption depend on wavelength for different thickness are
shown on (Fig. 1.)
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Fig. 1 Absorption spectrums of amorphous silicon film depend on wavelength for
different thickness (d1=0.15μm, d2=0.3 μm, d3= 0.4 μm and d4= 1 μm)
One can see that maximum of light absorption for amorphous silicon layer is for
wavelength range of 340…360 nm. We demonstrated possibility of dot holograms
recording on a-silicon film using pulse UV-laser with λ= 355 nm. Fig. 2 shows
photo of dot hologram relief, recorded on amorphous silicon film on glass substrate
by pulse UV-laser with λ= 355 nm with pulse energy 0.10 μJ.

Fig.2. Photo of the surface relief of dot hologram recorded by pulse UV-laser
(λ= 355 nm) on a-Si film
For different applications it is interesting to explore direct laser recording on asilicon film for exposing laser radiation with λ= 405 nm ( Blu Ray laser diode) and
with green laser (λ= 532 nm) on Polar Coordinate Laser Pattern Generator for
Fabrication of Diffractive Optical Elements with Arbitrary Structure5.
Measurements of a-silicon film absorption spectrum before (red curve) and after
(blue curve) exposure by focused laser radiation (λ= 532 nm) shown on Fig.3
demonstrates that after exposure by focused laser radiation the absorption spectrum
is changing. It proves the refractive index changing for recording medium after
interaction with laser radiation.
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Fig. 3. Measurements of a-silicon film absorption spectrum before (red curve) and
after( blue curve) exposure by focused laser radiation (λ= 532 nm).
In place of the laser beam interaction with a layer of amorphous silicon proceed
structural and morphological processes, accompanied by rising relief (Fig. 4) due to
the transformation of amorphous to crystalline silicon.

Fig. 4 Foto taken with an electron microscope shows the formation of relief when
exposed by a focused laser beam (increase h410, structure size of 30 microns)
For direct recording on amorphous silicon Mitsubishi 120mW single mode Blu Ray
laser diode was used. Laser beam is collimated by aspheric lens after laser diode
and then it focused by micro objective to recording media. Computer controls laser
pulse duration and their frequency. Fig.5 shows photo taken from microscope in
transmitted light for spots(a) and lines(b) recorded by single mode Blu Ray laser
diode on a-Si film on glass substrate.

Fig.5. Photos of spots(a) and lines(b) recorded on amorphous silicon by single
mode laser diode with λ= 405 nm
In order to measure the depth of the relief recording on amorphous silicon film
sample was performed on the interference scanning white light microscope VLI in
reflection mode. Measurement of recorded relief showed that under the interaction
of laser radiation to the amorphous silicon film the relief formed with height 30 100 nm.
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The drawback of single mode laser diode used for experiments was a short length
of coherence and it dependence from output radiation power. It was difficult to
record by Blu Ray laser dot holograms for fabrication of master matrix hologram
for embossing holograms reproduction. Therefore, it will be useful to have Blu Ray
laser diode with the greater length of coherence.
Dot holograms recording on a-silicon film using pulse UV-laser with λ= 355 nm is
demonstrated. It’s shown that under interaction of a-Si film by focused laser beam
the local crystallization appears and relief is forms with depth ~30-100 nm.
Measurements of absorption spectrum demonstrated that amorphous silicon layer’s
reflex index is changing after exposure by focused laser beam. It makes attractive
use of direct laser recording on amorphous silicon for security applications. Direct
laser recording on amorphous silicon by single mode Blu Ray laser diode λ=
405nm was demonstrated. Use of single mode Blu Ray laser diodes opens
opportunities to design compact laser device for diffractive structures fabrication
for different applications.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF NRC "KURCHATOV INSTITUTE"
MATERIALS FOR COLOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING
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Results of the research of holographic characteristics of silver-halide
materials NRC "Kurchatov Institute" for colored holographic recording using
continuous and pulsed radiation are presented.
Despite the intensive development of non-silver materials, including polymeric
medium, silver halide materials remain of current interest at the present time. This
is due to the advantages in complex of its characteristics, including the light
sensitivity, resolution, possible dimensions and application area.
In that work the results of development and research together with NRC
«Kurchatov Institute» silver halide materials for holographic recording including
materials for monochrome and colored pulse recording of transmission holograms
and materials for colored recording of reflection holograms using continuous laser
radiation are presented.
The using of high-resolution materials (with nanocrystals size less than 30 nm) for
pulse recording of reflection holograms of live objects has the problem connected
with a great reciprocity failure and low sensitivity with is not enough for not
danger holographic portraits of a man recording. In our works this problem was
solved by the using of two-stage process: the first step - recording of transmission
holograms on materials with large sizes of nanocrystals (40-60 nm) and great
sensitivity, the second step - recording of reflection holograms on materials with a
small dimensions of nanocrystals (20-30 nm) by copying the images reconstructed
of transmission holograms.
In NRC "Kurchatov institute" was worked the material with nanocrystals size 45 ÷
50 nm for green spectral region. On this material we have obtained high sensitivity
- of 10-5÷ 10-6 J/sm2 and diffraction efficiency of 50 ÷ 60% by transmission
holograms recording at a wavelength of 0.53 μm using pulse nanosecond radiation.
Material was used for monochrome holographic portraits recording in green
spectral field. The advantage of holographic portraits recording in the green is
improving in transmission of tonal gradations in the human face.
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Materials for colored recording of transmission holograms were also worked. Two
concepts were considered: synthesis of multilayer system and synthesis of
materials with mixed sensitization. The first concept use and gives gut results for
emulsions with small nanocrystals sizes (less than 30 nm) by recording with
continuous radiation. But for sizes of nanocrystals greater than 40-50 nm was
founded decreasing in diffraction efficiency for lower layers connected with the
scattering on upper layers. The better results were founded for materials with
mixed sensitization. Furthermore, when two optical sensitizers were introduced to
one layer effect of additional sensitization was observed - significant increasing in
diffraction efficiency in the region of sensitivity of basic sensitizer was
established1 when sensitizer for another spectral field was added.
Processing in different developers (VRP, SM-6, D 82, D 19, GP 2, GP 8, and
other) and bleaching solution (PBU2 and on the basis of different components: iron
nitrate, сopper chloride, potassium iron-synergistic, iron lemon-аmmonium and
other) was used. Diffraction efficiency 40 ÷ 50 % in red spectral field and 50 ÷
60% in the green, by sensitivity (corresponding to the maximum of diffraction
efficiency) 10-4 J/sm2 for red and 10-5 J/sm2 for green were obtained.
Results were used for colored holographic portrait recording using pulse radiation
with nanosecond pulse duration at wavelengths of 0.68 and 0.53 μm.
The results presented above apply to the recording of pulse holograms. Consider
next materials for the recording of reflection holograms with continuous radiation.
Material for holographic recording in the blue region of the spectrum was
developed3 and investigated. By development of this material we focused on two
main problems: increasing in resolution and increasing in sensitivity. As a result of
synthesis conditions optimization the possibility of nanocrystals size decreasing to
10-15 nm was found. Increasing in sensitivity in the blue region was obtained as a
result of optimization the optical sensitization condition. The optimal optical
sensitizer was found and sensitivity 5 .10-5 J/sm2 by diffraction efficiency of 50%
was achieved.
Material for colored holographic recording was developed. Optimal optical
sensitizers were found and optimal sequence of their introduction into the emulsion
was obtained: first introduce sensitizer for the blue, then for green and red fields.
Characteristics of material in a wide spectral range were studied by the recording
of reflection holograms using continuous radiation at three wavelengths - 633, 532
and 442 nm of visible spectrum and wavelength 325 nm of UV field. Diffraction
efficiency of 70 -80% was achieved for green and red spectral fields and of 50%
for blue. The sensitivity for green and blue areas is greater (of 3-4 times)
compared to industrial material PFG-03c. Furthermore, the material has a lower
degree of shrinkage as compared with industrial material. It can be used also for
recording in UV field with diffraction efficiency 40%.
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Results were used for color-shifting elements fabrication (fig.1).

Fig.1. Color-shifting element - changes the color when rotate on 900 around the
vertical axis.
Thus, silver halide materials for colored holographic recording using continuous
and pulse radiation with greater sensitivity than that for industrial materials are
developed.
The results can be used to solve such applied problems of holography, including
display holography and protective technologies, in which the sensitivity is the
determining factor.
1. N. D. Vorzobova, R. V. Ryabova. Specifics of Optical Sensitization of Silver
Halide Nanocrystals under Intense Exposures //High Energy Chemistry, 2008, Vol.
42, No. 3, P. 232–234.
2. Bjelkhagen, H.I. Silver-Halide Recording Materials for Holography and Their
Processing, Berlin: Springer, 1993.
3. N. D. Vorzobova, E. V. Sokolova, N. M. Kalinina, R. V. Ryabova, and A. N.
Ponomarev The characteristics of silver halide materials for holographic recording
in the blue // Journal of Optical Technology, 2010, Vol. 77, Issue 8, P. 487-489.
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RECORDING MATERIAL “ULTIMATE” FOR DISPLAY
HOLOGRAPHY AND HOE'S
Yves GENTET *
* Ultimate Holography
13 allee d'Andromede 33160 St Aubin de Medoc, France
E-mail: holo2@wanadoo.fr
The results of non-stop 20 years research work on developing/recording high
resolution silver-halide materials for display holography and Hoe's are
presented. The material called “Ultimate” and designed for recording holograms
with CW and pulse lasers, allows direct recording or use in holoprinters . The
main characteristics of all types of materials are reported.
The main factor determining the quality of holograms is the photographic
material used. The goal of our research work was to combine fine grains and
high sensitivity to all laser wavelengths while keeping the emulsion very stable,
in order to record easily monochrome or color, and noise-free holograms with a
high diffraction efficiency. The resulting silver-halide material was called
“Ultimate” and is presented in several variations (U-04, U-08, U-15, U-25),
depending on the type of laser used, the wavelength and the type of holographic
recording set-up. The material is available on glass and film substrates. Due to
the simplicity of its processing, and to the great results achieved easily, even by
unexperienced holographers, this materials is now commonly used for
educational purposes in both schools and universities, as well as for professional
applications such as the recording of high quality display holograms by artists
and other professional holographers, and for application in industry with
holoprinter, Hoe's, and, expected soon, mass replication. Constant improvements
based on research linked to the feedback of all customers, are done on these
materials. Technical and commercial information are available on the website:
www.ultimate-holography.com
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ULTIMATE RECORDING
MATERIALS
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Art and Science Holography Atelier (Bordeaux, France)
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BEGINNING OF RESEARCH IN COLOR HOLOGRAPHY

In the Museum of holography
in State Optical S. I. Vavilov
Institute
St.Petersburg, 1995

Yu. N. Denisyuk’
letter of introduction

MATERIAL‘ULTIMATE’
FOR HOLOGRAPHY (U-04, U-08, U-15, U-25)
PARAMETERS
Spectral sensitivity

Resolution

PROPERTIES
Difference between materials in sensitivities is 3 times.
Each material can be sensitized to any visible wavelength.
For one application we use one kind of material and one kind
of sensitizer.
25 nm for pulse lasers,
15 nm for low power lasers (1 - 2 mW) for Denisyuk
holography, transmission holograms or H2 reflection
holograms
08 nm is universal material including holoprinter with pulse
lasers
04 nm for full color Denisyuk holography and HOEs
From 3000 to >10000 lines per ȟm

Speed

30-90, 200 and 600 J/cm2 for monochrome recording

Grain size

»

Diffraction efficiency

More 90% reflection HOE (mirrors) for monochrome recording

Layer thickness

9-7, 5 and 4 mcm

Base

Glass plates (3 mm), film (190 )

CONSTANT IMPROVEMENTS OF MATERIALS
Uniformity of grain size

Storage stability
Coating quality
New sensitizers

Cutting quality
Packaging quality
Pre-hardening before shipment

Pre-shifting
Maximum sensitivity achievement time
Delivered with set of safe processing materials

SERVICE OFFERED THESE MATERIALS
Technical on-line service

Wide choice of size even customized
Large choice of sensitizers
Custom emulsions on request (including DCG)

Special thicknesses
Special substrates (ultrafine glass, AR, curved…)
On stock emulsion=> coating on order

Test laboratory attached to the manufacture of plates
Constant use of the production for our own holograms

PROCESSING OF «ULTIMATE» HOLOGRAPHIC PLATES

DEVELOPMENT
After
development
the plates has
pal orange color

BLEACHING
In some
minutes the
“floating”
image appears
in the bath

AFTER
BLEACHING the
plate is fully
transparent and
almost has no
noise

IN WET STATE
the image is
observed in
transmission
light

AFTER DRYING
the hologram is
protected by
black film from
back side

.

SAMPLES OF COLOR DENISYUK
ULTIMATE HOLOGRAMS

ǲȓțȖȟȬȘ ȌȞȖȗ ǻȖȘȜșȎȓȐȖȥ

Knight (30x40 cm)

Tutankhamun (30x40 cm)

Obelix (20ȣ25 ȟm)

Swatch (15x20 ȟm) ,
doubleview

GOLD - ACRYLATE NANOCOMPOSITE AS MATERIAL FOR
HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING
J. Burunkova, I. Denisiuk , D. Zhuk
ITMO University, 49 Kronverksky Pr., St. Petersburg, 197101, Russia
denisiuk@mail.ifmo.ru
Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are intensively investigated due to the plenty of
unique properties, in particular due to the presence of plasmon resonance. This
effect in AuNPs is widely applied in different smart materials and devices, for
example in special polymer nanocomposites for photonics. Recently it was
mentioned in1,2 that gold nanoparticles influenced on the processes of
holographic gratings recording and their resulting characteristics. In this report a
new material for holographic and its properties, also the processes occurring in
the material during polymerization and holographic recording in order to
determine the causes and mechanism of influence Au nanopartiytsles were
investigated. Light sensitive nanocomposites on the basis of urethane-acrylate
monomers filled with silica and gold nanoparticles were fabricated by the
developed direct rout of mixing pre-formed particles. The influence of gold
nanoparticles, plasmon fields generated by additional to the UV and 532 nm
illuminations on the rate of polymerization processes and final parameters of
the polymer nanocomposite was investigated by SPR, Raman scattering and
microhardness measurements. Holographic gratings with periods 1 and 2 µm
were recorded in layers with and without gold nanoparticles, by 325 nm
radiation of He-Cd laser or by 532 nm laser radiation. Essential increase of the
resulting surface geometrical relief and amplitude-phase modulation, diffraction
efficiency of gratings was observed.Thus, Au NPs are able to influence on the
processes of polymerization and structure formation in the nanocomposite and
thus affect on the segregation of components and mass transport during
holographic exposure. These results can be used for recording microstructured
optical elements with enhanced parameters. Gold - acrylate nanocomposite was
used for fabrication of photonic crystals by holographic multibeam recording.

.
[1] L. M. Goldenberg, O. V. Sakhno, T. N. Smirnova, Ph. Helliwell, V. Chechik,
J. Stumpe, Chem. Mater. 2008, 20, 4619–4627
[2] J. Burunkova, I. Denisiuk, N. Vorzobova, L. Daroczi, Cs. Hegedus, S.
Charnovych, S. Kokenyesi, European Polymer Journal 49 (2013) 3072–3077
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UV-curable materials composition

SiO2 nanoparticles,
covered by organic shell +
AuNP

Polymerizable surface
active monomer

GOLD - ACRYLATE
NANOCOMPOSITE AS MATERIAL
FOR HOLOGRAPHIC RECORDING

Diurethane dimethacrylate
(ʋ436909 ALDRICH, UDMA)
Isodecyl acrylate (ʋ408956
ALDRICH, IDA)

Dodecanethiol functionalized gold
nanoparticles, 5nm
(Nanoprobes, ʋ3014, AuNP)
SiO2 nanoparticles, 7 nm (Aldrich
ʋ066K0110)

UV- Polymerizable nanocomposite
Requirement:
- high nanoparticles concentation; same time
-keeping of polymer’s properties: transparency, homogenously, solublity,
plasticity and processability.

I. Denisiuk* 1, J. Burunkova 1, D. Zhuk 1, M. Ohoueu 2, P.
Uliana 1

View 2 x 2 um surface of nanocomposite. Formation of spheres around each
nanoparticle well visible.

*denisiuk@mail.ifmo.ru
1 ITMO University, St.Petersburg, Russia

2 Department of Chemistry and Biology, New Mexico Highlands University, US
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Properties of gold nanoparticles

4

Synthesis of polymer-based
nanocomposites with AuNP

 Stability;
 Gold nanoparticles are acceptors of electrons, also

they can be catalyst of reaction;

 Plasmon resonance, which depends on size of

nanoparticles and their shapes.
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Gold - SiO2 transparent
nanocomposites

6

Nanocomposites
Nanocomposite
14ɚ-0.5

Au NC

SiO2

Gold nanoparticles were deposited on SiO2 nanoparticle surface
and these combination were mixed in surface active monomers
mixture.

14Au-0.5

UDMA+IDA+10ɦɚɫɫ.%SiO2+Au+In2

30a-0.5

UDMA+IDA+10ɦɚɫɫ.%SiO2+Irg784

30Au-0.5

Preparation of Au-monomer system.
Matrix material UDMA was mixed 3 hours in a
magnetic mixer with initiator - camphorquinone
(0.5 wt% concentration) and 1 ml solution of AuNPs in
toluene with concentration 0.50 wt % was added to the
monomer. Compositions of Au-SiO2- monomer
composites are presented in Table 1. Silicon oxide
nanoparticles were added to the above mentioned
monomers and the homogeneous solution was prepared
by UHF – dispergation at 55 °C during 24 hours.

Composition
UDMA+IDA+10ɦɚɫɫ.%SiO2+In2

UDMA+IDA+10ɦɚɫɫ.%SiO2+Au+Irg784

Nanocomposites were prepared by mixing of SiO2 nanoparticles in UV-curable
monomers mixture with absorption in its surface of gold nanoparticles. Ultrasound
stirring of nanocomposite as well as interaction between UDMA and SiO2 nanoparticles
surface will result of preparation of well dispersed homogenous transparent
nanocomposite.

5

Gold nanoparticles stabilized in monomers and
polymer

7

Polymerization initiators
In 2 in toluene

6

Irg784 in toluene
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ɌȿɆ pictures of AuNPs in polymer matrix:
UDMA/ 0,2 wt% AuNPs/ 10% SiO2 NPs (in the
left);
0,2 wt% Au NP/UDMA with SiO2 (in the right).
It is well visible that homogenous dispersion
form only after deposition of AuNPs on Si)2
nanoparticle surface previously (left)



Optical transmission spectra : for 10 wt %
SiO2 - 0,3 wt%AuNPs-AmAc
nanocomposite (1- monomer, 2-polymer).

J. Burunkova1, I. Denisiuk1 , C. Hegedus, L. Daroczi,
S. Charnovich , S. Kokenyesi // PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY OF SOLID
STATE V. 14, ʋ 4 (2013) P. 847-850
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Principle of the holographic recording of polymerbased nanocomposites and mechanism of the
polymerization

9

Change of diffraction efficiency at
AuNP addition.

hv

Initiator ї I•

 Curve 1 - without AuNP

I• + R1 (monomer) ї I - R1•

 Curve 2 - with AuNP.

I - R1• + R2 (monomer) ї I - R1
- R2•

I-R1-R2• + I-R1-R2• ї 2I +R1R2-R2-R1
Distribution of components in nanocomposite ɚ) before
and b) during holographic recording.
______________________________________
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Surface grating with and without
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Four beam writing of 2D photonic
crystal

Without AuNP

 2D grating on surface of nanocomposite

 Surface gating modulation dependence on

presence of AuNP in composition
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Conclusion
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 Nanocomposite based on UV-curable

monomers with gold nanoparticles stabilized
by SiO2 nanoparticles is new transparent
optical material with high AuNP
concentration.
 By mean of light induced nanoparticles
redistribution it is possible to writing
hologram on this material and to produce
photonic with plasmon effect on gold
nanoparticles.
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The concept of Fresnel reflection/transmission is used as a basis of an analytic theory of
diffraction. The approach may be formalised and turns out to provide a useful way of analysing
diffraction in general harmonic structures.
The usual approach to understanding and calculating diffraction in volume gratings and
holograms is to use the coupled wave theory of Kogelnik. Rigorous Coupled Wave theory provides
a more accurate approach, but inevitably calculations using this theory are computational. Here
we review the PSM model of diffraction which provides an alternative method of analysing
diffraction in virtually any form of grating or hologram. In fact the method is not specific to
optics, but can be applied to other forms of diffraction occurring in general harmonic structures.
The basic idea is to think of a holographic grating as an infinite set of parallel stacked mirrors.
These mirrors are in fact “partial mirrors” and one is located at each step in the index of the
grating. By describing the index profile of the grating as an infinite number of small steps we
arrive at an infinite set of mirrors. When a reference wave illuminates the grating, the process of
Fresnel reflection and transmission occurs at each mirror. We can write down very simple
mathematical equations to show how these reflections and transmissions add up to produce a
diffracted signal wave and a reference wave. The simple analytic results not only produce
extremely accurate estimations of diffraction efficiency in (multi-coloured) gratings and
holograms but also provide a pleasingly intuitive model of the process of diffraction.
1.0 Introduction
Historically coupled wave theory has been successfully used to provide analytic theories of optical
diffraction in volume phase gratings [1-3]. Kogelnik’s theory [1] has been particularly successful in this
regard and indeed even today engineers frequently use his analytic expressions. Rigorous coupled wave
theory [3] provides an exact estimate of the diffraction efficiency of a volume grating, but here numerical
evaluation is required and in some cases such evaluations can be lengthy and subject to instability.
Here we shall describe a different approach – the PSM or Parallel Stacked Mirror model [4-12]. The PSM
model is based on a decomposition of either the permittivity profile or the refractive index profile of the
grating into an infinite array of infinitesimal discontinuities or step functions. By considering the
corresponding elementary Fresnel solutions from each discontinuity, a first-order set of coupled partial
differential equations can be derived. These equations can then be solved in a rotated frame of reference to
define analytical expressions for the diffraction efficiency of a general slanted grating at an arbitrary angle
of incidence. The fundamental differential equations derived from this approach are a rigorous
representation of Maxwell’s equations for the case of the unslanted grating. Few assumptions are required
to provide highly accurate solutions for the case of harmonic or quasi-harmonic permittivity distributions,
even at large grating slant.
The method can be applied to either reflection or transmission gratings, although it is most accurate in the
case of the reflection grating [10]. It may also been extended to include finite absorption in phase gratings
and to treat the cases of absorption and mixed absorption-phase gratings [9]. It can be used to treat multichromatic gratings, spatially multiplexed gratings and holograms [6]. Finally it can be used to provide
accurate analytic expressions for gratings with variable fringe contrast profiles [11].
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Comparison with rigorous numerical computations of Maxwell’s equations show that the approach works
somewhat better than simple coupled wave theory for most reflection gratings, whereas the coupled wave
approach appears a little better in describing the transmission geometry [10]. The approach appears to offer
a general approximate method for the analysis of electromagnetic, acoustic and other types of diffraction
occurring in harmonic or quasi-harmonic structures.
2.0 Using Fresnel Reflection to Analyse Diffraction
When a plane light wave propagates across the boundary of two regions of constant but differing refractive
index, a portion of the light wave is reflected and a portion is transmitted. In the case of a purely real index
there is no absorption and the transmitted and reflected energies add up to the incident energy. The laws
describing how the amplitude of the transmitted and reflected waves depends on the indices of the two
regions are known as Fresnel's laws. In the case of normal incidence they are trivially simple. If the wave
passes from index n1 to index n2 then the ratio of the reflected to incident amplitude and the ratio of
transmitted to incident amplitude are simply given by

r=

n2 − n1
2n1
;t=
n1 + n2
n1 + n2

(1)

The PSM theory models a volume grating as many thin parallel stacked layers, each with a slightly
different index. Overall the grating looks just like a normal grating except that under the microscope the
index does not vary smoothly from one depth to another but rather it makes small jumps. However, by
making the distance between such jumps vanishingly small, we won't know the difference.
When an illuminating wave strikes a jump between one index and the next, we can use equations (1) to
write down the amount of light transmitted and reflected. Of course these equations are only valid for the
case of normal incidence but we can generalise them easily enough to incidence at any angle. Since the
index layers are assumed flat and parallel in the simplest PSM model we can also use the well-known law
that the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection. If we then call our (monochromatic)
illuminating wave, R, it is immediately obvious that at each index jump, R is slightly depleted and a new
wave, which we can call S, is created by Fresnel reflection.
3.0 The Sim plest Possible PSM Theory - The Norm al-Incidence Volum e Reflection Phase
Grating
We will now present the simplest possible mathematical derivation of the simplest example of PSM. This is
the case of the sinusoidal unslanted lossless volume reflection phase grating under illumination at normal
incidence. Fig.1 shows a diagram of the set-up. We start by modelling the grating as a stack of parallel
slices, each having a slightly differing refractive index. At this stage we don't make any assumption about
the form of the index distribution other than it being composed of slices. Note that each slice will have a
small but finite thickness and in the other two dimensions it will have the form of an infinite rectangular
plane. We now assume that a monochromatic plane wave illuminates the grating. Mathematically we state
this by the equation

R Ext = eiβ y

(2)

where

β=

2π n0

(3)

λc

Here n0 is the average value of index inside and outside of the grating and

λc

is the free-space wavelength.

If we now label each one of the slices by the integer J and let the index of the Jth slice be nJ then we can
immediately write down the following recurrence relations

⎧ nJ −1 ⎫
⎧
⎫
iβδ y nJ −1 − nJ
RJ = 2eiβδ y ⎨
⎬ RJ −1 + e ⎨
⎬ SJ
n
+
n
n
+
n
J −1 ⎭
J −1 ⎭
⎩ J
⎩ J
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⎧ nJ +1 ⎫
⎧
⎫
iβδ y nJ +1 − nJ
S J = 2eiβδ y ⎨
⎬ S J +1 + e ⎨
⎬ RJ
⎩ nJ +1 + nJ ⎭
⎩ nJ +1 + nJ ⎭

(4)

Fig.1 Normal Incidence grating with illuminating wave R and provoked signal wave, S.

Here the terms in curly brackets are just the Fresnel amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients and
the exponential is a phase propagator which advances the phase of the R and S waves as the two waves
travel the distance δ y between discontinuities. We now let

X J −1 = X J −

dX
dy

δ y − ...

(5)

and let δ y → 0 . Here X denotes R, S or n. Further expanding the exponential terms as Taylor series and

ignoring quadratic terms in δ y we arrive at the differential counterpart to (4)

dR
dy

=

R
2

(2iβ −

1 dn
n dy

)−

1 dn
2n dy

S ;

dS

S 1 dn
1 dn
=− (
+ 2iβ ) −
R
dy
2 n dy
2n dy

(6)

These equations, which are not surprisingly an exact representation of Maxwell’s equations, can be solved
to produce approximate but very accurate analytic expressions for R and S and indeed for the diffraction
efficiency of the grating in the case of a sinusoidal index:
4iπ n
4iπ n
4π n0
n1 ⎧⎪ λr 0 y − λr 0 y ⎫⎪
y) = n0 + ⎨e
+e
n = n0 + n1 cos(
⎬
λr
2⎪
⎩
⎭⎪

Here
as

λr

is the free-space recording wavelength. We may write the diffraction efficiency for such a grating

η PSM =
where
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(7)

(

β 2 1− α

)

2

(

α 2κ 2

(

+ α 2κ 2 − β 2 1− α

))
2

(

coth 2 (d α 2κ 2 − β 2 1− α

)

2

(8)

)

α = λc / λr

and

κ=

π n1
λc

(9)

For comparison, Kogelnik’s theory gives

η Kog =

(

β 2α 2 1− α

) + (κ
2

κ2
2

)

− β 2α 2 (1− α ) 2 coth 2 (d κ 2 − β 2α 2 (1− α ) 2 )

(10)

Practically, the two expressions produce very similar results. However the PSM theory describes the
behaviour away from Bragg resonance rather better.
3.0 M ore Complex PSM Theory
The above section has treated the simplest possible case of the normal incident unslanted reflection grating
with zero loss. However PSM may be extended to cover oblique incidence [4] for gratings with arbitrary loss
[9]. Here the underlying PSM equations are still exact solutions of Maxwell’s equations. By writing the PSM
differential equations in a rotated frame, slanted gratings may be treated [4,9]. Here the theory is
approximate but practically it gives excellent results. In fact a recent study has shown that on average PSM
out-performs Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory in the computation of diffraction efficiency for most reflection
gratings, whether lossy or lossless [10]. Transmission gratings have also been analysed with PSM [10] by
increasing the slant angle to greater than 90 degrees. Multiplexed panchromatic gratings and even colour
holograms have been studied using PSM [5]. In addition PSM has been used to analyse diffraction in
Lippmann photographs [7]. PSM may be applied to understanding diffraction in quantum gratings since the
Schrödinger equation reduces to a Helmholtz equation with Fresnel solutions. As an example it may
therefore be used to study neutron diffraction [13]. PSM may also be applied to problems in acoustic
diffraction.
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VISUALIZATION OF COMPLEX MEDICAL DATA USING
NEXT-GENERATION HOLOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUES
Michael Page
OCAD University
PHASE Lab
100 McCaul St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada
E-mail: mpage@faculty.ocadu.ca
The next generation of holo-video and high quality, direct-write holographic
techniques have the potential to aid doctors, medical workers, students and
diagnosticians in understanding complex medical conditions, and it may even
save lives. Medical holograms could translate data, from existing sources such
as DICOM format, to hard copy dimensional visualizations, in order to better
represent anatomical information for purposes of analysis, diagnostics and
healthcare records. The medical hologram system we propose will print the
data from DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine) using
the next generation of direct-write systems.
Holographic technology in medicine will have several significant
applications: (1) 3D Visualization: Understanding complex phenomena that
are too small, fast or detailed to comprehend with conventional techniques;
(2) Medical Education: Teaching some aspects of anatomy without the use of
cadavers; (3) Specialized Medical Processes and Techniques: Surgical
assessment and planning as well as a surgical tool in the operating theatre. A
commercial example includes Voxel Corp; (4) Diagnostic Tool: In non-urgent
diagnosis of illness where hard copy data is required as a specialized document;
(5) Forensic Medicine: Hard copy legal document for court records that
adequately illustrates 3D data and makes it consumable by non-experts;
(6) Self-Diagnosis or Participatory Medicine: This new area of medicine
provides that patients, without access to sophisticated medical imaging
technology, have person-readable data.
Problems with using conventional holographic imaging (direct-write) for
medical imaging include resolution and hogel size; viewing angle and recording
geometry; and, brightness and efficiency (fidelity). Medical data requires closeup examination. Conventional digital holography does not support a close-up
interface due to its current hogel size. A hogel, also known as a holographic
pixel, is an independent holographic recording. Direct-write holograms are
comprised of thousands (and sometimes 100s of thousands) of hogels. The next
generation of holographic printing will see hogel size reduced from as large as
1.6 millimetres to as small as 200 microns. The angle of view will be increased
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from as little as 60 degrees horizontal to 180 degrees, with the addition of
vertical parallax of 180 degrees. The recording geometry of some direct write
recording techniques uses a linear path, restricting the look-around view. Next
generation holography will use a circular path. Finally, by using the finest fullcolour silver-halide film available in the world (4 nm grain size), the next
generation direct-write hologram will have greatly improved image fidelity.
Advantages of hardcopy medical holograms include a better sense
of location and spatial relationship when dealing with critical medical data.
Hard copy holograms, reconstruct data in dimensional space, creating a
simulation closer to the way humans perceive objects in real life. On-screen
visualizations, by contrast, provide two-dimensional information, which must
be manually manipulated in order to view the perspectives of the virtual
subject. Some systems employ head tracking to infer parallax, and in this case,
only one user may view the data at a time. While life-size full-body scans
require high-end computers with advanced GPUs to display, a hologram can
store a large amount of image data in a single frame.
Disadvantages of hardcopy medical holograms include
limitations in creating interactivity. Holograms also require specialized
lighting. Although, there have been many successful design solutions that have
created self-contained lighting systems. The Voxbox, designed by Voxel Corp.,
in the ‘80s demonstrates such a lighting design solution specifically within the
field of medical holography.
A rich history precedes the proposition of using medical imagery
as content for current direct-write and next generation direct-write holographic
imaging. In 1971, Dennis Gabor and his colleagues proposed, in addition to
other holographic display uses, that “…[O]ne application may be a new x-raylike form of ‘ultrasonic’ “sonoradiography,” for use in medical diagnostics”1. In
1968, Stephan Benton’s invention of white light viewable rainbow holograms
allowed for easier accessibility of viewing holograms. Between 1973-4, Lloyd
Cross’s invention of multiplex holograms allowed for a holographic recording
created by a multitude of 2D still images. A year later, Gilbert Baum and
George Stroke demonstrated that holograms of mammograms could be made
by a multitude of sonogaphic images. They stated, “[t]his volume of data may
be effectively reduced by forming a three-dimensional ultrasonogram from the
individual serial ultrasonograms by optical holographic techniques”2. They
articulated that the advantages to an optical holographic display included that it
would have multiple angles of view and transparency. Until the 1980s, medical
display holography was limited in that the hologram was static and
monochromatic. A team of researchers out of the MIT Media Lab, including
Jeffrey Kulick, Stephen Benton, M. Halle and M. Klug, wrote in favour of the
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use of computer generated holograms for the display of medical data from
CAT, PET and MRI systems. Listed benefits for medical holograms included
that they are portable, full colour, hard copy images with motion parallax3.
Voxel Corporation, which formed in 1988, used a technique developed
by Stephen Hart in collaboration with Allan Wolfe to make volumetric
holograms from CT and MR data. They developed their own unique film,
called voxgrams, that could be viewed on their own display system called a
voxbox. They state that characteristics of the voxgrams included transparency,
perspective context, fusion, interactivity, faithfulness and being life size 4. A
strategy used by Voxel Corp. was to make their voxgram film the standard size
that radiologists are accustomed to. For example, their holographic films were
14x17 inches, the same dimensions of a chest x-ray. Like an x-ray, they were
size-as-is to human anatomy and achromatic, that is colourless.
In 1999 a group of researchers including Stephen Benton, headed by
Patrick Hunziker, wrote about the then “recent” development of online
holographic printing and its medical applications, specifically in improved
reporting, visualizing and archiving of echocardiographic imaging. They
projected that in the future, post processing would be automated and integrated
into a printer that could print directly from an echocardiogram machine within
minutes after image acquisition. They stated that, “[a] major limitation for
broad application of the described technique at the present time is the
availability of a holographic printing device”5. Hunziker’s team and Voxel
Corp. highlight the past demand and necessity of a rapid turnaround time for
medical holograms in the healthcare industry. Today, this is now possible.
Using the next generation technologies of direct-write holographic
imaging, we propose to create a medical holography pipeline between hospitals
and healthcare centers to a service bureau that can handle DICOM file formats.
Just as we saw that Voxel Corp. did not try to re-invent medical imaging, but
work with existing file formats and presentation norms, our plan is to make a
print-ready data sets that are compatible with existing medical imaging and
DICOM file formats. The DICOM file format is currently used to store 3D
volumetric data, that can potentially be used to inform other 3D imaging
mediums such as digital holography. One medical consultant, tells us, if a
hologram can convey even 10% more information, it has the potential to save
lives. Our research does not suggest that medical holograms will replace
existing visual diagnostic systems, rather, it will be incorporated into the
medical imaging process, with the intention to support findings, provide
immersive imaging engagements and complement other existing imaging
modalities.
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With the support of NSERC, Canada’s National Science and Engineering
Research Council, we have developed our own pipeline for the creation of
digital holograms of electrical activity in the brain. Working with Dr. Mark
Doidge and his team at Cerebral Diagnostics in Toronto, we have taken EEG
data from multiple sensors to form a 3D image of the brain and successfully
translated the data to form a distortion free full-colour hologram6. The
workflow, resolving in direct-write digital holographic visualizations, is
derived from code written by our team combined with open-source software
that work together flawlessly. Dr. Doidge’s workstation will soon send cameraready artwork to a holographic printer, via FTP, providing content to
demonstrate how direct-write medical holograms could become a new form of
output for medical imaging. This “pipeline” points the way to other similar
pipelines for three dimensional medical and educational data sets. MRI, PET
scan, CAT scan and confocal microscopy are examples of data which is
recorded dimensionally, yet is most often seen in 2D, on computer screens. In
the early 1900’s in Canada, many of the medical textbooks used were
illustrated by graduates of the Medical Illustration Program at the Ontario
College of Art (now OCAD-University). We plan to be a part of that evolution,
both in holography and medical imaging. The next generation of direct-write
full-parallax printers, will markedly increase resolution and efficiency. Digital
holography can affect how medical workers perceive complex data. Dennis
Gabor coined the term holography in 1947 from Greek root words to mean a
‘whole message.’ Medical Holography seeks to provide a visual representation
system that makes dimensional and whole the often confusing, flat and
fragmented anatomical visualizations that are currently displayed with
traditional two-dimensional means.
1. D. Gabor, W. Kock, and G.W. Stroke “Holography: The fundamentals,
properties and applications of holograms are reviewed,” Science, Vol. 173,
No. 3991, pp. 11-23 (July 2, 1971).
2. G. Baum and G.W. Stroke, “Optical Holographic Three-Dimensional
Ultrasonography,” Science, Vol. 189, No. 4207, pp. 994-995 (Sep 19, 1975).
3. J.H. Kluick, S.A. Benton, M. Halle, M. Klug, “Volumetric Display of Soft
Tissue Via Holography,” SPIE Medical Imaging II, Vol.914, (1988).
4. S. Fredrick, “Digital volumetric holograms for medical imaging: An
interview with Allan Wolfe and Stephen Hart, Voxel”, From OE Reports Number 159, (1997).
From web source: http://spie.org/x22917.xml Accessed, June 23, 2015.
5. P.R. Hunziker, S. Smith, M. Scherrer-Crosbie, N. Liel-Cohen, R.A.
Levine, R. Nesbitt, S.A. Benton, M.H. Picard, “Dynamic Holographic Imaging of the Beating
Human Heart,” Circulation, 99:e3, (1999).
6. PHASE Lab Cerebral-holography: http://www.ocadu.ca/research/health-research/cerebralholography.htm. Accessed; October 30th, 2015.
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PROGRESS IN FULL-COLOR HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAYS
BASED AROUND ANISOTROPIC LEAKY-MODE
MODULATORS
S. Jolly1, E. Dreshaj1, N. Savidis1, D. E. Smalley2, and V. M. Bove, Jr.1
1. MIT Media Lab, 20 Ames St., Rm. E15-444, Cambridge, MA, 02142, United
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2. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Brigham Young
University, 459 Clyde Building, Provo, UT, 84602, United States of America
E-mail: sjolly@media.mit.edu
We describe progress in the generation of full-color holographic images on the
MIT/BYU Mark IV display, which employs a multi-channel anisotropic leakymode modulator in an optically-scanned architecture to generate horizontalparallax-only display output.
The MIT/BYU Mark IV holographic video system is a proof-of-concept system
for horizontal-parallax only holographic display based upon a novel anisotropic
leaky-mode acousto-optic light modulator implemented as an 18-channel
LiNbO3 guided-wave device. This light modulator offers several significant
advantages for holographic video displays, most notably the capacity for
wavelength-division multiplexing for full-color display output.1 We have
previously presented a computational architecture for the generation of
holographic fringe signals appropriate for driving such light modulators
(encompassing digitally-based single-sideband modulation and frequencydivision multiplexing)2 and furthermore described algorithms for and
demonstrated the CPU-based computation of Fresnel holograms and GPU-based
computation of diffraction-specific stereograms at interactive rates3. In this
paper, we present progress in the generation of of multi-channel, multi-color
holographic video output on the MIT/BYU Mark IV display system.
By stepping a vertical scanning mirror 26 times, the display is capable of
showing a horizontal-parallax-only image of 468 lines (26 x 18). This is based
on a holographic fringe pattern of 355,200 x 468, where a single holo-line
contains 600 holographic elements of 592 samples each.
Because the modulator is capable of simultaneously diffracting red, green, and
blue light if the corresponding holograms are frequency-multiplexed together,
we can use each output of a GPU (normally red, green, or blue) for all three
colors, so each dual-head GPU can drive 6 channels of the modulator and three
GPUs can then drive all 18.
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The computation, which is described in detail in reference [3] below and
illustrated in Figure 1, begins with a computer-graphics representation of a
scene, which is rendered into views using a double-frustum camera geometry,
then the pixel views and Z-buffer are used as input to the diffraction-specific
coherent panoramagram (DSCP) algorithm to generate the R, G, and B
holograms single-sideband modulated to appropriate carrier frequencies, which
are then summed together.
FDM DSCP Hololine Generation
FDM DSCP Wafel Generation

Iterate over all
hololines

END?

Compute view-modulated, singlesideband-modulated chirp

Iterate over all
wafels

END?

Iterate over red,
green, and blue
channels (j)

END?

Iterate over
parallax view set
(i)

END?

Assemble Wafels
Compute FDM wafel via
linear superposition

Compute SSB wafel via
linear superposition

FDM DSCP
Hololine
FDM DSCP Wafel

Assemble Hololines

Composite Fringe
Pattern

Figure 1. Computational pipeline for DSCP algorithm for full-color display.
We have demonstrated computation of full-color images for our display at a rate
of 26 frames/second using three NVIDIA K6000 GPUs, and are continuing to
optimize the implementation.
1. D. E. Smalley, Q. Y. J. Smithwick, V. M. Bove, J. Barabas, and S. Jolly,
“Anisotropic leaky-mode modulator for holographic video displays,” Nature,
vol. 498, 2013.
2. S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, J. Barabas, and V. M. Bove, Jr., “Computational
architecture for full-color holographic displays based around anisotropic
leaky-mode modulators,” Proc. SPIE Practical Holography XXVIII:
Materials and Applications, vol. 9006, 2014.
3. S. Jolly, E. Dreshaj, and V. M. Bove, Jr., “Computation of Fresnel holograms
and diffraction-specific coherent panoramagrams for full-color holographic
displays based on anisotropic leaky-mode modulators,” Proc. SPIE Practical
Holography XXIX: Materials and Applications, vol. 9386, 2015.
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IMAGE FORMATION OF HOLOGRAM RECONSTRUCTION
BY LIQUID CRYSTAL ON SILICON DEVICE
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This work describes the image formation in holographic three-dimensional (3D)
display system based on scalar diffraction theory and the geometric structure of
liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) devices. Theoretical expressions of the impulse
response and the depth of focus of reconstructed 3D images are obtained, and
experimental verifications of the imaging properties are performed.
Digital holographic three-dimensional (3D) display based on liquid crystal on
silicon (LCoS) devices is widely investigated1. The LCoS device is applied to
phase holograms, which consider the amplitude of the object light waves
reaching an LCoS surface as a constant. Additionally, rather than saving all
information of the object light waves, only information regarding the phase of
the waves is retained. To identify the effect of this type of treatment on 3D
image quality, the image formation of LCoS-based holographic display system
must be examined. Based on the scalar diffraction theory and the geometry of
LCoS, the impulse response of the holographic systems featuring phase-only
modulation has been investigated2. Further, the characteristics of image
formation have been confirmed by experimental studies. Noted that this work
studies LCoS device operated in the phase modulation mode for optical
reconstruction, which is different from the intensity recording of the holographic
fringes on a CCD device as in digital holography. Hence, the theoretical analysis
and experimental verification is more suitable for the optical implementation of
holographic 3D reconstruction and display.
1. T. C. Poon, Digital Holography and Three-Dimensional Display: Principles
and Applications, Springer (2006).
2. J. C. Lee, H. Y. Tu, W. C. Yeh, J. B. Gui, and C. J. Cheng, “Holographic
three-dimensional display and hologram calculation based on liquid crystal on
silicon device,” Applied Optics vol. 53, pp. G222-G231 (2014).
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The observed wave field can be calculated in terms of the incident
wave field through aperture.
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Numerical calculation

Propagation
distance

Ń Analysis of scaled ASM
Ń Fourier zoom-in interpolation
Ń Wide range ASM
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Every distance

~ N2

ASM

Short distance

~ N logN

FDM

Large distance

~ N logN

Simulation

Ń Zooming ratio variation
Ń Zooming position variation

`

Summary
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Bilear Interpolation

Ń Interpolate the discrete source image
Ń Artifacts (aliasing, blurring, edge halo) are removed with the extra aid of some filters.

 ݊ǡ ݎଵ
7

Computing
time

RS equation

Introduction
Theory

*ASM : angular spectrum method
*FDM : Fresnel diffraction method
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Fourier zoom-in interpolation

Ń Increase the window in Fourier space and zero padding

`
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Introduction
Theory

Ń Analysis of scaled ASM
Ń Fourier zoom-in interpolation
Ń Wide range ASM

`

Simulation

Ń Zooming ratio variation
Ń Zooming position variation

`

Summary
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Scaled angular spectrum method : 5 step

A. Ammar et al., 2012, Image zooming and multiplexing techniques based on K-Space transformation, J. Signal
processing, image processing and pattern recognition, 5, 31.
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Scaled angular spectrum method : 3 step

Ń 1. Wave field of a source plane, g(x,y:0) is fast Fourier transformed to G(u,v:0).
ο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ Ͳ ൌ

ሼ݃ ݇οଵ௫ ǡ ݈οଵ௬ Ǣ Ͳ ሽ

Ń 2. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:0) propagates with a transfer function.
 ܩο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ  ݖൌ  ܩο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ Ͳ ݁ ଶగ௭

ఒషమ ିሺ୫οೠ ሻమ ିሺ୬οೡ ሻమ

Ń 3. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:z) is inverse Fourier transformed to g(x,y:z).
ͳ
 οଶ௫ ǡ οଶ௬ Ǣ  ൌ
 ݉ ܩο௨ ǡ ݊ο௩ Ǣ ݇ߨʹ݆  ݖοଶ௫ ݉ο௨  ݆ʹߨοଶ௬ ݊ο௩
ܯ௫ ܯ௬
ǡ

• If sampling intervals at a destination plane are different
from that of a source plane, Inverse Fourier transform have
to be calculated by non-uniform fast Fourier transform
(NUFFT) or by Chirp-Z transform.

Shimobaba et al., 2012, Scaled angular spectrum method, Opt. Lett. 37, 4128.

Ń 1. Wave field of a source plane, g(x,y:0) is fast Fourier transformed to G(u,v:0).
ο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ Ͳ ൌ

ሼ݃ ݇οଵ௫ ǡ ݈οଵ௬ Ǣ Ͳ ሽ

Ń 2. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:0) propagate with a transfer function.
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Ń 3. Wave field of a destination plane, g(x,y:z) with the same sampling interval.
 οଵ௫ ǡ οଵ௬ Ǣ  ൌ

ሼ݉ ܩο௨ ǡ ݊ο௩ Ǣ  ݖሽ

ο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ  ൌ

ሼ݃ ݇οଵ௫ ǡ ݈οଵ௬ Ǣ  ݖሽ

Ń 4. Fourier transform of wave field at a destination plane.

Ń 5. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:z) is inverse Fourier transformed to g(x,y:z).
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Scaled angular spectrum method : 5 step

Fourier zoom-in interpolation

`

Ń 1. Wave field of a source plane, g(x,y:0) is fast Fourier transformed to G(u,v:0).
ο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ Ͳ ൌ

Ń 1. Zero-padded spatial frequency spectrum, Gzp (u,v:z), is inverse Fourier
transformed to Fourier zoom-in image, gfzi(x,y:z).
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Ń 2. Gzp (u,v:z) is not zero when (m, n) are between (-Mx/2, -My/2) and (Mx/2-1, My/2-1).

Ń 3. Wave field of a destination plane, g(x,y:z) with the same sampling interval.
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Ń 2. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:0) propagate with a transfer function.
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Ń 4. Fourier transform of wave field at a destination plane.
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Ń 3. Clip center region of interest : (k’, l’) are between (-Mx/2, -My/2) and (Mx/2-1, My/2-1).

Ń 5. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:z) is inverse Fourier transformed to g(x,y:z).
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Scaled angular spectrum method : 5 step
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Ń 1. Wave field of a source plane, g(x,y:0) is fast Fourier transformed to G(u,v:0).
ο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ Ͳ ൌ

ሼ݃ ݇οଵ௫ ǡ ݈οଵ௬ Ǣ Ͳ ሽ

Complex field interpolation
݃௭  ᇱ ǡ ᇱ Ǣ  ൌ

Ń 2. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:0) propagate with a transfer function.
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Ń 3. Wave field of a destination plane, g(x,y:z) with the same sampling interval.
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Ń 4. Fourier transform of wave field at a destination plane.

Ń 5. Spatial frequency spectrum, G(x,y:z) is inverse Fourier transformed to g(x,y:z).
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Fourier zoom-in interpolation with variable zooming position

`

Ń 1. Region of interest around (x0, y0) : we can restrict variables (k’,,l’) between ( - Mx /
2 + x0 / ʽ’1x, - My / 2 + y0 / ʽ’1y) and ( Mx / 2 – 1 + x0 / ʽ’1x, My / 2 - 1 + y0 / ʽ’1y).

Nyquist theorem : local frequency of a function have to be below a
half of a sampling frequency to avoid an aliasing error.
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Angular spectrum method

Band-limited ASM
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Matsushima K and Shimobaba T, 2009, Band-limited angular spectrum method for numerical simulation of
free-space propagation in far and near fields, Opt. Express 17 19662
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Constant sampling interval in a Fourier space
ο௨ ൌ
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G(0) = FFT{g(0)}

Variable sampling interval in a Fourier space
G(0) = NUFFT{g(0)} or
G(0) = Chirp Z {g(0)}

Yong-Hae Kim et al., 2014, Non-uniform sampling and wide range angular spectrum method, J. Opt. 16
125710.
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`

The band limited ASM shows a maximum around z = 80 S1 and falls
below 10 dB when z > 1000 S1.
However, the wide range ASM keeps the increasing trend of PSNR
until z = 1585 S1 and remains above 45 dB up to z = 100,000 S1.
G(0) = NUFFT{g(0)} or
G(0) = Chirp Z {g(0)}

Yong-Hae Kim et al., 2014, Non-uniform sampling and wide range angular spectrum method, J. Opt. 16
125710.
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Ń Max(IRS) is the maximum intensity obtained by the numerical integration of RS
Ń ݉݁ܽ݊ሺȁ ݃ ଶ െ ܫோௌ ȁሻ is the average of the absolute intensity difference between the
simulation ( ݃ ଶ ሻ and the numerical integration of RS equation (IRS).

Simulation

Sampling
window

`

S1

Ń Zooming ratio variation
Ń Zooming position variation

Summary

ሺ ݔܽܯሺܫோௌ ሻሻଶ
݉݁ܽ݊ሺȁ ݃ ଶ െ ܫோௌ ȁሻ

Aperture

RscS2

ܴܲܵܰ ൌ ͳͲ݈݃ଵ

S2=RwrS1

Ń Analysis of scaled ASM
Ń Fourier zoom-in interpolation
Ń Wide range ASM
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Peak signal to noise :
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Introduction
Theory
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Source plane
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PSNR is independent on the zooming ratio (Rsc).
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Destination plane

Maximum intensity is nearly independent to zooming ratio (Rsc).
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x 10

When the zooming position (x0) is 0.4 S2, the maximum intensity is
about by 10-2 of the intensity when zooming position (x0) is 0 S2.
Rsc = 1, x0 = 0
Z = 1000 S1

x0 = 0 S2
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When the zooming position (x0) is increased, the PSNR is decreased at
maximum to -20 dB when propagation distance z is 1000 S1.
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When the zooming position (x0) is 0.4 S2, the maximum intensity is
about by 10-2 of the intensity when zooming position (x0) is 0 S2.

Rsc = 1, x0 = 0

Rsc = 0.1, x0 = 0

Rsc = 1, x0 = 0

Rsc = 0.1, x0 = 0

Rsc = 0.1, x0 = 0.2 S2

Rsc = 0.1, x0 = 0.4 S2

Rsc = 0.1, x0 = 0.2 S2

Rsc = 0.1, x0 = 0.4 S2

When the zooming position (x0) is 0.4 S2, the maximum intensity is
about by 10-2 of the intensity when zooming position (x0) is 0 S2.
Rsc = 1, x0 = 0
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Fourier zoom-in interpolation and wide range ASM show very similar
intensify profile to that of direct integration of RS equation.

Rsc = 0.1, x0 = 0.4 S2

RS, Rsc = 0.1

WRASM, Rsc = 0.1

Wide range ASM+
Fourier zoom-in

x Wave field propagation using ASM
x Fourier zoom-in interpolation

Ń Fourier zoom-in interpolation and
wide range ASM

Simulation

Ń Zooming ratio variation
Ń Zooming position variation
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WRASM, Rsc = 1

Ń Analysis of scaled ASM

Introduction
Theory

Ń Analysis of scaled ASM
Ń Fourier zoom-in interpolation
Ń Wide range ASM
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RS, Rsc = 1

RS integral

x Accuracy is independent on zooming ratio.
x Decrease of PSNR with the increase of zooming position
can be explained by the decrease of the maximum
intensity.
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Lens (f = 10 S1) effect
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Lens (f = 10 S1) effect
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A fast method for occlusion effect calculation by multi-view inverse
orthographic projections in 3D holographic display
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Abstract
The current occlusion culling methods in holographic 3D display suffer the occlusion errors or the high computational load.
To solve these problems, a fast and effective method for occlusion culling is proposed. Multiple light-points sampling
planes are employed to remove the hidden surfaces for each direction of the view of 3-D scene by forward orthographic
projection, and inverse orthographic projection technique is used to determine the effective sampling points of 3-D scene.
The holograms are generated by point-based method. The numerical simulation and optical experiment results show that
this approach can realize accurate occlusion effect, smooth motion parallax and continuous depth using low angular
samplings without any extra computation cost.
Keywords: Computer generated holography; Occlusion culling; 3D display.

1. Introduction
Several methods have been proposed for occlusion culling in holographic display, but some of them have the
heavy computation load and occlusion error [1-4] and others degrade image quality [5-6].
For solving these problems, Wakunami has proposed the effective method for calculating the occlusion
culling based on ray-wavefront conversion [7]. However, the more interrupting objects exist, the more ray
sampling planes are needed and the occlusion culling process should be performed among the light rays from
each two objects. The computation complexity and the cost will be increased.
Improved hidden surface removal method (HSRM) is another effective method for calculating the occlusion
culling [8]. The basic idea of this method is using the perspective projection images with depth maps to
generate the 3-D points and to remove the hidden surface. However, because source data are perspective
projection images and the view volume is a frustum in perspective projection, the 3-D points in real object
space have significant distortions. Furthermore, a large number of projection images need to be captured by
cameras which are set in planar configuration for planar hologram.
In this paper, a new method for occlusion processing of multi-objects based on the multiple light-points
sampling planes (LPSPs) and inverse orthographic projection technique is proposed. The holograms are
generated by the point source method based on the wave-front. The numerical simulation and optical
experiment are performed, and they are in nice agreement.
2. Occlusion processing of multi-objects
The principle of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1[9]. The casting rays are projected from the different
viewpoints through the objects to each sampling point Hk,l (x, y) in hologram. These casting rays are defined as
the projection axis of viewpoints. The multiple light-points sampling planes (LPSPs) are set between the 3-D
scene and viewing plane in each direction of sight of the 3-D scene. The 3-D objects are considered to be
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de-composed of a large number of light-points, and we project them onto the corresponding LPSP. For the
light-points Pk,l(m, n) of 3-D scene which have the same distribution in horizontal and vertical direction of
LPSP, only the light-points near the LPSPs are sampled and others are removed by LPSPs. (m, n) is the index
which denote the 3-D light-points distribution in horizontal and vertical direction. The depth map is obtained by
the projection distance simultaneously.

Fig.1 Schematic view of occlusion processing using multiple LPSPs and inverse orthographic projection.

Besides the commonly-used perspective projection, the orthographic projection is used in proposed method,
because the orthographic projection images can depict a 3-D object in two dimensions without distortion.
Inversely, the coordinate value does not change from the orthographic projection images to 3-D light-points on
the object in horizontal and vertical direction. Consequently, a set of 3-D light-points in real object space can be
determined by inverse orthographic projection with the same projection distance as the direct orthographic
projection, as shown in red dotted line in Fig.1. Finally, the hologram sampling points can be calculated by the
corresponding 3-D light-points based on point-based method by Eq. (1)
H k ,l ( x, y)

M 1,N 1

¦

m, n 0

Ak ,l (m, n) exp[i

2S

O

rk ,l (m, n)]exp(iIm, n )

.

(1)

For each sampling point of hologram, the above processing is performed, and then the hologram can be
described as
Holo( p, q)

H k ,l ( p  k u

sy
sx
,q l u )
'u
'u ,

(2)

where sx and sy are the size of each sampling point of hologram, Δu denotes the pixel pitch of hologram, p=1…P
and q=1…Q are total number of pixels in the hologram. Hk,l is the complex amplitude distribution to the (k,l)th
sampling point of hologram.
In this paper, the angular sampling angle is designed, which scheme is shown in Fig.2. For simplicity, two
object light-points are considered. When the observer moves from viewpoint-1 to viewpoint-2, the distance
between these two points on LPSP is enlarged to d that the point-2 can be distinguished by human eyes and
should be sampled. The angular sampling distance can be calculated by the follow equation
T

arc sin[

2 D tan(H / 2)
]
l
,

(3)

where D is the observe distance, H is the resolution of human eyes, l is the distance between the two object
light-points in Z direction, which describes the smoothness of 3-D object surface or the distance between
different objects.
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Fig.2 The scheme of design for the angular sampling distance.

3. Implementations and results
In our experiments, the target scene includes a checked plane and a crown as shown in Fig.3 (a). The hologram
is numerically generated by the proposed method and then loaded in a phase only spatial light modulator
(Holoeye Pluto), with pixel sampling of 1920×1080, pixel size of 8um. The wavelength is 532nm. The 104
object light-points are sampled in 3-D scene.

Fig.3 The reconstruction results of 3-D scene, (a) the target 3-D scene, (b) simulation and (c) optical experiment using 3-D
light-points with 5 angular samplings (Media 1).

The reconstructed 3D images with 0, ± 1.0 degree using 5 angular samplings (horizontal direction) are
shown in Figs.3 (b) and 3 (c). From the results, it is seen that the proposed method can produce correct
occlusion effect and continuous motion parallax with lower samplings than those occlusion culling methods.
Now we consider the reconstruction of deep 3-D scene with continuous depth. The simulation results which
focus on 25mm and 75mm in image space are shown in Figs.4 (b) and 4 (c), respectively. It is seen that the
sizes of numbers are not changed when the focal point moves from 25mm to 75mm, because the orthographic
projection is used. The results show that the proposed method can be employed to reconstruct the continuous
depth 3-D scene successfully without any distortion which can produce the accommodation depth cue.
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Fig.4 The simulated reconstruction results of moving the focusing plane from 0mm to 100mm, (Media 2) (a) the
perspective image of 3-D scene, (b) focusing on 25mm, (c) focusing on 75mm.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new method for occlusion processing of multi-objects. There is no extra processing
to calculate the occlusion effect except for the performance of forward and inverse projection process. Because
the hologram is generated based on wave-front, the full depth cue can be produced with high accuracy. Due to
the 3-D light-points sampled continuously in every viewpoint and the angular samplings of 3-D scene
performed approximately considering the limitation of human eyes’ resolution, the motion parallax can be
reconstructed smoothly using less angular samplings than other occlusion culling methods. The numerical
simulation and optical experiment results show that the proposed approach can realize an accuracy occlusion
effect, correct image size, smooth motion parallax, and continuous depth for deep 3-D scene by the use of low
angular samplings without any extra computation cost.
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The new HOE based solution allows integrating various optical components on
one substrate to achieve highly compact and rigid optical printing head for
holographic printer.
A point-by-point method of synthesizing holographic images was proposed by
Stephen Benton. High diffraction efficiency can be achieved using the Bragg
diffraction created by volume phase holographic gratings.
In our work1 we utilize the benefits of the waveguide holographic optical
elements2 (WGHOE) to create new kind on compact optical recording head for
3D Holographic Printers. The different WGHOEs were integrated in single solid
device. Each element of integrated system provides several different
transformations of the passed beam, e.g. the first WGHOE used to split initial
laser beam into Reference and Signal beams and, on the same time, in
collaboration with second WGHOE provides, filtration, homogenization and
collimation of the signal beam. The second WGHOE additionally, provides
uniform illumination of SLM and forming special angular aperture of this light
to form shaped beam onto light sensitive material by means of Fourier optical
system. On the same time, the first WGHOE in collaboration with third
WGHOE forming accurate and uniform shaped Reference beam onto light
sensitive material. We develop special method for forming of such combined
WGHOEs and demonstrate the possibility to make compact and highly efficient
optical printing head.
1. A. V. Morozov and etc., “Apparatus for recording and reproducing
hologram,” US Patents 2014063578 (A1) (2014).
2. L.H. Lin, “Edge illuminated holograms,” JOSA, vol. 60, 714A (1970).
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Abstract: The paper presents a color holographic wavefront printer which extracts
from a computer generated hologram the light wavefront coming from a threedimensional object and prints a white light viewable hologram that provides highly
photorealistic reconstruction.
The most advanced 3D imaging technology of digital holography is holographic
printing1. It combines digital and analog holography by recording a hologram onto
a holographic emulsion from digital contents fed to a spatial light modulator
(SLM). The hologram is built as a 2D array of successively recorded elemental
analog holograms. The first developed printing technique was the holographic
stereogram printing. In this printer multiple perspectives of the 3D scene are
incoherently captured and processed to allow the viewer to perceive 3D objects by
binocular vision. Recording of only directional data leads to distorted
reconstruction from the recorded stereogram. Non-distorted 3D reconstruction is
provided by a direct fringe printer which records a thin transmission computer
generated hologram (CGH) onto a holographic emulsion without a reference
wave2, and the printed hologram has no color selectivity. The drawbacks of these
two printers are avoided by the wavefront printing3.4. In this approach, the SLM
displays a CGH which diffracts light to be recorded as a volume reflection
hologram. The paper presents design and implementation of a color holographic
wavefront printer with demagnification of the object beam which makes possible
mosaic delivery of primary colors.
The essence of the wavefront printing is optical extraction of the light
wavefront coming from a 3D object from the light diffracted by a SLM which
displays a CGH of this object. In our printer, the CGHs for the elemental
holograms were displayed in succession on an amplitude SLM. Spatial filtering
performed optical extraction of the object wavefront by removing the zero-order
beam and the first order beam which converged into the object image. The first
order beam which came from the object was extracted and demagnified to be
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recorded onto the holographic emulsion as a small size elemental hologram. The
elemental hologram in the wavefront printer is a part of the whole hologram and
exhibits all properties of a hologram by encoding color, directional and distance
related phase information. Theoretically, its size is limited by the used active area
of the SLM. Substantial decrease of the elemental hologram in our printer design
made possible mosaic delivery of exposures at primary colors when each elemental
hologram got a single color. Separation of color channels allowed for avoiding the
crosstalk and for achieving high diffraction efficiency.

Fig.1. GUI of the developed software for 3D contents generation for the wavefront printer.

We adopted the ray-casting approach to generate the 3D content by using pointcloud object representation. A set of point clouds was extracted for all elemental
holograms, and the fringe pattern for each of them was computed using the
corresponding point cloud. For the purpose we developed content creation software
with tools for forming point-clouds of 3D objects and computing of CGHs at RGB
wavelengths (Fig.1). Usage of high resolution SLM for displaying CGHs makes
computation of 3D contents a complicated task at the chosen small size of the
elemental hologram even for the GPU computing. To accelerate computation we
developed a fast phase-added stereogram algorithm5 that allowed for fast Fourier
transform (FFT) implementation. The algorithm partitioned each CGH in square
segments. The fringe pattern in each segment was calculated by FFT of the 2D
distribution in the spatial frequency domain of complex amplitudes associated with
the points in the point-cloud seen from this CGH. Locations of the complex
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amplitudes corresponded to spatial frequencies determined with respect the center
of the segment. The segment size should be small to ensure good reconstruction
from the phase-added approximation. That’s why we applied the FFT with zeropadding for a number of pixels larger than the number of pixels in the segment to
decrease the error due to discretization of the spatial frequencies.

Fig.2. Optical scheme and photograph of the wavefront printer with demagnification of the
object beam.

The wavefront printer we built is depicted in Fig. 2. Three continuous wave
DPSS lasers emitting at 640 nm, 532 nm and 473 nm were used. Each laser
exposed a single elemental hologram. The first polarizing beam splitter (PBS1)
after the collimating system formed the object and reference beams. The object
beam illuminated the amplitude type SLM by means of the PBS2. We used a liquid
crystal on silicon projector Sony VPL-HW10 SXRD with 1920u1080 pixels and a
pixel interval 7 Pm. After diffraction from the SLM, filtering and demagnification
by the telecentric lens system, the beam impinged the holographic plate. The pixel
interval at the plane of the hologram was 0.42 μm. We used silver-halide emulsion
Ultimate08 with an average grain size of 8 Pm. The plate was moved by a X-Y
stage at precision of 1 Pm. For uniform intensity distribution at the object beam
footprint on the hologram, we used only the central part of the SLM, so the size of
the elemental hologram was 380 Pm by 380 Pm. The shutters controlled the
exposure time. A personal computer controlled the wavefront printer operation.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.3. Photographs of reconstruction from printed holograms: (a), (b), (c) – different views of
a church model; (d) – 9 cm by 9 cm printed hologram of a bunch of flowers.

We achieved bright 3D reconstruction with a motion parallax at saturated colors
from holograms of test objects (Fig.3). Thus we proved feasibility of recording
analog color volume holograms from digital contents by applying spatially
separated exposures at primary colors to the elemental holograms. The SLM
partitioning was applied for enhancement of reconstruction quality at mosaic
delivery of exposures for primary colors. We checked a 3 u 3 partitioning scheme
which results in an elemental hologram built as a mosaic of 9 non-overlapping
color patches recorded at the RGB wavelengths. Thus we achieved smooth color
reproduction without high-end optical components. The reconstruction from a
hologram printed by this method is shown in Fig.3(d). The reconstructions prove
that the wavefront printer is a desirable choice for realistic 3D imaging with quality
of reconstruction as in analog holography.
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HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE PROJECTION WITH DOUBLED
FIELD OF VIEW BY HALF-PIXEL SHIFT ALIGNMENT OF
TWO SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATORS
Mahdi Kazempour, Deniz Mengü, Kvanc Hedili, Erdem Ulusoy, Hakan Ürey
Department of Electrical Engineering, Koç University, Istanbul, Turkey
E-mail: erdemulusoy@ku.edu.tr
A holographic image projection (HIP) system is proposed, where two identical
spatial light modulators (SLMs) are aligned with a half-pixel shift to obtain a
new SLM providing a doubled field-of-view (FOV) without degrading image
resolution.
In HIP systems the influence of SLM parameters on the reconstructed images
are quite different compared to conventional image projection systems. The
FOV depends on the pixel pitch of the SLM, while image resolution (size of
point spread function) depends on SLM area, as in Fig.1a. To increase the FOV
without degrading image resolution, one way is to decrease the SLM pixel pitch,
while preserving the SLM area. In this respect, we propose a method for
obtaining a new SLM with a halved-pixel pitch (in one direction) out of two
identical SLMs. The two SLMs (with M×N pixels of pitch P×P) are aligned
except for a shift in horizontal direction by a half pixel to obtain a new SLM
(with M×2N pixels of pitch P×P/2) as in Fig.1a. Given a desired image, an
M×2N hologram is computed according to the new SLM. The even and odd
columns of the hologram are fed into the SLM 1 and 2, respectively. Fig.1b
shows the pattern on SLM 1. The pattern on SLM 2 is quite similar. If the SLMs
are not aligned as desired, we get the image shown in Fig.1c, where one image
period (i.e., the central diffraction order) is indicated with red borders. The
image area in Fig.1c is equal to that provided with one of the SLMs. In Fig.1d,
we show the image obtained when the SLMs are aligned as desired. The
individual images of two SLMs coherently interfere and merge into a single
image with doubled area. The proposed method is especially useful when it is
not possible to manufacture SLMs with small pixel pitches. Experimental work
to verify the proposed idea is in progress.

Figure 1. (a) Proposed solution, (b) the SLM 1 pattern, (c) image with misaligned SLMs and (d) image with aligned SLMs.
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A REVIEW OF DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 3D
ELECTRO-HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAYS
J. KHAN*
*Holoxica Ltd, Scottish Microelectronics Centre, West Mains Rd, Edinburgh
EH9 3JF, United Kingdom
E-mail: jk@holoxica.com
The paper summarises the main considerations for holographic display design.
The difficulties in realising such displays are highlighted, followed by a review
of current and emerging systems.
Computer Generated Holographic (CGH) display research has focused on 3D
imaging based on high-resolution Spatial Light Modulation (SLM) technology.
Computation of the array diffraction pattern due to a point source at (x,y,z) is
derived from the Rayleigh-Sommerfield diffraction integral:
g(x, y; z) = −

1
λ

⎡1

⎤ z exp ( jkr )
dxdy
r

∫∫ u (x , y ;0)⎢⎣ kr − j⎥⎦ r
0

0

0

(1)

Consider a holographic display with one-micron features arranged as a
50x50mm array or 2.5G pixels; if λ=550nm (green), yielding a full diffraction
angle of >60 degrees, from the grating equation. If this is an 8-level phase
modulating structure (>95% diffraction efficiency), then 3 bits of data are
required per phase-pixel; thus the display requires 937.5Mbytes of to represent a
single monochromatic image. If this is running at 25fps in full RGB color then
we require a data bandwidth of 70.3Gbytes/sec. Compare this to a current 4k
Ultra-High Definition LCD, with 24M RGB pixels, requiring 30Mbytes for a
single image or 2.25Gbytes/sec for full video at 25fps. For computation, first
define a voxel size of 1x1x1mm, or one cubic millimeter, as being composed of
a number of single-photon emitters. If these emitters are placed 100µm intervals
then the voxel contains 1,000 point sources. If the calculation of a single point
requires just 10 cycles according to equation (1) then 25 TFlops of computing
power is required for a volume element the size of a grain of sugar.
It is evident from these raw figures that the one-micron SLM array is somewhat
beyond current technology in terms of fabrication technology, bandwidth and
computation. Nevertheless, there is hope and a number of simplifications and
optimisations can be applied to realize practical displays. The remaining
sections discuss different approaches to implementing holographic displays that
exploit these optimisation strategies. Four generations of display by MIT are
described, followed by Military displays (Qinteq, Zebra Imaging), Rewriteable
Holographic Materials, Constrained displays (SeeReal and Holoxica) and other
emerging approaches such as Leia/HP.
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Analysis of scaled angular spectrum method and
Fourier zoom-in interpolation
Yong-Hae Kim*, Chun-Won Byun, Jae-Eun Pi, Ji-Hun Choi, Gi Heon Kim, Chi-Sun Hwang
Smart I/O platform research department, ETRI, 218 Gajeongno, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 305-700, Korea
E-mail: yhakim@etri.re.kr

ABSTRACT
A new analysis is proposed for scaled angular spectrum method which is widely used for different sampling
intervals between a source plane and a destination plane. Scaled angular spectrum method can be interpreted as a
combination of a wave field propagation using angular spectrum method from a source plane to a destination plane
and a scaling operation using Fourier zoom-in interpolation at a destination plane. This interpretation is efficient
because there is no concern about aliasing error from Fourier zoom-in interpolation and we can obtain wave field
intensities with various zooming ratios and zooming positions independently on wave field propagation.

1. Introduction
The wave field propagation between a source plane and a destination plane is well explained using Rayleigh-Sommerfeld (RS)
equation [1]. However, direct numerical calculation of the RS equation usually requires large amount computing time proportional to
O(N2) so that many researchers have developed numerical simulation methods of free space field propagation using fast Fourier
transform (FFT) which needed computing time proportional to O (NlogN) [2]. Among them, angular spectrum method (ASM) was
popularly used because mathematical formula involved no approximation and could be derived directly from Rayleigh-Sommerfeld (RS)
equation [2-14]. An image zooming is a direct application of image interpolation procedures [15,16]. The image interpolation was
conventionally done by the techniques such as bilinear and biquadratic interpolation with the extra aid of some filters after zoom the
original image [16]. Fourier zoom-in interpolation is based on the concept of representation of image in a Fourier space and is useful
with high zooming factor and little image zooming artifacts and problems [15].
In this paper, we analyzed scaled ASM and interpreted it as a combination of a wave field propagation using ASM and a scaling
operation using Fourier zoom-in interpolation at a destination plane. Then, we applied Fourier zoom-in interpolation to wide range
angular spectrum method which is applicable for both large and small propagation distance. The simulation accuracy was checked as a
function of propagation distance with various zooming ratios and zooming positions. Finally we will discuss the meaning of Fourier
zoom-in interpolation.

2. Theory
In the formulation of scaled ASM, the wave field of a source plane, g (x, y; 0), is decomposed into a spatial frequency spectrum, G (u, v;
0), by fast Fourier transformation as follow,

ο௨ ǡ ο௩ Ǣ Ͳሻ ൌ

ሼ݃൫݇οଵ௫ ǡ ݈οଵ௬ Ǣ Ͳ൯ሽ

ሺͳሻ

where sampling intervals (Δu, Δv) in a Fourier space are determined by (1/ Mx Δ1x, 1/ My Δ1y) where (Mx, My) are the number of
sampling points and (Δ1x, Δ1y) are sampling intervals at a source plane along x axis and y axis respectively [12]. The spatial frequency
spectrum propagates with a transfer function as follow,
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where Ɖ denotes a wavelength and z is a distance between a source plane and a destination plane. To obtain the wave field at a

destination plane, the spatial frequency spectrum is transformed back by an inverse Fourier transformation as follow.
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where (Δ2x, Δ2y) are sampling intervals at a destination plane along x axis and y axis respectively. If sampling intervals at a

destination plane are different from that of a source plane and related by (Rsc Δ1x, Rsc Δ1y) and zooming ratio of Rsc is less than 1, Eq. (3)
have to be calculated by non-uniform fast Fourier transform (NUFFT) [10-12,17,18] or by Chirp-Z transform [6,13,14,19].
2.1. Analysis of scaled ASM
The formalism of scaled ASM has been successfully applied to band limited ASM [13] as well as to wave field propagation between
rotated planes [10]. However, it is not clear how to apply scaling operation to a different wave propagation simulation methods [4,6,7].
Also if we want to zoom-in different region rather than center area, we have to calculate whole processes from Eq. (1) to Eq. (3).
Therefore, it is necessary to decouple a wave field propagation from a scaling operation.
Eq. (3) can be rewritten as following three equivalent Equations, Eq. (4)~Eq. (6).
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where IFFT is an inverse fast Fourier transform and g(k Ȟ1x, l Ȟ1y ; z) is the wave field at a destination plane with the same sampling

interval to that of a source plane. Therefore, scaled ASM can be interpreted as a wave field propagation using ASM of Eq. (1), (2), (4)
and Fourier zoom-in interpolation at a destination plane using Eq.(5) and Eq. (6)
2.2. Fourier zoom-in interpolation
The image at a destination plane is transformed by FFT of Eq. (5). Then, calculation window in a Fourier space is increased by 1/Rsc
and spatial frequency spectrum is zero-padded. Inverse FFT will generate a large Fourier zoom-in image which can be written as follow,
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where gfzi (k’ ȞĜ1x, l’ ȞĜ1y ; z) is a fourier zoom-in image and Gzp (m’ Ȟu, n’ Ȟv ; z) is the zero-padded spatial frequency spectrum. Because we
increased the calculation window in a Fourier space by 1 / Rsc, sampling intervals of (Δ’1x, Δ’1y) is decreased to (Rsc Δ1x, Rsc Δ1y) and
sampling numbers of (k’, l’) and (m’, n’) run from (- Mx / 2 Rsc, - My / 2 Rsc) to (Mx / 2 Rsc -1, My / 2 Rsc - 1) respectively.
Zero-padded spatial frequency spectrum, Gzp (m’ Ȟu, n’ Ȟv ; z), is not zero only when (m, n) are between (- Mx / 2, - My / 2) and (Mx / 2 -1,
My / 2 -1) so that we can change the summation limit of Eq. (7) and replace Gzp (m’ Ȟu, n’ Ȟv ; z) by G (m Ȟu, n Ȟv ; z) as follow.
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If region of interest (ROI) is the center of a fourier zoom-in image, gfzi(k’ ȞĜ1x, l’ ȞĜ1y ; z), Eq. (8) is exactly same to Eq. (6) by restricting (k’,
l’) between ( - Mx / 2, - My / 2 ) and ( Mx / 2 -1, My / 2 -1).
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2.3. Fourier zoom-in interpolation with variable zooming position
If region of interest is not center region but around (x0, y0) of a fourier zoom-in image, we can restrict variables (k’,,l’) between ( - Mx / 2 +
x0 / ȞĜ1x, - My / 2 + y0 / ȞĜ1y) and ( Mx / 2 – 1 + x0 / ȞĜ1x, My / 2 - 1 + y0 / ȞĜ1y) as follow.
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Because a wave field propagation and Fourier zoom-in interpolation are decoupled, we can easily calculate wave field intensity of
various region of interest just by changing the zooming position, (x0, y0).\
2.4. Wide range ASM and Fourier zoom-in interpolation
The wide range ASM simulates free space field propagation from a source plane to a destination plane applicable for both small and
large propagation distance using a non-uniform sampling in a Fourier space to keep a constant effective sampling number [4]. In a wide
range ASM, sampling intervals (Ȟu, Ȟv) in a Fourier space is narrowed down by a factor of Rwr > 1, such as (1 / Rwr Mx Δ1x, 1/ Rwr My Δ1y).

Eq. (1) can be discretized in wide range ASM as follow.
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The propagation of spatial frequency spectrum and wave field distribution at a destination plane is written as follows,
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where sampling intervals of a destination plane are related to that of a source plane by sampling interval ratio, Rwr = Δ2x / Δ1x = Δ2y / Δ1y.
The Fourier zoom-in interpolation of Eq. (5) and Eq. (9) can be applied to wave field at a destination plane as follows.
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where sampling intervals of a Fourier zoom-in image is related to that of a destination plane by the zooming ratio, Rsc = Δ’2x / Δ2x = Δ’2y /
Δ2y.

3. Simulation
Fig. 1 shows the PSNR as a function of propagation distance of wide range ASM when the zooming ratios are changed by Rsc = 1, 0.5,

Figure 1 PSNR as a function of propagation distance of wide range ASM when the zooming ratio is changed by R sc = 1,
0.5, 0.1, 0.01 and the zooming position is x 0 = 0.
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0.1, 0.01 and the zooming position (x0 ) is 0. The PSNR is nearly independent on the zooming ratio for every propagation distance.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we proposed a new analysis for scaled ASLM which was interpreted as a combination of a wave field propagation using
angular spectrum method from a source plane to a destination plane and a scaling operation using Fourier zoom-in interpolation at a
destination plane. This interpretation is efficient because there is no concern about aliasing error from Fourier zoom-in interpolation
and we can obtain wave field intensities with various zooming ratios and zooming positions independently on wave field propagation.
We applied Fourier zoom-in interpolation to wide range angular spectrum method which is applicable for both large and small
propagation distance.
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THE QUALITY INSPECTION METHOD OF SECURITY
HOLOGRAMS
V.V. Kolyuchkin, S.B. Odinokov, V.Ye. Talalaev, I.K. Tsyganov
Bauman Moscow State Technical University
2nd Baumanskaya st., 5/1, Moscow, 105005, Russia
E-mail: vasilykolyuchkin@gmail.com
Security holograms are perspective for document and product authenticity
protection due to diƥculties of such a protection mark falsication. The quality
of holograms signicantly depends on perfection of diffraction grating. We
represent the quality inspection method of security hologram based on indirect
measurements of diffraction grating parameters. The theoretical results of our
method application for quality inspection are shown in this paper.
Application of security holograms for document, product or authority protection
is widely used around the globe. High security level of SH is achieved by unique
design of holographic images that combine complex 3D scenes with such a
security features as concealed images and microtexts, kinetic eơects, hidden
laser readable images etc. Security holograms designed for visual perception of
the images formed by these elements. The relief of master-matrix represents
pixalized structure of diơraction patterns with the grating period of up to 0.1μm.
Currently, there is no consensus for approaches to assessing the quality of
security holograms. Assuming that quality inspection carried out on selected
areas of security holograms design, the inspection can be reduced to the
measurement of the following parameters of the diffraction grating:
- spatial frequency ν;
- grating depth d;
- number of periods in the grating N;
- grating orientation φ.
Due to the period of gratings has a value of about 1 μm, the method based on
direct measurement of the diffraction gratings parameters can be used. Such
parameters as profile shape, spatial frequency and grating depth can be directly
measured with the microscope. However, the disadvantage of this method is
labor intensity and duration of the grating parameters measurement.
An alternative to this method is an indirect method of measurement. As known,
for a given value of wavelength the intensity distribution I over the diffraction
orders of the phase grating depends on the grating depth d. For a given value of
the incidence wavefront angle, the value of diffraction orders angles depends on
the value of the spatial frequency. The orientation of the plane in which there are
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positive and negative diffraction orders depends on the orientation diffraction
grating φ. Angular size of the diffraction orders depends on the number of
periods in the grating N. Therefore, with measuring the value of the intensity
distribution, the orientation of the plane and the angular size of the diffraction
orders we can uniquely estimate the parameters of the grating.
Using a mathematical model based on the approximation of the scalar
diffraction theory, the calculations and the relationship between intensity
distribution I and the grating depth d are obtained. The obtained relationships
are represented in Figure 1.
The functional scheme of an optoelectronic device that allows making
measurements of these parameters is developed.
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Figure 1. The Relationships between intensity distribution I and
the grating depth d
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COMPUTER-GENERATED FOURIER HOLOGRAM IN
OPTICAL DEVICESOF VISUAL OBSERVATION
A.Yu. Betin1, S.S. Donchenko1, M.S. Kovalev1**, S.B. Odinokov1, V.E. Talalaev1,
E.Yu. Zlokazov1,2*
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National Research Nuclear University “MEPhI”, 115409,
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In the report we introduce the investigation results of computer generated Fourier
holograms application in targeting systems for creation of a light sights.
One of the applications of holographic principles is creation of light sights using
holographic optical elements (HOE) for imaging the sign of the impact [1-3].
Application of digital generation and projection record of Fourier holograms
(CGFH) [4-5] method for HOE production provides a number of advantages. For
example, the weight and size of sighting optical system can be significantly
reduced; also this configuration allows to quickly change the type of the aiming
mark depending on the targeting conditions. Although the disadvantage of CGFH
use is the presence of zero-order diffraction, which will be observed in the field of
view, however in some cases it can be used as sight element. For example, it can
be efficiently used as a central aiming point of the sight. In this case the position of
central aiming point will be independent to light source wavelength fluctuations
and only determined by optical system configuration.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1. (a) CGFH structure ; (b) numerically reconstructed test object; (c) test
object reconstructed by CGFH in optical setup, shouted by smartphone camera in a
daylight conditions.
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Experimental modeling of sighting optical system based on CGFH showed that the
reconstructed light sight images had high quality and brightness and low
background noise. The central point imaged by zero order was thin enough to
observe the details of sign and the background. HOEs were made on a holographic
glass plates and had sizes about 10x10 mm.
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# 14.574.21.0066 (Project ID RFMEFI57414X0066) and by a grant of the main
part of the state order "Organization of scientific research" and project #
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Double lookup table method for fast light
propagation calculations
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Czech Republic
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Abstract. A method of rapid and robust calculation of radially symmetric functions is
presented. It is based on observation that f (x, y, z) = f  (ρ, z), where ρ = (x2 + y 2 )1/2 . The
method stores values of f  and ρ in look-up tables. It can be used e.g for fast computer generated
hologram calculation. It is suitable for CPU, GPU or hardware implementation.

1. Introduction
In computer generated holography and digital holography, it is often necessary to evaluate
radially symmetric functions of two variables. They include most notably convolution kernels
for free space light propagation calculation, such as Rayleigh-Sommerfeld or Fresnel convolution
kernels, a free space transfer function in angular spectrum propagation method or a lens phase
shift function [1]. Many researchers try to accelerate their evaluation, as it takes signiﬁcant
time in the whole calculation of e.g. a computer generated hologram of a 3-D scene or in light
propagation simulations.
There are several approaches to the acceleration of such evaluation. First of all, a moderately
complicated formula, such as the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld convolution kernel


1 exp(jkr) z0
1
KRS (x, y; z0 ) = −
jk −
2π
r
r
r
(1)

2
2
2
r = x + y + z0
can be approximated by a much simpler formula, such as the Fresnel approximation [1]


x2 + y 2 exp(jkz0 )
KFresnel (x, y; z0 ) = exp jk
.
2z0
jλz0

(2)

These convolution kernels are used to calculate monochromatic light propagation from a plane
z = 0 to a plane z = z0 ; λ stands for a wavelength, k = 2π/λ is a wave number, x and y are
transverse spatial coordinates and j is the imaginary constant (j2 = −1). This approach not only
accelerates the function evaluation, but moreover it can improve its numerical behaviour [2]. On
the other hand, of course, any approximation brings an approximation error, and must be used
with caution.
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A completely diﬀerent acceleration method just precalculates the function for every x, y and
z0 that will be used in subsequent calculations and stores the values in a 3-D look-up table
(LUT); due to radial symmetry in xy coordinates, only one quadrant or even octant must be
actually saved in the look-up table [3, 4]. Despite of this enhancement, memory requirements
of the method are still excessive as it is often necessary to precalculate the function for many
z0 values and discretization of x and y coordinates must be usually very ﬁne. This is due to
the fact that the evaluated function usually contains high spatial frequencies; some researchers
reduce the look-up table size by taking into account that the highest spatial frequency usually
depends on z0 [5]. Naturally, the method also does not specify how to precalculate the look-up
table eﬃciently.
One way how to reduce memory requirements is based on separability of certain functions.
For example, the Fresnel convolution kernel (2) can be rewritten as
 



 2

jkx2
exp(jkz0 )
exp(jkz0 )
jky
KFresnel (x, y; z0 ) = exp
× exp
.
2z0
jλz0
2z0
jλz0
It is easy to see that one does not need a 3-D look-up table; it is suﬃcient to create one 2-D
look-up table for each of the two factors in the equation above, as each factor depends on just
two variables [6, 7, 8]. Moreover, if the extents and the sampling distances are the same for x
and y coordinates, just one 2-D look-up table is necessary. Naturally, this technique can be used
only if the function to be evaluated is separable.
Some researchers try to simplify function evaluation by using recurrence formulas, e.g. [9, 10],
i.e. they look for simple formulas how to calculate K(x0 + �x , y0 + �y ; z0 ) using value K(x0 , y0 ; z0 )
for small �x and �y . It should be noted that inﬂuence of computer arithmetic rounding errors
is usually poorly analysed and that recurrence formulas tend to produce a sequential computer
code rather than a parallel one.
An original approach to evaluation of radially symmetric function K is based on computer
graphics algorithm for circle rasterization [11]; this method creates a 2-D array of values
K(mΔxy , nΔxy ; z0 ), where Δxy is a sampling distance in transverse coordinates and integer
indices m, n span the area of interest. The method calculates K(mΔxy , 0; z0 ) in a common way
and this value is subsequently “copied” to samples at the same distance from the point (0, 0; z0 ).
The biggest drawback of the method is its complicated memory access, thus memory caching
cannot be used eﬃciently. Recently, authors proposed a method that overcomes this diﬃculty
using recurrence formulas [12].
Parts of the method we are going to analyse in following sections were independently described
by other authors [12, 13, 14]. We will discuss these references after we describe the basic idea
of the method in Sec. 2; in short, the method is also based on a pair of 2-D look-up tables
and it can be easily used for any function that is radially symmetric in the xy plane. Main
contributions of this article are introduction of a new type of a look-up table (we will call it
“rhoLUT”) and a detailed analysis of interpolation in look-up tables to further reduce their size;
it will be discussed mainly in Sec. 3 and 4. Sec. 5 adds details about the second type of look-up
table (“waveLUT”) used by the method. In Sec. 6 we discuss results of the method and Sec. 7
concludes the article. Some details of the derivations, results analysis etc. were omitted in this
text; they can be found in the supplementary material provided on request by the author.
2. Principle of the method
We explain the method on a basic task in digital holography: monochromatic light propagation
in free space. Let us calculate propagation of light from the plane z = 0 to the plane z = z0
using the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld convolution, i.e.
U (x, y; z0 ) = U (x, y; 0) ⊗ KRS (x, y; z0 ),
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where U (x, y, z) is a complex amplitude (phasor) of light at a point (x, y, z), ⊗ stands for
convolution and KRS (x, y; z0 ) is the convolution kernel deﬁned by Eq. (1). In the discrete
calculation, x and y coordinates have to be sampled with sampling period Δxy in ﬁnite areas of
planes z = 0 and z = z0 . Let us assume for simplicity that both areas in z = 0 and z = z0 share
the same square shape of the size M Δxy × M Δxy , where M is an integer number of samples. If
we want to employ the fast Fourier transform to calculate the discrete convolution, the kernel
must be sampled by at least (2M − 1) × (2M − 1) samples with the same sampling distance Δxy
[15]. Let us further assume that the centres of the square areas in z = 0 and z = z0 are located at
x = 0, y = 0. Then we need to evaluate KRS (mΔxy , nΔxy ; z0 ) for all integers m ∈ [1−M, M −1],
n ∈ [1 − M, M − 1].
It is easy to see that KRS (x, y; z0 ) depends in fact on r and z0 , where z0 is constant and
r = (x2 + y 2 + z02 )1/2 in this example. Moreover, we can deﬁne ρ(x, y) = (x2 + y 2 )1/2 and write
r = (ρ2 + z02 )1/2 .
To calculate KRS (mΔxy , nΔxy ; z0 ), it is then necessary to evaluate ρ = Δxy (m2 + n2 )1/2 and
KRS (ρ; z0 ). It is possible to calculate ρ directly or using a 2-D look-up table; we call this look-up
table “rhoLUT”; its construction is simple, as x and y are sampled uniformly. In this particular
case, it is even possible to store just one quarter of necessary values, i.e. just for m ∈ [0, M − 1],
n ∈ [0, M − 1].
A simple look-up table cannot be constructed for KRS (ρ; z0 ), as the set of discrete values
of ρ does not have uniform structure. Instead, we must rely on some interpolation scheme. If
we assume that interpolation is suﬃciently precise, we can indeed build a look-up table with
values KRS (qΔw ; z0 ) where Δw is suﬃciently small to√capture the structure of KRS and integer
index q spans all possible values of ρ, i.e. q ∈ [0, �M 2Δxy /Δw �], where �·� is the “round up”
(ceil) operation. We denote this look-up table “waveLUT” because it actually captures the wave
structure of light.
Even if we calculate KRS (mΔxy , nΔxy ; z0 ) for single z0 and all m, n, the above mentioned
procedure is advantageous. The calculation of ρ is usually simple and must be done for all m,
n anyway, i.e. for (2M − 1)2 samples. The calculation of KRS (mΔxy√
, nΔxy ; z0 ) is much more
involved, but due to waveLUT it is necessary to evaluate it just for M 2Δxy /Δw samples of ρ,
which is usually a much smaller number. We assume that look-up operations and interpolations
are fast, which is usually the case.
It is also indeed possible to incorporate some interpolation to rhoLUT, i.e. to precalculate
just values ρ(r, s) = Δρ (r2 + s2 )1/2 for r, s in [0, �M Δxy /Δρ �], where Δρ ≥ Δxy is suﬃciently
small. In exchange of one more interpolation we get much smaller rhoLUT table. The scheme of
calculation is depicted in Fig. 1.
The authors of [14] used a very similar method. Instead of rhoLUT, they calculated a look-up
table directly for r = (x2 + y 2 + z02 ), so they could not reuse it for any other z0 coordinate as in
the case of rhoLUT. Moreover, sampling distance of this table was set to Δxy , and thus keeping
this table for every z0 would be memory ineﬃcient.
The authors of [13] use the table we call waveLUT here (they call it BPP phase) and although
they in fact use rhoLUT as well (due to Matlab style of matrix manipulation, see PFT distance
if Fig. 4 of [13]), they do not discuss it explicitly, nor do they investigate its inﬂuence.
The authors of [12] use waveLUT as well, but instead of rhoLUT, they use recurrence formulas
to ﬁnd values of ρ. They also do not discuss the inﬂuence of interpolation on calculation precision.
3. Introduction of the rhoLUT
The aim of the rhoLUT is to replace the calculation of ρ(x, y) = (x2 + y 2 )1/2 , x ∈ [0, M Δxy ],
y ∈ [0, M Δxy ], by a look-up operation, optionally followed by interpolations. Let us deﬁne it as
a 2-D array

rhoLUT[m, n] = Δρ m2 + n2
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Figure 1. Calculation of radially symmetric function KRS (x, y; z0 ) using 2-D look-up tables
rhoLUT and waveLUT. Complex value (a + bj) in the waveLUT is displayed as a RGB color
[a, b, b], where a and b are scaled to ﬁt 0–255 range.
√
for integer indices m, n in [0, �M 2Δxy /Δρ �]. It is naturally possible to generalize the rhoLUT
for other index or xy range, but we want to keep the analysis simple.
First of all, we should ask if such a look-up table is practical. In a general computational
environment, such as a modern CPU, it depends on other circumstances. Floating point
operations are provided here with suﬃcient precision (usually IEEE 754 double precision or
better) and are quite fast; a large look-up table requiring random access to the main memory
may suﬀer from high traﬃc on the bus. On the other hand, clever caching and small look-up
table can easily outperform direct calculation, as especially square root operation is signiﬁcantly
slower than memory access.
Once we move towards more special architectures, such as GPUs or even specially designed
FPGAs, reasons to use look-up table become stronger. Architecutures designed for massively
parallell computing tend to keep computational cores as simple as possible. This leads to both
limited instruction set and limited precision. Direct calculation forces every core to have addition,
multiplication and square root operations; look-up table approach requires just memory access
plus addition and multiplication for √
interpolations. Limited precision is even more severe –
it is easy to see that calculation of x2 leads to loss of about half of mantissa bits. Single
precision calculation (mantissa length 24 bits) is thus at the edge of applicability for wave optics
calculations [2]; lower precision arithmetic such as half precision is out of the question. Contrary
to direct ρ calculation, a look-up table precalculated in a high precision environment can be
easily used in limited precision enviromnemt.
Finally, as rhoLUT implementation is very easy, it is often possible to implement both direct
calculation and look-up table and to choose the faster approach either in advance or at runtime.
In conclusion, it is advantageous to implement rhoLUT.
Let us now examine the rhoLUT details – its sampling (or size) and the interpolation of
values.
In the simplest case, sampling distance of the rhoLUT equals sampling distance in x, y
coordinates, i.e. Δρ = Δxy , and ρ calculation for x = mΔxy , y = nΔxy is trivial:


ρC (x, y) = rhoLUT round(|x|/Δρ ), round(|y|/Δρ )


= rhoLUT |m|, |n| .
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We can indeed use the same equation even if Δρ �= Δxy ; now, ρ(x, y) is approximated by
a piecewise constant
√ (“staircase”) function ρC (x, y). It is easy to see that the approximation
error is at most Δρ 2/2 and the structure of the error is the same in the whole xy plane. This
observation is important: in the next step, we are going to use ρ as an index to the waveLUT.
However, local frequency of the function sampled by the waveLUT, e.g. KRS (ρ; z0 ), usually
grows as ρ → ∞; a small error in ρ will be thus magniﬁed for big x, y. Piecewise constant
approximation must be therefore used with the utmost caution.
As ρ(x, 0) = |x|, it follows that the linear interpolation between rhoLUT values gives exact
results for y = 0. We should then expect that in a general case, bilinear interpolation should
give quite precise results:
ρB (x, y) = (1 − ix )(1 − iy )ρ00 + (1 − ix )iy ρ01 + ix (1 − iy )ρ10 + ix iy ρ11 ,
 
 
|x|
|x|
|y|
|y|
ix =
,
iy =
,
−
−
Δρ
Δρ
Δρ
Δρ


ρst = rhoLUT �|x|/Δρ � + s, �|y|/Δρ � + t .

It can be easily found that the approximation
error ρB (x, y) − ρ(x, y) vanishes for x → ∞,
√
y → ∞, and its maximum is Δρ (2 − 2)/4 ≈ 0.146Δρ ; the maximum error is located at
(x, y) = (Δρ /2, Δρ /2), see Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Visualization of ρB (x, y) − ρ(x, y), i.e. the error introduced by the rhoLUT with
bilinear interpolation. Left graph shows error vanishing, right graph shows that maximum error
is located at (x, y) = (Δρ /2, Δρ /2). Notice there is indeed no error for x, y being integer multiples
of Δρ .

4. Sampling of the rhoLUT
To select a small enough sampling distance Δρ , it is not suﬃcient to examine error ρB (x, y) −
ρ(x, y) alone – we need to take into account that approximate value ρB is used in subsequent
calculations. Let us assume that we are going to calculate KRS (ρB ; z0 ) directly, without
waveLUT. Eﬀects of waveLUT approximation error will be discussed afterwards.
There are at least two ways how to analyze eﬀect of error in ρ approximation. The ﬁrst one
assumes that the error of ρ is multiplied by the local frequency of KRS (ρ; z0 ); let us explain why.
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Local frequency lfRS (ρ; z0 ) is deﬁned as a ﬁrst derivative of the argument of the high frequency
component of KRS (ρ; z0 ) [1]:



ρ2 + z02 
∂ r 
∂
ρ0
=
=  2
.
(3)
lfRS (ρ0 ; z0 ) =


∂ρ λ ρ=ρ0
∂ρ
λ
λ ρ0 + z02
ρ=ρ
0

It tells us how many cycles per unit length can be found in the vicinity of ρ0 . Thus, unit error
in ρ results in phase change lfRS (ρ; z0 ) of KRS (ρ; z0 ). It is therefore necessary to analyze the
function [ρB (x, y) − ρ(x, y)] × lfRS (ρ(x, y); z0 ).
The second way leads to the same results and is perhaps more intuitive; let us derive optimal
Δρ in this way. Here, only the main steps of the derivation are presented; please contact the
author for supplementary material with full derivation and reasoning.
The evaluation of KRS as deﬁned in Eq. (1) depends on r(ρ, z0 ) = (ρ2 + z02 )1/2 . If we compare
r evaluated with exact ρ and with its approximation ρB (using bilinear approximation), we can
observe following facts (see Fig. 3):




• The diﬀerence r ρB (x, y), z0 − r ρ(x, y), z0 approaches 0 as ρ(x, y) → ∞. However, the
error decreases quite slowly for ρ ≈ 0. As the most sensitive term of KRS is exp(j2πr/λ),
we can conclude that the overall error of KRS also vanishes.
• The biggest error can be found in the vicinity of (x, y) = (0, 0). Moreover, maximum error
for 0 < x < Δρ , 0 < y < Δρ is either the global maximum of the error, or it is very close to
the maximum.
• Although the error of ρ is maximal at (x, y) = (Δρ /2, Δρ /2), the error of r is maximal at
a diﬀerent point. However, the error of r at (x, y) = (Δρ /2, Δρ /2) is a rough approximate
(≈ 85%) of the maximum error.
We can thus deﬁne estimate of the maximum error of r when using the rhoLUT with bilinear
interpolation as



 

  
Δρ Δ ρ
Δρ Δρ
maxRErr(Δρ , z0 ) = 1.2 r ρB
,
, z0 − r ρ
,
, z0 ,
(4)
2 2
2 2

where factor 1.2 reﬂects the observation that the error for (x, y) = (Δρ /2, Δρ /2) is approximately
85% of the maximum. Although it is possible to analyze the error more rigorously, in numerical
testing we have found that this approximation works well (see Sec. 6) and the factor 1.2 being
slightly higher than 1/0.85 leads to a slightly pessimistic error estimate.
It can be easily seen in Fig. 4 that in the log-log graph, maxRErr can be approximated by
a line for a wide range of useful errors and Δρ . Please note that r is divided by λ in Eq. (1),
and thus an acceptable error must be much lower than λ. For convenience, there is a thick
dashed horizontal line in Fig. 4 at maxRErr = 1 μm, i.e. any acceptable error for visible light
calculations must be well below this line.
The linear approximation in a log-log graph is deﬁned as log(maxRErr) ≈ κ log(Δρ ) + ξ,
where κ is a slope and ξ is an intercept. It is easy to measure that κ ≈ 1.9998 for a wide range of
common z0 and acceptable maxRErr. It is also clear that ξ depends on z0 and this dependence
is also linear in the log-log graph: ξ = ξ0 + ξ1 log(z0 ), where ξ0 is a value for z0 = 1 and ξ1
is the dependency factor. It can be easily measured from the graph that ξ0 ≈ −1.9886 and
ξ1 ≈ −0.9999.
The linear approximation allows us to ﬁnd optimal Δρ opt for a chosen maxRErr:
Δρ

opt (maxRErr, z0 )

≈ exp





maxRErr
1
log
κ
(z0 )ξ1 exp(ξ0 )

for

κ ≈ +1.9998
ξ0 ≈ −1.9886
ξ1 ≈ −0.9999

(5)
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Figure 3. Visualization of r(ρB (x, y), z0 ) − r(ρ(x, y), z0 ), i.e. the error introduced in evaluation
of r = (ρ2 + z02 )1/2 by a rhoLUT with bilinear interpolation. The top graph shows error
vanishing, the bottom left shows the error structure, the bottom right shows that error at
(x, y) = (Δρ /2, Δρ /2) is a rough approximation of the maximum error. Notice that each graph
has diﬀerent scale .
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Figure 4. Approximate value of maximum error in calculation of r using rhoLUT with bilinear
approximation. Useful part of the curves is below the thick horizontal line for visible light. Please
note it is a log-log graph and both axes are in meters.
Example values of Δρ opt for λ = 500 nm can be found in Fig. 5. For example, propagation
to z0 = 1 m can be calculated with rhoLUT prepared with Δρ opt = 0.19 mm if we allow error
in r calculation λ/100, which is usually acceptable. If the sizes of the areas in z = 0 and z = z0
are 50 × 50 mm, the rhoLUT size should be 264 × 264 samples. For maximum error λ/10, we
set Δρ opt = 0.6 mm and the rhoLUT size is just 84 × 84 samples.
We can approximate further to get some insight to Eq. (5). As κ ≈ 2, ξ0 ≈ −2 and ξ1 ≈ −1,
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Figure 5. Optimal sampling distance Δρ opt for the rhoLUT calculated using Eq. (5) for
λ = 500 nm. Please note it is a log-log graph and both axes are in meters.
we can approximate Eq. (5) by
Δρ

opt (maxRErr, z0 )


≈ 2.72 z0 maxRErr.

(6)

We know that for the ﬁxed extent of ρ, the rhoLUT size is proportional to 1/Δ2ρ (it is a
2-D look-up table). Therefore Eq. (5) actually tells that the rhoLUT size is inversely related
to maxRErr and z0 . It is also worth noting that Eq. (6) can be easily derived from the Taylor
expansion of Eq. (4) with respect to Δρ ; in this case, the constant factor changes to ≈ 2.70.
5. The waveLUT
Once we have the approximate ρ value, we can calculate KRS (ρ; z0 ) using the waveLUT. We
should set small enough Δw and deﬁne
waveLUT[q; z0 ] = KRS (qΔw ; z0 ).
where q is an integer index. Again, for a particular value ρ0 we can estimate the value of
KRS (ρ0 ; z0 ) using piecewise constant approximation
KRS C (ρ0 ; z0 ) = waveLUT[round(ρ0 /Δw ); z0 ]

(7)

or e.g. piecewise linear approximation




KRS L (ρ0 ; z0 ) = (1 − i)waveLUT �ρ0 /Δw �; z0 + i waveLUT �ρ0 /Δw � + 1; z0 ,


ρ0
ρ0
−
.
i=
Δw
Δw

(8)

We should discuss following topics: how to deal with interpolation of z0 , how to set Δw , and
what interpolation to use in the ρ direction.
In many applications, only a few values of z0 are necessary or the value of z0 is not critical. For
example, in computer generated holography, it is often necessary to calculate the propagation
of light from a point light source located at (x0 , y0 , z0 ) to a plane z = 0, and it is acceptable to
quantize z0 quite coarsely. In that case, it is possible to choose a suitable quantization step Δz
and to precalculate the waveLUT for every integer multiple of Δz in a given range [zmin , zmax ].
It is also possible to set Δz as an integer multiple of λ. Now, the waveLUT looks like its
visualization in Fig. 1 – notice that the structure in the vertical (z) direction is very simple.
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It should be possible to introduce some form of interpolation in this direction, but we will not
discuss it here.
The extent of the waveLUT in the ρ direction is easy to set. Maximum and minimum values of
ρ are given by the rhoLUT (or the geometry of the problem). For a given maximum value ρmax ,
we can calculate the local frequency lfRS (ρmax ; z0 ) using Eq. (3) and set Δw < 1/[2 lfRS (ρmax ; z0 )]
to have at least two samples per cycle of KRS (ρ; z0 ).
Our experiments show that good results are obtained with 8 samples per cycle, i.e.
Δw

opt

= 1/[8 lfRS (ρmax ; z0 )]

(9)

and linear interpolation according to Eq. (8). Piecewise constant approximation (7) leads to
much higher phase quantization and subsequently increases noise in the optical ﬁeld. However,
provided that ρ is precise enough, phase quantization itself does not destroy properties of the
optical ﬁeld [2]. We have also tested other interpolation schemes (cubic and various windowed
sinc), but experiments show that for our purposes (computer generated holography), slightly
higher accuracy of the result does not justify slower calculation.
6. Results
We have implemented several tests to measure look-up tables performance, both in speed and
in precision. Here we present results of CPU tests; details on GPU implementation are in
preparation and will be published elsewhere. Please note that this section presents just summary
of the results; full details are available on request.
As shown in [2], direct calculation of highly oscillatory functions such as KRS is prone to
numerical error in single precision calculations. In short, problems appear in calculation of
cos[2π(x2 + y 2 + z02 )1/2 /λ] for visible light and z0 ≈ 1 m or bigger. No problems appeared
when using a rhoLUT and a waveLUT precalculated in double precision. Direct calculation of
ρ (i.e. omission of a rhoLUT) is possible for on-axis propagation calculations; in oﬀ-axis cases,
calculation of ρ = (x2 + y 2 )1/2 in single precision is prone to numerical errors as well. See Fig. 6
for an example of a correct and incorrect kernel calculation.
On-axis propagation kernel,
𝑧𝑧0 = 2 m, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

single precision

correct calculation

Part of off-axis propagation kernel (45°),
𝑧𝑧0 = 2 m, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥

single precision

correct calculation

Figure 6. Examples of problems in calculation of KRS . “Single precision” shows inﬂuence of
rounding errors in IEEE 754 single precision arithmetic, “correct calculation” shows a correct
result calculated in double precision. Calculation using look-up tables leads to the same correct
results. Color coding of complex values is the same as in Fig. 1.
Tests of Δρ and Δw selection according to Eqs. (5) and (9) conﬁrmed theoretical analysis.
For example, if we decide to accept error maxRErr = λ/100 in calculation of r, Δρ calculated
using Eq. (5) and bilinear interpolation in the rhoLUT leads to an actual error at most λ/103,
i.e. 97% of the desired value. Other values of maxRErr lead to similar numbers.
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We have also measured actual error of calculation of KRS . It was calculated as the maximum
or the average value of |K − K  |/Kmax , where K is the value of KRS calculated precisely, K 
is the value of KRS calculated using look-up tables and Kmax is the maximum of KRS in the
whole calculated area; the error was evaluated for both real and imaginary parts and the higher
(worse) value is presented here.
Choosing 8 samples per fringe in selection of Δw according to Eq. (9) and linear interpolation
in the waveLUT leads to maximum error 7.0% (1.1% on average) in the ﬁnal propagation kernel;
16 samples per fringe to 1.9% (0.3% on average); 32 samples per fringe to ≈ 0.46% (0.07% on
average). While these numbers may seem high, it should be noted that the maximum error
appears in the ﬁnest fringes and does not aﬀect their frequency; thus, this error has a negligible
impact on the optical ﬁeld properties. Combination of the rhoLUT and the waveLUT naturally
further increases the error; typical values of maxRhoErr = λ/100 and 8 samples per fringe lead
to the maximum error 8.8% (2.8% on average), which is perfectly acceptable for our purposes.
Calculation time was tested in realistic geometric scenarios for propagated areas sampled
by 64 × 64 samples to 2048 × 2048 samples. We have prepared two test cases – one for
complicated ﬁltered propagation kernels (see [16]) where look-up tables should clearly win over
direct calculation, and one for simpliﬁed Rayleigh-Sommerfeld kernel (without −1/r term) where
even direct calculation is quite fast. Naturally, larger kernels beneﬁt from look-up tables as their
preparation takes comparatively smaller part of calculation time.
Complicated ﬁltered propagation kernel calculation is accelerated mainly by utilizing
waveLUT; 10× or 100× faster calculation is easily achieved, depending on the complexity of
the kernel. Using waveLUT in simple kernel calculation leads to about 1.7× faster calculation.
These numbers include the waveLUT calculation, which takes about 1% of the overall time.
Introducing rhoLUT enhances numerical behaviour in single precision environment; in double
precision environment (CPU), this advantage is not important, as ρ can be easily evaluated
directly. Unoptimized implementation of the rhoLUT can actually double calculation time
compared to direct ρ calculation and the waveLUT. A slightly optimized rhoLUT implementation
is approximately as fast as direct ρ calculation – this optimization exploits the fact that some
values used in the rhoLUT interpolation are constant within a single row (or column) of the
rhoLUT. On the other hand, careful rhoLUT implementation leads to further 20% to 40% speedup compared to to direct ρ calculation and the waveLUT. This optimization sets Δρ to an integer
multiple of Δxy and uses integer arithmetic whenever possible.
7. Conclusion
We have introduced a method of calculation of arbitrary radially symmetric functions using a pair
of look-up tables, a rhoLUT and a waveLUT. While using a waveLUT is always advantageous,
using a rhoLUT has its pros and cons. The rhoLUT enhances numerical behaviour in a limited
precision environment (such as GPU); in a high precision environment, it must be carefully
implemented to improve the speed of calculation. We have also analyzed selection of look-up
tables parameters and their inﬂuence on the calculation precision.
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NEW TECHNIQUES IN HIGH-DEFINITION
COMPUTER HOLOGRAPHY
K. Matsushima*, Y. Tsuchiyama*, N. Sonobe*, S. Nakahara**
*Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Kansai University
**Department of Mechanical Engineering, Kansai University
3-3-35 Yamate-cho, Suita, Osaka 564-8680, Japan
E-mail: matsu@kansai-u.ac.jp
Techniques introduced into our extremely high-definition computer holography
are presented, which include full-color reconstruction of computer-generated
holograms (CGH) and the powerful occlusion processing that makes it possible
to simple conversion of CG models to CGHs.
In the last meeting, ISDH2012 at MIT Media Lab, we presented the techniques
for creating extremely high-definition CGHs and exhibited some actual CGHs.
The largest one of these CGHs, Brothers, was composed of 25 billion pixels and
the size was 126×105 mm2. Optical reconstruction of these high-definition
CGHs is almost comparable to that by optical holography1). However, the
objects in the 3D scene were quite simple; without complex surfaces. We
carefully chose the simple objects in order to avoid the problems caused by selfocclusion. We present new technique named switch-back technique2) that
completely resolves the problem of occlusion
processing and allow us to convert very complex
CG models to CGHs, as shown in Fig. 1.
The high-definition CGHs exhibited in ISDH2015
were reconstructed by monochromatic, usually
 
red, illumination. Thus the reconstructed images
were
also
monochromatic.
Full-color
reconstruction of high-definition CGHs is, in
principle, realized by simple superposition of the
images reconstructed by three CGHs for primary
colors. However, the optical system necessary for
the superposition can be obstacle to the actual
tabletop exhibition of the full-color CGH. To
   
resolve the problem, we propose full-color     
reconstruction technique of high-definition CGHs
  
using a color filter.
1.
K. Matsushima, S. Nakahara: Stepping closer to the perfect 3D digital
image, SPIE Newsroom, (6 Nov. 2012).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/2.1201210.004526
2.
K. Matsushima, et al.: Opt. Express 22, 24450 (2014).
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Fast calculation method of computer generated
hologram using ray tracing method for Fourier
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Abstract. The calculation method for computer generated holograms (CGHs) using ray
tracing method with Fourier transform optical system (FTOS) was proposed. it provides
realistic expression and large viewing angle, but calculation time is enormous. Therefore, the
fast calculation method of CGH using ray tracing method for the FTOS is proposed in this
paper. In the conventional method, ray tracing was performed to determine object point light
sources, and wave propagation from them were calculated. The calculation was performed in
the ﬁxed viewing angle from the center of the hologram plane. Therefore, the object point light
sources in invisible area were calculated in vain. In the proposed method, the calculation area is
estimated based on the diﬀraction angle. Therefore, the number of calculation point light sources
can be reduced, and the calculation speed is faster. To conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
method, the optical experiment was conducted. As the result of the experiment, the calculation
speed of the proposed method became over 3-times faster than that of the conventional method.
In addition, degradation of reconstructed images did not occur in this method.

1. Introduction
In computer generated holograms (CGHs), viewing angle is too narrow to observe the 3D images.
To solve this problem, various approaches have been proposed [1–3], but these methods required
a massive optical system. In contrast, a Fourier transform optical system (FTOS) can be
enlarging the viewing angle with a simple optical system [4]. As a calculation method using the
FTOS, a calculation algorithm for CGH using ray tracing method with FTOS was proposed [5].
It enables the realistic rendering and large viewing angle, but huge calculation time is required.
Therefore, reducing the calculation time is needed for real-time CGH generation. In this paper,
we proposed a fast calculation method of CGH using ray tracing method for the FTOS.
2. Conventional method
2.1. Fourier transform optical system
In a CGH, the 3D images are reconstructed by using a hologram and a reference light, as shown
in Figure 1. In this optical system, the maximum viewing angle θ is given as
θ = 2 sin
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λ
,
2p

(1)

Figure 1. Ordinary optical system.

Figure 2. FTOS.

Figure 3. Calculation process.

Figure 4. Elementary hologram.

where λ is the wavelength of the reference light, and p is the pixel pitch of a liquid crystal display
(LCD). To enlarge the viewing angle, a high-resolution electronic display is needed because the
maximum viewing angle depends on the pixel pitch of an electronic display. In contrast, the
viewing angle can be enlarged with simple structure using the FTOS. The FTOS is an optical
arrangement using a lens, a reﬂective LCD, and a reference point light source located at the
focal point, as shown in Figure 2. In the FTOS, the maximum viewing angle θF is calculated
by


−1 Sp + λf
,
(2)
θF = 2 tan
2f p
where S is the size of the hologram, and f is the focal point of the lens. The maximum viewing
angle can be expanded by changing the focal length of the lens. Therefore, in the FTOS, viewing
angle expansion is achieved easily.
2.2. CGH using ray tracing method
The calculation method for CGH using ray tracing method provides various rendering techniques
including the hidden surface removal, reﬂection, and refraction. Figure 3 shows the calculation
process. First, virtual objects are deﬁned in a computer, and ray tracing is executed to determine
object point light sources. In the ray tracing process, a hologram plane is divided into an
elementary hologram for getting continuous parallax, as shown in Figure 4. The information
of point light sources can be obtained from the center of each elementary hologram. Next,
light wave propagation is calculated. The complex amplitude distribution on a hologram plane
hm (x, y) is calculated by
I

Ai
exp(jkri + jφi ),
(3)
hm (x, y) =
r
i=1 i
where m is the number of the elementary hologram, and i is the ray number. Ai is the intensity
of point light sources, and ri is the distance to each point light source, and φi is the initial phase.
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Figure 6. Proposed method.

Figure 5. Conventional method.

Table 1. Parameters of holographic display.
LCD
Pixel pitch
Number of pixels
Refresh rate

Figure 7. Holographic display
for experiments.

9.6(H) × 9.6(V )[μm]
1280 × 768[pixels]
180[Hz]

LED
Wavelength of red, green, blue
625, 525, 465[nm]
Power
3[W ](1[W/color])
Lens
Focal length
100[mm]
Visual ﬁeld angle
Visual ﬁeld angle
9.8[degrees]

After that, reference light waves are added to the object waves. Finally, an interference pattern
is generated and output.
3. Proposed method
In the conventional method, ray tracing was performed in the ﬁxed angle from the center of
an elementary hologram, as shown in Figure 5. However, the point light sources out of the
diﬀraction angle should not be calculated because reconstructed images are displayed by using
the diﬀraction of light. In other words, the object point light sources in invisible area were
calculated in the conventional method.
In the proposed method, the calculation area is estimated based on the diﬀraction angle, as
shown in Figure 6. The point light sources out of the diﬀraction angle are removed before the
calculation of the wave propagation. Therefore, the number of calculation point light sources
can be reduced, and the calculation speed of the proposed method is faster than that of the
conventional method. The diﬀraction angle ϕ is given as
ϕ = sin

−1





λ
.
2p

(4)

The wavelength λ diﬀers with the color. The wavelength of red is the longest, and that of blue
is the smallest. That is to say, this approach is the most eﬀective when a CGH of blue color is
generated.
4. Experiment and result
In the experiment, the semi-portable full-color electro-holographic display was used [6], as shown
in Figure 7. This system displays full-color reconstructed images using the time division method
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(a) conventional

(b) proposed

Figure 8. Reconstructed images.
Table 2. Calculation time.
calculation time [ms]

conventional
3243

proposed
852

Figure 9. Association between pixel
pitch and calculation time.

with the synchronous circuit of the LCD and the LED, and the FTOS is used. The optical
parameters of the display system are indicated in Table 1.
First, we measured the calculation time of the conventional method and the proposed method.
To comﬁrm the calculation time, a CGH of a scene was generated. The scene is composed of
a red sphere and a checkerboard, and background of the scene is blue. This result is shown in
Table 2. The calculation speed of the proposed method became over 3-times faster than that of
the conventional method. In addition, the reconstructed images of the scene are shown in Figure
8. The degradation of the reconstructed images did not occur by using the proposed method.
Furthermore, the association between pixel pitch and calculation time is indicated in Figure 9.
The smaller pixel pitch of LCD was, the larger the calculation time became.
5. Conclusion
The fast calculation method for CGH using ray tracing method with the FTOS was proposed. By
estimating the calculation area based on the diﬀraction angle, the fast calculation was achieved.
As the result of the experiment, the calculation speed of the wave propagation became over
3-times faster than the conventional method. Furthermore, it was revealed that the degradation
of 3D images was suﬃciently small.
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Image quality of a computer-generated hologram is objectively evaluated on its
diffraction efficiency and peak signal-to-noise ratio. Theory and numerical
experiments are considered on Fourier transfer computer-generated hologram,
treated as a thin phase transmission hologram.
Computer-generated hologram (CGH) is widely used for three dimensional
displays1–3. Its image quality is usually evaluated subjectively, or compared with
the previous holograms. For example, the quality of the information reduced
hologram is evaluated subjectively by the double-stimulus impairment scale
method to compare with the original image4. To evaluate three dimensional
signal-to-noise ratio, VSNR (volume signal-to-noise ratio) is proposed 5. Our
previous research intends to establish objective image quality evaluation for the
amplitude transmission CGH6. In this paper, the quality is evaluated by both the
brightness and the signal-to noise ratio of the reconstructed image with various
calculation methods and parameters on the Fourier transform transmission
phase hologram.
The Fourier transform CGH is calculated as follows. As shown in Fig. 1, pixel
number of 256 x 256 is assumed for the original image plane and hologram. The
recorded image size is 120 x 120 pixels placed in the right side and other area is
zero padded. The random phase is introduced to each pixel to make the image
diffusing. Then 2D Fourier transform is applied and the result of O represents
the complex amplitude of the object beam on the hologram plane. The reference
beam is represented as R and the total intensity pattern,
I

RO

2

R  O  R *O  RO * ,
2

2

(1)

is a real physical light distribution on the hologram. At the right most hand of
the Eq. (1), the first term represents the reference beam intensity, the second is
the object self-interference (OSI), and the third and fourth are the interference
that contains holographic information. The numerically reconstructed image is
obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of the hologram and evaluated
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objectively on diffraction efficiency (DE) and peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR).

(a) 2D image location on an input
(b) A simulated reconstruction image
image plane.
from the Fourier hologram.
Fig. 1. Image location and reconstructed image of the Fourier transform
hologram. 2D image pixel is 1202 and the hologram pixel 2562.
For reconstruction simulation, the complex amplitude transmittance t(X, Y) of
the transmission phase CGH is assumed as:
t(X, Y) = exp[-i2'IIs(X, Y)].

(2)

Then, t(X, Y) is inverse Fourier transformed to obtain the reconstructed image.
In the case of a sine-wave phase grating, the maximum diffraction efficiency of
33.8 % is obtained7 at 'I = 0.59S. Therefore, this value of 'I is used unless
denoted. Figure 2 shows DE and PSNR of the rigorous calculation (solid lines)
and normalized hologram6 (dashed lines) against the beam ratio. The DE of the
phase hologram becomes over ten times larger than that of the amplitude
hologram6. Since OSI causes noise on the reconstructed image, it is known that
larger beam ratio (BR, defined as |R|2/|O|2) gives better PSNR. For the
normalized hologram, although the DE remains almost constant, the PSNR does
not increase as the rigorous hologram does. For the CGH, we can numerically
remove OSI2, and obtain PSNR of 25.0 dB with DE of 8.8 %. Therefore, this
bipolar calculation achieves both low noise and bright reconstructed image
simultaneously. The phase modulation amplitude 'I = 0.59S is used because it
gives the best DE for the sine-wave grating. However, the hologram in the
present paper is calculated from the 2D image and there is no guarantee that the
value of 0.59S gives the best quality. Therefore, DE and PSNR against 'I are
analyzed and the result is shown in Fig. 3. When 'I = 1.91S, DE reaches the
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maximum value of 32.7 %. In contrast, as 'I decreases, the DE also decreases
but the PSNR increases. For example, when 'I= 0.3S, DE decreases to 2.57 %

Fig. 2. Diffraction efficiency and PSNR against beam ratio for transmission
phase holograms. Solid lines show the rigorous calculation, and dashed lines
show the normalized hologram.

Fig. 3. Diffraction efficiency and PSNR against phase modulation amplitude for
transmission phase holograms.
Table 1. Comparing DE and PSNR for various calculations of the transmission
phase hologram.
Calculation type DE [%] PSNR [dB] Beam ratio
Rigorous
3.03
30.0
200
Rigorous (large)
7.40
27.4
10
Normalized
8.59
24.4
200
Bipolar
9.16
24.6
220

Bipolar2

2.57

35.8

-

but PSNR reaches 35.8 dB. It means that the image quality of the transmission
phase hologram can be controlled by changing the phase modulation amplitude.
The DE and PSNR for various transmission phase holograms are listed in Table
1. The “Bipolar2” shows the bipolar phase hologram with 'I= 0.3S. As shown
in the Table, the phase hologram provides about ten times larger DE than that of
the amplitude hologram6. However, PSNR is not as good as the amplitude
hologram. Therefore, it can be said that the reconstructed image from the phase
hologram is generally brighter but noisy to compare with the amplitude
hologram.
Image quality of CGH is evaluated objectively on the diffraction efficiency and
the peak signal-to-noise ratio. For the transmission phase hologram, although it
is obtained about 10 times of diffraction efficiency against amplitude hologram,
PSNR is not as good as that of the amplitude hologram. However, the current
paper only evaluates very simple phase hologram and some improvements can
be expected for optimized phase and the other type of phase hologram.
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COMPUTER-GENERATED HOLOGRAM BASED ON
LAYERED HOLOGRAPHIC STEREOGRAM
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We propose an efficient algorithm for generating full-parallax computergenerated holograms using layered holographic stereogram based technique,
which can perform quality reconstructions of 3D scenes with accurate depth
information.
Holography is a promising technique for 3D display since it can reconstruct the
whole optical wave field of the 3D scene. Both existing and synthetic scenes can
be used for optical reconstructions with the help of computer-generated
holograms (CGHs). The algorithm is directly related to the image quality of the
reconstructed 3D scene and the computing efficiency of the CGH.
Holographic stereogram based algorithm can take advantages of modern
computer graphic rendering techniques and provide view-dependent properties
of the 3D scenes with the help of spatial segmentation of the hologram.
However, the holographic stereograms are not fully computed. Each holographic
element (hogel) projects a set of plan waves in different directions. Since each
hogel corresponds to one 2D parallax view of the 3D scene, the depth
performance would be weakened during optical reconstruction.
Our previous work has successfully solved the depth limitation of holographic
stereogram1. In this paper, we further develop the fully computed holographic
stereogram with layered technique for fast computation. For each hogel, a
viewing frustum is employed to fetch the corresponding shading and depth
information. Then the viewing frustum is sliced into multiple layers based on the
depth map to proceed the diffraction calculation. The sliced layers faithfully
match the geometric information of the 3D scene, which could dramatically
reduce the computation time of the previous algorithm while maintaining its
depth performance.
1. H. Zhang, Y. Zhao, L. Cao, and G. Jin, "Fully computed holographic
stereogram based algorithm for computer-generated holograms with
accurate depth cues," Opt. Express 23, 3901-3913 (2015).
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Holographic 3D display
 Reconstruction of whole optical wavefront

Fully computed holographic stereogram
Hao Zhang, Yan Zhao, Liangcai Cao, and Guofan Jin
Department of Precision Instrument
Tsinghua University
Beijing, China
zhanghaocgh@Hotmail.com

 Can provide all the depth cues
…

Saint Petersburg, Russia
July 1st, 2015

By Nathaniel Domek

binocular cues

motion parallax
& occlusion

accommodation

1

Computer-generated holograms

2

Can CGHs be more photorealistic?

 Without using interference of coherent light

By Henrik Wann Jensen

 Can display both real and virtual scenes

3

Physically based algorithms

4

Motion parallax and occlusion effect

 Modeling optical wave transmission
 Discretizations of 3D scene (points and facets)
 Difficult to express occlusion and other view
dependent
dent effects

5

Holographic stereogram

6

Phase profiles of CGHs

 Computer graphics implemented
 Lack of depth information

physically
based CGH

parallax
images

holographic
stereogram

hogels

7

8

Fully-computed holographic stereogram

Geometrical transmission

A amplitude
sin T max
hhogel x, y
Hao Zhang, et al. "Fully computed holographic stereogram based algorithm for computergenerated holograms with accurate depth cues," Opt. Express 23, 3901-3913 (2015)
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Reconstructions using LCOS

10

High-resolution CGH

Parameter

Value

Number of pixels

Pixel pitch

1 micron

Hologram size
Modulation type

Binary amplitude

Wavelength

532nm

Viewing angle

30.9e

11

Optical reconstructions

12

Video clip

Left
Focusing on the bunny

Center

Focusing on the wall

Left

Center

Right
Right
13

Acceleration

14

Layered holographic stereogram

2688 CUDA Cores
CGH(1024x1024)

CPU

GPU

5GPU

1000 points

83.9s

60ms

13ms

5000 points

427.9s

298ms

65ms

10000 points

847.4s

605ms

129ms

50000 points

4203.4s

3002ms

664ms

H

n

¦ Fresnel
i 1

15

1

Li

16

Sampling in Fresnel propagation

Reconstructions

Od
N '[

'x

Point based

ª Od Od º
x  «
,
»
¬ 2'[ 2'[ ¼
tan

T

O

2

2'[

Layer based

Calculation time: 3390s VS 21s
2.42s VS ?

(CPU)
(GPU)

17

18

Conclusion
 Computer graphics rendering can be used in CGH
calculation to improve the image fidelity
 More depth information can be reconstructed by
integrating physically based algorithm and holographic
stereogram
 Use GPU for acceleration

19

Thank you
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DISPLAY AND MEASUREMENT OF COMPLEX FLOW
FIELDS BY USING DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC
INTERFEROMETRY
Jianlin Zhao, Jianglei Di, Jun Wang, Bingjing Wu
Key Laboratory of Space Applied Physics and Chemistry, Ministry of
Education, and Shaanxi Key Laboratory of Optical Information Technology,
School of Science, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi’ an, 710072,
China
E-mail: jlzhao@nwpu.edu.cn
We present some applications of the digital holographic interferometry in
display and measurement of complex flow fields and give related experiment
results during the dynamic evolution processes of flow fields.
The behaviour of a complex flow field changes with time and space. Sometimes
it is difficult to understand the mechanism and characteristics with theoretical
research and numerical simulation completely. Digital holographic
interferometry offers an effective tool for display and measurement of complex
flow fields. It allows recording the hologram digitally using CCD camera and
reconstructing the holographic image by numerically simulating beam
diffraction. So we can directly obtain the complex amplitude distribution of the
object wavefront in different states by dynamically recording a series of
holograms of the complex flow fields at different time. The information, such as
refractive index, concentration, temperature, pressure or speed distributions can
be intuitively and sensitively obtained from these interference patterns.
In this presentation, we present some of applications of the digital holographic
interferometry in display and measurement of complex flow fields, and give
related experiment results with specially designed setups during the
dynamic evolution processes of flow fields, such as Rayleigh-Benard convection
(RBC)1, Karman vortex street in water flow field2, airflow3, ablation process on
liquid surface4, crystallization process in protein-lysozyme solution5, heat
exchange process of air flow field near heat sink, and so on. The experiment
results agree very well with the theoretical analysis.
This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(Grant No. 61405164 and No. 61127011).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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J. Wang, J. Zhao, et al., J. Appl. Phys., 112, 113113(2012).
W. Sun, J. Zhao, et al., Opt. Express, 17, 20342-20348(2009).
J. Di, B. Wu, et al., Proc. SPIE, 8788(2013).
J. Wang, J. Zhao, et al., J. Appl. Phys., 115, 173106(2014).
Y. Zhang, J. Zhao, et al., Opt. Express, 20, 18415-18421 (2012).
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Display and measurement of complex
flow fields by using digital holographic
interferometry

 Introduction
 Measurement principles
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 Applications
 Summary
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Introduction
Complex flow field

Airflow and
temperature
induced by flame
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Introduction
Complex flow field

Atmospheric Motion

Airflow in wind tunnel
Liquid diffusion
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Introduction

Bubbles motion
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Introduction

Complex flow field
How to achieve the visual,
dynamical,
non-destructive,
high
precision,
full-field,
quantitative
measurement and display for complex
flow field?

The motion of double droplets
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Thermocapillary migration of droplets

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Outline
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Measurement principles
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Principle of digital holography
 Introduction
 Measurement principles

Transparent sample

 Applications

CCD

object beam

 Summary
Reflective sample

Hologram

Numerical
reconstru
ction

Digital recording process of
hologram
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Numerical reconstruction of
digital hologram

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Measurement principles
Principle of digital holography

Measurement principles
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Principle of digital holography
Holographic image intensity
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Digital hologram
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Phase distribution
jO0(x,y)
Phase subtraction

Interferogram
ןcos2[kDj/2]

Measurement principles

Assuming that the index of flow field along the optical path (z axis) is
uniform, the relationship between the index and phase changes can be
expressed as

'M t x , y

3
Phase distribution
jOt(x,y)

O
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2S

O
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2S

Then we can obtain the index change distribution

Phase subtraction

Wrapped phase difference distribution
Ƹjt =jOt (x,y)-jO0(x,y) =arg[Ot (x,y)/O0(x,y)]

ǻn x, y

Unwrapped phase difference distribution
Ƹjt(x,y)
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Distribution of refractive index change

Object wave
Ot(x,y)

Synthetic doubleexposure

3

Northwestern Polytechnical University

Relationship of phase difference and flow fields

1

Object waves
O0(x,y)+Ot(x,y)
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Principle of digital holographic interferometry (DHI)
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Measurement principles
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Digital hologram
I0(x,y)

U [ ,K

Northwestern Polytechnical University

Measurement principles
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Outline

Relationship of phase difference and flow fields
Solution concentration

 Introduction

The relationship between the index change and the solution
concentration

'n x , y

 Measurement principles

ª wns º
ª wns º
« wT » ª¬Tt x, y  T0 x, y º¼  « wC » ª¬Ct x, y  C0 x, y º¼
¬ ¼C
¬ ¼T

 Applications
 Summary

Under the condition of constant temperature, we have

 O
½ ª wn º
Ct x , y C 0 x , y  ®
'M t x , y ¾ « s »
¯ 2S d ( x, y )
¿ ¬ wC ¼T
Similar ways can be used to obtain the distributions of
temperature, density, velocity, as well as diffusion coefficient of
flow fields.
ISDH 2015
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Applications
Experimental setup based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer
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Applications
Experimental setup based on Fizeau interferometer
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Applications
Experimental setup based on Mach-Zehnder interferometer with
dual-wavelength technique
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Application:1
Application 1: Karman vortex street in water flow field

Incident beam

z

Channel wall

Flow direction

y

y

Circular
cylinder

x

x

Flow direction
Channel wall
Circular cylinder

Sample for Karman vortex street generation
ISDH 2015

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Application 1

20

Application 2

PH1

(b)

Laser

BS1
PH2

M2

(c)

Northwestern Polytechnical University

Application 2: Crystallization process in proteinlysozyme solution

Application 1: Phase difference distribution of Karman
vortex street
(a)

W. 2015
Sun, J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, Opt. Express 2009, 17
ISDH

MO2

(d)

L1

MO1
L2

M1
O

Sample
R

BS
TL2

y z

x
Dynamic wrapped phase
difference map
(0̚4750min)

CCD
PC
Solution sample:
1:1 mixing solution of lysozyme
(28mg/ml) and NaCl (35mg/ml)

W. 2015
Sun, J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, Opt. Express 2009, 17
ISDH

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Application 2

Y. Zhang,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, Opt. Express 2012, 20

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Application 3
Application 3: Liquid diffusion

Application 2: Crystallization process in proteinlysozyme solution

Solution concentration variation plots during crystallization process

A

B

Ternary diffusion process in liquids

C

Measurement results of the
solution concentration in the top,
middle, bottom regions;

Fitting results
corresponding to (a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Diffusion process between water and
alcohol
Y. Zhang,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, Opt. Express 2012, 20

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Application 4
Application 4: Rayleigh-Benard convection (RBC)

J. Wang,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, C. Qin, et al, Opt. Lett. 2012, 37

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Application 5
Application 5: Thermocapillary of droplets

Phase difference of RBC
A

B

C

D

Phase difference of temperature field in liquid container

Temperature
distribution at
horizontal
positions
(a) 0s; (b) 20s; (c) 42s; (d) 86s; (e) 133s
J. Wang,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, J. Appl. Phys. 2012, 112

Northwestern Polytechnical University

J. Di,
M. Li, S. Kang, et al, DH2015. 2015, 5
ISDH
2015

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Application 5
Application 5: Suspended and motion state of
droplet

J. Di,
M. Li, S. Kang, et al, DH2015. 2015, 5
ISDH
2015
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Application 6
Application 6: Air flow in wind tunnel

1s

2s

5s

7s

9s

11s

45s

65s

85s

Wind tunnel model

Northwestern Polytechnical University

J. Di,
J. Wang, B. Wu, et al, Proc. SPIE 2013
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Application 7
Application 7: Heat exchange process of air flow
field near heat sink

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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Application 8
Application 8: Shockwave field

Temperature distributions along the vertical direction in (a)-(h)

J. Wu,
ISDH
2015J. Zhao, J. Wang, et al, J. Appl. Phys. 2013, 114

Northwestern Polytechnical University

J. Wang,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, Opt. and Laser in Eng. 2015, 67
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Application 9

Northwestern Polytechnical University
30

Application 10
Application 10: Laser ablation on the surfaces of liquid

Application 9: Unstable reaction-diffusion process

Phase difference distributions of the ablation region

(a) Deionized water using 470 mJ energy; (b) glycerin using 470 mJ energy.

From the phase change between the two adjacent pixels in saltation
process, the boundaries of cavity and jet can be detected.

J. Wang,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, Opt. and Laser in Eng. 2014, 57

Northwestern Polytechnical University

J. Wang,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, J. Di, et al, J. Appl. Phys. 2014, 115
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Application 11

Northwestern Polytechnical University
32

Summary

Application 11: Ultrasonic standing wave
x

• Several
applications
of
digital
holographic
interferometry in display and measurement of
complex flow fields are presented.

Transmitter

• Related experiment results with specially designed
setups during the dynamic evolution processes of
flow fields are shown.

z
Reflector

• Digital holographic interferometry is an effective tool.
Ultrasonic standing
wave device
X. Chen,
ISDH
2015 J. Zhao, J. Wang, et al, Appl. Opt. 2014, 53

Northwestern Polytechnical University
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EXPLOITATION OF DISPLAY HOLOGRAPHY IN MAPPING,
FACING NEW CHALLENGES IN THE FIELD OF
ENVIROMMENTAL PROTECTION
Ch. Paraschou1, A. Sarakinos2 , T. Alexandridis3, G. Zalidis1
1. i-BEC InterBalkan Enviromental Center, Loutron 18, 57200, Lagadas, Greece
2. Hellenic Institute of Holography, 28 Dionyssou Str., 15234, Chalandri,
Athens, Greece
3. Lab of Remote Sensing and GIS, Faculty of Agriculture, Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki, 54124 Thessaloniki, Greece
Satellite data can be used for monitoring natural and agricultural environment
and related processes. Same sets of data are commonly used in the production of
highly detailed maps. In this paper we present the production of a holographic
map displaying latest satellite information of critical environmental parameters
of an area of interest.
Mapping environmental parameters is an essential step for environmental
management. Among the multitude of environmental parameters, land cover and
its multi-temporal change is a spatial parameter of high importance for the
manager, as it provides the spatial location of environmental threats and their
impact on the ecosystems. CORINE Land Cover is an important source of
environmental information and is available at a pan European scale for 1990,
2000 and 2006, excluding a few countries.
Except for CORINE, a wide range of data sources are currently available,
including satellite imagery, which offer several advantages: wall-to-wall
coverage of the study area, information about inaccessible locations, easy
repetition across time and high resolution multispectral information at relatively
low cost.
3D mapping is an important tool in environmental mapping and visualization.
The advantages of using holographic methods for visualization of environmental
information are the true representation of the objects of interest, simultaneous
viewing of multiple levels of information, easy understanding by non-experts in
photogrammetry, improved visualization for decision making, and easier
communication for raising awareness.
As study area the Peninsula of Holy Mountain was chosen, as there were readily
available suitable data while environmental disasters are minimized due to the
special status of this area.
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1. i-BEC InterBalkan Enviromental Center, Loutron 18, 57200, Lagadas, Greece
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I-BEC:Inter-Balkan Enviroment Center

I-BEC

Definition: Environmental protection
• Protecting the natural environment on individual,
organizational or governmental levels, for the benefit of both
the natural environment and humans.
• International environmental agreements
1. Kyoto Protocol,
2. Vienna Convention on the Protection of the Ozone Layer
3. Rio Declaration on Environment and Development

ISDHISDH-2015

I-BEC’s

Mission

“i-BEC’s basic mission is to ensure benefits
for both the environment and the society’’

i-BEC promotes a collaborative approach to sustainable management and
socio
protection of natural resources that fosters harmonious socio-economic
development in Greece, the broader Balkan region and beyond

FIRE RISK INDEX
GREECE
ASSESSING OF SOIL EROSION
RISK

WATER QUALITY
PARAMETERS
IN WATER BODIES

BURNED AREA
MAPPING

MAPPING MARINE
AND COASTAL
HABITATS

PRECISION
AGRICULTURE

LAND COVER
MAPPING
AND CHANGE
DETECTION
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I-BEC is International Organisation
i-BEC acts through a global network in cooperation
with governmental organizations, research institutes
and the private sector
i-BEC’s role as an

international CLUSTER of

• Scientific support for governmental structures that implement strategies
and policies related to sustaining development at local, regional,
national and international levels
• Enhanced competiveness of the private sector through sustainable use
of natural resources in production processes and activities
• Facilitating strategic planning, development & sustainable
management and protection of the environment and natural resources

new technologies and
innovation links together the
public and private sectors for
Environment and protection
of Natural Resources

i-BEC is a Participating Organisation in GEO
• Member of the GEO High Level Working Group)
• Member of several prestigious National & International
Organisations

ISDHISDH-2015

I-BEC’s Global activities
K$'%
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The Eco
Eco--Satellite Project

Development of a common intraregional monitoring system
for the environmental protection and preservation of the
Black Sea
ECO
CO--Satellite
The main scope of ECO
ECO--Satellite is the creation of a common intraregional
environmental monitoring system, elaborating on the technological
assets provided by satellite Earth Observation and Geoma
eomatics
tics in order to
transfer knowledge to the Black Sea stakeholders
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The Eco-Satellite Project: Partners

I-BEC: The ECO
ECO--satellite project details
• The ECO-Satellite environmental monitoring system enhances
transnational cooperation and allows the use of a common tool
for decision and policy making
• The system provides a common framework for the analysis of
environmental data through an appropriately designed and
easily updated geodatabase
• Data representation, analysis and decision making are keyfeatures of the ECO-Satellite system
•

The system’s design was based on legislative documents, local
area characteristics, temporal variations and data availability
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The ECO
ECO--Satellite test sites
A
B
C

Romanian Danube Delta
Ukrainian Danube Delta
Loudias – Aksios – Aliakmon Delta

ECO-Satellite geo-database
•

The ECO-Satellite geo-database is the
basis for the ECO-Satellite system.

The ECO-Satellite geo-database includes :
• Basic cartographic and environmental
data originating from terrestrial and
satellite sources, e.g.,

• In-situ measurements, measurements from
permanent monitoring stations,

• Remote sensing data,
Satellite altimetry data, etc.
ISDH--2015
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i-BEC: ECO
ECO--Satellite System
Data representation
through the ECOSatellite SystemWebGIS tool

ECO--Satellite System
ECO

The Decision Support Analysis: Quantitative and/or spatial queries

Examples

User Request for:

Are there any measurements for Station ‘X’ with Dissolved Oxygen below 5?

Display Results

The system will display all corresponding measurements

User Request for:

DCS component examining
for water quality using
a pass/fail analysis for a
specific monitoring
environmental station

In which stations/sampling points is
arsenic present ?

Display Results

The system will provide the corresponding stations/points
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ECO--Satellite Website
ECO

Visit:
http://www.eco-satellite.eu
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HOLOGRAPHY
•

D. Gabor-1947

.
.
.
.

•
•

is a technique by which the image of a three dimensional
object is recorded on film so that upon reconstruction, or
playback, the constructed image of the object is three
dimensional.
“HOLOGRAM” comes from the Greek words:
“holos” = "whole," + “gram” = "writing“
Each portion of the hologram stores an encoded message
about the whole object
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2010: 1st HOLOGRAPHIC MAP in Greece
• Common Project between:

Andreas SARAKINOS
Y. Denisyuk-1962

.
.
.
.

. . . . . . . . ????
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The Workflow

LtC Charalampos PARASCHOU
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TERRAIN GENERATION

¾ 1. Acquire DEM data and Satellite image of an area (Same pixel
size or resampling to the same pix size)
¾ 2. Co-register them with accuracy LTH 1 pixel!
¾ 3. Import DEM and Satellite image into a 3D editor ( 3dsMax,
Maya etc.).
¾ 4. Create a 3d terrain using the DEM data in the 3d editor.
¾ 5. Overlay the satellite image on top of the 3d terrain
¾ 6. Overlay in various layers other important data
(These layers are stacked vertically on different heights relative to
the mapped area).
¾ 7. Create a virtual camera and set correct properties.
¾ 8. Animate the camera relative to the 3d scene and set number
perspective views to render.
¾ 9. Render the views
¾ 10. Input the perspective views of step 9 to the digital
holographic printer.
¾ 11. Print the final hologram ( GEOLA, http://www.geola.com).
ISDH--2015
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SATELLITE IMAGE OVERLAYED
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FINAL SETUP OF LAYERS

Test site area had been chosen the EVROS
River, borderline between GRC – TRK.
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FINAL SETUP OF LAYERS
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VIRTUAL CAMERA
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HOLO MAP

2011: 2nd HOLOGRAPHIC MAP in Greece
• Common Project between:

Andreas SARAKINOS

HMGS:Hellenic Military Geographical Service
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2011: 2nd HOLOGRAPHIC MAP in Greece

2012:

(It is at present a permanent exhibit at the Museum of the Military Geo-Services in Athens)

3rd

HOLOGRAPHIC MAP of Greece

•Common Project between:

Andreas SARAKINOS

NTUA: National Technical
University of Athens
Prof. Andreas GEORGOPOULOS
Dimitrios GOULAS, Surveying Eng.
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2012:

3rd

HOLOGRAPHIC MAP of Greece

The full parallax holographic map was implemented in two different ways.
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ADVANTAGES--DISADVANTAGES
ADVANTAGES
•

With the use of Arcgis-Arcscene and Zebra Imaging add-on module.
With the use of 3ds Studio Max and an add-on module (zebra Im.)

•

•

•
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Advantages of the x-parallax holographic map.
Holographic map production exclusively from digital data
In detail and understandable terrain visualization
The existence of a render calculator
Disadvantages of x-parallax holograms
Difficulty in manipulating geographical data.
Only x-parallax hologram production
Lack of a rendering engine
Advantages of full parallax holographic map
Full visualization capabilities
The existence of a rendering engine
Easy manipulation of geographical data
Disadvantages of the full parallax holographic map
Hologram production only in specific sizes
The existence of rendering engine (for more experienced users)
ISDH--2015
ISDH

“EXPLOITATION OF DISPLAY HOLOGRAPHY IN MAPPING,
FACING NEW CHALLENGES IN THE FIELD OF
ENVIROMMENTAL PROTECTION”

¾Mapping environmental parameters is an essential step for
environmental management.
¾Land Cover and its multi-temporal change is a spatial
parameter of high importance for the manager, as it provides the
spatial location of environmental threats and their impact on the
ecosystems.
¾CORINE Land Cover is an important source of environmental
information available at a pan European scale for 1990, 2000 and
2006.
¾As study area the Peninsula of Holy Mountain was chosen, as
there were readily available suitable data while environmental
disasters are minimized due to the special status of this area.
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MOUNTAIN ATHOS – THE HOLY MOUNTAIN

CORINE Data Base
•
•

In 1985 the Corine programme was initiated in the European Union.
CORINE means 'COoRdination of Information oN the Environment' and it
was a prototype project working on many different environmental issues.
The Corine databases and several of its programmes have been taken over
by the EEA. One of these is an inventory of land cover in 44 classes, and
presented as a cartographic product, at a scale of 1:100 000. This database
is operationally available for most areas of Europe.

http://www.eea.europa.e
u/publications/COR0landcover
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The Workflow
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CORINE DATA 1995

 1. Acquire DEM (altitude and bathymetry) data and Satellite
image of the area (Same pixel size or resampling to the
same pix size)
 2. Co-register them with accuracy LTH 1 pixel!
 3. Import DEM and Satellite image into a 3D editor (
3dsMax, Maya etc.).
 4. Create a 3d terrain using the DEM data in the 3d editor.
 5. Overlay the satellite image on top of the 3d terrain
 6. Overlay in various layers other important data
(These layers are stacked vertically on different heights
relative to the mapped area).
 7. Export full scene in .obj format
 8. Print the full parallax final hologram by
http://www.zebraimaging.com/
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CORINE DATA 2005
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CONCLUSIONS
¾ 3D mapping is an important tool in environmental mapping
and visualization.
¾ The advantages of using holographic methods for
visualization of environmental information are the true
representation of the objects of interest, simultaneous
viewing of multiple levels of information, easy
understanding by non-experts in photogrammetry,
improved visualization for decision making, and easier
communication for raising awareness.
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NEXT STEPS
1.To project real time data over the holographic map.
2. Develop a real time multiview autostereoscopic system .

ISDH--2015
ISDH

Thank you for your attention
Charalampos (Babis) PARASCHOU

chvparas@yahoo.com,
f/b: Charalampos Paraschou, twitter: @chvparas
tel: 0030 2310 882690, mob 0030 694 4141929

SESSION 5. TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS

Real-time Dynamic Holographic Display in Super-Fast Liquid
Crystals to Future Holographic 3D TV

Hongyue Gao*, Jicheng Liu*, Chao Zeng, Pan Liu, Qiuxiang Yao, Yingjie
Yu, and Huadong Zheng
* Department of Precision Mechanical Engineering, School of
Mechatronic Engineering and Automation, Shanghai University
149 Yanchang Road, Shanghai, 200072, China
*E-mails: gaohylet@i.shu.edu.cn, liujicheng@shu.edu.cn

We achieved real-time dynamic holographic 3D display in super-fast
response liquid crystal films. Holographic video display was realized using
them without any cross talk. We also have built holographic 3D TV using
the holographic liquid crystal screens. This paper will focus on
holographic 3D video display, and present their potential applications in
large-size, high-definition, and color holographic 3D video displays,
including holographic 3D TV and holographic 3D projector.

Holographic display as a true 3D display technology has attracted
wide attention1-4. Currently available static holographic 3D images
recorded

in

permanent

holographic

media

using

holographic

stereography are able to provide excellent resolution and depth
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reproduction on a large scale. However, dynamic holographic display has
not been used in 3D display applications because updatable holographic
materials and smaller-pixel spatial light modulators (SLMs) are still under
research. Therefore, many researchers focus on the development of
updatable holographic materials and improvement of SLMs5. As is
known, one of the problems that holographic display materials is that
holographic response is not fast enough for video-rate 3D display. In
2010, Blanche et al. presented holographic 3D telepresence with refresh
time of two seconds per image based on a photorefractive polymer in
Nature, which is called dynamic near-real-time holographic display by
the authors6,7. In 2012, Kinashi et al. reported their quasi-real-time
holographic display result with refresh rate of 5 images per second using
an organic material8. Although these achievements are not video-rate
holographic display, they still are great results on dynamic holographic
display in materials. In 2012 and 2013, I presented real-time dynamic
holographic video display with holographic response time under an
order of a microsecond using a super fast-response liquid crystal film
without any applied electric field9-12. Recently, we focused on
improvement of holographic video display and holographic 3D TV system
using the films.
We improved holographic video display of the liquid crystal films by
choosing suitable sample and experimental parameters, as shown in Fig.
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1. Futuremore, we achieved RGB model color holographic display videos
with improved image quality. Figure 2 shows the snap shots from the
incident video, R/G/B reconstruction videos and color video by using
RGB model, and the display image is a rotating letter, “A”. The improved
holographic image quality may be good enough to develop the films into
the large-size color holographic displays.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 2 (a) original image snapped from the
incident video, (b), (c) and (d)
(c)
(b)
R/G/B reconstructed images (Snap shots
Fig. 1 (a) an original image generated from improved holographic display
in computer, and (b) and (c) are videos) , and (e) color reconstructed
reconstruction images before and image snapped from color video,
improved, respectively.
respectively.

In this paper, we present improved reconstructed image quality of the
holographic video display and RGB model color real-time holography in
the fast-refresh liquid crystal films. This work is useful for its future
applications in real-time dynamic holographic 3D display. Holographic 3D
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TV is built using this liquid crystal screen in our lab. We hope to have the
opportunity to introduce our new results on holographic 3D TV in the
future.
This work is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No.
11004037, 61101176, and 61235002), and Open Research Fund of Chinese Academy
of Sciences (Grant No. SKLST201104).
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HOLOGRAPHIC PHOTOMASKS FOR "GREEN"
MICROLITHOGRAPHY
William P Parker, Julie Parker
* Creative Microsystems Corporation
49 Fiddlers Green, Waitsfield, Vermont USA, 05673
E-mail: bparker@creativemicro.com
Today’s semiconductor processing uses nearly 9000 liters of water per 300mm
wafer and creates a waste stream that is expensive to reprocess. This
presentation gives a detailed review of the holographic technology and business
case for low environmental impact "green microlithography". We will review
the holographic projection lithography approach and demonstrate the
performance of a holographic mask in a lens-free projection system using high
power lasers. The technical discussion covers the design, fabrication and testing
of holographic photomasks for use with lasers at energies up to 20J/cm2 in the
visible, ultraviolet and deep UV. Key to the value of the approach is the
reduction of both energy requirements and process waste stream during
semicoductor processing as well as simplification of the lithographic tools and
the related cost reductions.
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Outline of this Talk
Holographic Photomasks for
“Green” Microlithography

• Who/Where: Introduce our company (CMC)
• Why: Microlithography for Microelectronics
– Ablation Patterning = “Green” manufacturing process
– Holographic Masks = Lens-less Projection Lithography

• How: Fabrication and Application of Holographic Masks
• Summary

Bill Parker and Julie Parker
Creative MicroSystems Corporation
49 Fiddler’s Green
Waitsfield, Vermont, 05673 USA
Tel: 802-496-6620
Contact Email: bparker@CreativeMicro.com
Holographic Mask patterns seen in microscope 500X
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CMC Technical Focus Areas

Creative MicroSystems Corporation (CMC)
Business Model
•Leverage knowledge/skills in Optics, Holography and Microfabrication.

Advanced Optics

Microsystems
Microfluidics/MEMS
Miniaturization
Custom Device+Process
Calibration structures

•Formerly part of Diffraction LTD – founded by Julie Parker (Walker)
•Invent/Innovate----Develop:
•Invent/
t/Innovate-----Develop: Ready for Production--Production----Technology
--T
-Technology
e
y Transfer
•Flexible Business Model based on Collaborations and Partnerships

Electro-Optics/SLM’s
CGH/Gratings/DOE’s
Planar optics
Holographic Systems

Applications
3-D micropatterns
2D/3D Displays
Biomedical Devices
High Energy Masks

•CMC also develops unique products and is an engineering resource for:
•Holographic technology and materials
•Displays – HUD’s, HWD’s, Near-to-Eye Displays
•Masters for security holograms and DOE’s/HOE’s
•Micro/nano systems, MEMS, microfluidics, ablation masks
•Low light imaging and night vision systems

ISDH 2015 - PARKER
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Lithography Mask + High Power Laser Sources
• Industrial manufacturing processes use lasers effectively and
profitably via ablation of thin films and solid materials. +++
• Ablation patterning speed is often limited by mechanical scanning of

a single beam (serial processing). ---

A photomask process can yield higher production rates:
– Laser peak and average power are now very substantial >1000W CW.
– Laser Ablation can produce patterns quickly by directing laser light to
more points on the workpiece simultaneously. (parallel processing)
•

Key Questions for Holographic Lithography:

Ablation Lithography Applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microelectronic packaging
MEMS and 3-D devices
Displays, ink jet nozzles
Microfluidic and medical devices
Sensors and detectors
Photovoltaic cells

Micro-nozzle array by ablation

Metal ablation mask

• Can ablation be more efficient?
Many systems waste >90% of illumination

• Can photomasks withstand
higher energy and power?
Limited by coating damage threshold

Microfluidic reactor in glass
Thin film microfluidic sensors

Micro-lens array in polymer

ISDH 2015 - PARKER

Microlithography in a Global Context

ISDH 2015 - PARKER

Holographic Masks: Hybrid Approach
Data set for complex
pattern in 2-D or 3-D

• Critical to microelectronics manufacturing
– Mask projection is ideal for high throughput requirements
– Only way for “massive” patterns with >109 features

• “Green” manufacturing with laser ablation
–
–
–
–

Lowers energy usage in the tool and support facilities
Reduces pollution and water usage, now approx. 40 liters per IC
Cuts waste stream from process steps in litho and etch
Increase throughput and profits

• Holo-lithography Complements “mask-less” lithography:
• Direct Write Laser (patterning without a mask)
• Spatial Light Modulator and DLP pattern generators

ISDH 2015 - PARKER

Amplitude mask in film
or metal by electron
beam or laser direct
write

Convert
Amplitude to
Phase

Transparent Phase
mask or SLM

re
Holographic Exposure
(expendable medium))

Holographic Mask
(durable and fixed)

ISDH 2015 - PARKER
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Holographic Projection Mask
Compared to a Projection Lens system

Holographic Mask Fabrication
Beam Splitter

Spatial Filter and
beam expander

Holographic Recording
material

Object Phase Mask

Object Beam

Projection Lens

Beam
Splitter

Beam
Conditioning
Elements

Reflective Mask

Image of Pattern

Projection len
lens
ns reproduces
Mask pattern
n on workpiece
Illumination
Laser

Laser
351nm Ar ion or
244nm FRED
Collimating
telescope

Workpiece

Variable attenuator

No Projection Lens !

The projection lens is
replaced by the mask

Projected
Image of Pattern

Holographic Mask

Reference

Mirror

Cleanroom holography facility at CMC

Beam

Laser Illumination

Hologram Mask provides
the pattern and directs the
light to a focal plane
reconstructing an image

Mirror

Lasers: 2W UV and 30W tunable Sabres,
Coherent FRED’s, Lambda Physik 100W
193/248nm excimer, pulse YAG 266/355/532nm

Holographic Mask seen in white light

Workpiece

ISDH 2015 - PARKER
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Holographic Mask Advantages
Lensless Projection: a holographic mask projects a real image
that is focused on the workpiece [Resolution and DOF follow N.A.]
• Less expensive system – saves the cost of a projection lens
• Less maintenance – no lens to maintain, align or replace
• Not off-axis (i.e.Stetson/Phillips/Holtronics) a true “in-line” system

CMC Holographic Lithography Testbed

Redundancy: pattern data is distributed on the holographic mask
• In-line recording of the image
• Hologram masks are highly resistant to damage and debris
• Inherent security – can not be modified or copied

Mask and Wafer stages

Laser System at 355nm – 120W, 400ps, 300Hz
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Holographic mask

Spatial Filter
IIllumination Beam

Beam
Conditioning
Elements

Target surface
Waferr, LCD panel
etc

Projected aerial image

Laser

10um L/S Pattern in 10um polymer

Holographic
Mask

Focus
Stage

Answers the Questions: Efficiency and Power Handling
Illumination “Gain”: the hologram collects light and focuses it
on the substrate
• Illumination is not reflected or absorbed (vs traditional mask)
• More efficient use of expensive laser light: up to 12X better
• Ideal for use with non-linear materials: 15-40X background level

Higher power: illumination energy can be 10-20X that used with
metal or dielectric ablation masks
• Higher power means higher throughput from one tool
• Higher gain means more features per pulse – less wasted light
• Over a 4 million holes a minute from one laser (2009)

Laser with good quality (M2<1.4) is
shaped, homogenized and
expanded.

10um L/S Pattern projected by mask

Holographic
Mask Image
Side Locator

Tests using 193nm, 248nm, 355nm,
532nm and 1064nm, and broadband
UV sources @365nm, 405nm, 436nm
Materials patterned to date:
Polymers
Metal films (Al, Cu, W, Ni)
Transparent conductors
Glasses
Silicon
ZnSe
CdTe

Section of 400 via BGA package
Features on Mask

ISDH 2015 - PARKER

Mask’s phase modulating surface relief

5, 20 and 40um holes ablated in Kapton film
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Conclusion
•Laser lithography using holographic projection masks is a low cost
“Green” alternative to lens-based lithographic systems.
•Parallel process yields high production rates using short pulse high
power lasers to pattern large areas with many features

•“Green” micro/nano manufacturing for microelectronic and MEMS
devices or any precise microsystem component. No water or
chemicals involved.
•Redundancy of pattern information on the mask increases yield
and 3-D structures enabled with one mask

Holographic Mask in white light

Thank You for your attention!
Contact:
Bill Parker - CEO
Creative MicroSystems Corporation
49 Fiddler’s Green
Waitsfield, Vermont, 05673 USA
Tel: 802-496-6620
Email: bparker@CreativeMicro.com

Projected images with 0.5um resolution
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X Y Z Tip Tilt
Wafer stage

ISDH 2015 - PARKER

Lithographic Image with Lensless Projection
and Expander

Wafer
Chuck

Mask Tip
Tilt Stage

3 Dimensional: one hologram can have multiple patterns/foci
• Images recorded on the mask can be addressed with multiple
wavelengths simultaneously – one for each material or energy/depth
• Images can be replayed sequentially for different features or
simultaneously at several distances
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ADVANCES IN MULTI-DIMENSIONAL DISPLACEMENT
MEASUREMENT USING HOLOGRAPHIC
INTERFEROMETRY
Pramod Rastogi *
* Department of Civil Engineering, EPFL
EPFL - ENAC - IIC – IMAC, GC - G1 - 527 (Bâtiment GC), Station 18, CH1015 Lausanne, Switzerland
E-mail: pramod.rastogi@epfl.ch
This talk will encompass the latest trends and developments in multidimensional displacement measurement techniques in holographic
interferometry using high resolution methods in signal processing. Experimental
results and the statistical performance of the algorithms will be presented when
applied to a multi-wave holographic interferometry setup for the simultaneous
measurement of in-plane and out-of-plane displacements on a deformed object
submitted to load.
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Advances in Multi-dimensional
Displacement Measurement using
Holographic Interferometry

Outline of Presentation


Pramod Rastogi

Holographic interferometry



Holographic moiré



Novel approaches for multiple phase extraction

Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland



Experimental verification

Abhijit Patil



Conclusion

GE Global Research Centre, Bangalore, India
10th International Symposium on Display Holography,
28 June – 3 July 2015,
Saint Petersburg,
Russia
ISOT 2010
2

Holographic Interferometry

Why two displacements are
important?
 Application in various fields such as fracture mechanics, biomechanics, model verification for large flawed structures, nondestructive evaluations, etc.

 Measurement of strain fields near stationary and growing cracks
 Crack tip opening displacement during crack growth
M nc, j c

I dc nc, j c ^1  J nc, j c cos >M nc, j c

I nc, j c

2S s z sin T

 Strain measurements near crack-tip at high temperatures

O

@`

 Study of deformations in concrete during compressive loadings
 Sometimes out of plane motion can introduce significant errors
in in-plane displacement

 Compares two different states of the same object
 Displacements, deformations, vibrations, shape change of rough
surfaces such as concrete and steel

Important : Only one displacement component is obtained
SOPO2014
AOP
AOP2014
ISOT
2010
4
2011

SOPO2014
AOP2014
ISOT
2010
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Holographic Moiré

Novel Approaches in Multiple
Phase Shifting Interferometry

Illumination
beam
PZT
Hologram

object

ș

Camera

Reference
beam
PZT

Frame
grabber
lllumination
beam

x
y

I nc, j c

PZT
controller
PZT
controller

z

I dc nc, j c ^1  J1 nc, j c cos >M1 nc, j c @  J 2 nc, j c cos >M2 nc, j c

M1 n' , j '  M2 n' , j '

2Ss x sin T

O

M1 n' , j '  M2 n' , j '

In-plane displacement

@`

2Ss z 1  cos T

O

out-of-plane displacement
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High Resolution Approach – I

ESPRIT

Maximum-

Novel Approaches in Multiple
Phase Shifting Interferometry

Min-Norm

 Annihilation filter method (AF)

MUSIC

 State-space approach (SS)

State-Space

 Multiple Signal Classification method (MUSIC)

 Minimum-Norm algorithm (Min-Norm)

Annihilation Filter
likelihood

 Estimation of Signal Parameter via Rotational Invariance
(ESPRIT)
 Maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE)

SOPO2014
AOP2014
ISOT
2010
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 Design of Annihilation Filter
- The method draws parallelism between the frequencies
present in the spectrum and the phase steps
- Design an annihilation filter (a polynomial) which has zeros at
the frequencies (phase steps)
 The algorithm extracts multiple phase steps in the presence of
additive white Gaussian noise
 The denoising procedure is introduced to enhance the reliability
in phase step extraction
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N

N

I dc  ¦ a k exp ª¬ ik M1  nD º¼  ¦ ak exp ª¬ik M1  nD º¼ 
k 1

k 1

N

N

k 1

k 1

State-Space

N

k 1

k 1

I dc  ¦ l k ukn  ¦ l *k uk*

I n nc, j c; n

n

N

N

k 1

k 1

 ¦ k vkn  ¦ *k vk*

Annihilation Filter
likelihood

for n

ak exp ikM1 , uk

lk

exp ikD , k

n

,

0,1,2,......,N  1

bk exp ikM2 , vk

exp ik E

Frequencies present in intensity



N 1

¦ I n z n

n 0
N 1

¦

I dc z
n 0
N 1 N

MUSIC

The equation is rewritten as
N

The Z-transform of intensity equation
I z

0;D , 2D....., ND ; D , 2D....., ND ; E , 2E ....., NE ; E , 2E ....., NE ;

n

N 1 N

N 1 N

n

n 0k 1

z n

n 0k 1

N 1 N

n

n 0k 1



n

 ¦ ¦ l k uk z  n  ¦ ¦ l *k uk*
n

 ¦ ¦ k vk z  n  ¦ ¦ *k vk*

State-Space

MUSIC

¦ b k exp ª¬ ik M2  nE º¼  ¦ bk exp ª¬ik M2  nE º¼ +K ; for n 0,1,2,......,N  1





Min-Norm

I nc, j c; n

Design of Annihilation Filter for
Holographic Moiré

z n

n 0k 1

The polynomial (annihilation filter)
N

1  z 1  1  eiD k z 1

P z

Annihilation Filter
likelihood

Maximum-

MaximumESPRIT

Interference equation for moiré fringes is given by



Min-Norm

ESPRIT

Design of Annihilation Filter for
Holographic Moiré

k 1

4N 1

¦ pk z

1  e iD k z 1

1  ei E k z 1

1  ei E k z 1

k

k 0

A. Patil, R. Langoju, and P. Rastogi, Optics Express 12, 4681-4697 (2004).
A. Patil, R. Langoju, and P. Rastogi, Optics Letters 30, 391-393 (2005).
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 Selecting only the central rows corresponding to zero on right
hand side of matrix gives

Annihilation Filter
likelihood
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Design of Annihilation Filter for
Holographic Moiré

Min-Norm

n k

ESPRIT

 The discrete convolution of intensity fringes and polynomial is
4N 1
given by

¦I
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Design of Annihilation Filter for
Holographic Moiré
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The phase steps can be computed from roots of polynomial P(z)

D

 ln u1 / i

E

 ln v1 / i
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Phase Estimation and Error
Analysis

Typical Example

Maximum-

Maximum-
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PULSED LASER HOLOGRAPHY SIMPLIFIED BY DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
E. Wesly
Studio of E. Wesly & Associates
5318 South Neenah Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60638-1230, United States
E-mail: eweslystudio@gmail.com
The use of a contemporary DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex) camera to trigger a pulsed
(ruby) laser is shown to be an invaluable aid to aligning the laser optics and those in the
holographic set up.
Aligning pulsed laser optics has never been easy, as the beam is there and gone in a matter
of nanoseconds. The use of a contemporary DSLR (Digital Single Lens Reflex) camera to
trigger the laser and record its beam path to align both the laser and the holographic set up
is detailed. Unsatisfactory exposures from technical or aesthetic issues can be previewed
before development, and the holographic plate erased and reused if necessary. Examples
of the working system in use and holograms recorded with its aid are also presented.
The Ruby Laser
Ruby was the first medium to lase, but is not as ubiquitous as other emitters. It is a pulsed
only system, and has a low rep rate due to being a 3-level system. This makes tuning one a
tedious task as the capacitor bank needs to recharge between each shot, plus the excess
heat of the flashlamp needs to be carried away and temperature of the resonator needs to
come to equilibrium. Nd:YAG lasers can operate at a 10 HZ rep rate alignment mode, so
there is no need to rely on persistence of vision.
For those not familiar with ruby lasers, a primer is the holosphere article on the Rolls-Royce
of Ruby Lasers, the JK/Lumonics HLS series1.
History of JK/Lumonics System NO.5 1051 0
The laser used in these experiments is affectionately known amongst the members of the JK
club as the Anait laser, after the original owner, Anait Arutonoff Stephens. I was partially the
instigator of her purchase.
“You don’t know who you’re talking to, lady!” “You don’t know who you’re talking to, mister!”
That was how the speaker phone conversation ended, the mister being Max Epstein, in his
role as President of Holicon, plus the other principals in the firm, Hans Bjelkhagen and
Michel Marhic, with the Lady being none other than Anait Arutonof Stevens, holographic
artist extraordinaire.
The shouting match was over the fee that they would charge her for daily rental of the lab.
She had been quoted with $500 a day lab rental, but when they all got on the phone, Max
was steadfast at a kilobuck a day and would not budge. Even at $500 per diem they would
have come out ahead, and would have had a perennial customer.
So I called her up the following week to offer my apologies for getting her involved, but she
was all right with it, as this was what tipped her over the edge to buy one of her own! At
$54,955! Plus she wanted me to come out to Santa Barbara to show her how to make
holograms with it!
In 1996 Anait donated the laser to the Lake Forest College Holography Workshops, and it
was installed in Room B14 in the Johnson Science Center, which was christened “The Anait
Laboratory for Pulsed Laser Holography” at the ISDH of 1997.
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After lying fallow for almost two decades, it was reinstalled and brought back to life at the
Home + Studio of E. Wesly & Sons in Chicago, Illinois, USA in the Tung Jeong Memorial
Labseum. The technique introduced in this paper proved vital to its resuscitation.
Camera and software requirements
To capture the laser-lit scenes a contemporary DSLR that has the classic manual
adjustments of shutter speed, f/stops, and ISO sensitivity with a flash synchronization socket
is necessary. Full format or DX sensor size doesn’t matter. A black and white camera, or
one with the Bayer filter removed, as in cameras modified for infrared photography, would
not be a bad idea as the project is monochromatic and the ruby wavelength is at the
borderline of the visible into the infrared spectrum, 694 nanometres.
For these experiments a Canon 40D with an APS-C size sensor (22.2 x 14.8 mm) CMOS
sensor with an array of 3888 × 2592 (10.1 megapixels) was used. A 15 to 85 millimeter focal
length zoom lens that came with the camera was most useful, to zoom in close on details
such as the spatial filter, and wide enough to see the whole illuminated scene.
The recommendation for software goes to Adobe Lightroom, but any software that allows
tethered capture would suffice. Much of the software that comes with DSLR’s allows that.
Using tethered capture to a laptop allows for a comfortable viewing size as compared to the
display on the camera, and zooming in for greater detail viewing, plus organizing and
archiving. Progress can be judged from the filmstrip at the bottom of the screen.
An image-editing program such as Adobe Photoshop is a valuable adjunct to the tethered
capture software if more zooming in is necessary, and if the camera is calibrated to the
software, measurements of brightness and beam balance ratio can be made.
The computing power needed is anything that would allow tethered captures to be
performed.
Running the laser as a photographic flash:
The PC contacts in a focal plane shutter equipped camera such as a dSLR closes a switch
when the shutter curtain uncovering the sensor reaches the end of its travel (or very near to
it). This completes the circuit for an electronic flash to fire.
The External Trigger of the JK responds to a positive pulse of 9 to 15 volts. The flash sync
of the camera completes a circuit to the laser using a 9-volt battery to provide the voltage.
Rather than connect the camera directly to the laser with a PC cord, causing more cable
clutter in an already small room, a wireless transmitter gets its order to fire from the hot shoe
on the top of the camera, and relays that to its receiver which talks to the box with the 9-volt
battery and sends the trigger pulse to the laser.
File Format Forum:
The DSLR’s usually offer a choice of file formats. For aligning the laser, the format of choice
is jpg, as they are smaller file sizes so as to not fill up storage media very quickly, as 100’s of
pulses may be fired during laser alignment, and there is no need to make high quality prints.
But if quantitative analysis is to be made, like Beam Balance Ratios, the unprocessed raw
file converted to TIFF format is preferred, so there are no compression artefacts, which
could get ugly when the jpg cosine squared compression deals with laser speckle. Shooting
both formats is an option, but fills up memory cards quickly.
Rebuilding the laser
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Getting the first light out of the oscillator strictly follows “The Bard of Rugby”, the wordsmith
2
who crafted the Service and Operator’s Manuals . Walking in the output and rear mirrors is
still a job best left to alignment lasers and burn paper. But the DSLR pays for itself when it is
time to tweak the etalons.
A weak negative lens slightly diverges the oscillator’s beam and an etalon from a SpectraPhysics 125 is placed almost in contact with it. A target card is placed after that, and the
camera is pointed at it.
As the bard writes3: “With the room darkened, examine the ring structure projected onto the
screen when the laser is fired. A series of concentric circles will be seen...” This was a
brutal test of persistence of vision in the past, but easily accomplished with the DSLR now.
Photographic Exposure Tests
There will be a need to make some exposure tests with the camera for this operation and all
that follow. The shutter speed needs to be one that a photographic flash would sync at, plus
a bit longer, as there is about a 25 millisecond delay between the trigger pulse and opening
of the Pockels Cell. One fiftieth of a second was the shutter speed used in these
experiments and was not varied. Start with the smallest aperture so as to not overexpose
the sensor. Start with a high ISO to compensate for the high f/number.
If there is not enough light to see detail, open up the iris. If the scene is overexposed,
reduce the ISO number.
A polarizing filter screwed on to the camera’s lens can help attenuate the beam to a
comfortable level for the camera sensor in some circumstances.
Once decent contrast is seen in the Fabry-Perot fringes thanks to a workable combination of
f/stop and ISO rating, “tilting off” according to the Bard can be carried off with aplomb. After
the oscillator is happily tuned, the spatial filter is the next Herculean task down beam.
Setting up a white target after the diamond pinhole and firing the laser (free-lasing, not QSwitched at this stage), looking at the image on the computer, moving the pinhole’s
micrometre, firing, observing, makes the chore almost as much fun as doing the same with a
CW laser!
Centring the spatially filtered divergent beam through the amplifier rod can be painless if a
diffuser is placed at the output of the laser and the camera looks at it from the side opposite
the laser. The projection of the oscillator’s light through the rod shows when it is centred,
thanks to moving the spatial filter’s lens and pinhole micrometres the same amount. Then
the laser is ready to have its amplifier turned on.
This is how an HLS-2 is tuned, the HLS-3 and HLS-4 with three rods would be similar. Or
any ruby pulsed laser. Or frequency doubled YAG’s, but some models can be run in a
quasi-continuous wave 10 Hz rep rate for alignment that is a distinct advantage over the
single pulse ruby.
Eyedropper Values
Once the laser is up and running thanks to the camera, beamspreading lenses can be
positioned and centration can be verified without burn paper. Then the range of illumination
of the scene can be seen, instead of relying on persistence of vision.
The reference mirror was placed in the periphery of the beam by looking at the scene
illuminated by a laser pulse, then locating it the proper distance from the plateholder by
matching object and reference path length in the time-honoured string method. This
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reference mirror is mounted on a ThorLabs Kinematic Mirror Mount, screwed onto a sturdy
tripod. The laser is fired again to make sure the mirror is in the beam.
For the reliability and calibration test, exposures were to be made on 70 mm holographic roll
film, either Agfa 10E75 or 8E75HD. The film was held in a magazine that holds a 100 foot
(30.5 meters) from the type of camera that takes a picture of every student in a school. A
target card with a gnomon fits snugly into the film aperture. The card has calibrated fiducial
marks on it to measure the angle of incidence by measuring the length of the shadow of the
gnomon4.
A “mane” is placed around the film magazine, and the camera is positioned to look at the film
plane. Then the reference mirror on a tripod can be adjusted to centre the reference beam
at the desired angle almost as easily as with a CW laser!
The Beam Balance Ratio can be determined from the above photograph by using the
eyedropper tool to measure the object light area and the reference area. The numbers the
eyedropper tool displays in the Info Window are sort of like density readings.
For example, an 11 by 11 pixel Eyedropper sample (to average out speckle effects in the
photos, rather than a single pixel source) reads 110 in the object only beam area, 170 in the
labelled reference beam area. But the illumination in the reference beam area in the photo
is actually the sum of reference and object beams, so the difference between reference and
object is 170 – 100 = 60 Eyedropper Units. From calibrating the camera, it was found that
15 Eyedropper Units translated to 1/3 of a photographic stop, so the reference area is 4/3 =
1 1/3 stop brighter than the object beam, for a ratio of about 2.4 to 1, relatively low but still
usable.
The method for calibrating the camera is detailed here 5. A characteristic curve of the
camera’s sensor is generated by photographing a scene consisting of a white card, an 18%
reflectance calibrated grey card and black velvet over a range of exposures from threshold
(first exposure where the white card can be distinguished from the grey card) to the
saturation exposure where the white, grey and black patches all photograph maximum white.
The grey card is sampled with the eyedropper, values recorded, and graphed to form the
characteristic curve of the sensor. For the laser work, the sensor should be calibrated
monochromatically for this type of work, either using a red CW laser to light the targets or a
Wratten 25A red filter.
An integrating photo diode rests on top of the film magazine to sample the holographic
exposure. A storage oscilloscope displays the energy, and contributes more data to
calibrate the set up.
Running the exposure calibration test.
There are digital equivalents to the mechanical shutter release cable, and some of these
remote controls have intervalometers built in with shot counters to fire a burst of exposures
with a time delay between each one. The DSLR is triggered by one of these devices, which
then fires the laser, which sends a signal to the 70 mm Film Magazine to advance. A series
of several exposures at a certain amplifier voltage could be shot with 10 seconds between
them, then the camera pauses, the voltage is increased to the amplifier, and another set of
exposures initiated. Sixty exposures from the 100 foot reel can be processed in a small 70
mm tank, and the effect of increasing energy can be seen through the increasing density on
the roll, plus checking pulse to pulse consistency.
To record the amplifier voltage in the test hologram the author stepped into the scene and
signified the amplifier voltage in Chi-San-Bop, a method of finger counting that goes up to 99
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using only the10 digits on a person’s hands. (Thumbs have a value of 5, so 8 would be a
thumb plus 3 fingers).
There is a retroreflector coated piece of angle iron in this scene to check coherence6. The
effects of coherence length would not be able to be detected in the photographs, but that
should not be an issue, as the photographic technique would have enabled the holographer
to painlessly tune the double etalons as prescribed by the bard.
Its position was also determined with the string so that its centre had the same path length
as the reference beam. With a 20 nanosecond Q switched pulse there is a definite
beginning and end to the “bolt of light” (6 meters) and you want to have at least most of it
arrive simultaneously at the film plane.
Advantages
The benefits of calibrating the photographic camera to the holographic camera are many. If
the camera sees sufficient light based on previous calibrations and correlations, then it’s OK
to develop the plate.
And if the camera senses more light than usual, (these lasers are capable of playing tricks
light that, although they do have a reputation for consistent repeatability), then there is a
heads-up to the development department to pull the plate out early.
But if the camera doesn’t sense enough light, or if the expression on a portrait subject is less
than flattering to the camera, or if triggering on an event, the trigger was too early or late, the
plate could be put aside to be erased and reused7.
The camera can be positioned where the subject sits in a portrait set up, to look for stray
beams that could be dangerous. Better to burn out pixels than rods and cones. It could also
be placed at the viewpoint of the holographic plate to look for the same so there are no extra
reference beams.
Hopefully this new tool might arouse some interest in these great old beasts gathering dust
in storage and resurrect them.
These types of diagnostic photographs could have been made in the era when the JK lasers
were fresh out of the shipping crate, or even all the way back to Maiman’s day, but imagine
how much it would have cost to do all this with Polaroid film!
Shout Outs
Would like to give a word of thanks to Bob Hess, Rick Bruck, and Victor Heredia for
spending countless unbillable hours with me, trying to troubleshoot the JK when it’s in one of
its moods, and a special shout out to Tommy Johnson for all his insights into the electronics
of the device.
And of course, our dear old friends who are no longer with us, TJ and Anait, who gave me
the gift of ruby light.
The JK Club
The JK club consists of myself, Rick Bruck (who has the Holicon laser), Tommy Johnson,
(an Applied Holographics Holo-Printer take out Series 2000 JK) and Harris Kagan at Ohio
State University in the USA, (with the Ana Maria Nicholson/Holo-Centre laser). Others may
join who might dust off some balky old equipment to get it working, thanks to this new tool
that makes pulsed work easier.
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HOLOGRAPHIC FLOATING IMAGING SYSTEM WITH
LCOS SLM AND LED RECONSTRUCTION LIGHT SOURCE

Po-Sheng Chiu1, Cheng-Huan Chen2
1
Department of Power Mechanical Engineering, National Tsing Hua University
No. 101, Section 2, Kuang-Fu Road, Hsinchu, 30013, Taiwan
2
Department of Photonics, National Chiao Tung University
No. 1001, University Road, Hsinchu, 30010, Taiwan
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Traditional holographic image has limited floating visual effect, and the
reconstruction light source is normally laser, which has potential safety issue in
direct viewing condition. This paper presents an architecture which increases the
floating distance up to 70 cm by using extra imaging optics associated with
LCoS SLM, and uses LED source for reconstruction by adding pinhole to
improve coherence. This prototype shows promising result.

Holography can generate images with depth variation so that the 3D effect is
prominent, but the floating effect, if desired, is normally limited. Some
commercial solutions use lenses or concave mirrors to form real image of a flat
display panel at far distance so that the image can be seen as floating away from
the imaging devices. However, the image itself is lack of 3D structure, and there
will be focusing issue if the floating image is required to move in the
longitudinal direction, i.e. along the line of viewing. The proposed architecture
combines these two elements, including holography and geometrical imaging
optics, so that the system will possesses the merit of both technologies. Fig. 1(a)
shows the overall light path. The virtual holographic image, two arrows with
different depth, is generated with a phase type liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS)
spatial light modulator (SLM), as shown in Fig. 1(b). And then the inverted real
image of two arrows are formed by a concave mirror at the distance of 71 cm
and 84 cm respectively away from mirror, as shown in Fig. 1(c). The
reconstruction source is a green LED with a pinhole in the front. Numerous
experiments have been done for determining the size of pinhole for a
satisfactory image quality.
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MOBILE PULSE HOLOGRAPHIC CAMERA GREEF
Michael SHEVTSOV
State Optical S. I. Vavilov Institute, St.-Petersburg, Russia.
Email: visland@mail.ru

Abstract

Various stages of development of pulse holography and
holographic cameras in State Optical S. I. Vavilov Institute
(St.Petersburg, Russia) are considered. The latest achievement in
this direction is the portable monochromatic holographic camera
"GREEF", which is designed for in-situ recording of transmission
holograms of max size 30x40 cm. An NdYAG pulse laser is used
as a source of coherent light at 526 nm with max energy 1 J and
pulse duration at 30 nsec. All optical elements of the laser as well
as those for forming and guiding the reference and object beams
are positioned in one transportable block case which allows to
reduce overall dimensions and weight. The camera is intended for
use in registration of human portraits, of representative samples of
flora and fauna as well as of museum objects either inside a
dedicated holographic lab or externally. Practical uses of the
camera in culture and education fields are presented. The camera
GREEF was awarded with the Gold Medal at the 50th Innovation
Exhibition "EUREKA" (Brussels, 2001).
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PULSE HOLOGRAPHY IN STATE OPTICAL S. I. VAVILOV INSTITUTE

MOBILE PULSE HOLOGRAPHIC
CAMERA “GREEF”

AND ITS APPLICATION IN CULTURE AND
EDUCATION

Michael Shevtsov

Holographic laboratory of Yu. N. Denisyuk.

State Optcal S. I. Vavilov Institute, St.Petersburg, Russia.

State Optical S. I.Vavilov Institute (St.Petersburg, Russia)

Laid the foundations of
display holography in
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ˋˊˎ˖˚ˈːˋˢ”
ʓˑˍˎ˃ˇ˞ ʏʜ ʠʠʠʟ, 1962

10-th ISDH, St.Petersburg, Russia 2015
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Developed pulse
holography with
Nd:YAG laser in 90- s,
designed the
equipment and
technology of
holography
portraiture
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Abstract In an interferometry process the successful recording of interference fringes is the
primary purpose. A successful interference fringe pattern is formed under strict boundary
experimental conditions to provide a high contrast light distribution record. The physical
significance of interference fringe patterns is highly evaluated for its high spatial information
content and therefore it is explored in many fields of applied science and engineering. Among
the most recently explored application domains is the field of Cultural Heritage. The fringe
pattern significance is examined as to provide an accurate qualitative and quantitative
measuring method to investigate, interpret, document and diagnose existing structural
condition and influencing effects on the structure's integrity especially in concern of artworks.
These are irreplaceable treasures of human creativity and as such are treated under ethical
perspectives of humanities regardless the commercial value they represent; as such in order to
evaluate the structural condition maximum image recording resolution and spatial reactions'
sensitivity are key factors for diagnostic analysis and documentation. In interference
application for art conservation the fringe pattern formation provides a unique information
source and measurement capabilities far beyond current practices; In this context a laser based
interferometry system is considered most suited to documenting the structural condition of
movable/immovable artworks and in the presented application the provided properties are
explored to understand and evaluate on the structural documentation of artworks.
Keywords: Laser applications; Holographic interferometry; Structural diagnosis, Cultural
heritage, Artwork conservation; DHSPI

1. Introduction
Cultural heritage is exposed to many different conditions and situations thus is influenced by several
factors, naturally or anthropogenically imposed, leading to the gradual wear and subsequent
deterioration of the aesthetic quality and material characteristics. Deterioration of artwork and
monuments due to materials' degradation, strength loss and elasticity failure severely threatens the
irreplaceable cultural heritage if preventive measures are not taken timely. The visible deterioration
signs such as cracking, detachment, bending, painting flaking etc., are visible indications of
irreversible structural deterioration. The aim remains to develop and use tools to prevent the
deterioration prior to irreversibility stage. The use of interference-fringe patterns in artwork structural
condition assessment due to the high spatial resolution offered, able to detect displacements ranging in
the order of half a wavelength of incident light to some multiples of it could be employed as an early
warning system.
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Art conservation researchers examine several factors when studying an object in order to determine
what the structural faults are, whether the environment the artwork is housed in is safe, what effect the
change of environmental conditions will have on a material, etc. The use of various tools is necessary
to scientifically answer these questions. Interferometry has been used in various scientific areas
(physics, engineering, medicine) [1, 2, 3] and has provided solutions to extract information with great
success. As such, interferometry has been successfully exploited and applied to detect subsurface
damage [4, 5] and therefore to provide useful information on the structural characteristics of artworks
and become a necessary tool for the conservation community [6, 7]. Interferometry has been applied
for a wide variety of artworks and cultural heritage monuments [8-12] providing two basic advantages:
submicrometric-scale measuring and non-destructivity [12-15], two factors of great importance
considering the investigated objects are irreplaceable and of great significance and value.
In this work, holographic interferometry was used in order to determine the structural defects and
possible mechanical discontinuities of a fresco painting from a private collection. For the application
of the holographic interference procedure we employed a new portable system termed Digital
Holographic Speckle Pattern Interferometry, or short DHSPI, based on optical geometry of hologram
interferometry. The importance of the structural diagnosis is based on the fact that the holographic
interferometry method is a repeatable non destructive, non contacting, non invasive and accurate
investigation method that allows the researcher to identify a variety of structural problems and to
prognose the state of their condition in order to provide the restorer with a detailed defect
micromorphology map and a quantified risk-priority map for the restoration strategy.
2. Experimental methodology
2.1. System view
DHSPI (Figure 1) is the result of many years of optical holographic interferometry and speckle
interferometry research of the co-author Dr Vivi Tornari from the Holographic Applications
Laboratory of the Institute of Electronic Structure and Laser at the Foundation for Research and
Technology Hellas (IESL-FORTH) and the capitalisation of several European funded projects to name
some LASERART and MULTIENCODE of the same research group under her supervision. The
system was custom developed aiming to face everyday art conservation investigation needs. Since
explicit presentation of the technique and system is not the aim of this article, the interested reader is
advised to seek literature-references [16-23].

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The complete DHSPI II system in laboratory operation, with (a) computer, electronics and
peripherals and (b) the laser head on tripod.
In DHSPI the interferometric comparison is achieved by two beams of the same laser after
amplitude modulated beam splitting providing the two arms of an interferometer from which one is
mirror-driven and collimator-expanded to illuminate by a controlled divergence beam the surface and
be scattered by it. The beam illuminating the object is termed OB (Object Beam) and the other,
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spatially filtered and collimated, that is used to serve as a reference for the interference phenomenon to
take place is termed RB (Reference Beam). As a result an interference is produced and is collected on
a CCD plane to be acquired by a frame grabber and further analyzed by numerical processes via
specially developed software. Schematic representation of the DHSPI optical geometry satisfying
fundamental holographic interferometry operation principle is shown in Figure 2 [23].
DHSPI offers some crucial advantages in the artwork field such as: a) the laser beam depending on
the laser power can be expanded up to 1 meter in diameter to cover large surface areas accelerating the
documentation process compared to lengthy point by point practices, b) it allows remote access in
seeing the subsurface reaction and locating subsurface discontinuities without contact saving in many
cases the need for heavy installation facilities, c) the result is visual and an operator with proper
training can see the defects and assess them directly at the time that they appear on the monitor screen
allowing for working on-field hand by hand with the conservator and direct preventive actions, d) it is
also quantitative for further processing and post processing routines if further analysis and elaboration
of data is desirable and e) the development of specialized software routines allow for real time data
acquisition and evaluation minimizing the need for keeping scaffolds for long periods of time
disrupting the normal use of a site.

Figure 2. Schematic geometry of
DHSP`I where M: Mirror, OB:Objective
Beam, RB: Reference Beam, BS: Beam
Splitter and O:Object.
2.2. Fundamental principle of DHSPI based on holographic interferometry methodology
Optically coherent is the term used to denote interferometry performed under strict boundary
conditions by a spatiotemporally coherent illumination source usually termed laser. The laser source
can be used to provide two beams that are mutually coherent in time and space and as such are capable
of generating the coherent physical phenomena of interference and diffraction. Holography is the
combined result of a two step process: in the recording process it is the capability of the incident
optical waves to get superimposed to produce an interference grating and in the reconstructing process
it is the capability of the incident wave to get diffracted by the produced interference grating [22]. The
result is a wave reconstruction identical to the one used to produce the grating. This is the only known
process to reconstruct light waves [1].
Holographic interferometry is the comparison of two temporally separated holograms of the same
object to output a signal of optical path alterations constituted of constructive and destructive
interference in the form of interference fringe patterns. Therefore it enables static or dynamic
displacements of rough surfaces to be studied with interferometric precision. Fringe patterns indicate
the surface displacement after it has been subjected to specific loading [23]. By the hologram
interference, any phase difference occurrence can be measured [17].
According to the fundamental equation of holographic interferometry,
δ(x, y) = 2π/λ K(x, y) ࣭ L(x, y)
(1)
the phase difference δ is given as a scalar product of sensitivity vector K and the displacement vector
L multiplied by 2π/λ containing the information of this alteration. For a phase difference to be
visualized in terms of a fringe pattern, there should be a phase change among the two object
holograms in the object wave field given by
U0(x, y) = a0(x, y) exp[−iφ0(x, y)]
(2)
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in a way that the final object wave becomes
U0(x, y) = a(x, y) exp[−i[φ(x, y) + Δφ(x, y)]]
(3)
where φ(x, y) is the phase information related to object shape, features, depth, etc. and Δφ(x, y) in the
second term of object wave equation, any known or unknown load induced in the object is coded. In
double exposure, the same object recorded at different times gives two signals that are made to
superimpose. The interest is purposefully on the scattered wave fronts as records of optical path
changes due to an arbitrary displacement that affect the phase (φ) between two exposures, so that
Δφ(x, y) = φ2 − φ1
(4)
The optical phase shift between the two identical temporally separated wave fronts reveals the
displacement in the form of the interference fringes cosine intensity distribution:
I = (1 + cos δ)
(5)
with bright and dark fringes of constructive and destructive interference forming contour of
neighboring surface points of equal displacement values. For the purpose of computation of fringe
patterns to count the fringes to a given location from 0th order fringe and deduct the phase change
from φ2–φ1, only the change in optical path length of light scattered by corresponding points are
needed; hence, in the experiments to follow, a Νth order bright fringe to correspond to a phase change
[17]
Δφ = Nth λ/ 2
(6)
which is always experimentally secured and is used to calculate the value of displacement to a specific
direction. The measurement procedure and optical arrangement to acquire the optical path change
depend on the application aim [22].
2.3. Experimental procedure
The artwork plays a crucial role in the settings of the system and measuring procedure. The
examination of artworks was performed under the experimental procedure shown in Table 1, taking
into consideration the different settings required depending on the nature of the artwork.
Step
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5

Table 1. Experimental procedure.
Action
Artwork, system and peripherals settings, calibration and positioning
10 min settling time for vibration cease
OB initial position, recording t=0
Induce thermal excitation on artwork surface
Recording start time every pre-specified time interval

Table 1 describes the stepwise experimental procedure taken to generate records of interferograms
visualizing the interference fringe patterns carrying the information about the structural reaction. At
step 4 the differential process for interference dominates the fringe formation and can be repeated
without any change in steps 1-3. After completion of step 5 the digital processing of interference
fringe patterns provides the data for post-processing analysis.
In regards to the thermal excitation of step 5 the DHSPI system is used to perform measurement of
surfaces during displacement and to provoke displacement it is equipped with two thermal lamps. In
this case the induced transient thermal excitation, due to the nature of the physical processes involved,
excites the surface, subsurface and bulk provoking a most effective visualization of the overall
condition. The thermal excitation of the surface is achived by a thermal loading directed to the surface.
This type of excitation is safe as long as the surface deformation does not exceed the range of N
counting for few tenths of microns. The typical thermal loading regime necessary for the required
displacement is the increase of the surface temperature within the range of a minimum of 0.5-1C to a
maximum of 3C, an alteration acceptable considering that it lies in a much lower range than the
uncontrolled seasonal or daily fluctuations in museums and galleries that is on the level of ΔΤ≈5-8C
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[11]. After the thermal excitation is terminated, the natural cooling process of the object takes place at
which time the recording begins. The recorded results are interferograms visualizing surface
displacement at specifically determined time intervals (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Schematic of the recording procedure where time interval is the time between two
recordings: ti=ti-ti-1
The displacement effect of thermal loading is added on the diagram in Figure 4 especially for the
case of fresco fragment attached on framed canvas support. Canvas consists a high-hygroscopic and
vibration-responsive object, consequently thermal excitation contributes to a great number of
interrelated fringe systems. In Figure 4 an exemplary result of the cooling process of the attached
fresco-canvas combination is shown. The dense interferograms representing the dimensional reaction
of the surface at variant experimental times suggest that the reaction of the surface is very intense. The
observation is confirmed throughout the cooling down process. The dense fringes signify a strong
displacement. The reaction corresponds to the unstable canvases behavior [15].
The interferograms (Figure 4) highlight the reaction of the surface in interaction to inner layers and
canvas during time; starting with the surface visualization towards the bulk. The areas with localized
fringe patterns are observed throughout the process. These carry structural anomalies, as cracks and
detachments, displaced in different density of reaction from the rest. The qualitative processing
implies collection of the coordinates of the repeatable localized reactions to locate the centers of
anomalous displacement generation corresponding to existing structural defects. The fringe density
remains strong and longer cooling down time is required for the strong reaction to cease.
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Figure 4. The cooling down process after thermal excitation of the surface. (a-g) interferograms
recorded on specific intervals.
Respectively, stiffer materials, eg. of a wooden surface such as icons, require greater excitation
periods to provide successful fringe pattern formation. The longer thermal excitation is performed
stepwise in small increasing steps.
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FBC

Initial Average Surface Temperature before excitation

Figure 5. Exemplary cooling process of the fresco for FC, BC and FBC.
Thus, investigation protocols differ and the most deteriorated artworks essentially require
preliminary investigation to determine the optimum thermal excitation to achieve the required
displacement and accepted ΔΤ as well as to set the rest of measuring parameters. Figure 5 shows the
cooling process of the fresco with a maximum 1.9C increase of the temperature applied from different
directions (front, front back and back directions). The transient alteration of the artworks' dimensions
due to the cooling process allows interferogram formations to reveal. The temperature and humidity
conditions of the room were steady throughout.
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The time interval (ti) chosen refers to the time between two consecutive recordings; defect
detection and structural documentation maps are considered short period procedures (investigation
protocols) and a time interval of 1 to 5s is chosen to follow process no longer than 5min (short period
process). Long periods procedures refer to other type of research requiring long intervals in longer
monitoring aims eg environmental impact [24]. In the investigation protocol for defect detection
diagnosis, a time interval of the order of few sec is thus employed for each interferogram allowing to
closely monitor the configuration of fringe systems and trends that prevail on the surface of the object
throughout the process until the object reaches its initial temperature. The time interval plays a key
role since the misuse of this parameter can lead to incomplete data, loss of the general picture
prevailing to the surface and hence it can mislead the researcher to incomplete conclusions. In routine
documentation according to the investigation protocol the ΔΤ is set directly to reach a maximum of
0.5- 0.9C and interval between records is set directly to 5s.
The necessary alteration of the investigated object is given by two IR lamps equipped as peripheral
instrumentation the DHSPI system. The IR lamps are placed according to the configuration chosen. In
this study three configurations were applied: Front (FC), Back (BC) and Front-back configuration
(FBC). In the first two configurations the investigated object is thermally altered only on one side
either front (surface, front view) or back (rare view). In the FBC the object is overall illuminated, both
front and back (Figure 6). In any case in order to achieve uniform excitation the IR lamps should be
placed in smoothly overlapped beam position.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Configuration set up: (a) Front-Back , overall excitation and (b) Front or Back
2.4. Classification table for fringe patterns to defect localisation
As long as Holography and holographic interferometry are spatially sensitive techniques and their use
as metrology techniques is based on interference laws the fringe patterns are visible representations
which can be qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed [16-20]. However, the holography image is
reconstructed after the formation of invisible primary fringes which do not allow any visible
observation of fringes to be obtained. If there are visible fringes on an optical hologram they are
termed "rigid body" fringes and an undesired motion during the recording process is signified.
However there is a class of secondary fringes that are visible and processable and these are the aim
and result of holographic interferometry. The secondary class of fringes is visible and quantifiable
allowing detection of the surface displacement and assessment of the magnitude of deformation. Also,
by qualitative studying of the visual interference fringe patterns a variety of subsets of fringe patterns
may be exported to serve as local indicators of structural defects [21-23, 25-26].
The fringe patterns provide a visual aid to identify local areas of structural discontinuity in regards
to the overall surface displacement from its initial position. The reacting surface points generate at
each recording instance fringes half-wavelength apart of the total field-of-view. The qualities of
measurement compared to any known point-wise, scanning, microscopic, stereoscopic or
trigonometric method are of unsurpassed resolution in microscopic scale and deformation level [1214]. There is not any sensor yet that could record spatial frequencies as high as in the range of 10-14
Hz, which is a usual range of phase modulation in interference pattern formation. The invisible
structural condition is revealed, since any finite point of examined mass if displaced contributes to
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interference formation. The invisible becomes visible in coded pattern form and displacements studied
by this effective tool allow applications in the majority of art structural diagnosis conservation
problems.
In short, these patterns are due to generation and evolution of deformation processes of physical
objects and can be studied and highlight natural mechanisms of physical deterioration. They are
defined as spatially sensitive because they are dependent on the acquisition of optical path distances
caused by surface displacements of the order of λ/2. Displacement in optical path refers to any spatial
change of natural or artificial origin detected in the coordinate’s matrix of the surface affecting the
optical-path of the interferometer. Deformation occurs as a result of instantaneous or continuous or
gradual displacement processes that influence the physicomechanical integrity or physicochemical
composition of materials deteriorating the constitution and construction of objects.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7. Fringe patterns of holographic interferometry manifest in symmetrical scale-less forms, in a)
whole body displacement and in b-d) zooming in local defects as manifest in b-c for detachment and in
d for crack.
The fringe pattern classification to defect identification is verified through experiments and
mathematically and is validated through "known-defect" applications which is the term used for
purposefully induced defects in technical samples [10]. Alternatively, it is used for existing defects
extracted from conventional conservation maps provided in real artwork applications. The "wholebody" or "overall" general patterns are terms indicating the patterns that correspond to the total field of
view of the recorded surface geometry as opposed to the term "local pattern" which corresponds to
defect localisation in a part of the "overall" general or whole body pattern of the surface system. The
"local vs overall" ratio shows percentage of anomalies used in priority maps and for the evaluation of
deterioration [15]. In order to correlate the fringe pattern to type of defect a classification table is used.
The most common patterns that are formed because of a construction fault are shown in Table 2 [15,
27]. The column “Real Example” in Table 2 illustrates details of interferogram results of previous
studies on variant objects in our lab with the same technique and will be used further in this study.
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Table 2. Fringe pattern Classification.
Graphical
Real
Name
Representation
Example

Circular
Fringes

Observed Features
 Closed and Open curves
 Smooth direction change
 Continuos curves

 Open curves
Curved Fringes

 Smooth direction change
 Continuos curves

Dead-end
Fringes

Density
changed
Fringes

Direction
Changed
Fringes

 Preservation of fringe
direction

Possible Cause

Internal
detachment or
void

Internal crack
or detachment

Surface crack

 Non continuous curves

 Usually combined with
other patterns

Trends

 Variable fringe curves

 Abrupt direction change
from one direction to
another
 Continuous curves

Material
change or
surface bending

Uniform symmetrical arrangement of fringes manifests in whole body displacement [10], while
brakes in symmetry of fringes manifest in local displacement due to defect presence with each defect
manifesting in characteristic form of loosing symmetry and topology. As expected, the number of
artworks presenting a homogeneous state is limited as most of the artworks are multilayered and
consist of numerous mixtures of materials. Examples of secondary interference patterns are shown in
Figure 7. These are fringe patterns generated by mostly organic materials which carry defects of
known or unknown origin [28].
Although each work of art presents unique structural profile the interpretation of the structural
characteristics and imperfections in the form of fringe pattern reveals similar behavior. Objects
consisting of different materials exhibit similar geometry on the resulted interferograms [24, 29-32].
Thus a mural or a canvas can exhibit similar anomalies of the fringe patterns corresponding to same
types of defects.
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3. Considerations on interference patterns for artwork analysis.
In order to use interference products as a means to diagnose complex structural condition the protocol
of fringe pattern formation and fringe pattern identification is established. Interference fringe pattern
formation is optically ensured by use of the strict boundary conditions of optical geometries and
physical principles. The fringe pattern identification in regards to the fringe pattern expressed
variability in complex structural conditions is still under development. Fringe patterns are used for
quality control. The quality control accepts standards in fringe pattern formation with fringe deviations
being defined as deviations from normal fringe distribution in terms of spatial frequency and angle of
inclination indicating respectively the amplitude and direction of force. In industrial applications the
principle of fringe deviation finds optimum applicability. Tested components in industry present
standard fringe patterns with fringe distribution and fringe deviations indicating faulty components in
order to be dismissed from the production line. Deviations are considered both at fringe number
density, orientation and fringe pattern shape, eg in water pipe construction testing fringe number
indicates the reaction to pressure while fringe shape and orientation identifies the defective pipes.
Same standards stand in optical and microcomponents testing industries [10].
In order to use the interference fringe in art conservation structural analysis and diagnosis the
above definition of fringe pattern indicative deviations is expanded to advanced complexity forms. In
regards to the fact that artworks are unique objects of irreplaceable value to be preserved and
maintained the fringe pattern complexity cannot be overlooked and must be solved. Artworks and
cultural heritage objects present a plethora of defects due to aging of material and structural
physicochemical degradation. The task to assess structural condition becomes more complicated
according to the artwork construction and age and equally the assessment of degradation to a
diagnostic conclusion becomes more challenging.

Figure 8. Interconnection Scheme
of stepwise procedure to validate
defects through unknown fringe
patterns in artwork
documentation.
According to the various defects which commonly occur in aged artworks, various morphologies of
fringe pattern shapes are generated. In direct visual qualitative documentation with fringe pattern maps
the task is to successfully locate and isolate the various local morphologies of fringe patterns. The next
step of diagnosis is to correlate the local morphology with the type of defect that it represents and
suggest the reason of the subsurface problem. This is to signify the fringe distribution captured from
the surface reaction and defines the subsurface problem from its effect on the surface. This is the step
in which it is important to apply the maximum amount of a-priori knowledge or predictions about the
physical quantities to be determined and get the data that can define the unknown defect. In the case of
artworks this means to study the method of construction and materials from which the defect
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generation is dependent e.g. detachments are generated only in between two-layered or multilayered
constructions. The lack of studies on fringe pattern morphologies in association to defect-type in
artworks required a long-term validation study on samples simulating various artworks and their
defects. Therefore the anticipated method to validate defect type relies on the experimental verification
between the fringe-patterns generated by controlled known defects to fringe-patterns generated by
unknown defects. The schematic operational diagram in Figure 8 [10] is followed to associate
simulation with real case. Hence fringe patterns not only show a defect location but define the defect
type. It is important to use the diagnostic strength that fringe patterns hold, otherwise it is not possible
to define the defect type without the visual appearance of a fringe-pattern by relying only at the fringe
density as a source of information.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Fresco
The investigated subject is a fresco and belongs to a private collection (Figure 9). Although there is
insufficient evidence for the origin of the object it is likely to have been a ceiling painting i.e part of
the decoration of a ceiling. The last layers of mortar have been detached from the ceiling and fastened
onto a linen cloth and a wooden frame.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Object of study: (a) front view, (b) rear view.

4.2. Localization of fringe patterns
The object was examined by all three configuration types suggested in this study (FC, BC and FBC)
and the resulting interferograms were analyzed for structural information of the subsurface. In order to
investigate the structural mechanical condition and to detect defects on the fresco an analysis of three
stages was performed. Initially, each interferogram was analyzed in individual areas of interest. Each
area of interest is recognizable as it forms a local discrete appearance consisting of one or more fringe
patterns and it can be confirmed by the 2d and 3d maps constructed by the system's software (Figure
10).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Exemplary area of interest in (a) interferogram view and in (b) 3d view.
Then, each region was separated and the observed fringe patterns were located. An example of the
first two stages where fringe classification takes place is given in Figure 11. The classified fringe
patterns presented above were used (Table 2).

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 11. In (a) The investigated area of the fresco, in (b) an exemplary interferogram of the fresco
and area of interest, in (c) characteristic detail of local discontinuity identified as curved fringes and
in (d) characteristic detail of local discontinuity identified as circular fringes.
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Finally, the interferograms with the detected fringe patterns were examined temporally. Emphasis
was given on formations with strong presence and persistence in time. Figure 12 shows an example of
a saddle formation appearing first time at t=6s. It remains in a stable form and unaffected by the
adjacent formations until t=77s. The specific formation persists over time suggesting a defected area
of high interest for conservators.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 12. Saddle formation over time for (a) t=13s, (b) t=24s, (c) t=48s, (d) t=70s and (e) t=141s
4.3. Fresco structural diagnosis
Depending on the excitation arrangement used, the information about the structural condition of the
investigated object is synthesized. A back configuration was applied on the fresco in order to
determine whether the object is well glued to the grid canvases. The results show that the support
deformations effect on the surface indicates impact within safe limits. This information is found in the
immediate response of the monitored front surface which in the back configuration is getting excited
only by the thermal diffusion from the back surface forward to the front surface. It is revealed by the
fast presence of fringe patterns on the monitored surface from the start of the recording time indicating
the direct influence of the substrate to the monitored surface. This observation, which is repeated with
the presence of fringe pattern systems in overall of the back protocol examination confirming that the
surface is well adhered to the mesh canvases, hence the painting does not suffer from adhesion
problems since it has good adhesion to the larger area of the test surface.
The examination of the front surface monitoring and examination from the other hand revealed
multiple deterioration centers covering across the surface with some of them including many smaller
locally intense microdeformation structure. These deformation centers communicate and interact with
each other enhancing in locally-strict defined areas the degradation of materials and thus surface
degradation. The total image of the front surface manifests high magnitude of local deterioration
indicating strong front surface deformation. Additionally there are wide regions in which the surface
deformation is expanded as seen with the greater spatial distribution range of fringe patterns. Hence
large areas of the valuable surface suffer impact stresses spreading without clear boundaries. These
areas are expected in future times to be exacerbated if the cause of the trends not addressed. Emphasis
of the analysis is given to the central theme of the painting (face) which proves to be a separate, with
clear limits, area of intense overlapping and interacting deterioration where cracks generate
detachments and detachments generate cracks (Figure 13 a-c). The local defect area with smaller local
microdeformation systems is shown by circle in Figure 13a. In the same figure, the wider region with
interconnecting defects outside the circle is seen. This complex defect system assigned to past
restorations, creates intense deformation beyond the limits of this deformation and new defects are or
would soon be formed. These are revealed by the evaluation of the consistent fringe patterns which are
considered existent defects as compared to trends of fringe patterns which are considered as inborn
defects. It is common to observe long term appearance of interference patterns with fringe patterns that
appear inconsistently in shorter time periods. The temporal evaluation can reveal depth positioning as
well as foresee new defects.
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(a)

(d)

(g)

(b)

(e)

(h)

(c)

(f)

(i)

Figure 13. In (a-c) exemplary interferograms for t1=41s,t2=106s and t3=156s, in (d-f) the 2d surface
for t1, t2 and t3 respectively and in (g-i) the 3d images with the z-displacement for t1, t2 and t3
respectively.
Finally, the object was examined with by overall excitation (Front-Back configuration). The FBC
revealed that the wider regions with non-local-defined defects include also within their abstract
boundaries further locally defined defects without changes to the overall map of the deteriorations, the
response of the surface and the locally limited and locally stretched areas. The previous remark of
immediate priority on maintenance of the main theme (face in the center of the object) not only is
confirmed but further it is revealed that these deteriorations are abeam the object.
The map of the deteriorations showing in Figure 14 indicates the positions and size of the existent
defects as have been traced on the central theme of the painting and the colors indicate the type of
defect. Priority is given to the deteriorations that persist during examination and thus concern the
overall depth section and changes that most affect the surface and therefore require immediate
maintenance. In this sense the map is termed risk assessment map and can be used as a guide by the
conservator who will undertake the restoration process.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 14. In (a) the central theme of the fresco, in (b) an overlapped exemplary interferogram and in (c)
the Risk Assessment Map
5. Conclusions
The use of interference fringe patterns in investigating the structural condition proved to be a
procedure revealing a rich information diagnosis far beyond conventional and other widely used
methods. The information of and the classification of interference fringe patterns as indicators of
structural risk can help to define the type of structural risk and to assess structural condition and
deterioration in artworks. The development of a portable system based on digital acquisition of
consecutive holographically generated speckle patterns (DHSPI) provides a recording system of the
highest information content to assess a vast range of art conservation problems.
The investigation of a fresco attached on canvas based on interference fringe patterns and the fringe
pattern evaluation methodology showed that although the artwork has immediate maintenance needs
as illustrated by the priority maps its mechanical integrity is safe and canvas and frame change are
need not be of immediate conservation actions. However the overall consideration and overall
assessment of the structural condition of the fresco related to the maintenance status of the fresco to
date indicate that for the optimal management of the conservation problems it is recommended to fix
the indicated faults and imperfections. The examination of the substrate indicates that the time the
painted surface was glued to the canvas’s grid is relatively recent. The presented application only
demonstrates a fragment of interferometry's capabilities in the cultural heritage field since this
technique could also be used to compare fastening methods or the state of the artwork before and after
conservation, as well as to examine the effects of conventional conservation techniques to their
optimization and numerous other applications for which methodologies are designed by the project
demand.
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AUTOMATION THE PROCESS OF CREATION A VIDEO
FROM A TIME SEQUENCE OF DIGITAL HOLOGRAMS OF
PARTICLES
V. Dyomin*, D. Kamenev*
*National Research Tomsk State University
36 Lenin ave., Tomsk, 634050, Russia
E-mail: dyomin@mail.tsu.ru

Method of automation the process of holographic video generation is suggested, which
is based on the use of two-dimensional maps of reconstructed volume holographic
images as frames of a video sequence. The advantages, limitations of the method and
the prospects for its further use are discussed.
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EXTRACTING INFORMATION FROM HOLOGRAPHIC DATA

PLANKTON PARTICLES INVESTIGATION

- Information about shape, size, location of each particle of the volume
- Information about particles ensemble:
a. Particles concentration in volume/layer
b. Particles size distribution
c. Distribution of the particles in volume

The choice of calculating parameters depends on the scientific problem and the
object of investigation

The aim of this work is automation the process of
creation a video from a time sequence of digital
holograms of particles
RECORDING AND RECONSTRUCTION OF DIGITAL HOLOGRAMS
OF PLANKTON PARTICLES

Method of the best focusing plane determination
ʋ

1 – laser source, 2 – collimator, 3 – investigating volume with particles, 4 – CCD camera
5 – reconstructing reference beam, 6 – hologram, 7 – reconstructed images

TRADITIONAL METHOD OF CREATION VIDEO BASED ON
HOLOGRAPHIC DATA

Method

short description

requirement of ROI
detection /
preprocessing

speed

error, mm

1

Boundary contrast

Boundary contrast calculation for a
number of reconstructed planes

+/+

3/5
(not more
then 10 sec.)

0,2

2

Tenengrad

Based on calculation of intensity
gradient for a number of reconstructed
images using Sobel filter

+/-

4/5

1

3

Longitudinal intensity

Determination the minimal intensity for
every transverse coordinate of
reconstructed images

-/-

5/5

2

4

Entropy

Calculation the entropy for a number of
reconstructed planes

+/-

4/5

3

5

Variance

Calculation the variance for a number of
reconstructed planes

+/-

4/5

3

6

Brenner

Calculation the average values of
intensity gradient (through one pixel)
for a number of reconstructed planes

+/-

4/5

2

7

Correlation

Calculation the correlation coefficients
between two specially selected
reconstructed images

+/-

3/5 (depend
on the
number of
rec. planes)

3

VIDEO BASED ON HOLOGRAPHIC DATA OF PLANKTON
PARTICLE Epishura Baicalensis USING TRADITIONAL METHOD

1. Recording a time sequence of digital holograms

2. Reconstruction particles images from the hologram at various distances with
adjusted step
3. Region of interest (RoI) determination
4. Determination the position of best focusing plane for every hologram of video
sequence
5. Combining the reconstructed images in video
6. The analysis of the video (particles shape, size, concentration and so on)
- Such way is not useful for ensemble of small particles
To automate the process of holographic video creation we suggest to exclude
the RoI determination
Position of the best focusing plane attached to the marked particle

2D DISPLAYING OF PLANKTON PARTICLE Daphnia
HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE

4

THE ALGORITHM OF 2D MAPPING OF HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGE
OF THE VOLUME

5

Sections of the volume

1

2

1

4

Tenengrad

Plankton digital hologram

S XM

3
2D display

2

VIDEO BASED ON HOLOGRAPHIC DATA OF PLANKTON

USING SUGGESTED METHOD
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“LAYER BY LAYER” INVESTIGATION OF THE
REGISTERED VOLUME WITH AIR BUBBLES IN WATER
The refocusing from one plane to another
Hologram of air bubbles in water

The refocusing from 110 to 200 mm
All images of particles of the registered volume are focused!

AUTOMATICALLY CREATED VIDEO RECIVED FROM TIME
SEQUENCE OF AIR BUBBLES DIGITAL HOLOGRAMS
For fixed single reconstructing distance

ADVANTAGES
- The use of suggested method allows automating the process of creation the video
based on time sequence of holograms

(150 mm)

- It excludes the procedure of search image of the same particle on different
holograms of video sequence
- The visualization is much better
- Such videos are significantly more convenient for geometrical characteristics
determination and for spatial coordination of the particles evaluation

For all particles in registered volume
(depth 110-200 mm)

RESULTS OF AUTOMATIC PLANKTON PARTICLES
HOLOGRAMS PROCESSING
Particles distribution in volume

Depth of the volume is 70 mm

Automatic estimation of sand particles concentration and
evaluation of particles size distribution
Reconstructed image of sand particles
monolayer

Particles size distribution
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RECORDING AND RECONSTRUCTION OF DIGITAL HOLOGRAMS
OF PARTICLES

THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION

WELCOME TO OUR WORKSHOPS ON FRIDAY

1 – laser source, 2 – collimator,
3 – investigating volume with
particles, 4 – photo material
5 – hologram, 6 – reconstructed
real and virtual images
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In the UK, legislative restrictions covered by the UK Human Tissue Act 2004 has
led to a decline in the direct use of human tissue samples to support medical and
healthcare teaching and research. The routine study and examination of human
tissue and organs provides a learning experience that cannot be provided by
conventional or virtual learning techniques. Due to the lack of supply of tissue,
this aspect of medical education has been deficient; it is a problem identified by
teachers of anatomy. To address this issue the use of colour holograms of potted
anatomical specimens has been investigated. The specimens were provided by
Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Anatomy Department, at Bangor University, and
The School of Medicine, University of Manchester.
Introduction
Observing and dissecting human cadaveric tissue is a cornerstone in anatomy
education and medical training(1). Traditionally healthy cadaveric tissue is
dissected by students with readily prosected healthy and pathological specimens
stored as a library for further observation. Such samples are stored in containers
filled with preservatives such as formaldehyde in order to prevent tissue
degradation. This limits use as formaldehyde is a known carcinogenic (2). The
Human Tissue Act (3) (HTA) 2005 has placed restrictions on the location that
human tissue can be stored. This covers potted specimens which must now be
stored in licensed centres only, with further restrictions on movement of any
tissue.
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Various modern methods have been developed to aid traditional anatomy teaching
methods (4,5,6). Such methods have been developed to improve the educational
experience due to issues of reduced curriculum time, shortage of cadaveric
donation and thereby a reduction in use of dissection. Alternative strategies
include those that emphasise spacial awareness and tissue structure in three
dimension such as using plastic models and ‘3D’ computer programs. For this
reason holography has been suggested as a potentially beneficial medium for
anatomical education(6,7). In this proof of concept study, full colour holographic
images were produced of potted human tissue samples in preservative fluid. The
specimens were provided by Bangor University and The University of
Manchester.
Methodology and Results
A small potted specimen was chosen from the repository. The sample provided
was that of a healthy vermiform appendix (figure 1). The pot was replenished with
fresh preservative solution and air bubbles manually removed. Following this a
colour holographic recording table and optical set up was prepared (figure 2). The
sample was placed on a stage in conjunction with a recording plate and exposed
to laser light to produce the recording (figure 3). After exposure the recording
plate was processed and dried. The recording hologram can then be viewed using
a replay light (figure 4). The hologram was viewed by medical professionals and
anatomy tutors and feedback given.

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Figure 3

Figure 4

Discussion
These are the first full colour holograms of potted human specimens produced to
the authors knowledge. The hologram provides a highly detailed replica of the
tissue enabling full appreciation, with depth perception, of the tissue’s
macroscopic anatomy. For anatomical educational purposes this can therefore be
considered as an alternative to viewing real potted specimens from the same range
of viewing angles. The observation of potted tissue is widely and successfully
used in anatomical education (4,6) therefore it can be concluded that holograms of
such specimens also have educational value. In order to maximise this value, the
anatomical and physiological function of the tissue needs to be understood.
Without this the clinical relevance of such images may not be appreciated. For
example with regards to a human appendix, the surrounding structures and the
numerous anatomical variations are of importance when relating the organ to
clinical scenarios such as appendicitis (9,10). The educational value of future
images could be improved by consultation with medical professionals prior to
image construction.
The human body has many organs of which medical students are required to learn
about in its healthy and pathological states. Obtaining and subsequently
maintaining a library of all organs, each in healthy and many various pathological
states can be complicated due to difficulty in storing large numbers of samples
and cost of maintenance. Furthermore obtaining samples is limited by donor
shortage. (5,6) Holography could provide a more practical solution for these issues.
It would enable anatomy centres to share images and therefore improve their
collection of viewing samples. This is particularly applicable to rare specimens.
Maintaining a collection of holographic images would also require less space and
removes the need to use formaldehyde, a known carcinogen.
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The storage and transport of human tissue is restricted by common law. In the UK
this is The Human Tissue Act (3) (HTA) which permits only licensed centres to
store human specimens. This does not restrict the making, transport or use of
cadaveric images, meaning that holograms could be used for education in
locations such as in hospital rather than in anatomy centres alone.
Recommendations of image production are provided by the General Medical
Council (11) (GMC) which highlights maintaining patient dignity and consent of
use. The image produced adheres to both HTA and GMC guidance however
producing further images does produce an ethical dilemma. The consenting
process of those donating tissue requires exploration and all images created
cautiously to prevent any breach in confidentially and ensure donors wishes and
legal guidance is adhered to.
Conclusion
There has been a reduction in the availability of traditional methods of anatomy
education, such as dissection, to medical students. Because of this, various
alternative modern teaching methods have been developed. To the authors
knowledge, this is the worlds first full colour hologram of potted human
specimens. Using the outlined methods, the hologram produced provides a very
highly detailed, full colour image of the tissue enabling full appreciation, with
depth perception, of the tissue’s macroscopic anatomy. Given that the observation
of potted human specimens is established practice in medical education it can be
concluded that these images are of potential education value. Further images
would benefit from more input from medical educators in order to enhance their
clinical context.
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Abstract. Following decades of research and development, three-dimensional holographic
technology is ready to re-emerge. Printed digital hologram technology is now mature enough
for commercialization in many fields including medical imaging, biotechnology and scientific
visualization. In particular, emerging three-dimensional (3D) digital holograms can already
depict volume data from Computed Tomography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging or ultrasonic
scans. Next-generation holographic video displays are also on the horizon, which are also
being designed for these imaging modalities.

1. Introduction
The most advanced medical imaging technologies in CT (Computed Tomography), MRI (Magnetic
Resonance Imaging) and Ultrasound pioneered over the past few decades by many scientists and
engineers; winning Nobel Prizes in 1979 (Cormack and Hounsfield for CT) and 2003 (Lauterbur and
Mansfield for MRI). The scanning machines are highly sophisticated devices, performing 3D scans by
taking 2D slices through the body. The pace of innovation in these sectors has been considerable in
terms of size, safety, speed, accuracy and resolution amongst others. However, it is somewhat
surprising to find that corresponding advances in three-dimensional displays have not matched the
rapid pace of scanner development.
An introduction to holoprinter technology is given as well as the features and limitations of digital
holograms (channelling, animation, viewing angle, colour)[1]. This is followed by an explanation of
volumetric image processing including surface and volume rendering techniques. A series of case
studies is discussed, covering all imaging modalities to improve understanding of the underlying
physiology. This includes most organs to the entire anatomy (skeleton, arteries, nervous system,
muscles). Applications include clinical (surgery, diagnostics), forensic science, training (teaching,
simulation). Finally, an introduction to Holoxica’s next generation holographic video display is given,
with an emphasis on volumetric imaging.
1.1. Benefits of visualising medical scans in 3D
A recently review by the US Air Force Research Laboratory discusses the relative benefits of 3D
visualization vs. 2D[2]. This is a comprehensive review that summarizes the results of over 160
publications describing over 180 experiments spanning 51 years. The research contained in these
articles included human factors psychology/engineering, human–computer interaction, vision science,
visualization and medicine. The study concluded that 3D is overall 75% better than 2D for specific
applications including: spatial manipulation, finding, identifying or classifying objects [2]. These
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features are important for the interpretation of medical imaging data as well as diagnostics and
surgery, where the benefits of 3D visualization include:
• Diagnostics: 40% faster interpretation of CT/MRI scans[3]
• The speed of surgical procedures is increased by 15%[4]
• Improve accuracy of surgery by 20%[4] (incisions, stitching, navigation)
Hence, there are compelling quantifiable reasons for viewing volumetric scan data in 3D.
2. Holoprinters and digital holograms
Digital holograms are fabricated using state-of-the-art holoprinter or holographic printing devices.
These are industrial-scale machines that can manufacture full-colour, purely digital reflection
holograms in a manner that is repeatable and reliable. Holoprinters use a variety of techniques to
produce multiplexed stereographic holograms from computer graphics or real-world scenes. There are
currently only a handful of holoprinter manufacturers including Geola (Lithuania), Ceres Holographics
(UK) and Zebra Imaging (USA),
The digital hologram comprises a matrix of holographic pixels, also known as holopixels or hogels.
The holopixels are created via the interference of red, green, and blue (RGB) lasers in a holographic
medium such as photopolymer or silver halide film (see Fig. 1). The assembly includes RGB lasers, a
micro display spatial light modulator (SLM), beam-steering optics, and a computer to show the images
on the SLM as well as control the whole system. The laser-writing scheme uses an object and
reference beam pair. The object beam is shown on the SLM with 2D information synthesized from the
scene. Optics are held stationary whereas the holographic medium is mounted on an x-y translation
stage and moved relative to the lasers, which are usually arranged vertically in-line to operate on
different holopixels in parallel. The stage is moved continuously in a raster-scan fashion across the
holographic medium.
Holopixels are written with RGB pulsed lasers with pulse widths around 40 ns and energies up to
10 mJ. The RGB holopixels are spatially overlaid, with holopixel dimensions now shrinking to submillimeter diameters, currently around 0.7 mm and are trending towards even smaller sizes, down to
0.25 mm. At such dimensions, the individual holopixels are no longer visible by the human eye,
making it possible to create photo-realistic digital holograms [5]. A digital hologram fabricated in this
manner typically takes several hours for a page-sized print.

Figure 1 - Optical architecture of a holoprinter device
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To a first approximation, the information encoded within each holopixel corresponds to a 2D
Fourier Transform of the scene as viewed through the tiny sub-mm holopixel aperture. The transform
operation is performed optically via the SLM by placing the Fourier plane of the SLM and optics
within the recording medium.. In practice, the fine detail of the SLM image depends on many
parameters including the optics, diffraction capability of the holographic material, dimensions of the
holopixel, viewing position, rendered image resolution etc. There are a range of image processing
algorithms that perform the necessary transformations between the 3D image and the micro-display
image that is recorded in the holographic material [6,7].
For replay (viewing), digital holograms only require a simple, bright point light source for
illumination in order to bring out the 3D image. The holograms produced in this manner are highquality, full-colour reflection holograms, and it is even possible to produce digital holograms that can
lie flat, allowing the viewer to walk 360 degrees around the image. A small page-sized digital
hologram costs a few hundred dollars to produce, with larger images of 1-2 square meters.
Although current holoprinters are somewhat bulky and expensive devices with large and powerful
lasers as well as mechanics, portable devices are not far off. Pioneer and Samsung are working on
units using RGB laser diodes that can produce small card-sized holograms. There is every reason to
expect holoprinters no larger than a standard desktop laser printer within the next few years.
2.1. Digital hologram design
In principle, it is possible to turn any type of 3D dataset into a digital hologram. The data can be a
scan, a mathematical description, molecular data, point clouds, volumetric scan data or a computer
model. Provided there is sufficient data to extract an acceptable 3D model, it is possible to generate a
hologram. Visualization of 3D data from medical scanners is based on two main techniques: Surface
Rendering and Volume Rendering. The choice of an appropriate technique is often operator-selectable
and depends on the clinical application.
The digital hologram encoding mechanism means it is possible to control the light rays emanating
from each holopixel. This means that it is feasible to include several distinct images within the digital
hologram, each of which appears over a specific range of viewing angles. There are a number of
techniques that allow the 3D image to reveal layers, as the viewer moves past the hologram, thus
revealing otherwise hidden aspects of the image. As most of the images are synthetic, it is also
possible to include opacity and fading to highlight features that would otherwise be obscured.
3. Case studies: from organs to the full human anatomy
Holoxica’s digital holograms span the entire spectrum of biomedical science, from the smallest atomic
scale (atoms, molecules, proteins) to cells to organs, all the way up to the scale of a life-size human.
The digital holograms are primarily aimed at public dissemination, outreach, training and education.
The following sections present a selection of Holoxica’s popular case studies in medical imaging.
3.1. Ultrasound: liver for surgery
Holoxica collaborated with Fraunhofer Institute (IGD, Germany) to develop the first digital hologram
of a liver. The liver is one of the human body’s largest organs, comprising a larger left lobe, a smaller
right robe and a vascular system. An accurate description and analysis of the liver vascular system is
crucial for the diagnosis and treatment of liver diseases.
The organ was imaged with ultrasound and pre-processed with a number of algorithms to extract
the structure of the vascular system. Firstly, the vessels are enhanced through Hessian eigenvalue
calculation for segmentation from the liver image. Secondly, a three dimensional thinning based
skeletonization method is applied on the vessel image to obtain the topological structure of the liver
vessels, represented as a graph. Surface features were extracted using classical thresholding and
surface rendering techniques with colour and transparency added to the lobes, while the vascular
structures were left opaque. This enables the viewer to derive a strong sense of the vascular system
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and the surrounding tissue in 3D, Figure 2. The 3D digital hologram is designed to assist surgeons to
accurately pinpoint diseased liver tissue as well as radiation therapy planning.

Figure 2 - Liver from ultrasound

3.2. CT for forensic archaeology
In 1857, the Scottish archaeologist Alexander Rhind excavated a mummy from a tomb in Thebes
and transported it to Edinburgh. The Mummy is unusual because it was completely intact in its
original wrappings when it was bequeathed to the National Museum of Scotland. The secrets of the
Rhind Mummy were finally revealed over 150 years later when it was taken to the Clinical Research
Imaging Centre, CRIC, at The University of Edinburgh.
The CT scan was processed using a series of volume rendering software (Fovia, Toshiba Vitrea and
Voxar 3D) to isolate the various layers through the wrapping to reveal underlying detail. Bone can
easily be extracted using standard tools and techniques including the open source 3D Slicer. The initial
analysis also revealed hidden artefacts, most significantly an embossed metal plate (possibly gold)
with a flying scarab, placed on the forehead of the mummy. Facial reconstruction detail was extracted
from the CT data using similar methods via the Amira tool. Finally, the sarcophagus, or outer
wrapping, was extracted. Forensic specialists determined that the mummy was a female in her late
twenties and approximately 158 cm in height. The cause of death could not be determined from the
data, it was most likely an infection, which leaves no traces in the bones.

Figure 3 - The Rhind Mummy: animated views
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The 30x30cm animated hologram was fabricated via Geola. It includes the head and upper torso,
all from the models derived from the CT data. The digital hologram, Figure 7, reveals different layers
of information as the viewer moves from left to right. The first layer is the sarcophagus wrapping
(Figure 7, left), peeling away to reveal the face (centre) followed by the skull (right). The outer
wrapping is encrusted with jewels and gold amulets, which are visible from all angles. Intriguingly, a
metal cap, probably gold, in the shape of a scarab was placed on top of the skull during
mummification, is revealed towards the right. The Rhind Mummy will never be opened, so the only
way to look inside is to use advanced visualization techniques. The colour-animated hologram is lifesized and shows a level of depth, detail and realism that is difficult to demonstrate in any other way.
3.3. MRI: Brain fibre tractography
The brain fibre image is based on an advanced medical scanning technique known as functional MRI
(Magnetic Resonance Imaging) or fMRI. A digital hologram of a healthy brain was made via fibre
tractography which is an advanced technique to track nerve fibre pathways inside the brain. Brain fibre
imaging is important for the identification, diagnosis and treatment of a wide range of neurological
conditions. Such conditions affect not only the ageing population but across the whole of society. This
includes Alzheimer’s’, Motor Neuron Disease (MND), Stroke and Cancer.
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) measures the diffusion of water molecules in the brain’s white
matter [8]. Certain tissues such as the neural axons of white matter in the brain have an internal fibrous
structure that is anisotropic. Water molecules will then diffuse more rapidly in the direction aligned
with the internal structure, and more slowly as it moves perpendicular to the preferred direction. DTI
scans derive neural tract directional information from the data using 3D or multidimensional vector
algorithms based on six or more gradient directions, to compute the diffusion tensor.

Figure 4 - Diffusion Tensor Imaging of brain fibre tracts

The fibre tracts were converted to polygon mesh cylinders with colours that represent the
orientation and direction of the fibre tracts. A life-sized 20x25cm hologram was manufactured with
Zebra Imaging. The bright colours and the fact that it is densely packed not only makes it an effective
and condensed way to visualise fibre direction but also makes it memorable as a display or as a visual
teaching tool.
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3.4. Multimodal imaging: full human anatomy
A human anatomy hologram was designed for teaching medical students about the 3D structure of
the human body. Gordon Findlater, Professor of Anatomy at Edinburgh University, commissioned this
hologram because “teaching the true 3D structure of human anatomy to medical students is very
difficult in the early years because all of their material is in 2D.”
Holoxica created the life-sized 1.8m hologram from a synthetic 3D model of a female. The model
contains a combination of anatomical features derived from CT, MRI and computer graphics (CG)

Figure 5 - Full human anatomy: view with skeleton, arteries and nerves

models. The muscles are based on texture-mapped computer graphics overlaid on surface-rendered CT
and MRI features. The skeleton is based on CT, whereas the arteries and nervous system are made
with polygon meshes. The brain, organs and other soft matter are derived from a combination of MRI
overlaid with graphics incorporating false colour for clarity. The hologram contains three layers of
information on: the muscle structures, the skeleton complete with arteries plus nervous system (Figure
8); and the internal organs. One of the challenges in medical education is to teach the 3D structure of
the body since books are in 2D and so are software apps for tablets. The hologram is a full 3D image
that conveys the full depth and point-of-view perspective to substantially aid understanding of the
positional aspects of the internals of the human body. The hologram was manufactured via the Zebra
Imaging C1 Imager device, with a width of 600mm and a height of 1.8m. This hologram won a
commendation in the category of Best Origination for the IHMA2014 Award.
4. Dynamic holographic video displays

Figure 6 - Holoxica HUD-style holographic display

Holoxica’s first generation Proof of Concept demonstrator, presented in 2010, is based on a
proprietary holographic screen containing spatially multiplexed interference patterns that can be easily
switched by redirecting a pattern of structured illumination[9]. This is suited to simple imagery such as
icons, symbols or segmented digits. The second generation display, made in 2013, is based on a
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holographic optical element (HOE), Figure 10, enabling free-space imaging with arbitrary
programmable 3D images visible in mid-air that can change in real time [10]. Interactivity is added
with a motion sensor, which allows the user to 'touch' icons in space and to do things like draw in midair. Immediate applications include head-up displays (HUD) and novel user interfaces with an added
dimension. The images are relatively large (7x7cm) and bright enough to be visible under typical
office lighting conditions. Furthermore, the approach is scalable, leveraging existing manufacturing
techniques using high-end components with some modifications.
Holoxica’s next, third generation, display is being designed for volumetric imaging of medical scan
data. The work will extend the current planar displays into a volume of real-space. Early versions will
be monochromatic but further innovations would introduce colour and improve key parameters such
as viewing angle, resolution and refresh rate.
5. Conclusion
After decades of R&D, holographic technology is ready to re-emerge. Digital holograms are now
mature enough for commercialization in all sorts of fields including biomedical imaging, scientific
visualization and engineering design. The case studies showed digital holograms synthesised from a
variety of medical imaging modalities including sonography, CT, MRI and multi-modal mixtures of
these. Next-generation holographic displays are being designed for medical imaging to depict volume
data from CT and MRI scans and Holoxica is currently seeking investment and partners to bring this
to market. Now is the time for holography to make its debut once again and claim its rightful place at
the forefront of 3D technology.
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A compact portable see-through device for generation and observation of digital
holograms is provided. Proposed system with light re-direction from light guide
to eye may restore virtual image overlapped with objects from real world’s
scene.
Various designs of portable devices1-3 have been developed, which are
capable of generating and displaying dynamic and static 3-dimensional (3D)
holographic images formed by a spatial light modulator (SLM), illuminated with
a reference beam of coherent radiation and synthesized by a computer as
computer generated holograms (CGH). In this case, light waves are diffracted by
a periodical structure of a spatial light modulator, thus enabling reconstruction
of a wavefront which includes information about a 3D image. Those devices are
used for generation of digital images presented as holograms on a spatial light
modulator and for observation of holographic images reconstructed by means of
an optical system. Such an optical system includes holographic and diffractive
elements including semi-transparent elements. The reconstructed holographic
images are combined with real objects in a field of view of the device. An
important feature of the devices is in compactness of the optical system of the
device and applicability of a planar arrangement of the device.
Proposed system include a holographic display based on reconstruction
and transmission of a wavefront encoded with a spatial light modulator (SLM)
while preserving information about a wave amplitude and a phase. Due to such
features of the holographic process, an optical device may restore a wavefront
similar to a wavefront coming from real objects. Optical system of head
mounted display is shown on picture 1. Device that generates and displays a
holographic dynamic and static 3D image include 1- a laser source of coherent
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radiation, 2- a light guiding plate (LGP), 3- a holographic optical element fixed
to a surface of the light guiding plate, 4- a spatial light modulator to generate a
digital hologram (CGH), and at least one electronic unit comprising an interface
unit and a control circuit for the spatial light modulator. The light guiding plate
2 may be made of an optical transparent material having a refractive index
higher than a refractive index of an external media and may transmit the
radiation through the total internal reflection (TIR). Holographic optical element
(HOE) 5 placed near-to-eye is used to destroy TIR and out-coupling the
radiation from the light guiding plate and generate a hologram visible by eye 6
at the output of the optical device out-coupling. It is shown on Fig.2 the HMD
prototype with static hologram recorded directly at out-coupled HOE. Main idea
for proto was to demonstrate optical unit with HOEs for input and output
holographic image from slim LGP. Prototype specification was presented in
Table 1.
4

5

2

3

6

1

Fig.1 HMD optical layout

Fig.2 HMD prototype with static
hologram

Table 1. HMD prototype optical specification
Full Field of View (FOV)
18°
Wavelength
532 nm (Green LD)
WGH Thickness
5 mm
1. A.N. Putilin, V.V. Druzhin, E.G. Malinovskaya, A.V. Morozov,
I.V. Bovsunovsky, Holographic imaging optical device, U. S. Patent
20140160543.
2. H. Mukawa. K. Akutsu, I. Matsumura, S. Nakano, T. Yoshida, M.
Kuwahara, K. Aiki, M. Ogawa, A Full Color Eyewear Display using
Holographic Planar Waveguides, SID 08 Digest, pp. 89-92 (2008).
3. T. Levola, Steroscopic Near to Eye Display using a Single Microdisplay,
SID 07 Digest, pp. 1158-1159 (2007).
4. Yaakow Amitai, Extremely Compact High-Performance HMDs Based on
Substrate-Guided Optical Element, SID 2004 Digest
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Abstract
In the present work, we studied spectral and angular characteristics of plasmonic gratings
using our own simulation software based on rigorous coupled-wave analysis. The dependency of
spectral-angular characteristics on geometric parameters of the plasmonic grating is described.
Samples of plasmonic gratings were fabricated. The results of mathematical modeling and
theoretical studies are qualitatively confirmed by the experimental samples.
1. Background
In the recent years, the possibility of using surface plasmons in various fields has been
actively investigated. Surface plasmons can be used in optical filters based on diffraction gratings
[1] and holography [2]. Plasmonic spectral filters are a new class of broadband optical filters in
which the bandwidth can depend, for example, on the incidence angle of light.
The purpose of our research is to achieve broadband spectral filter based on plasmonic
grating with a spectral bandwidth depending on the incidence angle of radiation.
In this paper, we report theoretical and experimental results of the analysis of onedimensional periodic structures with submicron period and nanometric height using the rigorous
coupled-wave analysis.
We used the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA method or Fourier modal method),
which is one of the most common and universal methods and belonging to the differential modal
methods. In its classical formulation, Fourier modal method is intended for the simulation of
diffraction of a plane electromagnetic wave by a periodic multilayer diffraction grating [3—4].
2. Theoretical studies
The basic data for interpreting the behavior of plasmonic grating are diagrams, showing
relative intensity distributions of the transmitted and reflected diffraction orders (e.g., spectral
transmittance) vs. the wavelength and angle of incidence (θλ-diagram). Typical θλ-diagram is
shown in fig. 1.
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2.1. Analyzed geometrical parameters of the structures
We investigated the sinusoidal and rectangular gratings. The following geometrical
parameters were varied: the grating period in the range from 200 nm to 1.5 μm, the grating relief
height in the range from 10 to 300 nm, the coating layer thickness in the range from 10 to 100 nm.
During the study, we calculated various θλ-diagrams, different from each other, for example,
by varying the height or thickness of the relief layer at 10 nm step. Computing difference values
between different diagrams, we estimated the contribution of the current variable geometric
parameter of structure to the studied plasmonic effect.
Let us note that the structures with the profile height more than 100 nm were not
investigated because the high relief leads to diffraction effects that “interrupt” plasmonic effects, i.e.
the plasmonic effects are not detectable on a broad “rainbow” diffraction effect background.
At the same time, layer thicknesses greater than 100 nm were not investigated because at
such thickness values the surface plasmons excited at the top and at the bottom of the layer do not
affect each other (are uncoupled) and do not form a coherent system of redistribution of spectral
energy between the diffraction orders.
To exhibit plasmonic effects, the structures must contain at least one metal layer surrounded
by dielectric layers, in the degenerate case by the air and dielectric substrate.
Structures were analyzed for TM-polarized incident light (unless otherwise stated), because
in TE-polarization light plasmonic effects are not expected. If a TM-polarized wave is incident on
the structure in a plane perpendicular to the grating lines, the electric field vector oscillates in a
direction also perpendicular to the grating lines and electric field oscillation causes oscillation of
electrons, localized by grating lines. In turn, the incident TE-polarized light has the electric field
vector directed along the grating lines and the corresponding unlocalized oscillations of the
electrons are directed along the grating lines and therefore do not cause resonant plasmonic effects.
2.2. The investigated plasmonic effects
We have studied the spectral-angular characteristics of transmitted and reflected diffraction
orders, including direct transmission and reflection (0-th orders). The main investigated effect is the
dependence of structure color on the incidence angle of TM-polarized light.
It is expected that the desired plasmonic effect looks like a contrasting linear or curved zone
at the θλ-diagram, so that the wavelength corresponding to maximum transmittance would smoothly
change with the change of the incidence angle. Such a curve would mean that the studied plasmonic
grating has filtering properties. In contrast, the transmitted and reflected diffraction orders at θλdiagram for the ordinary diffraction grating must have almost constant distribution of diffraction
efficiency. Such a continuous field means no filtering properties of the diffraction grating, except,
maybe, the properties associated with the dependency of the propagation angle on the incidence
angle and wavelength (i.e., the wide “rainbow” effect).
2.3. Analyzed materials for plasmonic structures
Various combinations of materials (metals and dielectrics) and several structure
configurations (one or few metal coating above and below the diffraction structure and/or the
protective coating) were analyzed.
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The following metals were considered: silver Ag, aluminum Al, gold Au, chrome Cr, Nickel
Ni etc. Analyzed dielectrics are: BK7 glass, photoresist S1813, silicon dioxide SiO2, hafnium oxide
HfO2, magnesium fluoride MgF2, zirconia Zr2O3, aluminum oxide Al2O3, poly(methyl
methacrylate) PMMA, polycarbonate PC, etc.
Depending on the chosen materials and their optical properties, such as the refraction index
and the absorption coefficient, the condition of the maximum transmission and absorption of the
light wave in the plasmonic grating is changed, and the condition for the excitation of plasmons at
the metal-dielectric interface is changed too.
The best results in terms of diffraction efficiency were obtained using silver and a dielectric
substrate with low refractive index. To protect the silver layer, it is acceptable to use a transparent
protective dielectric coating with minimum refractive index (for example, Al2O3).
2.4. Analysis of plasmonic gratings
We have analyzed several structures with the parameters lying in the ranges described
above. Below, the results on the rectangular gratings on dielectric substrate with single silver
coating layer are given. The main results of the study are shown in Fig. 1–2.
The most efficient spectral-angular anomaly is in the zeroth transmitted diffraction order, i.e.
in the direct transmittance. We have also observed plasmonic effects in other transmitted or
reflected diffraction orders, but with low intensity as compared to the plasmonic effect in direct
transmittance.
At the θλ-diagram shown in Fig. 1, the desired plasmonic effect is present in a curved zone
with a high intensity of the transmitted radiation. At the 0° incidence angle (at normal incidence and
observation direction), transmittance of the structure is less than 10% except the 470—520 nm
wavelength range, which has a transmittance maximum of about 80%. In other words, this structure
is perceived green when viewing orthogonally. At incidence angle equal to 20° (when the structure
is tilted by 20°), structure is perceived red, as the transmittance maximum comes at 600 nm. At
incidence angles in the range 40—60° the structure has saturated red color. At incidence angle more
than 60°, the structure becomes opaque in the visible range. Maximum of transmittance lies in the
range from 80% to 95%.
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Fig. 1. θλ-diagram of transparency for plasmonic grating
with 400 nm period in TM-polarized light.

Fig. 2. θλ-diagram of transparency for plasmonic grating
with 400 nm period in TE-polarized light.

The change in the period of the grating leads to the displacement of plasmonic effect zone
on θλ-diagram due to the displacement of the diffraction order existence zone. As seen from figures,
the increase in the grating period from 200 to 600 nm results in a displacement of plasmonic effect
zone from blue to red spectral region and in the decrease of the maximum incidence angle at which
the plasmonic effect appears. A structure with 200 nm period is always blue; structure with 600 nm
period is red in the incidence angle range from 0° to 15° and opaque otherwise.
Variation of the height of the grating relief in the range from 10 to 100 nm does not lead to a
qualitative change in plasmonic effect. The optimal height of the diffraction grating was estimated
to lie in the range 40±10 nm.
Variation of the thickness of the silver layer in the range from 10 to 100 nm also does not
lead to a qualitative change in plasmonic effect too. There is an optimal thickness of silver: 40 ±
10 nm.
In addition, plasmonic effect depends weakly on the relative width of the grating grooves.
In the TE-polarized light plasmonic grating has a transmission less than 5%, as shown in
Fig. 2. θλ-diagram at that figure for structure with 400 nm period is typical for gratings with all
studied periods illuminated with TE-polarazed light.
With the increasing angle of incidence, the filter transmittance band shifts from the blue to
the red spectral region, while the bandwidth simultaneously decreases.
3. Experimental results
During the experimental studies, we have fabricated a number of samples with the described
color behavior in transmitted light.
The original samples were prepared on silicon substrates using electron beam lithography
and plasma etching. Then the relief from original samples was copied to the polymer substrate.
Final samples on polymer substrate were coated with silver.
A series of samples was prepared, including sample of plasmonic grating with 400 nm
period. The dependence of the transmission spectra of the sample on the incidence angle of the light
was obtained using a spectrophotometer. The measurement results are shown below.
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Due to technical reasons, the measurement of the transmission spectrum depending on the
rotation angle of the sample performed in the range from 0° to 50° with 10° step.

Fig. 3. θλ-diagram of transparency for sample
in TM-polarized light.

Fig. 4. θλ-diagram of transparency for sample
in TE-polarized light.

Visually, the sample have green and red color, respectively, when it is observed in
transmitted light.
Fig. 3 show spectral-angular characteristics of the fabricated sample in TM-polarized light.
In the case of the normal incidence of TM-polarized light, the transmission spectrum of the sample
has its maximum at 500 nm. Sample is visually green in transmitted light. With the increasing
incidence angle of the light, the maximum of the transmission spectrum shifted toward the red
region. The behavior of the sample in TM-polarized light is in accordance with the theoretical
calculations shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 show spectral-angular characteristics of the fabricated sample in TE-polarized light.
The transmittance of sample is smaller than 3% at any incidence angles and any. θλ-diagram for
sample in TE-polarization light does not show any plasmonic effect. This is consistent with the
results of theoretical studies shown in Fig. 2.
It can be seen that the measured spectral-angular characteristics of the sample are in
qualitative agreement with the theoretically calculated characteristics shown in Fig. 1.
The observed differences in the diagrams are purely quantitative: the theoretical
transmittance maximum is 95% and the measurement transmittance maximum on the samples is 5%
only. This difference can be explained by the errors in the sample fabrication process, such as:
a) the difference between the modelling structure relief and obtained sample relief; b) error in
obtaining of plasmonic grating geometrical parameters (height, thickness of coating layer); c) error
in modelling of dielectric polymer substrate.
4. Conclusions
As a result of our research, we have fabricated a set of plasmonic spectral filters with optical
properties depending on the incidence angle of the light. The plasmonic filters are diffraction
gratings with a period less than 1 μm and relief height less than 50 nm.
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Studies have shown that the change in diffraction grating period leads to a change in the
shape and location of the plasmonic effect zone at the spectral-angular diagram. Thus, it is possible
to obtain spectral filters with variable transmittance bandwidth by changing, for example, the angle
of incidence.
Changing the grating relief height and the metal coating thickness in a certain considered
range does not lead to a qualitative change in the spectral-angular characteristics of the plasmonic
filter. This allows us to create technology for the production of plasmonic spectral filters based on
diffraction gratings.
The samples of plasmonic gratings on polymer substrates have spectral-angular
characteristics qualitatively repeating theoretically calculated characteristics. Quantitative
differences are due to the manufacturing errors of the samples.
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3D OPTICAL INTENSITY MODULATION ON CURVED
SURFACES BY OPTIMIZATION METHOD AND ITS
APPLICATION TO FABRICATE ARBITRARY PATTERNS
R. Tian, J. Liu*, X.G. Wang, Q.K. Gao, J. Han, X. Li, B. Hu, and Y.T. Wang1
*School of Optoelectronics, Beijing Institute of Technology, Beijing, 100081,
China
1
E-mail: wyt@bit.edu.cn; *liujuan@bit.edu.cn
We present a method to design the pure-phase distribution based on phase
optimization for realizing the accurate 3D intensity modulation on curved
surfaces (CS) and apply it to fabricate 3D desired patterns on CS. As far as we
know, it is the first time to design the pure-phase distribution for realizing the
3D intensity modulation on CS and apply it to fabricate arbitrary patterns on CS.
In recent years, there have been several methods to fabricate micro/nanostructures on CS. However, these methods require expensive equipment and the
fabricating process is time-consuming.
The method we present to design the pure-phase distribution for realizing the
3D intensity modulation on CS is the phase retrieval method, as shown in Fig. 1,
where M is a function of zero at the positions of zero padding and unity at
image’s pixels, γ and k are the noise suppression parameter and the feedback
parameter, respectively1. Finally, the pure-phase distribution ϕ j can be acquired.
Both a 3D binary pattern and a 3D gray level pattern are reconstructed
numerically with high quality: the relative error of reconstructed pattern after 35
iterations is only 2.91% and 0.66% respectively, and these two sorts of patterns
are also fabricated experimentally on cylindrical surfaces with high quality by
loading the pure-phase distribution in the phase-only SLM, as show in Fig. 2.
The method simplifies the experimental fabrication process by using a single
SLM. Thus this method is convenient and it can be applied to fabricate the
complex 3D patterns on CS, such as any desired DOEs on CS.

Fig.1 Flowchart of the phase retrieval methodFig. 2 Photograph of the 3D binary pattern and 3D gray level
badge pattern fabricated on the cylindrical lens

1. A. Georgiou, J .Christmas, N. Collings, etc, “Aspects of hologram
calculation for video frames,” J. Opt. A: Pure Appl. Opt. 10, 035302(2008).
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The methods to fabricate micro/nano-structures on curved surfaces (CS) can be
applied to produce many useful devices such as artificial compound eyes and thinfilm transistors.

1. Introduction
Ƈ DOEs on curved surface
Diffractive optical elements (DOEs) is a flexible tool for creating arbitrary desired
intensity distribution. It has many advantages such as small size, light weight, high
diffractive efficiency etc.
Usually DOEs is fabricated on a flat basement. But in recent years, the DOEs
fabricated on curved surface (CS-DOEs) gains much improvement and is found many
special applications in different fields.

Fig. 3 Artificial compound eyes
Radtke D, et al. Optics express, 2007, 15(6): 3067-3077.

Fig.1 DOEs on flat surface
Fig. 2 DOEs on curve surface
Zhang H, et al. Optics express, 2013, 21(19): 22232-22245.
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Fig. 4 Thin-film transistor
Yoo G, et al. Microelectronic Engineering, 2010, 87(1): 83-87.
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Ƈ Our previous work
There have been several methods to fabricate CS-DOEs including the ruling engine, the
ion beam proximity lithography and the laser direct writing. However, these methods
require expensive equipment and the fabricating process tends to be time-consuming.

Fig. 5 Ruling engine[1]

Fig. 6 Ion beam proximity
lithography[2]

In our previous work, we researched the CS-DOEs based on the interference
lithograph. The target CS-DOEs can be obtained by the interference of two
pure phase holograms.

Fig. 7 Laser direct writing[3]

Fig. 8 Two pure phase interference lithograph

[1] Kita T, et al. Applied optics, 1992, 31(10): 1399-1406.
[2] Ruchhoeft P, et al. Journal of Vacuum Science & Technology B, 1999, 17(6): 2965-2969.
[3] Radtke D, et al. Optics Express, 2007, 15(3): 1167-1174.
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The interference lithograph is a simple method to fabricate micro patterns in large

areas. The modulation of the three-dimensional (3D) optical intensity with arbitrary
distribution on curve surface is a key problem for fabricating 3D desired patterns.

Details can be found in the reference:
Ɓ Shi R, et al.. Optics letters, 2011, 36(20): 4053-4055.
Ɓ Zhao H, et al. Optics express, 2013, 21(4): 5140-5148.
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2. Basic principle and our
optimization method
Ƈ The optimization method

 This technique employs two pure phase

The point-based propagation holography and the modified phase retrieval method

distribution (uploaded to the spatial light

are both employed to design the pure-phase hologram for realizing the 3D

modulators, SLM).

intensity modulation on curved surface.

 The two SLM must aligned precisely in

The purpose of our method is to:

micrometer dimension, or the output will

 simplify the fabrication process;

be polluted by much noise.

Hard for the fabrication!

 avoid the alignment of the two phases;
Fig. 8 Two pure phase interference
lithograph
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Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.
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Ƈ Algorithm to produce the pure-phase hologram

In the scalar diffraction domain, the propagation from one wavefront to another
can be expressed by Huygens diffraction, while on the contrary, it will be the
inverse Huygens diffraction.

P1

P2

Huygens diffraction (HuF)
exp jkr
1
U X1
cosT dV
jO ³³
r
6

U X2

Inverse Huygens diffraction (HuF-1)
U X1

j

O ³³
6c

U X2

exp  jkr c
cosT cdV c
rc

A0: ideal intensity;
Fig. 9 Schematic of the wave propagation

where U(ȋ1) and U(ȋ2) are the wave-front on plane P1 and curve surface P2, Ȝ is the wavelength,

r2= (xíȟ) +(yíȘ) +l(z) and l(z) varies with different points of the curved surface.

An: intensity of the curved surface after nth iteration;
k: feedback parameter (0~1);
Ȗ: noise suppression parameter (0~1);
Hologram

M: 0 at the zero padding point, while 1 at the imaging pixels.
Fig. 10 Flow chart of the algorithm

Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.
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3. Results
Ƈ Simulations
The used curved surface is a cylindrical surface. The sampling pixel of the
cylindrical surface is shown in Fig. 11, the top view is shown in Fig. 11(a), and the
center green part is divided into many grids with equal areas as shown in Fig. 11(b).

Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.
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As shown in Fig. 12(a), the ideal 3D intensity I is a four-Chinese-character on a
cylindrical surface. The output pattern and the convergence curve in the iterations are
shown in Fig. 12 (b) and (c), respectively. The reconstructed pattern has good
quality and the RE declines to 2.91% after 35 iterations.
Other parameters are L=12mm, R=51.852mm and the diffraction distance d=433mm.
RE

M

N

¦¦

I r m, n  I 0 m, n

m 1n 1

I 0 m, n

2

2

u 100%

Ir: reconstructed
I0: ideal

L: side length of the DOE
R: radius of the cylindrical surface
2Į: field angle

Fig. 12 Numerical simulation for 3D binary pattern, (a) an ideal pattern and (b) the
reconstructed pattern, (c) relative error with iterations.

Fig. 11 (a) Top view and (b) Sampling pixels of
cylindrical surface

Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.
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Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.
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We also simulated more complicated curved surface. Its mathematical formula is

To better demonstrate this method, we then study on a 3D gray level pattern. As
shown in Fig. 13(a), the 3D gray level badge pattern of Beijing Institute of

expressed as z=asin(bx)sin(cy), where parameters a, b and c are constant. In the

Technology is used as the ideal pattern. The output results are given in Fig. 13(b)

example, a =0.1, b = c = 1.

and (c), the reconstructed pattern is good as well and the RE is 1.66% after

The results are shown in Fig. 14(b) and (c). It is seen that the reconstructed

35 iterations.
The other parameters are as same as the above example.

pattern is achieved with high quality and the RE reduces to 1.02% after 20

iterations.

Fig. 14 Numerical simulation for 3D gray level pattern “cameraman” (a = 1/10, b
= 1, c = 1), (a) an ideal pattern, (b) the reconstructed pattern, and (c) relative error
with iterations.

Fig. 13 Numerical simulation for 3D gray level badge pattern, (a) an ideal pattern,
(b) the reconstructed pattern, (c) relative error with iterations.
Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.

Ƈ Optical experiment
Laser wavelength: Ȝ=532nm; SLM: BNS XY series, 512h512 pixels, the active area is
7.68mmh7.68mm; The 4-f lens and high-pass filter are used to eliminate unwanted noise.
Other parameters are L=12mm, R=51.852mm, d=2633mm.
Mirror

Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.
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The 3D binary pattern with four Chinese characters and the 3D gray level badge of
Beijing Institute of Technology are tested as the ideal patterns. Figure 15(a) and (c)
are captured by 500X Series Digital Microscope, while the magnified partial image
Fig. 15(b) and (d) are captured by OLYMPUS BX51 microscope.

SLM

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Laser

Collimating and beam
expanding system

Fig. 16 Photograph of the (a) 3D binary pattern and (c) gray level badge fabricated on
the cylindrical lens, respectively, (b) and (d) Enlarged picture of the corresponding
parts, respectively.
Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014,
22(17): 20387-20395.

Fig. 15 Optical setup of the experiment.
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Wang X, et al. Optics express, 2014, 22(17): 20387-20395.
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HOLOGRAPHIC 3-D PRINTING IN POLYMERIC MATERIALS
N.D.Vorzobova, V.G.Bulgakova
Saint-Petersburg National Research University of Information Technologies,
Mechanics and Optics, Russian Federation, 197101, St. Petersburg, Kronverksky
av., 49
vorzobova@mail.ifmo.ru
The principle of obtaining 3-D polymeric patterns, based on the projection of
holographic images in light curable material and the displaying configuration
of the projected wave front in the material volume is considered.
One of the most widely used technologies for 3-D printing is an additive
technology based on point-by-point and layer-by-layer three-dimensional structure
prescribing in a liquid polymerizable composition by a focused laser beam. A
significant disadvantage of this technology is the high complexity of the process.
In this work a holographic method to form a three-dimensional structure as a result
of single light action (exposure) is proposed.
The method consists in the projection of three-dimensional intensity distribution of
the laser radiation, forming by the hologram, to the volume of the
photopolymerizable composition and displaying the holographic image in the
thickness of the material.
The main problem with the displaying of the projected intensity distribution in the
volume of material is the depth of curing. We need obtain the curing only in the
areas of greatest brightness (sharpness) of the projected image, that is, we should to
limit the polymerization in the fields before and after the area of sharpness - in the
upper and lower parts of the beam that forms the reconstructed image.
We suggest principles the depth of curing limiting, the main of which are: using of
photocurable material with low exposure contrast and radical polymerization;
exposure by the oxygen accessibility to layer, providing the corresponding
radiation absorption in the layer and the optimal exposure parameters.
In our experiments holographic real images were formed by transmission
holograms, which were recorded with pulse radiation at a wavelength of 532 nm
using the technology developed by us previously 1. As radiation sources DPSS laser
with a wavelength of 532 nm and a helium-cadmium laser with a wavelength of
442 nm with output power of 100 mW and 50 mW respectively were used. To find
the optimal material dependence of the height of the cured layer on exposure for
different optical acrylate composites2 when applying the gradient amplitude mask
was investigated. The best material was found - a monomeric composition with the
lowest exposure contrast. Corresponding radiation absorption in the layer was
provided by increasing photo initiator concentration.
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Exposure with ingress of oxygen has specific requirements to power density and
exposure duration as a result of two competing processes - photoradical generation
and oxygen inhibition. When power density is small can dominate the oxygen
inhibition and increasing of exposure duration is not effective. The optimal
parameters were found experimentally.
Figure 1 presents the results of experiments - view of polymeric elements on the
glass when proposed principles the depth of curing limiting are realized. For
comparison the view of holographic images are shown. It should be note, when
exposure is under normal conditions the layer is cured on all depth.

a
b
c
d
Fig.1 View of holographic images (a, c) and polymeric elements on the glass (b,d)
Elements are formed by displaying of intensity gradations in the reconstructed
image and configuration of the wave front simultaneously.
The results of experiment showing the possibility of three-dimensional elements
obtaining by displaying of wave front configuration (surfaces of equal intensity)
are presented on the figure 2.In this experiment special model objects with the
planar, spherical, slanted and stepped surfaces were manufactured and transmission
hologram was recorded. Reconstructed real image was projected in a volume
material (with a thickness of 2 mm). Obtained elements display the form of model
surfaces that is, the configuration of the wave front.

Fig.2 Elements with different form of surfaces obtained as a result the wave front
displaying.
In this way, holographic method to 3-D polymeric patterns obtaining was proposed
and experimentally confirmed. The method has the advantage of significantly
reducing the complexity of the process relatively the classical 3-D printing — a
304

three-dimensional structures or surfaces are formed as a result of a single light
action. The proposed principle can be called as holographic 3-D printing, or «light
stamp». The results can be used for 3-D structuring, three-dimensional polymeric
elements fabrication, as well as the original form of art - «hard copies» of
holographic images can be obtained.
1. Vorzobova N.D. Particular qualities and processes of the recording of pulse
holograms // Proceedings of the XXVI school on coherent optics and holography,
2008, Irkutsk: Papyrus, P.175 -185.
2. Burunkova Yu. E., Semjina S. A., Kaporsky L. N., Levichev V.V.
Nanomodified optical acrylate composites // Optical journal, 2008, V. 75, No. 10,
P. 54-58.
Made with the support of the Federal purposeful program "Scientific and
scientific-pedagogical personnel of innovative Russia" for 2009-2013, SK P570 on
August 5, 2009.
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ULTRA-REALISTIC IMAGING AND OPTOCLONESTM
Hans I. Bjelkhagen,a* Alkiviadis Lembessisb and Andreas Sarakinosb
a
Hansholo Consulting Ltd, Rhuddlan, United Kingdom
b
The Hellenic Institute of Holography, Athens, Greece
*E-mail: hansholo@aol.com
1. Introduction

Recent improvements in key foundation technologies are set to potentially transform the field of Display
Holography. Full-colour analogue holograms may now be created with substantially better image characteristics
than previously possible, leading to new types of displays and new applications. In particular new recording
systems, based on recent DPSS and semiconductor lasers combined with novel panchromatic recording materials
and processing, have now demonstrated full-colour analogue holograms of both lower noise and higher spectral
accuracy. The goal is to be able to record holograms which display the colours of the recorded object as accurately as
possible. The analogue single-beam colour reflection hologram of the Denisyuk type is described with recent
applications. In particular, recording museum artefacts using mobile holographic equipment is reviewed. For museum
and archival applications it is important to record 3D images with extremely accurate colour rendering. To be able to
record colour reflection holograms it is necessary to use extremely low-light-scattering panchromatic recording
materials, which means the use of ultra-fine-grain silver-halide emulsions. An alternative to silver halide materials are
the panchromatic photopolymer materials. Progress in illumination technology, for example new LED lights, is
leading to a further major reduction in display noise and to a significant increase of the clear image depth and
brightness of such holograms. Analogue colour holograms of the Denisyuk type are the ones which really create the
illusion of viewing a real object behind the plate rather than an image of it. The possibility to record ultra-realistic
holographic images depends on selecting the optimal recording laser wavelengths. Three (RGB) wavelengths are a
minimum, but four or five are required for better colour rendering.1 The importance of the recording material is already
mentioned. The third factor is the light source used to display the recorded colour holograms. The light and the
illumination arrangement (source size, distance and angle of illumination) play a very important part in creating ultrarealistic 3D images. The new LED lights have contributed to the progress in displaying colour holograms. An ultrarealistic image2 is defined by:
– It looks “identical” to the real object observed by eye
– A full-parallax 3D image with very accurate colour rendition
– Same scale – no magnification
– Resolution corresponds to the eye resolution
– No detectable image blur
– No field of view limitations
– Image light reflections move like they do on the object
– In principle – recording light waves reflected off an object, store and recreate them later
– ONLY DENISYUK HOLOGRAPHY can accomplish this
The analogue colour holograms of the Denisyuk type have been referred to by the Hellenic Institute of Holography
(HiH) in Greece as OptoClonesTM, mainly caused by the incorrect use of the word “hologram” in modern versions of
Pepper’s Ghost images and similar popular so called “hologram” applications. During the 10th International
Symposium on Display Holography 2015 (ISDH2015) several examples of OptoClonesTM will be on display with
detailed information on how they have been recorded.

2. Denisyuk colour hologram recording setup

The ISDH2015 takes place in St. Petersburg, Russia, where Yuri Denisyuk was carrying out his important work on
single-beam reflection holography. Being inspired by Gabriel Lippmann’s early colour photography work 3 and
reading the science fiction novel Stories by Yefremov4 Denisyuk started working on a holographic recording technique
which resulted in his type of reflection holography. Described in Shadow of the Past is a strange photograph recorded
in asphalt rosin. “These imprints they reflect light of only a definite colour and when the prototype is lighted under a
strictly definitive angle. The sum total of these imprints produces a marvelous image in natural colours”.
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Figure 1. The Denisyuk single-beam reflection hologram recording setup. S is the expanded laser beam illuminating the object O
through the recording plate P and also acting as the reference beam. (From: Denisyuk, Fundamentals of Holography, ©1984 Mir
Publishers, Moscow)

In another of Yefremov’s Stories, Stellar Ships, Chapter Three, The Eyes of Intelligence, an archeologist has found a
glass plate of a strange 3D face, left on earth by an interplanetary photographer. “From the deep bottom of the
absolutely transparent layer, magnified by some mysterious optical device to its natural proportions, there looked out
at them a strange but an undoubtedly human face. The image was three-dimensional and looked amazingly alive.”
These stories interested Denisyuk so much that he wanted to investigate the described images, whether a technique
could be developed to record such images. He was familiar with Lippmann’s interferential colour photography
technique but not aware of Gabor’s in-line holography when he invented the single-beam reflection hologram
technique5, shown in Fig. 1.
It is very interesting that, at this conference there is a celebration of Denisyuk and his work, and at the same time,
the Fabergé Easter Egg OptoClonesTM will be on display. This is an excellent example of the ultimate ultra-realistic
imaging which is possible with Denisyuk’s single-beam technique. In the beginning only monochrome holograms
were recorded in the former Soviet Union, but Denisyuk was aware of the possibility to record colour holograms. He
was very familiar with Lippmann’s colour photographic technique. However, in the beginning there were no suitable
lasers and no panchromatic recording materials required to record colour holograms. A few early Denisyuk colour
holograms exist, for example, the small enamel painting Spas, an icon from the end of 19th century, shown in Fig. 2.
This very bright micro-cavity - SHSG hologram6 was recorded in the late 1980s at the Holography lab, State Optical
S. I. Vavilov Institute by Usanov and Shevtsov.
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Figure 2. Spas, a SHSG colour hologram by Usanov and Shevtsov

The principle of recording analogue colour holograms of the Denisyuk type is shown in Fig. 3. In the setup only three
lasers are indicated, but it is possible to add one or two more lasers using additional beam combiners. This is the setup
which is used in holographic laboratories equipped with large, often water-cooled argon-ion and krypton-ion lasers.
The problem with a laboratory installation is that it is not suitable for recording valuable museum artefacts. The
museums are reluctant to bring objects to a holographic lab. Therefore it is absolutely necessary to bring the recording
equipment to the museum to get ultra-realistic imaging and OptoClonesTM accepted as a new way of displaying unique
and expensive artefacts.

3. Mobile recording equipment

The new small RBG solid-state lasers with high power and long coherence length have made it possible to make the
required equipment. Gentet and Shevtsov7 reported about a mobile camera for recording colour holograms to be used
with the Gentet’s Ultimate glass plates up to the 30 cm by 40 cm format. The camera was equipped with a red (λ= 639
nm) semiconductor laser and two solid-state lasers, a green (λ = 532 nm) and a blue (λ = 473 nm).
More recently The Hellenic Institute of Holography (HiH)8 in Athens has produced a transportable camera, the
Z3RGB is also referred to the ZZZyclopsTM. This system was described by Sarakinos et al.9 and was used during the
spring of 2015 for the recording of the Fabergé Egg OptoClonesTM at the Fabergé Museum in St. Petersburg. More
details in regard to this project is reported at this conference by Lembessis and Sarakinos.10

Figure 3. Denisyuk setup for recording of OptoClonesTM
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Figure 4. The RGB lasers inside the camera

Figure 5.The ZZZyclopsTM camera

The inside of the camera is shown in Fig. 4. The Z3RGB camera is a computer-controlled opto-mechanical device
capable of exposing selected, commercially available or experimental, panchromatic silver-halide emulsions to
combined red, green and blue laser beams. The device consists of a main camera unit (MCU) built on top of a
lightweight aluminum honeycomb and a control electronics unit (CEU). Three solid-state lasers (Crystal and Cobolt
lasers) are used in the camera with TEM00 emissions with coherence lengths of more than five meters each. The
three lasers are:
Red laser: 638 nm at output power 80 mW (CrystaLaser laser);
Green laser: 532 nm at output power 100 mW (Cobolt Samba laser);
Blue laser: 457 nm at output power 50 mW (Colbolt Twist laser).
The MCU contains suitable optics to generate a clean collinear mixed RGB beam. The ZZZyclopsTM, shown in Fig.
5, has been successfully used to record artefacts in Greek museums. HiH has also produced a portable darkroom for
on-site processing.

4. Commercial panchromatic recording materials

Currently the main panchromatic recording materials for holography are the silver-halide materials and photopolymer
products. The recording of OptoClonesTM is performed on ultra-fine-grain panchromatic silver halide materials. There
are very few commercial silver halide materials on the market, all with limited production capacity (Table 1). The
panchromatic photopolymer materials from, Bayer, DuPont and Polygrama can also be employed, but since their
sensitivity is lower than for the silver halide emulsions, they are more suitable for making copies of OptoClonesTM .
The photopolymer materials are of high quality and can be supplied in large quantities on film.
Table 1: Commercial silver-halide holographic recording materials for colour holograms

________________________________________________________________________
Material
Spectral
Resolving
Grain
Substrate
sensitivity
power
size
[nm]
[line pairs/mm]
[nm]
_________________________________________________________________________
Colour Holographic
RGB: BB-PAN
440-650
6000
10
Glass
Slavich
Pan: PFG-03C
450-700
6000
10
Glass/Film
Sfera-S
Pan: PFG-03CN
435-665
6000
9
Glass/Film
Ultimate
Pan: 08-COLOR 460-650
10000
8
Glass/Film
Pan: 04-COLOR 460-650
15000
4
Glass/Film
__________________________________________________________________________
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Figure 6. Image blurring in a reflection hologram when illuminated with an extended light source

5. Display of colour holograms

Often the term "reconstruction" is used to describe the display of a hologram. This refers to the fact that, if the
reference beam, which was used to record the hologram, is used to also illuminate the processed hologram plate, the
wavefront emitted from the object during recording, will be faithfully reconstructed, generating the holographic
image. This underlines the critical fact that in order to obtain a faithful holographic reconstruction, the properties of
the reference recording and reconstruction beams must usually be identical. The illumination of holograms is
nevertheless a topic which is seldom included in books on holography; but it is as important as techniques to record
holograms. Remember that holography is a two-part process where the holographic plate, with its recorded
interference pattern, constitutes only one of the two parts needed to create the holographic image. The second part is
the reference light which is used to display the hologram. The characteristics of this reference light fundamentally
control the display process. Only if the properties of the reference and replay lights are identical (spatial coherence,
ray divergence, angle of incidence and wavelength) will a distortion-free, correct holographic image be generated. In
most practical situations it is rare that the replay light is absolutely identical to the recording light. In particular
conventional broadband white-light sources are frequently used to illuminate reflection holograms. Here one uses
the wavelength selective properties of the reflection hologram to filter out light having a different wavelength to that
of the recording light. Illumination by a broadband source will bring with it chromatic blurring and in general the
clear image depth of the hologram will be compromised. One of the most important properties of any light source
used to illuminate a hologram is spatial coherence. When a hologram is recorded, the reference laser light emanates
from a spatial filter having a diameter of between 10 and 25µm. This is several orders of magnitude smaller than the
source size of current popular illumination sources. For example, halogen spotlights commonly used to display
reflection holograms, have source sizes from one to several centimetres. A finite spatial coherence in the
reconstruction source leads to source-size blurring (Fig. 6), which limits the clear image depth of the hologram. For
ultra-realistic holographic imaging a rough rule is that the reconstruction source size must be less than 1mm in
diameter for every 1m of diagonal distance which separates the illumination source and any point on the hologram.
This ensures that any residual source-size blurring will be below the perception level of the standard human observer
- as the average human eye can resolve image details of about one millimetre at a distance of 1m. Many applications
of colour holography and OptoClonesTM require that the display and illumination techniques are carefully considered
to display ultra-realistic images. The new LED lights make it possible to reduce the image source-size blurring as
well as to improve colour rendering and image contrast.
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Figure 7. The HoLoFoS LED spotlight

6. Light-emitting diodes (LEDs)

The past few decades have seen a continuing and rapidly developing race among manufacturers of LEDs to produce
ever cheaper and ever more efficient illuminants. This rapid progress in solid-state LED lighting has opened up new
possibilities to illuminate the OptoClonesTM. A significant advantage of LEDs is that they possess a much smaller
bandwidth than broadband white-light sources. Although typical bandwidths are much larger than those commonly
associated with lasers and laser diodes, LED light sources should nevertheless be matched to the recording laser
wavelengths (or vice versa). This guarantees that only the white light from the LED source (which is a mixture of the
primary LED wavelengths) contributes to creating the holographic image. Using a halogen spotlight, a large part of the
light spectrum emitted illuminates the surface of the plate without having any impact on the intensity of the image.
Instead this light is scattered, lowering the image contrast. The lack of this scattered light in LED illumination can lead
to significantly higher image fidelity. In addition LED light sources have considerable advantages over halogen and
other traditional lighting sources, such as long life, small size, small étendue, high durability and robustness to
thermal and vibration shocks, low energy usage/high energy efficiency, no IR or UV in beam output, directional
light output, and digital dynamic colour control – white point tuneable.

7. LED spotlights for OptoClonesTM

HiH has developed a special LED spotlight for the display of OptoClonesTM. The HoLoFoS LED spotlight, based on
Cree LEDs, is manufactured at AutoTech11 and is commercialized by TAURUS SecureSolutionS Ltd.12 Through
proper choice of the component LEDs in terms of bandwidth and wavelength, the HoLoFoS LED spotlight is
capable of achieving high quality reproduction of the new OptoClonesTM . The illuminating head contains the RGB
LEDs, mixing optics, lenses and heat sinks. The system has an embedded microcontroller for intensity control of
each LED with DMX-protocol decoding and a miniature wireless receiver. Remote adjustment of the colour mixing
by DMX-protocol communication is achieved by a handheld wireless remote control. A small switching power
supply provides the power needed for EU or US mains. The optics incorporated in the unit provide for an axial
mixing of the LED beams resulting in a homogeneous colour mixing over the full extent of the projected beam. The
small footprint of the LED die (approx. 2 mm) is small enough to produce clear and deep holographic images even
at small illuminating distances. The illuminating head can be fitted with a variety of LEDs at selected wavelengths
and more than three different LEDs can be fitted to match various recording wavelengths. For example, an
RRGGBB configuration can be achieved. This is important for colour holograms which will be recorded with four
or five laser wavelengths to obtain more or less perfect colour rendering. Details on the HoLoFoS system was
presented by Sarakinos et al.13 Shown in Fig. 7 is an early prototype. The current product HoLoFoS model (λ) uses
three aligned LEDs with the following spectral characteristics for the red, green and blue LEDs which correspond to
the lasers of the ZZZyclopsTM Camera. The dominant wavelengths for the LEDs are 620 – 630 nm, 520 – 535 nm,
and 450 – 465 nm.
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Figure 8. The Horse Jaw OptoCloneTM

Figure 10. The mobile museum recording setup

Figure 9. The Owl Jug and the Ring OptoCloneTM

Figure 11. An OptoCloneTM by HiH

8. Museum applications of OptoClonesTM

'Bringing the Artefacts Back to the People' was an important early holographic museum project which was carried
out at the Centre for Modern Optics (CMO) in North Wales. 14 The project involved collaboration with a number of
major museums. OptoClonesTM of various artefacts were recorded at the CMO laboratory. They were arranged as a
travelling exhibition to be installed at different museums during a limited time at each museum. One of the recorded
artefacts, supplied by the British Museum, was a 14,000-year-old decorated horse jaw bone from the ice age, or late
glacial period, in Britain.15 A photo of the hologram is shown in Fig. 8. Ten OptoClonesTM of different artefacts
were included in the touring museum exhibition. Another OptoCloneTM which was recorded was the Tudor Owl Jug
and the Sergeant at Arms Ring. A photo of this OptoCloneTM is shown in Fig. 9. The two artefacts are from the
Grosvenor Museum in Chester, United Kingdom.
HiH museum projects have been reported by Lembessis.16,17 The exhibition ‘Heaven and Earth: Art of Byzantium
from Greek Collections’ features some 170 rare and important works, drawn exclusively from Greek collections and
were shown in United States. For this exhibition several OptoClonesTM were recorded by HiH using the mobile
equipment with the principle recording setup shown in Fig.10. The laser light from the ZZZyclopsTM is directed via a
mirror to illuminate the object at an angle of about 45 o from above. For the recording the plate is inserted in front of
the object. A photo of one of the recorded OptoClonesTM was a pair of golden bracelets, 9-10c. AD, origin:
Thessaloniki (excavations at Dodekanisou Str.), gold/enamel, shown in Fig. 11. The recorded OptoClonesTM were
not sent to the USA, but instead they were on display at the museum in Greece to replace the missing artefacts when
they were in the USA.

9. Before OptoClonesTM

When I saw some of the early Russian monochrome Denisyuk holograms, I was very impressed. These bright and
high-contrast holograms were recorded on ultra-fine-grain silver halide Russian emulsions which we in the western
world had no access to. Very early I decided to work on the Denisyuk single-beam technique with the goal to record
colour holograms. It took until 1994 before I was able to record the very first high-quality colour holograms. It was
done together with Dalibor Vukičević in the laboratory of Louis Pasteur University in Strasbourg.18,19 The lab was
equipped with RGB lasers and we had received specially prepared single-layer panchromatic plates from Slavich in
Russia. The first display colour hologram we recorded in the new emulsion was the Mask hologram which is shown
in Fig. 12.
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Figure 12. Mask by Bjelkhagen and Vukičević (1994)

At that time we did not have beam combiners in the setup, instead we used sliding mirrors to perform sequential
RGB recording. Not until the processed hologram had dried could we see that it had worked and we were able for
the first time to admire the recorded colour image in the hologram. Based on these results it was clear we needed
ultra-fine-grain panchromatic emulsions which were not produced by the western companies Agfa, Ilford or Kodak.
Previously the sandwich technique (silver halide + DCG plates) had been used to produce colour holograms, but it
was too complicated to become popular. About 2000 Yves Gentet in France had developed a panchromatic silver
halide emulsion and demonstrated high-quality colour holograms of the Denisyuk type. 20 In 2008 the European
SilverCross project21 resulted in an ultra-fine-grain laboratory emulsion capable of recording high-quality colour
holograms.

10. The Fabergé Egg OptoClonesTM

In 1994, at the Strasbourg university, I produced a video about the recording technique of our first colour holograms
in which I said that the ultimate goal to introduce Denisyuk colour holograms to the world would be to record the
famous Fabergé Eggs, which finally was accomplished in 2015. To show the Fabergé Museum what a hologram of a
Fabergé Egg would look like, HiH made one of the Eggs for sale in the museum shop (Fig.13). On 25 September
2014 an agreement of partnership between the Fabergé Museum, HiH and the University of Information
Technologies (ITMO) was signed (Fig. 14).

Figure 13. Demo OptoCloneTM recorded by HiH

Figure 14. Vladimir Vasilyev, Rector of ITMO,
Vladimir Voronchenko, Director of the Fabergé Museum
and Alkis Lembessis, Director of HiH
at the Fabergé OptoCloneTM meeting
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Carl Fabergé (1846-1920)
Photo by H. Aubert, about 1900

HiH’s most ambitious project is the OptoCloneTM -recording of the Fabergé Easter Eggs at the Fabergé Museum
located in the Shuvalov Palace along the Fontanka River Embankment in St. Petersburg. The Easter Eggs were made
by Carl Fabergé (1846–1920) in his workshop in St. Petersburg. Only 50 Imperial Easter Eggs were made. Between
1885 and 1916 extremely beautiful Easter Eggs were made, which often took a whole year to make. The first one
was the Hen Egg which was a gift to Empress Maria Fyodorovna from the Emperor Alexander III. The Coronation
Easter Egg was given to Empress Alexandra Fyodorovna in 1897 by the Emperor Nicholas II as a memory of the
coronation in 1896. Nine of the Easter Eggs at the Museum were acquired from the Malcolm Forbes Collection in
the USA by Viktor Vekselberg in 2004. He brought them back to Russia with an intention to put them on display in
St. Petersburg. It did not happen until November 2013 when the new Fabergé Museum opened.22 The museum
building, shown in Fig. 15, contains not only the Eggs but a lot of other beautiful artefacts from the Fabergé
workshop.

Figure 15. The Fabergé Museum in St. Petersburg located in the renovated Shuvalov Palace
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Figure 16. ZZZyclopsTM and Andreas

Figure 18. The recording setup

Figure 20. Alexey Pomigalov

Figure 17. The recording tent

Figure 19. The Bay Tree Egg in the setup

Figure 21. The OptoCloneTM

The mobile equipment from Greece was sent to the museum and during a few weeks in the spring of 2015 the
recording took place in the basement lab of the museum. The recording tent was installed there. The lab had a sink
for the processing of the recorded plates. The ZZZyclopsTM camera (Fig. 16) was positioned outside the tent (Fig.
17) sending “white” laser light into the tent. Inside the tent was a tripod with a front-silvered mirror to send the laser
light down at a platform with a box in which the Eggs were positioned (Fig. 18), according to the principle drawing
in Fig. 10. The excellent quality of the recordings was achieved thanks to Andreas Sarakinos, head holographer and
scientific director of HiH. He spent long hours every day recording a total of 200 holograms during the week of
which 65 constitute the Bowater Collection of Fabergé OptoClonesTM. In Fig. 19 the 1911 Bay Tree Easter Egg

is shown positioned in the recording box. Shown in Fig. 20 is the Egg in the hands of curator Alexey
Pomigalov after it was recorded. Figure 21 depicts a photo of the Bay Tree Egg OptoCloneTM. The
security within the museum is very high and the recording took place “behind bars” as shown in Figs. 22
and 23. See the more detailed paper by Lembessis and Sarakinos at this conference.11
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Figure 20. Andreas Sarakinos and Alkis Lembessis

Figure 21. Hans Bjelkhagen and Alkis Lembessis

11. Conclusions

The virtual colour image behind an OptoCloneTM represents the most realistic-looking 3D image of an object that
can be recorded today. The extensive field of view adds to the illusion of beholding a real object rather than
portraying a mere image. Good colour rendering can be achieved through choosing the optimum recording laser
wavelengths within the visible spectrum. The application of OptoClonesTM in museums and the tourist industry
alike could exploit this new 3D imaging technique. Having developed mobile recording equipment is a necessity for
recording artefacts like the Fabergé Eggs. Recorded museum OptoClonesTM allows the image of an object to leave a
museum, increasing the number of people who can experience the history of the object and its place within our
culture. For example, since the Fabergé Eggs are located in different museums and collections around the world, it
should be possible to exhibit all of the Eggs in one place as OptoClonesTM. In addition, it would be easy to send the
OptoClonesTM - exhibition around the world without any worry about the artefacts themselves, being lost, damaged
or stolen.
It could be mentioned that another important application of OptoClonesTM would be the recording of oil paintings. 23
Even if an oil painting is a 2D picture the ultra-realistic image will provide details about the micro structure of the
painting such as brush strokes, signature, etc. Often in museums today, an oil painting is protected with a glass plate
to prevent any potential damage to it. An OptoCloneTM on glass of a painting will look identical to the painting itself
provided that more or less perfect colour rendering is obtained, requiring four or five recording laser wavelengths.
An oil painting OptoCloneTM behind glass does not require the same spatial coherence as for 3D artefacts, which
makes it easier to display them but the illumination angle is crucial for perfect colour rendering.
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THE “F” ADVENTURE

Alkis Lembessis, Director, Hellenic Institute of Holography
Andreas Sarakinos, Scientific Director, Hellenic Institute of Holography
“F” stands for “Fabergé. And this paper describes a real adventure. Away from
home, in an unknown territory, where the ‘standard’ seemed to change on a daily
basis, where almost nothing proved to be straight-forward, easily achievable or in
line with common sense. But an adventure worth every minute and the output of
which may eventually bring display holography back within the scope of the
modern Museum. This paper describes the way to the creation of “ The Fabergé
Museum Collection of OptoClones® ” from concept to its world premiėre. A
world’s first as a concerted multi-national cooperation, which would not have been
possible to orchestrate and execute by the Hellenic Institute of Holography without
the support and collaboration of ITMO University of St. Petersburg and the
financial support of James Bowater. An achievement in itself not only on account
of the scale of its logistics (more than 200 Denisyuk exposures in 25 seemingly
endless days in studio darkness) but also because of the excellence that it required
in all of its execution phases and all of its components. The output, five sets of a
collection of 13 ultra-realistic glass plates under exclusive non-commercial license
by Colour Holographic (UK), each as unique as the original Easter Eggs artifacts
from the Fabergé Museum of St. Petersburg, demanded not only continuous
technical improvisation and a pool of patience by A. Sarakinos (scientific director
of HiH); but -equally- the public exhibition of the Collection necessitated the
design, development and building in record time of the luxurious integrated HLFS
Display Systems and of the new model (λ2015) of the HoLoFoS™ illuminant. All
in all, an adventure of pride for those associated with it and the best way to
celebrate the memory of Y.N. Denisyuk at the location of his invention during the
UNESCO Int’l Year of Light.
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“ The ‘F’ Adventure...”
Alkis Lembessis, Andreas Sarakinos
St Petersbrug, 2nd July 2015
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Experimental study of the method of recording color volume holographic of
stereograms on different photosensitive materials on the base of the diffuser
with a narrow indicatrix of laser radiation
S. B. Odinokov1, D.S.Lushnikov1, V.V.Markin1, A.U. Zherdev1 , I.K. Tsyganov,
A.V. Smirnov2
1
Bauman Moscow State Technical University, Moscow, Russian,
2
JSC Scientific Production Company «KRYPTEN» (Dubna, Russia)
e-mail: odinokov@bmstu.ru
Method and optical scheme of automated stand for recording colored volume
holographic stereograms (CVHS) in colliding beams on the photographic plates
PFG–03C and on the photopolymer film Bayfol–HX is developed1.
Singularity of optical scheme of the stand for obtaining CVHS was
utilization of the holographic diffuser with the width of scattering indicatrix
about 3° (in the intensity level - 0.5). The use of such a diffuser in the optical
recording scheme CVHS provides an essential gain in the intensity of the object
beam in recording the hologram and an essential decrease in the exposure time
for each angle of holographic stereogram. In the experiments, the time of receipt
of holographic stereogram with a 3x3 matrix of colored cubes images, each of
which was recorded 300 angles (total of 2700 exposures -see photo), was no
more than 1.5 hours. Thus all the angles were synthesized on a computer. The
holograms of the exposure time and the movement of the system "pinhole-lenscondenser"

are

described.

The

laser

RGB-β-1064

(TechniumOptic),

simultaneously forming three beams of laser radiation at wavelengths of 440
nm, 532 nm, 660 nm with energy in a pulse 2.5-5 mJ and with frequency 30 Hz
was used in the optical scheme. The coefficients that determine the amount of
shrinkage of these photomaterials were identified. The dependency graphs of the
angular and spectral selectivity of used photomaterials in accordance with their
shrinkage are built. Shrinkage coefficient value equal to the ratio of thickness of
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the emulsion layer after photochemical
treatment
determined

and
by

before

it

calculations

can

be

using

experimentally obtained values of the
angle of incidence of the reconstructing
beam β, where the maximum value in
the diffraction efficiency and maximum
intensity of reconstructed beam is
provided. Consequently turned up that
the value of the angle β for all colors lie
in the range of 36...38 degrees. For given on the optical scheme of the stand
parameters and conditions the shrinkage coefficient of the photosensitive
material PFG–03C was K = 0.991. It has been determined that the shrinkage
greatly influences on change of geometry image reconstruction scheme relative
geometry recording scheme. Increase (or decrease) of the shrinkage coefficient
on 0.2% (0.002) brings to the reduction of the incidence angle of the
reconstructing beam β per 1 deg. Such CVHS are widely used in visual optical
indicators sign-symbolic information in holographic near-eye display and
helmets when recording microholograms in holographic memory1.
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20-YEAR PATH TO PERFECTION:
OUR HISTORY WITH LATEST ACHIEVEMENTS IN COLOR HOLOGRAPHY
Yves GENTET
Ultimate holography, Bordeaux, France
Michael SHEVTSOV
State Optical S. I. Vavilov Institute, St.-Petersburg, Russia.
The solution of co-operation and joint work on development of display
holography was taken in Saint-Petersburg in 1992. We agreed to build the holographic
laboratory in Bordeaux, to equip it mostly by Russian lasers, optics and materials and to
start work, using experience of the both sides. The first goal was development of color
holography, then pulse holography and the other aspects of display holography to reach
perfection.

Picture 1. Bordeaux, September 1993. Discussion of the first stage of building the lab; demonstration
of the first results: small monochrome holograms; the first set-up for record color holograms.

In 1993 we built the first bench for color holography using He-Ne (Russian LGN220, red), Ar (Russian LGN-106, green- blue) and He-Cd (American SP-62, deep blue)
lasers (Picture 4). On the same lab made platform the bench with big (diam. 60 cm)
mirrors has been constructed to copy pulse transmission masters (picture 4).
In 1994 Russian company Slavich has released new photographic material –
plates for color holography PFG-03C. The first results were promising and we ordered
the next batch of the plates. Unfortunately, the next batch was very different from the
previous one, and all the results have gone come to nothing. To be independent on
factory variation of the plates we decided to organize production of holographic plates
in the lab. For this Eugenia Brui, chemist from SOI was invited to Bordeaux. Being
advanced specialist in holographic emulsion she helped to organize emulsion syntheses
and coating process for production of own photographic plates. To 1995 we up-graded
our set-up, added additional lasers and got much more wavelengths from visible range
of spectra to record color holograms. After the first good results we demonstrated color
Denisyuk hologram made on our own plates in St.Petersburg to Yuri Denisyuk. Being
impressed by quality of the hologram, he blessed us for the further work (picture 2) and
even wrote a letter of recommendation for Yves Gentet. After years of efforts to
improve the material laboratory is currently producing the family of holographic
materials called “ULTIMATE” for CW and pulse color holography.
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Picture 2. Color hologram of test object recorded on own photographic plate; meeting in museum of
holography of SOI: Y. Gentet, Yu. Denisyuk, M. Shevtsov in front of 120x80 cm monochrome
reflection hologram recorded in SOI; recommendation letter of Yu. Denisyuk.

Besides display holography with CW lasers we started to develop pulse
holography and made a portraiture studio. Two pulse lasers (ruby and Nd:YAG) have
been made by Alexei Kornev and Vasily Pokrovsky (SOI). Afterwards the ruby laser
was replaced by Lymoncs 3 Joules laser. Based on these two types of pulse lasers two
cameras were designed: “Emerald” (532 nm) and “Ruby” (694 nm).

Picture 3. Christian Picard and Vasily Pokrovsky adjusting the first portraiture set-up in holography
studio; Yves Gentet in front of “Emerald”; copy bench with CW lasers for portraiture.

The next 2 years we worked not only on technique, equipment and emulsion but
on exhibitions of display holograms. Joint French-Russian exhibition was organized
during “Fair of Bordeaux”. The name of exhibition was “Palace of hologram” and it
consisted of 12 holograms of Yves Gentet and 12 big scale holograms from State
Optical S. I. Vavilov Institute mostly of objects from Hermitage.

Picture 4. Advertising of the exhibition in the streets; installation of 60x80 cm holograms.

With the improvement of equipment, materials and technology of hologram
recording quality of holograms increased. There were many color reflection holograms
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including H2 holograms from three RGB transmission masters have been recorded. The
famous 30x40 cm color hologram “The Clown” became the IHMA award winner for
the new holographic technique of 2000 year!

Picture 5. Hologram “The Clown”. Emmet Leith and Yves Gentet at the hologram in Vienna 2000.

In 2005 State Optical S. I. Vavilov Institute stopped its research in holography
and closed holographic department because of economical problems. From another
hand it gave us more oportunuties to move further our joint projects. In 2005 we began
to design a holoprinter for pixelized holograms. The original project goals were:
-very large size (1 meter wide prints, continuous rolls)
-full color (RGB technique 440/532/660 nm)
-fast printing (50 Hz)
-hoggel (holopixel) resolution of 0.8 mm (0.64 sq mm)
-wide field of view: with horizontal and vertical angle of view of 120°
-full parallax holoprints from 3D computer generated images.

Picture 6. Metallic constraction, optical set-up and Y. Gentet and M.Shevtsov at computer center of the
holoprinter, 2005.

To 2008 we succeeded: every goal except the size, because our holoprints were
limited to 60x80cm (the size of our coating machine ). We did larger sizes but using
mosaic technique. In order to expand facilities of holoprinting technology the further
improvement were directed to reduction of holopixels size (up to 0,5 mm and less),
modification of software (to reduce number of computers and accelerate calculations),
design of equipment for shooting video files for record dynamic holoprints including
portraits.
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Picture 7. 4-chanel “Areva nuclear station” 160x60 cm (Olkiluoto, Finland, 2007); full parallax “Beau
Dieu” 30x40 cm (2008); Y. Gentet demonstrates high resolution portrait of his son Eric (HOLOEXPO2010, Moscow).

New generation of CW DPSS lasers and increasing of “Ultimate” materials
sensitivity allowed us to design, produce and adjust a mobile holographic camera for
record color Denisyuk holograms “in-situ”. It is a laser projector of white light which
includes RGB lasers > 25 mW each, PS, optical scheme combining three beams with
spacial filter in the end. Size of the camera is 30x40x50 cm, weight 12 kg, exposure 3050 sec for hologram 30x40 cm.

Picture 8. Mobile holographic camera for record color Denisyuk holograms and Yves Gentet

In the latest modification of the camera 3 powerful (>100 mW each) CW RGB
(633, 532, 457 nm) lasers and Gaussian system stabilizing position of the beam at
record have been installed. With latest super high definition “Ultimater – 04” color
plates we can record colorful, bright, crystal clear Denisyuk holograms of 60x80 cm.

Picture 9. Holograms recorded on “Ultimate-04” material with mobile camera. Y. Gentet and M.
Shevtsov at 10-th ISDH, St.Petersburgб Russia, 2015.
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In situ recording and displaying true color holographic optical
clones ( OptoClones ™ ) of cultural heritage artifacts in
Museums.
A Sarakinos1, A Lembessis2
1

Scientific Director, Hellenic Institute of Holography, 28 Dionyssou Street, 15234,
Chalandri, Greece.
2
Chief Administrator, Hellenic Institute of Holography, 28 Dionyssou Street, 15234,
Chalandri, Greece.
Email: 1rnd@hih.org.gr ,2 director@hih.org.gr
Abstract Color holography provides the means for the most advanced capture and
reproduction of three dimensional images. The Hellenic Institute of Holography transportable
Z3RGB color holography system and the HoLoFoS illuminator have been successfully tested by
recording and subsequently displaying OptoClones™ of artifacts in the Byzantine & Christian
Museum of Athens , the Museum of Byzantine Culture of Thessaloniki and the Faberge
Museum of Saint Petersburg.

Introduction
The potential of display holography for museum applications has been examined in depth by
researchers in the field [1] but the widely use of holograms in museums never really happened. The
main problems were the lack of suitable photosensitive panchromatic emulsions and the required
expensive and cumbersome recording setups. The Hellenic Institute of Holography has developed the
necessary transportable equipment, processes and software for the in-situ recording of color Denisyuk
holograms of artifacts and their subsequent optimized display[2,3]. Key characteristics of the color
holograms recorded and displayed with the Hellenic Institute of Holography systems are :
x High degree of color rendition
x Realistic surface micro texture rendition
x Continuous full parallax (vertical / horizontal)
x 180 degrees field of view
x Realistic specular reflections
x Realistic shadows
x 1:1 spatial reconstruction
These holograms (termed as OptoClones™ by our Institute) provide to an observer an optical replica
of an object indistinguishable, to a high degree, from the original.
1. OptoClones ™ in the Byzantine and Christian Museum of Athens (BXM)
In August 2013 the Hellenic Institute of Holography recorded in the Byzantine & Christian Museum
of Athens (BXM), Greece, the OptoClones™ of twelve objects of the museum’s collections using the
Z3RGB transportable system (Table 1). These OptoClones™ were displayed in place of the original
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objects for the period that the original objects were on loan to the temporary exhibition "Heaven and
Earth: Art of Byzantium from Greek Collections" (U.S.A Oct. 2013- Aug. 2014). The BXM
OptoClones™ ( figure 1) were recorded on Ultimate U08 plates, holography by the first author of
this paper.
Table 1. Byzantine & Christian Museum of Athens artifacts recorded as OptoClones™.
OptoClone -BXM1
OptoClone - BXM2
OptoClone - BXM3
OptoClone - BXM4
OptoClone - BXM5
OptoClone - BXM6

Recorded artifacts
Pair of earrings, 4th c. AD
Pair of earrings, 4th c. AD
Golden bracelet, 7th c. AD
Amulet with chain, 7th c. AD
Golden belt, 7th c. AD
Silver ladle, 7th c. AD
Silver plate, 7th c. AD
Silver candle holder, 7th c. AD
Earrings, 4th c. AD

BXM catalogue number
BXM 175 a-b
BXM 177 a-b
BXM 888
BXM 847
BXM 879
BXM 899
BXM 894
BXM 900
BXM 1181 a-b

It is worth noting that, for the chromatically correct and realistic replay of the holograms, the
HoLoFoS RGB illumination systems were used. The OptoClones™ and the HoLoFoS illuminants
were incorporated by Yanni Georgaras (Red Dot awarded Industrial Designer) into display stands in
cooperation with the relevant services of the Museum (figure 2).

Figure 1. Left: Photograph of OptoClone-BXM1, two pairs of golden earings, 4th c. AD. Right:
Photograph of OptoClone-BXM6, silver earings, 4th c. AD
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Figure 2. Display stands with OptoClones™ and HoLoFoS illumination, Byzantine and Christian
Museum of Athens (BXM), June 2014.
2. OptoClones ™ in the Thessaloniki Museum of Byzantine Culture (MBC)
In September 2013, using the Z3RGB transportable system, the Hellenic Institute of Holography
recorded in the Thessaloniki Museum of Byzantine Culture, OptoClones™ of the Saint Mamas icon
and selected objects of the museum’s collections (figure 3). The OptoClones™ were recorded on
Ultimate U08 plates, holography by the first author of this paper. The holy icon of St. Mamas was
transported from its origin in Cyprus by military aircraft, initially to Elefsina (Athens) and from there
on to Thessaloniki by road. The Saint Mamas OptoClone ™ was in display during the “Veneration
of Saint Mamas in the Mediterranean: A Traveler Border –Defender Saint” exhibition, MBC,
Oct.2014 . The rest of the recorded OptoClones™ will be displayed in the MBC in a dedicated
exhibition during 2016.

Figure 3. Left: Photograph of the Saint Mamas OptoClone™. Right: OptoClone™ of one of the two
Bracelets MBC code BKO262/6, 10th c.
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3. OptoClones ™ of the Fabergé Imperial Eggs, Museum Fabergé Saint Petersburg
In May 2015 the Hellenic Institute of Holography recorded in the Fabergé Museum in Saint
Petersburg OptoClones™ of the Fabergé eggs using the Z3RGB transportable system. Five sets
,thirteen OptoClones© each, were produced ( Table 2). The Fabergé Eggs OptoClones© were
displayed for the first time during the exhibition "Magic of Light" in Saint Petersburg, Russia ( JuneOctober 2015). Special display cases incorporating HoLoFoS devices were built to enhance these
valuable exhibits (figures 4,5). The Faberge Eggs OptoClones™ were recorded mostly on BB-Pan
plates, a very few in Ultimate U04 , holography by the first author of this paper.

Figure 4. Left: Photograph of the Faberge Bay Tree OptoClone™. Right: OptoClone™ of the
Faberge Lillies of the Valley Easter Egg.

Figure 5. Faberge Eggs OptoClone™ in the HiH specially built display cases incorporating the
HoLoFoS LED lighting devices.
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Table 2. Faberge Eggs recorded as OptoClones™.
Hen Egg
Coronation Easter Egg
Bay Tree Easter Egg
Kelch Hen Egg
Desk Timepiece with a Globe

Renaissance Easter Egg
Lilies of the Valley Easter Egg
Fifteenth Anniversary Easter Egg
Duchess of Marlborough Egg

Rosebud Egg
Cockerel Easter Egg
Order of St. George Easter Egg
Chanticleer Egg

4. Conclusions

The Hellenic Institute of Holography transportable Z3RGB color holography system and the
HoLoFoS illuminators have been successfully used to record and display high quality color
holograms (OptoClones™ ) in Museums in Greece and Russia. True color holograms, as they
are the most advanced three dimensional images obtainable with current technologies, can
become valuable tools for the preservation, documentation and diffusion of cultural heritage.
In the BXM case it was the first time that color holograms of cultural artifacts were recorded
with a mobile holography system in situ, in a museum, and subsequently displayed in place of
the original artifacts while the originals were on loan. As stated by Nikos Konstantios
(Archaeologist, Museologist. Byzantine & Christian Museum, Athens) : “We have opted to
use display holograms --instead of digital media- for the visual replacement of selected
cultural artifacts during their temporary loan as we felt that their one-to-one ultra-realistic
3D optical representation through full-colour holography allows the viewer to form an
accurate view of the object –even when the original artifact is not present. Moreover, this
happens instantly at first glance without any interaction or complications introduced by the
digital media (touch screens, buttons, image quality etc.)”.
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NEXT-GENERATION VISIBLE LASERS FOR HOLOGRAPHY
M. L. Stock*, P. E. Andersen** and P. M. W. Skovgaard*
*Norlase ApS, Risø huse 1, DK-4000 Roskilde, Denmark
** DTU Fotonik, Department of Photonics Engineering, Technical University of
Denmark, DK-4000, Roskilde, Denmark
E-mail: mls@norlase.com
A new class of visible wavelength diode-based lasers achieve performance levels
that make them attractive alternatives to solid-state and gas lasers. We describe
their attributes and how they can improve the production of holograms.
A new type of visible laser technology based on tapered-diode doubled lasers
(TDDL) is presented, providing many positive features for holography: high beam
quality, power levels in the several-Watt range, long coherence length, very stable
beam position, ultra-low noise, and a broad range of wavelengths to optimize the
laser to work with different holographic materials. The key to this new technology
is the use of relatively high power, near-infrared laser diodes that are frequency
converted to reach visible wavelengths, from blue to yellow. Tapered diode lasers
have matured over the past decade-and-a-half from university research to
commercially viable technology, now available on the market. The core
technology has been described in publications1,2 and eliminates the cavity of
traditional visible lasers, such as can be found in diode-pumped solid-state lasers.
The advantages of this technology relative to conventional sources of CW visible
output include the inherently more compact and lower noise design and lack of
disruptive cooling, which can streamline the production of holograms. The current
status of available wavelengths will be provided, along with results from
measurements of key laser attributes and an example of the use of a TDDL to
create holograms.
1. A. Müller, O. B. Jensen, K.-H. Hasler, B. Sumpf, G. Erbert, P. E. Andersen, and
P. M. Petersen, “Efficient concept for generation of diffraction-limited green
light by sum-frequency generation of spectrally combined tapered diode lasers”,
Optics Letters, vol. 37, pp. 3753-3755 (2012).
2. O. B. Jensen, P. E. Andersen, A. K. Hansen, D. Martia, P. M. W. Skovgaard and
P. M. Petersen, “High-power non linear frequency converted laser diodes”,
Proceedings of SPIE Photonics West, paper 9370-65 (2015).
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Lighting

Many technologies exist for creating
CW near-diffraction limited visible light
Complexity

Gas (Ar:ion), DPSS,

None are optimized to work between
1 and 20 W average power – until now
Complexity

Argon:ion, DPSS,
OPSL, Fiber

OPSL, Fiber

Directly-doubled,
Tapered
Diode Lasers
Direct diodes

(TDDL)

Direct diodes

<1W

<1W

AURORAONE
1W

20 W

1W

Power

Overview

20 W

Power

Key advantages of diode lasers

Part I: Technology
• Why diode lasers?
• How to break the ~ 1W (CW) barrier for highbrightness, visible direct-diode based lasers –
Tapered Direct-Doubled Lasers (TDDLs)
Part II: Application Example
• First hologram made with TDDL

• Output power and efficiency
– mW to kW depending on laser type & wavelength
– CW operation or pulsed mode
– direct electrical pumping with high wall-plug efficiencies
• Spectral and spatial behavior
– 360 nm - 2 m with III-V compound semiconductors
– selectable wavelength within the gain spectrum
– narrow emission bandwidths by intrinsic or external
feedback
– diffraction-limited output at the expense of output power
• Compact and low cost
– dimensions of only a few mm3
– chip technology enables affordable mass-production and
wide-spread applications
¾ Simplest architecture to go from electrons to photons
A. Müller, S. Marschall, O. B. Jensen, J. Fricke, H. Wenzel, B. Sumpf, and P. E. Andersen,
“Diode laser based light sources for biomedical applications”, Laser Photonics Rev. (2012) DOI:10.1002/lpor.201200051

How have diode lasers been used to
generate near-diffraction-limited
visible CW light?
•

Direct-diode

• As pumps for diode-pumped solid
state lasers (DPSSL)

Limited power when high beam
quality is required (< 1 W)
• As pumps for external cavity
• As pumps and gain material for
frequency conversion
optically-pumped semiconductor lasers (OPSL)

Semiconductor laser diodes:
Edge-emitting types and their pros and cons
The dilemma:
SM Ridge waveguide laser diodes:
• great beam quality, near single-mode emission ¥
• inexpensive ¥
• optical output power of only 1-2 W (Near-IR)
and < 1 W in the visible (-)
Broad area laser diodes:
• great efficiency and power,
> 20W (Near-IR) ¥
• compact and robust ¥
• inexpensive ¥
• poor spatial quality (-)
How to combine the best of the two?
to get power and beam quality

Y. Kaneda et al., Opt. Lett. 33, 1705-1707 (2008)

Solution: Tapered Semiconductor Laser
 spatial single-mode emission (~ 70% in diffraction-limited beam) ¥
 frequency selective component
at rear facet (< 5 pm) => single-frequency ¥
 output power > 10 W ¥

Tapered-Diode laser operation and control
Three dimensional
parameter space
(ITA,IRW,T)

IRW

ITA
Temperature T

Tapered-Diode laser characterization and
control
Mode hops occur without feedback; need to identify operation

window to avoid mode hops; add internal feedback to diodes and TECs

-> Operate in single longitudinal mode – long coherence
length!
-

How to get visible light: Frequency conversion
• Frequency doubling
Input,
near-IR light
w

Output,
visible light
Nonlinear

• Power of generated waves depends on
– fundamental power Pǔ
– crystal length L
I 2Z
– nonlinear coefficient deff
– focusing condition
(hmax = 1.07 @ zRayleigh = L/5.68)
– phase-matching condition (Ʃk = 0) P2Z

w
2w

2w

Crystal

w

2S 2 deff2
n2Z nZ2 O22Z H 0 c
16S 2 deff2
n2Z nZ OZ3H 0c

§ 'kL ·
IZ2 L2sinc2 ¨
¸
© 2 ¹
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• Quasi-phase-matching tolerances ~ 1/L
=> high-power diode lasers with narrow emission bandwidth

Putting it together Tapered direct-doubled diodes: A new class of lasers
‘TDDL’
¾ No free space cavity -> stable operation
¾ Tapered diode with high beam quality
¾ Single-pass frequency doubling, feedback loop for
stabilization
¾ Blue (465 & 488 nm), Green (532 nm), Yellow (560 nm)
¾ Long coherence length – measured to 1.5 m
(measurement-limited)

Technology comparison
DPSS: Diode Pumped Solid
State Laser

TDDL: Tapered Diode Doubled Laser

9 Wavelengths between
Limited wavelengths

~ 460 and 570 nm

Low efficiency

9 High efficiency

Complex => High Cost

9 Simple => Low(er) Cost

Cavity-based => Instability

9 No free space cavity => Stable

Simplest laser architecture for visible lasers of 1W to 20W

TDDL Product – Norlase AuroraOne

Laser head (pictured):
140 x 88.9 x 50 mm3

Laser controller:

Beam Quality at 3.6 W Output[1]
Input power: 9.6 W
Output power: 3.6 W @ 532nm
E-to-O efficiency: 9%
M2  1.3

300 x 200 x 9 mm3

Small thermal load to dissipate
~ 50W
(doesn’t require water-cooling)
[1] Anders K. Hansen, Photonics West (2014).

Overview
Product roadmap:

1W

Prototype, 2013
Market entry, 2014

0.7 W

Production build-up,
new laser products,
2015 -16

2W

Power scaling
2017

3W

3W

1.5 W

5W

2W

1.0 W

4W

3W

2W

8W

Part I: Technology
• Why diode lasers?
• How to break the ~ 1W (CW) barrier for highbrightness, visible direct-diode based lasers –
Tapered Direct-Doubled Lasers (TDDLs)
Part II: Application Example
• Holography – first hologram made with TDDL

Hologram

Hologram is with me – ask me if you would like to see it
(but remember that this was made by a laser specialist!)
AIO 2015

Next-generation visible lasers:
9 Semiconductor based,
cavity-free, single-pass

9 Simple and compact
9 Wide range of center
wavelengths: ~ 460 – 570 nm

Norlase is a laser company – we are not
holography experts;
let us know how we can help you
Thanks for your attention!
Michelle L. Stock, mls@norlase.com

9 Coherence length > 1.5 m
9 High beam quality and stability
at watt-level power

AuroraOne demonstrated to make hologram
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MAKING ANALOGUE COLOUR HOLOGRAMS IN THE
HOME LABORATORY: LESSONS FROM FAILURE AND
SUCCESS
Quan Yuan
3D Holo Art Lab (www.3d-holo-art.com)
4-2-101 YanShangYuan XiErQi, Haidian District, Beijing, China 100085
E-mail: products@3d-holo-art.com
Analogue colour holography has recently become possible for amateurs thanks to the
advancement of lasers and recording materials. Here the author reports his experience in
making bright, low-noise, balanced-colour silver halide (AgX) holograms.
Abstract
Compared to monochromatic holography, colour holography overcomes several
difficulties in relatively lower diffraction efficiency (DE), more sensitive chemical
processing and balancing exposures at different wavelengths. High quality colour
holography relies on high DE, high signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and good colour
saturation. Historical Lippmann and holographic emulsions are reviewed and a recipe of
optimised laboratory holographic emulsion is given with detailed chemistry
interpretation. Combinations of different developing reagents and modified versions of
published bleaches were tested for monochromatic and colour holography. Also, modified
formulas of bleach and hardener are given and discussed from the point of view of
chemistry. For most amateur holography, the exposure times of AgX materials are usually
longer than 1 second when using continuous wave (CW) lasers. Under such conditions of
low intensity reciprocity failure (LIRF), high quality colour holograms are greatly
dependent on the accuracy of balanced exposures at different wavelengths. A quantitative
method of exposure calibration and calculation under the LIRF condition at different
wavelengths is proposed and discussed.

Figure 1. Two-colour (532 nm and 633 nm recording) hologram made by the author
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1. Silver halide materials in holography
As the best implementation method of three-dimensional (3D) display, holography has
been extensively studied for 67 years. The technique was invented to improve the
resolution of the electron microscope by Gabor1 . The 3D imaging based on the same
principle was achieved by the work of Denisyuk2 for reflection holograms, and the work
of Leith with Upatnieks 3 for transmission holograms. However, true colour and full
parallax holograms are rare now in daily life and are very expensive. The slow progress
of colour holography has been due to the difficulties of development of coherent light
sources (lasers) and recording materials. Fortunately, in the last two decades, the prices of
diode pumped solid state (DPSS) lasers for holography dropped quickly and have become
affordable even for the amateur holographers. Amongst known holographic recording
media, silver halide (AgX) materials have the highest sensitivity and broad spectral
responses in visible light. Knowledge of AgX emulsions from the much longer history of
conventional photography also contributed to the study and application of AgX in
holography. Nevertheless, unlike other grainless recording materials, the granules of AgX
play the role of a double-edged sword in holography: increased sensitivity and light
scattering. Even if the grain sizes of AgX crystals are small enough and the holographic
plates are transparent, the processed holograms might suffer from significant scattering
due to crystal growth during development and bleaching. Thus, true colour reflection
holography of AgX emulsion greatly depends on the photographic chemistry of silver salt
nano particles, from the emulsion manufacture to the chemical processing of the
holographic plates or films.
1.1. The difficulties of AgX materials in colour holography
Reflection holograms such as Denisyuk type or two-beam type show the advantages for
3D display: viewable in white light and simple configuration for colour image
reconstruction. Compared to monochromatic reflection holography, colour reflection
holography overcomes several difficulties in relatively lower diffraction efficiency (DE),
more sensitive chemical processing and the balanced exposures at different wavelengths.
First, reflection holograms recorded by a single wavelength laser can be very bright in
that the DE of such holograms is high and the reflection spectral width is broadened after
chemical processing. In comparison, the brightness of true colour holograms in the same
thickness of AgX emulsion is lower than that of monochromatic holograms. Multiple
(red, green, blue, RGB) fringe patterns recorded in the single layer result in lower DE for
each wavelength than the DE of the same layer in monochromatic recordings. Triple
emulsion layers respectively containing red, green, blue fringe patterns or increased
thickness of the AgX emulsion of three fringe patterns could solve the problem, assuming
that no significant light loss occurred in absorption and scattering in the (three-layer or
thick) hologram. Second, the reconstruction wavelength of monochromatic holograms
might be different from the recording wavelength and such shifts depend on the details of
processing. The holographer can select a specific chemical processing suitable for any
given colour in spectrum by controlling of emulsion shrinkage or expansion. On the other
hand, true colour holograms must remain exactly the same RGB fringe patterns as in the
recording. For true colour holography, any thickness change of AgX emulsion induced
during chemical processing must be avoided. Emulsion shrinkage is caused by the loss of
AgX in development and bleaching. Not only the widely used preservative sodium
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sulphite (Na2SO3), but also many organic reductants present in the developer are solvents
of AgX. If not treated with hardener or the reductant in the developer has no tanning
effect, the AgX emulsion usually shrinks and results in a blue shift of the reconstruction
image. Third, the panchromatic AgX emulsion has different sensitivities at different
wavelengths and a well-balanced colour hologram requires accurate exposures for each
recording wavelength. Balanced exposure at different wavelengths can be obtained by
getting the same optical density (OD) for each wavelength after development 4. However,
for general continuous wave (CW) lasers, the exposure times of nano particle silver
halide recording materials are usually longer than one second, a critical time limit of the
reciprocity law at low light intensity. Under such conditions, the calculation of accurate
exposure balance in different laser intensities must be compensated for low intensity
reciprocity failure (LIRF). A typical exposure value (energy density of μJ·cm-2) cannot be
directly used by multiplying the laser intensity (μW·cm-2) and the exposure time
(seconds) without LIRF compensation.
1.2. Criteria of high quality colour holograms
The purpose of colour holograms as 3D displays is to reconstruct the objects as
accurately as possible. From the visual aspect, high brightness, high S/N and high colour
saturation are preferred. These desirable properties require high DE, low light scattering,
and narrow spectral width of the reconstruction wavelengths. For AgX colour holograms,
high refractive index modulation and high thickness contribute to high DE but only if
there is no significant energy loss in scattering and absorption. An AgX emulsion could
get high brightness at the price of high scattering but the low S/N destroys the value of
holograms. Another method of getting high brightness of images is processing for
broader spectral width of the diffraction in the holograms. Usually, such processing
improves the brightness of the image but deteriorates the colour saturation of the
holograms. A vivid colour hologram depends on the narrow spectral widths of the
reconstruction wavelengths.
2. AgX emulsion preparation
Making holographic AgX emulsions is not as much fun as holography itself and is timeconsuming. Like the early Lippmann photographer, however, preparing AgX emulsions
gives a holographer the ability to fine tune the properties of recording plates and the final
results of holograms. To better understand AgX holography, the activities of emulsion
making, laser exposure and the chemical processing should be considered all together.
The chemical reactions occurring in each step are related and the developer formula
should be adjusted to specific emulsion composition. The learning curve of making AgX
emulsions is similar to holography yet at a lower cost than that of holography using
commercial recording products. For a beginner, however, the difficulty is the accurate
control of AgX grain size by precipitation time, reaction temperature, freezing rate,
desalting, and the wet coating thickness of the emulsion. The purpose of making AgX
emulsions in one’s own laboratory is to better understand the AgX holographic chemistry.
2.1. Review of Lippmann emulsions and published holographic emulsions
Due to the intrinsic similarities between Lippmann photography and reflection
holography, historical Lippmann emulsions are worth reviewing. A very good summary
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of those early emulsions was made by Bjelkhagen5, 6. In this report, the mass ratio of
gelatin to silver bromide (AgBr) and the volume of emulsion (volume just after AgBr
precipitation and before adding sensitizers or hardener) are calculated to compare the
compositions of the emulsions. Most Lippmann emulsions have a gelatin to AgBr mass
ratio above 4:1. The high ratio of gelatin to AgBr contributes to a small size of AgBr
particles and mono dispersed emulsions7. If a small size of the AgBr crystals could be
obtained, lower ratio of gelatin to AgBr (i.e. the higher AgBr content) should give higher
index modulation in the holograms and thus the higher DE. However, low content of
gelatin usually causes coarse grains and high fog than high gelatin content emulsions.
Special chemicals need to be added for inhibiting crystal growth and restraining fog level.
Table 1. Chemical compositions of early Lippmann emulsions and several published
holographic emulsions
Emulsions

Ref

Gelatin

AgNO3

KBr

Excess salt

AgBr

Emulsion
volume

Gel:AgBr:Vemulsion(100ml)

Gel:AgBr
(mass ratio)

Lippmann's

5

4g

0.75 g
(0.004412 mol)

0.53 g
(0.004454 mol)

KBr

0.8294 g
(0.004412 mol)

100 ml

4 g : 0.8294 g : 100 ml

4.823 : 1

Valenta's

5

30 g

6g
(0.03529 mol)

5g
(0.04202 mol)

KBr

6.635 g
(0.03529 mol)

600 ml

5 g : 1.106 g : 100 ml

4.521 : 1

Senior's

5

10 g

3g
(0.01765 mol)

2.1 g
(0.01765 mol)

equal

3.318 g
(0.01765 mol)

450 ml

2.222 g : 0.7373 g : 100 ml

3.014 : 1

Ives'

7

3g

0.3 g
(0.001765 mol)

0.25 g
(0.002101 mol)

KBr

0.3318 g
(0.001765 mol)

80 ml

3.75 g : 0.4148 g : 100 ml

9.041 : 1

Lumière's

6

20 g

5g
(0.02941 mol)

3.5 g
(0.02941 mol)

equal

5.5295 g
(0.02941 mol)

400 ml

5 g : 1.382 g : 100 ml

3.618 : 1

Neuhauss'

6

7.5 g

1.5 g
(0.008824 mol)

1.25 g
(0.01050 mol)

KBr

1.659 g
(0.008824 mol)

150 ml

5 g : 1.106 g : 100 ml

4.521 : 1

Lehmann's

6

20 g

4g
(0.02353 mol)

3.2 g
(0.02689 mol)

KBr

4.424 g
(0.02353 mol)

400 ml

5 g : 1.106 g : 100 ml

4.521 : 1

Rothé's

6

5g

0.75 g
(0.004412 mol)

0.53 g
(0.004454 mol)

KBr

0.8294 g
(0.004412 mol)

100 ml

5 g : 0.8294 g : 100 ml

6.028 : 1

Crawford's

5

12 g

0.375 g
(0.002206 mol)

0.281 g
(0.002361 mol)

KBr

0.4147 g
(0.002206 mol)

100 ml

12 g : 0.4147 g : 100 ml

28.94 : 1

Zagorskaya's

5

50 g

-

-

KBr

11.28 g
(0.06 mol)

1000 ml

5 g : 1.128 g : 100 ml

4.433 : 1

Thiry's emulsion A

8

2g

0.63 g
(0.003706 mol)

0.45 g
(0.003782 mol)

KBr

0.6967 g
(0.003706 mol)

100.3 ml

1.994 g : 0.6946 g : 100 ml

2.871 : 1

Thiry's emulsion B

8

2g

0.43 g
(0.002529 mol)

0.3 g
(0.002521 mol)

AgNO3

0.4739 g
(0.002521 mol)

100.3 ml

1.994 g : 0.4725 g : 100 ml

4.220 : 1

Thiry's emulsion C

8

2g

0.45 g
(0.002647 mol)

0.266 g
(0.002235 mol)

AgNO3

0.4202 g
(0.002235 mol)

88 ml

2.273 g : 0.4775 g : 100 ml

4.760 : 1

Thiry's emulsion D

8

1.4 g

1.05 g
(0.006176 mol)

0.75 g
(0.006303 mol)

KBr

1.161 g
(0.006176 mol)

70.5 ml

1.986 g : 1.647 g : 100 ml

1.206 : 1

Liu and Shave's

5

3g

0.3 g
(0.001765 mol)

0.25 g
(0.002100 mol)

KBr

0.3318 g
(0.001765 mol)

80 ml

3.75 g : 0.4148 g : 100 ml

9.042 : 1

Iwasaki et.al.'s
emulsion B

9

60 g

3.967 g
(0.02333 mol)

2.935 g
(0.02467 mol)

KBr

4.387 g

1000 ml

6 g : 0.4387 g : 100 ml

13.68 : 1

SilverCross

10

2.508 g

1.479 g
(0.008700 mol)

1.053 g
(0.008850 mol)

KBr

1.636 g

500 ml

0.5016 g : 0.3272 g : 100 ml

1.533 : 1

Note: 4-digit significant figures of converted values are used only for ratio comparison purpose. The
numbers of significant figures of calculated values are the same as that of the original data.

2.2. AgX preparation and holographic image results
Emulsion experiments were made in the dark room and a safelight (green LED) for
holography was turned on only if necessary. Photography class gelatin produced the best
result. Gelatin was soaked in distilled water for 1 hour before dissolving at 40 ºC. For low
gel content emulsions (0.2 g gelatin or even less, and 0.2g AgBr per 20 ml emulsion
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volume), gelatin was dissolved at 40 ºC, then it was cooled to room temperature for
emulsification. Nano crystal AgBr emulsion was made by double jetting of room
temperature AgNO3 (2.2 ml, 0.5 mol/L) solution and KBr+KI (mixture of potassium
bromide and potassium iodide solution, 2.2 ml of solution containing 0.5 mol/L KBr and
0.025 mol/L KI, 1:20 molar ratio of I- to Br-) solution into the substrate gelatin solution
with fast magnetic stirring. Jetting time was less than 20 seconds.
After the emulsification, physical ripening occurs and the ripening rate (or crystal growth
rate) is influenced by many factors such as the AgBr content in emulsion, pAg (log10[Ag+]) value, ionic strength of the emulsion (salt content), temperature, gelatin
content, stirring rate. Increased turbidity (less transparency) of the emulsion indicates the
larger size of AgBr crystals due to physical ripening. For Lippmann photography and
reflection holography, the dry emulsion on the plate must be fully transparent to get good
results. Physical ripening should be avoided by adding crystal growth inhibitor(s), fast
freezing of the emulsion, complete desalting, and quick drying of the emulsion after
coating.
A small size of AgX crystals in the emulsions is critical in reflection holography, but also
results in very low sensitivity. Historically, a large number of dopants used as sensitizers
for traditional photography have been studied. In 1999, when the market of traditional
photography was greatly challenged by digital photography, Belloni et al. found that
potassium formate (HCOOK, 1×10-6:1 molar ratio to AgBr) was a dopant for improving
AgBr sensitivity by about 10 times and proposed a mechanism for the observation11. The
discovery did not save conventional AgX photography, but it was a big gift for AgX
holography. In photographic emulsions, the sensitizing dopants are usually added in the
chemical ripening step but require heating. To avoid possible physical ripening in the
heating process, chemical dopant sensitization can be applied during emulsification.
Experiments (0.15 g gelatin : 0.2 g AgBr : 80 ml, single washing) showed that HCOOK
(1×10-4:1 molar ratio to AgBr) doped in the substrate gelatin solution before adding
AgNO3 and KBr can significantly improve the sensitivity compared to the control. The
doping ratio was 100 times larger than that in the traditional AgX photography emulsion.
During desalting process, HCOOK (1×10-4:1 molar ratio to AgBr) doped in
emulsification could be dissolved in the washing (3 times or more) step and this can be
avoided by washing with diluted HCOOK solution ([HCOOK]= 5.3×10-6 mol/L for
doping of 1×10-4:1 molar ratio to AgBr).
The desalted emulsion has to be concentrated by a freezing and thawing method
developed by Kirillov12 . It is very effective for both high AgX content and low AgX
content emulsions. The thawing rate should be slow and any separated water should be
removed quickly during the process otherwise the water will be partially absorbed again
by the gelatin.
Concentrated AgX emulsion (8-15 ml emulsion per 0.2 g AgBr) was melted at 40ºC for
adding spectral sensitizer(s). Pinacyanol chloride (1×10-4:1 molar ratio to AgBr) in
ethanol solution was added for He-Ne laser (633 nm) sensitive emulsions. Quinaldine red
(1×10-4:1 molar ratio to AgBr) in ethanol solution was added for 532 nm laser
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sensitization. It should be noted that high concentrations of dye(s) (>2×10-3:1 molar ratio
to AgBr) can significantly desensitize the emulsion.
Hardener, such as chrome alum, KCr(SO4)2 (1:100 mass ratio to the gelatin) could be
added after spectral sensitization or the emulsion could be hardened by glutaric
dialdehyde (8% w/w water solution) just before development.
Before coating, glass plates of 2 mm thickness were scrubbed in soapy water, then
washed in running water and dried vertically. The cleaned dry plates were soaked in 2%
3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane ethanol solution for a few seconds then washed in running
water and dried again. Concentrated emulsions (final volumes were 6~30 ml per 0.2 g
AgBr depending on the gelatin content) melted at 40 ºC were coated onto the plates on a
level stand. The coating volume was about 3~8 ml per 150 cm2. To obtain accurate dry
emulsion thickness of 6~10 μm, the coating area of melted emulsion per 0.2 g AgBr was
calculated as:
���� �����
�
1
�� =
+
=(
+
��
����
�����
���� ����� ����
where S is the area (cm2) of coating surface on the glass, d the thickness (unit in cm,
d=6~10×10-4 cm) of dry emulsion, mgel and mAgBr the mass of gelatin and AgBr, ρgel (1.3
g/cm3) and ρAgBr (6.473 g/cm3) the density of gelatin and AgBr, z the mass ratio of gelatin
to AgBr, ����� the mass of 0.2 g AgBr.
Plates were dried in 30% or less relative humidity at room temperature for less than 12
hours.

2.3.
using 3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane and 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-1,3,3a,7tetraazaindene (TAI) as AgX crystal growth inhibitors
Early published Lippmann and holographic emulsions lack chemical additions for
hindering AgX crystal growth. The fine crystals were obtained in the conditions of high
ratio of gelatin to AgX. By adding AgX crystal growth inhibitor(s), we can make low
gelatin content Nano-AgX emulsion, which could provide higher index modulation in
final holograms than high gelatin emulsion and the brightness of holograms is improved.
To simplify the cleaning and treating of glass plates before coating, 2% (V/V) 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane [NH2CH2CH2CH2Si(OC2H5)3 ] in ethanol solution (3 ml per 0.2 g
AgBr) was added to the spectrally sensitized emulsion. The addition of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane to the emulsion is very effective in AgBr crystal growth inhibition.
Furthermore, the emulsion was sensitized by 3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane due to the
alkaline group of the silane molecule. Plates of dry emulsion prepared should be
completely transparent and show no scattering at all. In the presence of 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane, the sensitivity of emulsions without HCOOK doping was about 2.4
mJ·cm-2 for making Denisyuk holograms. The exposure was reduced to 1.4 mJ·cm-2 after
HCOOK sensitization.
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High content of AgBr in the emulsion and the presence of 3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane
usually result in high fog after development. To decrease fog level, Benzotriazole, an
important anti-fogging agent in traditional photography, can be added (0.025-0.1g per
1000 ml developer) to reduce fog but requires longer processing time and also decrease
the emulsion speed (sensitivity). Unlike anti-fogging agents, emulsion stabilizers are
important in maintaining (even increasing) emulsion speed and keeping anti-fogging
effect 13 . A typical emulsion stabilizer is 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-1,3,3a,7-tetraazaindene
(TAI) and had been extensively studied14. TAI is usually used in photographic industry
after chemical ripening to maintain emulsion properties (such as sensitivity and fog
level).
After many experiments, the author suggests the optimized emulsion using TAI as crystal
growth inhibitor (detailed results of dozens of experiments are too lengthy and could not
be put here in the short report):
1. Preparation of gelatin solution (gelatin is soaked in distilled water for 1 hour before
dissolving at 40 ºC, then it is cooled to room temperature. 0.2 g gelatin, and 0.2 g
AgBr per 20 ml emulsion volume).
2. HCOOK is doped in the substrate gelatin solution (1×10-4:1 or 1×10-3:1 molar ratio
to AgBr) before emulsification.
3. Emulsification of AgBr/I at room temperature in less than 20 seconds by double
jetting method with magnetic stirring. (2.2 ml of 0.5 mol/L AgNO3 and 2.2 ml of
0.5 mol/L KBr/KI, [KBr]:[KI]=20:1)
4. Spectral sensitization of the freshly made emulsion (pinacyanol chloride for red
light sensitization, and quinaldine red for sensitization of green light, 1~4×10-4:1
molar ratio to AgBr).
5. Addition of 4-hydroxy-6-methyl-1,3,3a,7-tetraazaindene (TAI) as AgBr crystal
growth inhibitor (solution of TAI in distilled water is added at 10-2:1 molar ratio to
AgBr in emulsion).
6. Quick or slow freezing of the emulsion to -18 ºC.
7. Emulsion washing (volume of distilled water: 5-8 times emulsion volume) at 18-20
ºC for 2 to 3 times to get rid of potassium nitrate (KNO3). HCOOK (5.3×10-6 mol/L
for 1×10-4:1 molar ratio to AgBr doping, or 5.3×10-5 mol/L for 1×10-3:1 molar ratio
to AgBr doping) is added in the distilled water to avoid the loss of doped HCOOK
in AgBr crystals during washing.
8. Emulsion is separated from supernatant and collected in filtration through medium
speed laboratory filter paper.
9. Concentration of washed emulsion by freezing and thawing method if necessary.
10. Melt the emulsion at 40 ºC and add 0.5 ml of 3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane in
ethanol solution (2% V/V 3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane in ethanol solution should
be freshly made) per 0.2 g AgBr, mixing well then coat the emulsion on the clean
glass plates on level stand.
11. Drying in low humidity air. (Room humidity should be less than 30%. Drying time
should be less than 12 hours.)
3. Chemical processing for AgX colour holograms
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Development and bleaching play a vital role in AgX colour holography because the
chemical processing finally determines the DE, scattering, colour accuracy and colour
saturation of the holograms. Early developers such as D-19 (and D-19b) from traditional
black and white photography were widely used in holography. But a high content of
sodium sulphite (Na2SO3) in the developer increases the solubility of AgX and leads to
the large size of AgX crystals through Ostwald ripening. In rehalogenating bleach, black
filament silver is oxidized to AgX, then deposits onto the unexposed AgX crystals. Total
growth during these processes is significant and causes strong scattering. Even if the
recording holographic plate is transparent, after D-19 development and PBU-quinol15
bleaching, the plate looks cloudy and translucent. Sodium sulphite in the developer
causes not only scattering but also a blue-shift of the reconstruction images. Potassium
bromide (KBr), used as a restrainer in developers and a rehalogenating reagent in bleach,
increases the ionic strength of the solution (decreases the activity of silver ions in
solution), also increases the solubility of AgBr by forming the coordination compounds
AgBr2, AgBr3, AgBr4, resulting in Ostwald ripening of AgX nano particles. The salt effect
is important and significant during the nano-AgX emulsion making procedure, as the
potassium nitrate (KNO3) must be washed to avoid further physical ripening.
To eliminate the solvent effects of sodium sulphite and potassium bromide, several
common organic reductants used in developers were compared in the emulsion shrinkage
and spectral width tests. Laboratory and commercial holographic plates showed similar
results. No solution hardener was used before or after development, the Denisyuk type
holograms were followed by PBU-quinol bleach. As shown in Table 2, ascorbate
developer is good for producing bright monochromatic holograms, while pyrogallol
developer is superior for accurate colour holograms. Metol and phenidone, although
widely used in developers for a super addition effect when used with hydroquinol, are
actually poor developing reagents when used alone for holography in terms of emulsion
shrinkage and scattering noise.
Table 2. Comparison of several organic reductants as developing reagents
Ascorbate

Emulsion shrinkage

Image results

Spectral width

Noise of scattering

Significant

Blue shift, bright image

Wide

OK

Hydroquinol

Small

Similar to pyrogallol

Narrow

Low

Pyrocatecol

Less than hydroquinol

Similar to pyrogallol

Narrow

Low

Pyrogallol

No shrinkage

No colour shift, high S/N

Narrow

Very low

Large

Strong blue shift, bright, noisy

Wide

High

Higher than metol

633nm recording, blue shift to near UV band, very
weak image, chemical attack to the emulsion

N/A

N/A

Metol
Phenidone

Experimental conditions:
Ascorbate developer: 20 g L-ascorbic acid (0.114 mol/L), 20 g Na2CO3, 6.5 g NaOH, add distilled water to 1 litre. Hydroquinol
developer: 12.5 g hydroquinol (0.114 mol/L), 20 g Na2CO3, 6.5 g NaOH, add distilled water to 1 litre. Pyrocatecol developer: 12.5 g
pyrocatecol (0.114 mol/L), 20 g Na2CO3, 6.5 g NaOH, add distilled water to 1 litre. Pyrogallol developer: 14.3 g pyrogallol (0.114
mol/L), 20 g Na2CO3, 6.5 g NaOH, add distilled water to 1 litre. Metol developer: 5 g metol (0.0145 mol/L), 20 g Na2CO3, 6.5 g
NaOH, add distilled water to 1 litre. Phenidone developer: saturated phenidone solution added with the same volume of alkaline
solution (20 g Na2CO3, 6.5 g NaOH, add distilled water to 0.5 litre). After development, all plates were processed in PBU-quinol
rehalogenating bleach.

Glutaric dialdehyde (glutaraldehyde, CH2(CH2CHO)2), widely used in sterilising medical
and dental equipment, is a safe and effective organic hardener for holography. The author
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tested 8% (w/w) glutaric dialdehyde as a hardener before and after ascorbate developer
(followed by PBU-quinol bleach) and obtained non-shrinkage holograms in both cases.
Zero-shrinkage of the emulsion was confirmed by obtaining bright images of the
holograms placed in the original recording configuration. In comparison, even 37%
(w/w) formaldehyde solution cannot produce the same result and slight emulsion
shrinkage happened. Pre-developing hardening is similar to post-developing hardening in
restraining emulsion shrinkage when processed in ascorbate developer. Scattering noise
of holograms in pre-developing hardening is slightly less than that in post-developing
hardening, suggesting AgBr crystal growth in rehalogening bleach was partially
restrained in the hardened emulsion.
The author's experiments showed that PBU bleach (PBU-quinol or PBU-metol) was
superior for making colour holograms when combined with pyrogallol developer.
However, after a month or more, PBU-quinol bleach (unused) would quickly change the
colour to brown and lose the effectiveness. The brown colour might indicate the
formation of humic acid or fulvic acid by quinol condensation. PBU bleach without
quinol or metol is also active after a long storage time. The author tested the following
modified PBU bleach and obtained less noisy holograms than those processed in PBUquinol bleach.
Cupric sulphate, pentahydrate (CuSO4·5H2O)
or Ferric sulphate (Fe2(SO4)3)
Potassium persulfate (K2S2O8)
Citric acid (C6H8O7)
Potassium bromide (KBr)
Add distilled water to

1g
1g
10 g
50 g
10 g
1L

It should be noted that half amount of KBr of the original PBU bleach (20 g per litre) was
used in this bleach, and cupric sulphate (CuSO4·5H2O) or ferric sulphate (Fe2(SO4)3) was
added but there was no quinol or metol. In the original PBU-quinol formula, cupric
bromide was added to prevent quinol polymerization15 just as the same function of cupric
sulfate discovered by Keiler and Pollakowski16. In this modified bleach, when quinol or
metol is missing, cupric sulphate or ferric sulphate is important, or the bleaching rate
would be very slow, indicating the catalysing effect of those salts in bleaching. Low KBr
concentration in the rehalogenating bleach is helpful in getting small size AgBr crystals
for low scattering holograms. Similar brightness of holograms was observed when using
the original PBU and the modified PBU bleach, indicating similar DE in two cases.
4. Exposure calculation for mono-dispersed AgX emulsion and Schwarzschild’s Law
Since the publication in 1890, Hurter-Driffield (H&D) curve17 or characteristic curve has
been widely used in AgX photography. The empirical curve demonstrates the relationship
between OD and log10H is linear within a certain range while the slope in linear region is
defined as gamma, a parameter showing image contrast and dynamic range for a specific
AgX emulsion. Exposure is defined as H=It, where I is the intensity of light, t the
exposure time. The linear zone of H&D curve can be calculated as OD=γ·log10H+N,
where γ is the slope of the characteristic curve and N is the interception on the axis of
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OD. In traditional AgX photography, H&D curves are applicable for most films and
photographic papers. However, in AgX holography, the curve of OD v.s. log10H is
deviated from the traditional H&D curve in the two aspects: extended part of “toe” up to
high OD, very short linear region. The reason lies in the difference of AgX crystal size
distribution in two types of emulsions. Without physical ripening step, the size
distribution of holographic AgX crystals is limited in a very small range (monodispersed). Photographic AgX emulsions are multi-dispersed in order to get a wide range
of exposure tolerance (much lower contrast than holographic grating recording). Thus,
the relationship between OD and log10H in two categories of emulsions is different.
Mathematical analysis of mono-dispersed holographic emulsion is simple and explicit.
For a spherical model of AgBr crystals, according to Beer-Lambert law, at a specific
measuring wavelength (��� ), ����� , the maximum optical density of emulsion after
development, and OD of exposure H (unsaturated) are:
����� = ɛ����(����) · � · �������
�� = ɛ����(����) · � · ����� ∗��
����� ∗�� = ������� · � = �������

��

������

�� = ɛ����(����) · � · ����� ∗�� = ɛ����(����) · � · �������
= �����

�

������

=�

�����
������

�·�=�

������

�����
������

��

= �����

� · 10(log10 �)

��

������

where ɛ����(����) is the molar extinction coefficient (at wavelength ��� ) of silver
clusters/particles reduced from AgBr crystals of radius r (crystal size or diameter of 2r), �
the thickness of emulsion on the plate, ����� ∗�� the molar concentration of exposed AgBr
crystals of radius r, ������� the molar concentration of total AgBr crystals of radius r, �
the ratio of exposed AgBr crystals to total AgBr crystals in the emulsion, ������ the
saturated exposure of AgBr crystals of radius r, � the intensity of exposure light, � the
exposure time.

In simple words, before reaching the maximum value, OD of holographic emulsion is the
exponential function of log10H and there is no linear relationship as shown in the H&D
curve. But OD of mono-dispersed AgX emulsion is the linear function of H rather than
log10H. Linear relationship in H&D curve in traditional photographic materials is caused
by multi-dispersed AgX crystals, which have a wide range of sizes and saturated
exposures (������ is a function of r). Mathematical interpretation of H&D curve requires
analysis of size distribution function of photographic AgX emulsion and integration of
OD caused by all size crystals and beyond the limit of this short report.
Exposures in LIRF conditions had long been studied since early time of modern
photography. An analytical compensation of exposure in astronomy photography was
published by Schwarzschild 18 in 1900 and it was later known as Schwarzschild’s law. The
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exposures in LIRF conditions for obtaining the same OD follow the equation  ܪൌ  ݐܫ ,
where p≈0.86 and p is the Schwarzschild coefficient. This empirical calculation is based
on traditional black & white photographic emulsions (multi-dispersed coarse emulsion
for astronomy photography plates). For a certain value of exposure H, Schwarzschild’s
law gives the exposure time at different light intensities for LIRF compensation. If apply
Schwarzschild’s law to the equation mentioned earlier, then we get
ܱ ܦൌ ܱܦ௫

ܪ

ܪ௦௧ǡ

ൌ ܱܦ௫

 ݐܫ
ܱܦ௫
ൌቆ
ቇ  ݐܫ ൌ ݇   ݐܫ
ܪ௦௧ǡ
ܪ௦௧ǡ

To test the validity of the above relationship, OD vs. exposure time were experimentally
measured and p value was obtained by fitting the curve.
Commercial red sensitive holographic plates (sensitivity of about 1mJ·cm-2) were used in
the experiment. The reason of choosing red (monochromatic) sensitive plates is to test an
extreme condition of “colour plates of different responses in different wavelengths”
because red sensitive plates have intrinsic response to blue light and weak sensitivity to
green light. Although the final colour holograms were processed in pyrogallol developer
and followed by modified PBU bleach, the experiments of OD v.s. exposure time were
processed in ascorbate developer to avoid the light absorbance of pyrogallol tanning
products (in brown colour). OD was calculated as the log10(Iin/Iout) at 650 nm on a
developed Denisyuk hologram without bleaching. The simple reflection hologram was
the image of white paper glued on metal then contacted with red-sensitive plate when
recording.
The
data
were
fitted
using
software
KaleidaGraph
4.1
(www.kaleidagraph.com).

Figure 2a. (left) OD above background v.s. exposure time at 633 nm, p=0.756±0.039; Figure 2b. (right) OD above background v.s.
exposure time at 532 nm, p=0.67±0.31; Experimental conditions: Denisyuk hologram of white paper glued on metal and contact with
red-sensitive plate; He-Ne laser intensity was 53.7mW/0.636cm2 (left) and 532nm DPSS laser intensity was 88.0mW/0.636cm2 (right).
The sensor area of laser power meter was 0.636cm2. Processing: 2 minutes in ascorbate developer; No bleaching; No fixing; Black
filament silver; OD measured at 650 nm. Background OD is defined as OD of unexposed emulsion after development.
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From the experiment, we know that the Schwarzschild’s coefficient is about 0.7 at both
wavelengths for the tested holographic plates. The form of Schwarzschild’s law in monodispersed holographic emulsions is ܱ ܦൌ ݇   ݐܫ  ܿ . At a specific wavelength, c is
related to the fog level.
4.1. Making balanced exposure at different wavelengths for colour holograms in LIRF
conditions
To calculate balanced exposures at different wavelengths in LIRF conditions, we need to
obtain the characteristic constants (݇, p and c) for the emulsion at recording wavelengths:
ܱܦଷଷ ൌ ݇ଷଷ ܫଷଷ ܶଷଷ   ܿଷଷ
p≈0.7

At wavelength λ, it is

ܱܦହଷଶ ൌ ݇ହଷଶ ܫହଷଶ ܶହଷଶ   ܿହଷଶ
p≈0.7

ܱܦ ൌ ݇ ܫ ܶ   ܿ
p is about 0.7 and it is wavelength-independent.

These characteristic constants (݇ , p and ܿ ) can be calculated by fitting the curve of OD
vs. exposure time T at wavelength λ. Getting those values at RGB wavelengths is timeconsuming, but the calculations of exposures in any light intensity combinations are easy
and accurate. In the author’s experiments, characteristic constants were tested using
ascorbate developer with no fixing, no bleaching. The colour holograms made using the
calculated exposures could be treated with pyrogallol developer, or by ascorbate
developing then hardened in 8% (w/w) glutaric dialdehyde. Modified PBU bleach was
used after development.
For two-colour holograms, in order to get balanced exposures at 532 nm and 633 nm, we
can set a target monochromatic OD for both wavelengths, for example,
OD633nm=OD532nm=2.5, then measure the laser intensities (sum of reference beam and
object beam) at 532 nm and 633 nm. The exposure time of each wavelength are
calculated as:
ଵ

ܱܦ െ ܿ 
൰
ܶ ൌ ൬
݇ ܫ

For unknown AgX reflection holographic emulsions (monochromatic or panchromatic),
accurate colour-balanced holograms in LIRF conditions could be made by:
– Fit the curves of OD v.s. T and get the values of ݇ , ܿ and p at all
recording wavelengths (633nm, 532nm, 473nm)
– Measure the laser intensity (reference + object) for each wavelength
– Calculate the exposure time of each wavelength for the same target OD
(ODR=ODG=2.5 for R and G recording, ODR=ODG=ODB=1.6 for RGB
recording)
– Holographic recording
– Zero-shrinkage processing
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SESSION 7. THE BUSINESS OF HOLOGRAPHY



FROM A START-UP OF THE 80’S TO A MATURE BUSINESS
IN HOLOGRAPHY:
THE STORY OF HOLOGRAM. INDUSTRIES.
Hugues Souparis
As it is the case for many start-ups, Hologram. Industries did not succeed on the
business described in its first business plan.
At the origin, we targeted the applications of the hologram imagery and more
specifically of the stereogram. The fact that it was possible, from a movie shot
to create 3D holograms and liberating holograms from the straightjacket of the
1:1 scale of solid models made us dream of a huge potential of holograms in
advertisement and art. But after an ephemeral success in the 80’s, the
enthusiasm of the communication community for holograms crashed.
But, in parallel, a revolution in the printing industries gave a new life to
holograms. At the end of the 80’s, the color photocopiers entered on the market,
soon followed by color personal printers. Mr. everybody could become a
document or banknote counterfeiter in its kitchen.
Besides being 3D, embossed holograms demonstrated variable colors and
animation. Those unique characteristics are impossible to print. A new life for
holographic imagery was born.
From holographic 3D imagery in the 80’s to its holograms on banknotes, ID
documents or branded products deployed in more than 100 countries, the story
of Hologram. Industries is in small the story of the industry of holograms.
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FROM A GARAGE LAB TO A WORLD LEADER IN
SECURITY HOLOGRAMS

HOLOGRAM. INDUSTRIES
OPTICAL SCIENCE

CHEMICAL SCIENCE

EXCELLENCE IN PRODUCTION

The story of Hologram. Industries

ACTIVE WORLDWIDE ON 3 MAJOR APPLICATIONS

THE EARLY DAYS

ID & vehicle documents

Denis Lachaud





Fiduciary

Brand protection

Hugues Souparis

400 staff
> 70M$ revenue
100 countries

1984 : a « Multiplex » printer

« UNPROBABLE » EQUIPEMENT –BEAUTIFUL RESULTS

Making 360° integral stereogram on Llyod Cross principle

MULTIPLEX INSTALLATIONS AND FUN IMAGES

1986: THE FIRST LAB (AFTER THE GARAGE)

Happy Holographers (1984)

Paris Subburb




180° animated image
Camera shot

François Mitterand & Holophone (1985)




Rotative 360°
“Talking” hologram




200 M2
5 watt laser

MULTIPLEX INSTALLATIONS AND FUN IMAGES
City of science (1986)





50cm Diameter
Rotative 360°
Computer image

King of Thaïland (1986)





60x80 cm
Traditional Rainbow
From model

THE HOLOSCOPE

Night Club(1987)



Series of 180° animated
images

ADVERTISE IMAGERY

UP TO 1sqM TEREOGRAM COMMERCIAL WORK

Stereogram

End of 80’s




2 colors rainbow stereogram
From plexiglass model and flat graphics

MAGAZINE COVERS, PROMOTION GADGETS
GOING INTO EMBOSS HOLOGRAMS

Key Chain 1988

Caractere magazine

Impact Medecin

COLLABORATION WITH ARTISTS

A LAST PROJECT IN DISPLAY HOLOGRAPHY AND CRASH

Hariett Casdin Silver

Seville 92 Wolrd fair



Venus

Claude Chabrol




DR M
Black and white stereogram





4 sqm holograms
1 60x80
Combined with video projection

… and no more display bisiness

A LAST PROJECT IN DISPLAY HOLOGRAPHY AND CRASH
Seville 92 Wolrd fair





STEPING IN SECURITY

… and no more display bisiness

4 sqm holograms
1 60x80
Combined with video projection

SPECIALIZATION IN BRAND PROTECTION AND DOCUMENTS

SPECIALIZATION IN BRAND PROTECTION AND DOCUMENTS

Cartier Certificate

Growing amount of projects in the 90’s

Credit Card

HOLOCIS®
Registration Certificate




EURO
Carplate Label

Windscreen Label

1998: Origination of 50, 100, 200 & 500€

One of the first « system » built around security holograms
Still in use after 15 years

SCIENCE
FROM 2000’s, DEEPER INVESTMENT IN SCIENCE

SCIENCE
SECURITY = SIMPLICITY & ROBUSTNESS
EASY TO CONTROL



Dramatic visual
effect

SIMPLE TO EXPLAIN



Easy to memorize

ROBUST



Deep scientific roots

100 nm

50 nm

NANO-TECHNOLOGIES

DID® : THE PIONEER NANO-TECHNOLOGIE IN OVD’s

NANOSTRUCTURES OPEN A NEW AVENUE FOR OPTICAL SECURITY

On passports





Designing and engineering optical nano-structures
Engraving
Reproducing on industrial scale




DID™ : FIRST BANKNOTE IN 2010

HoloID®

FIRST SECURITY FEATURE BASED ON OPTICAL NANO-STRUCTURES

A unique application of volume holograms on photopolymers




White light

On ID cards

First passport in 2003
First ID card in 2006

Individual hologram personnalization
Gunter Dausman and his team joined HI in 2006

Reflected light

Diffraction

Nano structured thin metal layer

Transmitted
light

Plasmogram®

PLASMOGRAM™

See through effect based on plasmonic phenomena

INTRODUCED IN 2014




One pure color transmitted
One pastel color reflected





Designed for windows
Reflective + See-Through effect
Tested and Available for polymer substrates

COMBINING DID® NANO-STRUCTURES & ULTRA-THIN LENSES

ULTRA-THIN FRESNEL LENSES & NANO-TECHNOLOGIES

CHALLENGE : « MAPPING » DID™ ON ULTRA-THIN FRESNEL LENSES

CREATING A HIGHLY SECURE SIMPLE VISUAL EFFECT



Developing the industrial process

COMBINING DID™ WAVE THREAD AND PATCH

DID™ WAVE DESIGN POTENTIAL

A UNIQUE VISUAL EXPERIENCE PROVIDED BY ADVANCED INTEGRATION

DESIGNING THE “WAVES”




High security substrate + high security printing
Unique color permutation between thread and patch

SHAPING THE ULTRA-THIN FRESNEL LENSES



Transparent patch

MAPPING DID™ NANO-STRUCTURE ONTO COMPLEX FRESNEL
LENSES DESIGNS

SHAPING FRESNEL LENSES TO CREATE 3D EFFECTS

DID™VIRTUAL

DID™ WAVE + DID™ VIRTUAL

3D “EMBOSSING” EFFECTS COMBINED WITH COLOR PERMUTATION

MOVEMENT-EMBOSSING EFFECT-COLOR PERMUTATION



Transparent feature

CONNECTING OPTICAL SECURITY AND DIGITAL

CONCLUSION

Check your hologram with smartphone and connect

From hope of a new media to reality of new security technology




The road of innovation is not straight
We did not invent a new media, but we brought holography in each and every
one pocket!

THE HOLOGRAM FOUNDATION: PROMOTING
HOLOGRAPHY AS A COLLECTABLE ART
Hugues Souparis

The Hologram Foundation is a non- profit organization created by Hugues
Souparis, founder and President of Hologram. Industries.
The goal of the Foundation is to promote holography as an art media by
encouraging the artist to use formats of holograms that can be easily displayed at
home.
The foundation believes that holograms can find their space among the other
media of the modern art scenery and will sponsor artists whose goal is to have
their work acquired by modern art amateurs.
At this stage, The Foundation has received 120 K€ donations and will organize a
yearly selection of artists who will be sponsored.
We will introduce the rules and the way to operate of the Hologram Foundation.
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FOUNDED BY HUGUES SOUPARIS IN 2014
FINANCING AND PROMOTING HOLOGRAPHIC ART
A non profit organization

Registered as a french non profit organisation



All European citizens can enjoy 60%
discount in personal taxes

GOAL: MAKING HOLOGRAPHY AN ACCESSIBLE ART

HOW: PROMOTING ARTISTIC AND DESIGN PROJECTS

Hologram should enter art amateur’s homes

Focus on “easy to handle” pieces





Hologram to enter in homes and not only art exhibitions
New lighting devices are available
Digital holography combined with 3D computer software = extended artistic territory

FINANCE
Phase 1





Foundation status: 66% tax incentive
120K€ already collected
50 to 60 K€ more available end 2015





Artistic value
Technical quality
Simple display design

Combining exigent art and proper display design

PROCESS
Phase 2




50% of the financed pieces are
donated by the artist to the foundation
Sales to finance new projects

PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS
3 simple criteria



Selecting several projects per year





Call for project NOW
Hologramfoundation@gmail.com
Project to be remitted by Oct 15th

PROJECT SUBMISSION
Technical specifications




Maximum size 50x60 cm
Transmission or reflexion

Art & Design




Artistic project & concept
Display design

Selection committee (to be announce)





Hugues Souparis
1 visual artist (different each year)
1 or 2 qualified individual

PROJECT SUBMISSION

PROJECT SUBMISSION

Technique

Project organization & cost





Technical concept
Material uses
Lighting





THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
AND LONG LIFE TO HOLOGRAPHY ART!

TARGETED
D TIMING
Award process & delivery
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Submission: October 15th 2015
Award: November 30th 2015
Work delivery June 2016

Practical organization: individual lab, collaboration with university or private lab, etc.
Quote of the project
Planning

Founding





33% at the award
33% at presentation of the first piece
33% at the remittance of pieces

Demonstration of perfect holographic display on
commercial 4K plane displayer
Frank C. Fan*ˈ Sam Choiˈ and C. C. Jiang
AFC Technology Co., Ltd.
No.12 Songshan West Road, Baoan District, Shenzhen 518104ˈChina
*Corresponding author: drfan@afctech.com
A novel method for perfect holographic display by means of lens array and holographic functional screen is proposed. The
process of acquisition, coding, restoration and display is described in detail. It provides an efficient way to transfer the 2D
redundant information for human vision to the perfect 3D display for human eyes. A holo-video system based on
commercial 4K displayer is demonstrated as the result.

I Introduction
Based on the principle of holographic stereogram, we
have published papers to realize full color and real time
holographic display by means of holographic functional
screen combined with a system formed by cameraprojector array [1] to [5]. In practice, it is difficult to
integrate the whole system due to the calibration of
each individual camera-projector; meanwhile the high
cost by adopting mass of camera-projectors makes such
system unacceptable for public consumption.
Integrated Photography [6] is theoretically an ideal
approach for both acquisition and restoration of three
dimensional light fields; however, it is difficult to
overcome the inherent inconsistency formed by micro
lens between subimage quality and the resolution of the
final three dimensional display because of diffraction
effect of the lens aperture; thereby satisfactory three
dimensional display is thus far a hard work.
In this paper we propose a novel approach to realize
perfect holographic display perceived by human eyes. It
is equivalent to the situation in [1] to [5] while the
optical axis of each individual camera-projector is
parallel to each otherˈ i.e. anchoring at an infinitely
far point. It could be thought as a successive technical
innovation derived from our proposed physical concepts
named hoxel and spatial spectrum which are properly
defined by the four dimensional Fourier Transform of
the wave function of this nature. The purpose is for the
most compact design to carry out the lowest cost of
application.

II Basic Principles
There are four steps for our innovation˖
1. Parallel acquisition of spatial spectrum
Fig.1 is the sketch map for parallel acquisition of spatial
spectrum. L1 is a plate of lens array comprised by M*N
small lenses with the same imaging parameters
denoted by a1 for the aperture of each lens, d1 for the
concentric distance and f1 for the focal length. The
viewing angle of each lens could be expressed as˖ tan
˄Ω /2˅= a1/2f1. As the optical axis of each individual
lens is parallel to each other, the spatial spectrum Imn˄jˈ
k˅(m=1 to Mˈn=1 to N) of a three dimensional object
O acquired by each lens inside its viewing angle Ω is
corresponding to what we have described before in [1] to

[5], the sampling angle of acquisition could be denoted
as: ω mn =d1/l1, and l1 is the distance between the lens
plate L1 and the object O. S is a light sensitive
component (such as film, CCD, or CMOS etc.) placed
near the focal plane of L1 with a distance l1’ to the lens
plate to record the spatial spectrum Imn˄jˈk˅. J*K
are resolution of digital light sensitive component
corresponding to each imaging unit of the lens plate, j=1
to J, k=1 to K. The corresponding hoxel is denoted as Hjk,
i.e. the acquired object O is constructed by J*K hoxels
Hjk˄mˈn˅. The distance between object O and the
reference surface PR is l3, the reference point R is located
at the centre of PR. Field aperture M1 is placed between
S and L1 to prevent crosstalk of each Imn. Compared
with the traditional integrated photography, the lens
array here is not a micro lens array; the aperture a1 of
each lens is as big as to acquire enough distinct image of
each spatial spectrum, but never bigger than d1. The
focal length f1 determines the viewing angle Ω of each
individual lens, the bigger Ω of the lens can acquire the
bigger scope of the three dimensional object. Here we
suppose that Ω is big enough to make at least one lens
near the center ˄M/2, N/2˅of the lens array can
acquire the whole object O˄jˈk˅shown in Fig.1.

Fig.1 The sketch map for parallel acquisition of spatial
spectrum˖J*K hoxels Hjk˄mˈn˅ are imaged by M*N small
lenses to form M*N images Imn˄jˈk˅of the spatial spectrum
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Compared with the work we have described in [1] to [5]
where the anchoring acquisition was adopted, except for
the spatial spectrum image I˄M/2˅˄N/2˅˄jˈk˅at the
center of the lens array which is exactly the same, other
subimages are shifted a phase factor δ mn in the
spectrum surface corresponding to the original spatial
spectrum Imn˄jˈk˅ acquired by anchoring acquisition,
and then trimmed by the field aperture M1, to make the
reference point Rmn on each subimage of the original
object O be overlapped at the same position R after
imaging back to the original space. As shown in Fig.2
and Fig 3, the corresponding coordinates of the
reference point R and its subimage Rmn inside each
spatial spectrum are respectively compared. The phase
factor δ mn is the inherent character for parallel
acquisition described in this paper; it could be the
accordance of each spatial spectrum shift when the 3D
data is acquired by anchoring acquisition and playing
back in parallel situation or vice visa.

It is necessary here to make holographic coding by
making use of the J*K pixels of each M*N spatial
spectrum acquired from Fig.1 to generate J*K
holographic coded spatial spectrum Sjk˄mˈn˅. The
details are shown in Fig.4. We can use computer to pick
the ˄jthˈkth ˅pixel P mnjk of the image Imn (j, k) to fill
inside a certain hoxel Hjk of the object space shown in
Fig.1, to get the coded spatial spectrum Sjk˄mˈn˅of
this hoxel.
The significance of such holographic coding is as follows:
1) We can efficiently realize coordinate transformation
between “image and spectrum” to eradicate the fatal
drawback of “pseudoscopic imaging”. 2) Such coding
method is versatile to any kinds of three dimensional
display system; the holographic coded image Sjk (m, n)
can be directly broadcasted by lens array, or treated as
the “hagel” to print 3D hologram dot by dot [7]. 3)By
means of simply magnifying or reducing the pattern
size of Sjk, the size of the hoxel Hjk could be arbitrarily
changed to get magnified or reduced display of a three
dimensional object. 4) According to details of the
acquiring or displaying three dimensional space (such
as resolution, depth, and viewing angle etc.), the
maximum sampling angle ω mn could be designed for
perfect three dimensional displays by minimum spatial
spectrum number ˄M, N˅ in most efficiency.

Fig.2 The sketch map for anchoring acquisition of spatial
spectrum in [1] to [5], the reference point R is at the same
position inside each individual subimages

Fig.4 The sketch map for holographic coded spatial spectrum
image Sjk of a hoxel Hjk

Fig.3 The sketch map for parallel acquisition of spatial
spectrum in this letter, the subimages Rmn is shifted a phase
factor δ mn compared with Fig.2

2. Holographic coding of spatial spectrum
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3. Recovering of discrete spatial spectrum
After simple treatment by magnifying or reducing, J*K
frames of holographic coded image Sjk is displayed at
the corresponding positions on a plane displayer D
which has the resolution bigger than M*N*J*K. Fig.5 is
the sketch map for the restoration of the integral
discrete spatial spectrum, lens plate L2 is located in
front of D with a distance l2’ˈ l2 is equivalent to l3 in
Fig.1 when the hoxels Hjk are correspondingly reduced
or magnified. L2 is still comprised by J*K small lenses
with the same imaging parameters denoted by a2 for

the aperture of each lens and d2 for the concentric
distance (here is just the hoxel size of the preset Hjk in
Fig.1). Field aperture M2 is also placed between D and
L2 to prevent crosstalk of each Sjk. Each lens on L2 has
the same viewing angle Ω as in acquisition to avoid the
final image deformation. As shown in Fig.5, each coded
spatial spectrum Sjk˄mˈn˅displayed on the monitor
D would be backwardly projected as the discrete spatial
spectrum Imn˄jˈk˅of the original object to form a
three dimensional images O’ where the number of the
preset hoxels Hjk is changed from J*K to J’*K’ which is
number of the final displayed hoxels Hjk’. J’*K’ is
obtained as follows˖1. It is supposed that the pixel size
of the displayer D is Δ Dˈ2. When Sjk is imaged by a
lens inside L2 and the image size is magnified by M
times, the corresponding hoxel size is MΔ D. 3. It is
supposed that length and width of the displayer D is
respectively a and b, 4. Then J’=a/MΔ D, and K’=b/MΔ D.
It could be seen that J’*K’ haven’t direct relations with
J*K, it is the eventual number of hoxels Hjkÿwhich is
formed by M*N directional projections from the original
hoxel Hjk, i.e. the final hoxel resolution of the
holographic display inside the display area of a*b.
Compared with the traditional integrated imaging
techniques, the lens here is still unnecessarily a micro
lens, otherwise, the white light speckle noise would be
unacceptable; the aperture a2 of each lens is as big as to
distinguish the features of Sjk ˄mˈn˅, but never
bigger than d2.

continuous output of the spatial spectrum. Human eyes
can then observe a real holographic three dimensional
image O’ floating on HFS. It should be noted that the
HFS could unnecessarily be strictly located as the above
mentioned which is the most efficient way of display for
a certain sampling angle ω mn. HFS could be regarded
as he standard plane straddled by the displayed three
dimensional space with the depth determined by ω mn.
When HFS is not correctly located to make the
broadcasting angle much bigger or smaller than the
sampling angle, the displayed space would be lack or
redundancy of the original 3D data to make the spatial
spectrum severely crosstalk or nonlinear appearance.
III Image Quality Analysis
In order to make our innovation more comprehended,
following analysis is given for imaging quality:
1. Spatial spectrum description of 3D information
Suppose Δ jk is the size of a preset hoxel Hjk in a 3D
space, and Δ Z is the depth of that space, then the
corresponding sampling angle can be expressed as ω mn
=Δ jk/Δ Z. That is to say a 3D object O constructed by
J*K*Δ Z*Δ jk individual small cubic irradiators Δ jk3 can
be completely derived by M*N*J*K individual light
tapers, in which the apex of each light taper is located
inside the plane of HFS while the divergent angle is ω
mn. The viewing angle of this 3D object is: Ω =Σ Σ ω mn.
Here, we have Δ Z*Δ jk=Δ jk*Δ jk /ω mn =M*N, because
M*N spatial spectra are included inside the hoxel Hjk.
2. Spatial spectrum description of human vision
Some basic parameters of human eyes are as follows: 1)
pupil distance (the average distance of two eyes) dĬ
6.5cm˗2) pupil diameter (2mm to 8mm related with
the brightness), the average: a Ĭ 5mm ˗ 3) angular
resolution limitation: ω EĬ1.5*10-4˗4) viewing angle in
stationary state: Ω E Ĭ 900. It could be seen, when
human eyes are fixed at certain position, human vision
is able to express J*K=˄Ω E/ω E˅2Ĭ[˄π /2˅/1.5*104]2Ĭ108 hoxels and only two spatial spectra˄M*N=2˅
to form the binocular stereoscopic image. Another
physical meaning is: in this nature there are 108 spatial
spectra identified by human eyes included in two hoxels
HR and HL to form the objective 3D knowledge acquired
by human eyes submerged into such hoxel oceans.

Fig.5 The sketch map for 3D reconstruction decoded by HFS
(Holographic Functional Screen)

4. Integral reconstruction decoded by HFS
As shown in Fig.5, place a corresponding HFS
˄ Holographic Functional Screen ˅ described in our
previous work [1] to [5] at the position of O’, to make the
expanding angle of each discrete spatial spectrum input
Sjk the same as the sampling angle ω mn shown in Fig.1;
i.e. to make each coded spatial spectrum Sjk combined
together but not severely overlapped (the appearance
here is a uniform bright background due to the reason
that the edge features of each lens are just smeared
together by HFS), so that to form an integrally

3. Effective acquisition and restoration
Aiming at the spatial spectrum expression described in
1 and 2ˈthe visible 3D space information could be fully
acquired by the lens array plate L1 shown in Fig.1ˈand
also could be fully restored by the lens array plate L2
shown in Fig.3. The detail requirement is: a1=2λ l1/Δ jk,
a2=2λ l2/Δ jkˈλ is approximately 550nm which is the
average wavelength of visible light; ω mn =d1/l1= d2/l2˗
tan˄Ω /2˅=a1/2f1= a2/2f2. Here the sizes of the lens
aperture (a1 and a2) determine the size of hoxels Δ jk or
the cubic voxels Δ jk3 acquired or restored; the concentric
distances (d1 and d2) determine the sampling angle ω mn
of the space acquired or restored, therefore, determine
the depth of this space Δ Z=Δ jk/ω mn; the focal lengths
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(f1 and f2) determine the viewing angle Ω of this space,
it behaves as the processing capability of a lens unit to
the spatial spectrum information, i.e. Ω = Σ Σ ω mn.
Because we adopt HFS (Holographic Functional Screen)
to compromise the nonlinear features of the lens array,
the micro lens paradox for integrated photography
could be completely avoided, the key point is the enough
high resolution of the corresponding sensor (S in Fig.1)
and displayer (D in Fig.3) to identify and display the
spatial spectrum information composed by above
mentioned J*K*M*N individual pixels.
IV Experiment
By making use of commercially available 4K displayer,
according to the above mentioned principles, we have
achieved digital holographic display with full color and
full parallax, the detail parameters are as follows: 1.
Hoxel size is 2.5mm*2.5mmˈ2. Number of hoxels is
J’*K’=337*188, 3. Number of spatial spectrum is
M*N=36*36ˈ4. Viewing angle is Ω =300.
Fig.6 is the sketch map of holographic coded pattern of
the spatial spectrum inside each small lens; here the
process of acquisition is replaced by directly rendering
the computer simulated 3D models. In order to fully use
the limited pixels on the 4K displayer, we aligned 3818
small lens with the aperture a2=10mm diameter in
honeycomb array.

visual redundant pixels to perfect hoxel display.
Although available 4K displayer could only get 2.5mm
hoxel size, the developing 8K even 16K displayer would
eventually improve the final hoxel resolution to the eyecatching level, it seems if only the lens aperture is
bigger than human pupils. We expect this novel device
would find its first application in medical image with
the obvious advantage of seeing 36*36 pictures in real
3D form simultaneously.

Fig.7 The sketch map for restoration before HFS is appli ed

Fig.8 The sketch map for restoration after HFS is applied

Fig.6 The sketch map of holographic coded pattern of the
spatial spectrum inside each small lens

Fig. 7 is the picture taken from one direction before
HFS is applied. It can’t be identified any detail features
in the picture, only discrete light rays from the hoxel Hjk.
Fig.8 is the picture taken from one direction after HFS
is applied. All features are properly decoded by HFS as
the final displayed hoxel Hjk’. Fig.9 is the pictures taken
from multi directions of the holographic displayed
digital three dimensional models formed by the coded
spatial spectrum shown in Fig.6; it could be distinctly
seen the smooth color restoration and the full parallax
relationship of the displayed space. Fig.10 is another
result of a holographic displayedĀskull” in which each
profile is clearly expressed.
In summary, we have demonstrated the design and
experimental result of perfect holographic display for
human vision. The matter of fact is to transform the
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Fig.9 Pictures taken from multi directions of the holographic
displayed digital 3D models. Q1 ˖ Can you find out any
differences of the 9 pictures˛Q2˖Can you imagine the 3D
relations of each object only from the clue of such differences?
It would be eye seeing in site for real 3D display.

and Information Technology—Proceedings of the
Eighth International Symposium on Display
Holography, Session IV Technical Application, 424-452,
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SLAVICH HOLOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
Juliay Beryozkina *
* Slavich Company
Mendeleev sq. 2, Yaroslavl region, Pereslavl-Zalessky, 152020, Russia
E-mail: berezkinajuliaa@gmail.com
140 km from Moscow is a small modern town of Pereslavl-Zalessky that was
founded in 1152.
In this small and beautiful town which is the pearl of the Golden Ring of Russia,
is the legendary Russian company with a long history - Slavich.
The history of Slavich dates back to July 1, 1931.
On June 7, 1975, the State Commission has put into operation the production
plant of photographic plates on a solid base. The Photographic Plate Production
Plant has no analogues in domestic photochemistry and is a specific knowledgeintensive enterprise.
The first photographic plate VR-P for microelectronics was prodused in 1975. In
subsequent years the production of 20 kinds of plates for science, spectral
analysis of ferrous and non-ferrous metals, space research, astronomy, masks for
color televisions was done. Photo characteristics of the plates correspond to
foreign analogues of the world firms as Agfa, Kodak, etc. And some kinds are
unparalleled in the world, they are unique.
Since 1978 commercial production of plates for display holography was carried
out.
At present the Company produces the following types of photo plates and photo
films for holography: VRP-M, PFG-01, PFG-03M, PFG-03C and PFG-04.
These photographic plates and films are supplied to the neighboring foreign
countries, USA, Israel, Austria, Czech Republic and Canada.
Production of photographic plates consists of one technological process and
includes the following main stages:
1. Preparation of glass
2. Synthesis of emulsion
3. Coating emulsion and auxiliary layers
4. Thermal ageing of photographic plates
5. Cutting, sorting and packing of photographic plates
At each stage of the technological process of manufacture of the plates it is
carried out the control of product quality.
Our company is constantly expanding the geography of supplies of holographic
products. We are interested in working with new clients and we invite all who
are interested in this type of production.
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140 km from Moscow is a small modern town of Pereslavl-Zalessky that was
founded in 1152, standing on the shores of the ancient Pleshcheyevo lake.

Industrial production of
holographic materials

In this small and beautiful town which is the pearl of the Golden Ring of Russia, is
the legendary Russian company with a long history - Slavich.

On June 7, 1975, the State Commission has put into operation the production plant of
photographic plates on a solid base. The Photographic Plate Production Plant has no
analogues in domestic photochemistry and is a specific knowledge-intensive enterprise. It
was equipped with equipment supplied under the contract with the Japanese firm WAKOChoeki. Supervision was carried out by Japanese experts with the active participation of
employees of the newly formed Plant.

Since 1978 commercial production of plates for display holography was carried out.
At present the Company produces the following types of photo plates and photo films for
holography: VRP-M, PFG-01, PFG-03M, PFG-03C and PFG-04.
VRP-M - plates (films)
High-resolution photoplates (films) for holography are designed to record holograms
according to co-directed and counter-directed scheme using a continuous or pulse laser with
530 nm wavelength lasing for the purpose of non-destructive testing of equipment parts,
optical data processing, for portrait and moving subjects registration.
PFG-01 - plates (films)
High-resolution photoplates (films) for holography are designed to record holograms
according to co-directed and counter-directed scheme using a continuous laser with 633 nm
wavelength lasing for the purpose of non-destructive testing of equipment parts, optical data
processing, for portrait and moving subjects registration.
PFG-03M - plates (films)
High-resolution photoplates (films) for holography are designed to record counter-directed
and reflectance holograms.
PFG-03C –plates (films)
High-resolution photoplates (films) for holography are designed to manufacture colored and
reflectance holograms.
PFG-04 - plates (films)
High-resolution photoplates (films) for holography based on bichromated gelatin are
designed to record three-dimensional counter- directed and co-directed holograms.
These photographic plates and films are supplied to the neighboring foreign countries, USA,
Israel, Austria, Czech Republic and Canada.

The history of Slavich dates back to July 1, 1931, when in the city PereslavlZalessky the first cinema film factory in the USSR was put into operation. Since
the 1970s, there was extensive reconstruction of the factory, the construction of
new buildings with large production of magnetic tapes, photographic papers and
photographic plates.

The first photographic plate VR-P for microelectronics was produced in 1975. In
subsequent years the production of 20 kinds of plates for science, spectral
analysis of ferrous and non-ferrous metals, space research, astronomy, masks for
color televisions was done. Photo characteristics of the plates correspond to
foreign analogues of the world firms as Agfa, Kodak, etc. And some kinds are
unparalleled in the world, they are unique.







Production of photographic plates consists of one
technological process and includes the following
main stages:
Preparation of glass;
Synthesis of emulsion;
Coating emulsion and auxiliary layers;
Thermal ageing of photographic plates;
Cutting, sorting and packing of photographic
plates.

Preparation of glass:
For the manufacturing of holographic plates it is used glass of the countriesmanufacturers Hungary and Israel. It is of higher quality compared to other
manufacturers. The glass is supplied to our company in boxes of large format.
For further work the glass is cut into formats: 330*406, 406*609 and 609*812 mm.

Each glass is subjected for visual control. For this purpose it is used special
television receivers which determine the flatness of the glass.

Further it is carried out cleaning of the glass (mixing of desalted water and
surfactants), chemical processing of the glass (prior removal of residual detergent
of desalted water), mechanical treatment of the glass (clear the glass by the
platens their PVC sponge when desalted water is applied), the final water rinse of
the glass. The glass is ready for coating.

Synthesis of emulsion:
9 kinds of emulsions are produced in the production plant, 3 of them are used in
the manufacturing of holographic materials. In the Synthesis Department there are
3 lines of synthesis of emulsions (flushing, sedimentation, separation). For the
synthesis of holographic emulsions a washing line is involved.

Emulsion coating on glass (film):
After you have prepared the glass and the emulsion it is carried out coating of
emulsion and auxiliary layers on the glass or a flexible base.
In the production plant there are 3 coating machines:
Coating machine for the glasses of sizes 330*406 and 406*609 mm

Production of photographic
plates is the production of high
purity, so in order to enter the
Departments of coating and
cutting plates you should go
through the special chamber of
the blower.

Coating machine for the glasses of size 609*812 mm

Film coating machine with the width of coating 350 mm.

Thermal ageing of plates:
After coating the glass is placed in the chambers of thermal ageing (5 chambers),
where semifinished item comes at a certain temperature and humidity to the
relevant technological characteristics.

At each stage of the technological process of manufacture of the plates it is
carried out the control of product quality.

Our company is constantly
expanding the geography of
supplies of holographic products.
We are interested in working with
new clients and we invite all who
are interested
d in this
t
type of
production.

And the final stage of the process is cutting of coated glass (films) into various
sizes and packaging.

In compliance with all regulated parameters in the manufacturing process
are obtained holographic materials which are presented in these
holograms.

Thank you for your attention

SCIENCE-INTENSIVE, HIGH-TECH ENTERPRISE CJSC
«HOLOGRAPHY INDUSTRY» - AN EXAMPLE OF PUBLIC AND
PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN THE FIELD OF ANTI-COUNTERFEITING
TECHNOLOGY OF
DOCUMENTS, SECURITIES AND PRODUCTS BASED ON
HOLOGRAPHY IN THE REPUBLIC OF BELARUS
L.Tanin
Chairman of the Board of Directors - chief adviser
CJSC «Holography Industry»
12 Kalinina Lane, Minsk, 220012 Republic of Belarus
e-mail:leonidtanin@gmail.com

The science-intensive high-tech enterprise «Holography Industry» with long-run
production of combined analog and digital holograms was founded. «Methods of forming images»
were proposed and developed. Combined three-dimensional and flat images which are
complementary to each other were received on their basis. As part of the State scientific and
technical programs the national original innovative complex means of protection that contains the
global priority (unigram and codogram) were developed and patented. They went through the
stage of theoretical and experimental research up to the industrial development. National complex
security means were implemented in the enterprises of the Department of State Signs of the
Republic of Belarus in the production of excise stamps, control (identification) signs, consignment
documents and delivery notes, diplomas of higher education. Among the consumers of
holographic products are: Azerbaijan, Nepal, Moscow assay office, Smolensk Gemological center
for certification of diamonds, Krasnoselskaya jewelry industry, Mints of St. Petersburg,
Kazakhstan, Lithuania.
According to the evaluation of international organizations, the losses from counterfeiting
specialties and documents that the global economy sustains are significant and equal to milliards
of dollars a year. Our Republic also suffers the losses from document forgery. Primarily, this is
due to the lack of reasonable counterfeit protection and the criminal world of the black market uses
this for its mercenary purposes. The use of specialties and documents with modern special
materials and facilities of protection against forgery will allow to reduce losses from «shadow»
economy and generate additional significant state budget revenue.
Thus, the creation of national document and object protection in the Republic of Belarus is
one of the major state tasks that ensure national and economic security.
In Belarus, by the time the organization was formed there had already been a welldeveloped, scientific background being at the cutting edge in the field of laser physics, coherent
and nonlinear optics, holography, spectroscopy worked out by the Institute of Physics of the
National Academy of Sciences and the Faculty of Physics of the Belarusian State University.
Taking into consideration the fact that the development and creation of relief-phase holograms are
based not only on the achievements in the field of optics, some research areas were involved
related to chemical processes, precision mechanics, computer science represented by Chemistry
Institute of new materials NAS of Belarus, Scientific Research Institute for physical and chemical
problems of the Belarusian State University, the Institute of Physics and the Joint Institute for
Informatics problems NAS of Belarus. For designing and manufacturing security elements, the
organization of high-tech industry requires a unique high-tech equipment and professional staff in
a corresponding field. In addition, it should be noted that Belarusian Optical and Mechanical
Association in the Republic of Belarus has a high scientific and technical potential in the
production of various kinds of optical devices.
According to the facts mentioned above, the problem of the establishment of a modern
enterprise that corresponds to one of the highest scientific and technical level in the world arose.
Therefore, in 1998 CJSC «Holography Industry» was organized by means of involving intensive
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foreign investments. It was founded by Institute of Physics, National Academy of Sciences, NTUP
«Cryptotech» Department of State Marks of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Belarus,
JSC «S.I.Vavilov BelOMO-MMZ» and others. In cooperation with RUE «Minsk Paper Factory»
(the Department of State Marks of the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Belarus) complex
security means based on relief-phase hologram were developed, industrialized and became the
main means of protecting the most important state documents, including excise labels, control
(identification) marks, all documents related to the delivery(consignment notes, waybills and etc.).
The state and development evaluation of scientific and industrial background in the
Republic of Belarus related to optical methods and technologies allowed to ensure the
development and production of holographic protection on a high scientific level with the use of
modern technology.
The practical implementation of the above prerequisites for the organization, development
and demand in the Republic of Belarus for this production was strengthened by attracting major
investments off the state budget for the formation of the enterprise CJSC «Holography Industry».
Fruitful cooperation with enterprises of the Department of State Marks of the Ministry of
Finance of the Republic of Belarus RUE «Minsk printing factory» of Goznak and «Cryptotech»,
including the academic staff and research results of B. I. Stepanova Institute of Physics NAS of
Belarus and the Belarusian State University, the involvement of specialists of «Light Magic» Ltd.
and «ATV-Lit» made it possible to design and develop high-volume production of complex
protection of the world level - the unigram.
Own developments of specialists of CJSC «Holography Industry» in the field of hot
stamping foil, holographic security labels, blister package allowed to access outer markets not only
of Russia and CIS countries, but also the countries of the EU with a share of more than 50% of
production manufactured by the enterprise for the domestic market.
By the year 2010 a long preparatory stage of the team work of CJSC «Holography
Industry» for entering the foreign market had ended. Holographic hot stamping foil was
developed, tested and it was decided to purchase it from our company «Holography Industry» for
applying tax stamps on alcohol and tobacco of Azerbaijan and Nepal. Annual supply of hot
stamping foil for enterprise «Garsu Pasaulis» (Lithuania) is approximately 500,000 square metres.
Annual domestic supplies of the base for the unigram and codogram in the Republic of Belarus are
about one million square meters, i.e. export supplies increased to 50% of domestic supplies. It
means they increased more than a hundred times.
The relevance of the work in facts and figures
1. Banknotes. France leads in euro counterfeiting.30% of the total amount of counterfeit
(forged) Euro falls on this country. Annually 600,000 counterfeit banknotes are identified and 3040 groups of counterfeiters are apprehended. These were the Japanese inventors who created the
color copier with duplex printing in the 90–ies and ,thus, they made life much easier for
counterfeiters. From that moment there was a real boom for the production of photocopies of
banknotes. According to the statistics of those years, in Russia every 9 out of 10 identified
forgeries were made with the use of copy machines.
2. According to the figures from the world health organization, about 30% of medicines in
Latin America, South-East Asia and Africa are counterfeit, in the countries of the former USSR is
20% (according to other sources 12%). The global circulation of counterfeit and substandard
medications is 32 billion $. Even according to data published in the USA, 8% of prescribed
medicines are counterfeit.
3. Vice-speaker of Russian State Duma Korotkov V.N. (2007): «The turnover of
counterfeit products in Russia is from 30% to 90% depending on the branch of industry». Russian
data on pirated products: video products – 50%; audio products– 60%; software and DVD 90%.
Many branches of light industry are on the verge of disaster. So the total volume of counterfeit
products of light industry on the Russian market in 2008 amounted to 780 billion Russian rubles.
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This is more than twice the amount of the legal production level and imports. A good deal of
children's clothing and footwear does not conform to hygienic and safety standards.
4. According to the Organization of economic cooperation and development the damage
from counterfeiting and falsifying branded goods (excluding products sold in local markets and the
Internet) is 200 billion $, according to the world customs organization – 450 billion $, according to
the International chamber of Commerce – 600 billion $.
5. And there is another curious fact but, nevertheless, still significant. In the USA
employees of government organizations, including the Agency for national security and even the
White House were examined, and it was identified that 135 employees had fake diplomas.
A hologram is an interference structure formed on a carrier, which converts by means of
diffraction method the incident light radiation into an image with definite amplitude-phase,
frequency (color) and in some cases polarization properties.
Security hologram (STB 997-2011) is a hologram that meets certain technical requirements (STB
996-2011) and used in accordance with the legislation in force in manufacturing stationery forms of
security papers and documents with a certain degree of protection as a means of protection against
forgery.
At the present time CJSC «Holography Industry» has technology of fully-integrated
production of holograms to protect of documents, papers and products, which have several
advantages: the visual recognizability of holograms; high informational capacity; the inability to
copy the contact galvanic photographic methods; low costs; high integration capacity with
common technology; high research intensity, based on the latest achievements of fundamental and
applied optics.
Multipurpose technological process of production of complex security
means on holographic basis:
Design and protection elements development
Hologram recording (analog, digital, combined)
Galvanoplastics (master-matrix and operation matrix
production)
Multiplication
Embossing
Adhesive application
Finishing operations
Unigram, codogram production

Sheet or web printing

Unigram (codogram) application to printed materials
Numbering
Finishing operations, packaging
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Types of complex protection means and other production
based on holographic methods:
Unigram

Codogram

Hot stamping foil

Holographic
stickers

Blister package

Holographic master
plate for precious
metal embossment

Holographic pouch

Holographic
overlays

Devices for
identification
Unigram. According to STB 997-2011 «Forms of issues and documents with a certain
security feature, documents with a certain security feature», Unigram – is a security measure,
representing a product combining a security hologram and a polymeric multilayer film with a
latent polarizing image visualized by means of an identifier with a polarized film. It should be
noted that it’s not a mechanical joining of two protection elements into one. Their unification is
supposed to have certain properties of both objects which at least allows to keep protective
elements of two means with the aim of their strengthening thanks to each other.
Codogram is a further innovative development of the Unigram providing instrumental
control due to introduction of a holographic code while keeping all protective properties of a
Unigram. The holographic code allows to encrypt information, for example, about a group of
products produced by different enterprises with outwardly similar holograms. The process of
codogram production requires one-by-one coordinate positioning. It is used for delivery note and
waybill security. Code pattern has been developed as part of the project 3-12 GNTP «Security»
2006-2009. The project involved such companies and establishments as «B.I.Stepanov Institute of
Phisics», the Belarusian State University, CJSC «Holography Industry» and «Minsk Printing
Factory» of Goznak. Multi-functional identifier is a commercial product of «S.I.Vavilov Minsk
mechanical factory».

Multi-functional Identifier
The identifier visualizes and checks the following elements:
x
latent holographic images (recorded by means of analog and digital methods)
dispersed on the surface or localized in some specific area;
x
moiré images, unigrams, irregular screen-type patterns made in the form of a set of
dissymmetrical figures and recorded as a relief hologram;
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x
basic polygraphic security elements (microtext, ink iris distribution with Stokes and
anti-Stokes shift).
Work Result. Economic and Social Effects
The analysis of documents and other object security elements in combination with such
factors as 1) their circulation areas and complexity; 2) security pattern and control level
requirements; 3) reliability criteria requirements, made it possible to select basic holographic
elements for the creation of a multi-level protection system as the realization of the main security
principle.
The evaluation of Belarusian scientific and industrial facilities in the sphere of optics
guaranteed top-level holographic element development and production involving modern
technologies and methods.
Practical implementation of the conditions mentioned above for successful creation,
development and demand for such kind of production was supported by means of large-scale
investments from non-governmental budget.
Fruitful cooperation with such establishments of Ministry of Finance of the Republic of
Belarus as the Republican unitary enterprise «Minsk Printing Factory» of Goznak and State
unitary enterprise «Cryptotech», in combination with scientific works and brainpower of
«B.I.Stepanov Institute of Physics» of Belarusian National Scientific Academy and Belarusian
State University in cooperation with specialists from «Light Magic» Ltd. and «ATV-Lit» Ltd.
made it possible to develop and set up a long-run production of a complex protection element –
unigram.
The main problem to be solved by the applicants of the presented work was to provide
scientific and technical support for relief hologram production and for creation of complex projects
including not only hologram production stage but the development of a complex system for
hologram recording, encoding, the creation of new security levels and identification means.
The combination of computer encoding and optical methods provides a high level of anticounterfeiting protection. Video recording system and its further editing makes it possible to
record time-changeable processes and structures which considerably increases hologram protection
features. Technological progress made it possible to create still more complex computer-generated
holograms consisting of a number of diffractive optical micro-elements. Each diffractive microelement in its own way changes the direction of impinging light rays. These micro-elements can
have a shape of spots or lines. In their combination all these spots and lines make up a
holographic image. This technology makes it possible to have a much brighter image in
comparison with that of classic holograms. Changes of diffraction elements’ parameters provide a
higher security level of holograms.
At present CJSC «Holography Industry» possesses full-cycle hologram production
technologies based on the results of a long-lasting research. The holograms are used for document,
valuable paper and goods protection. These technologies have a range of advantages: hologram
visual recognizability; high information capacity; impossibility to be copied by means of contact,
galvanic or photographic methods; low cost; high integration capacity with widespread
technologies; high level of research intensity based on the new achievements of the fundamental
and applied optics.
The self-engeneered works of «Holography Industry» specialists in the sphere of hot
stamping foil application, holographic protective labels and blister packaging made it possible to
reach not only outer markets of Russia and CIS, but EU markets as well. The production level for
EU markets is more than 50 per cent of products for internal market.
In the period from 2005, from the moment of the implementation of the unigram, till 2014,
the Republican unitary enterprise «Minsk printing factory» of Goznak produced the excise
stamps for the alcohol and tobacco products in the amount of 361903,1 mln. rub, which includes:
excise labels for tobacco products in the amount of 220224,4 mln. rub, unigrams for control
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(identification marks) in the amount of 192471,4 mln. rub., codograms for the forms of delivery
notes and waybills in the amount of 28656,9 mln. rub.
Since 2005 the Republican unitary enterprise «Minsk printing factory» of Goznak has
produced more than 4674,06 thousand square metres of safety products for excise labels, control
(identification) marks and codograms for delivery notes in the total amount of more than 583030,
5 mln. rub.
The total production of security means in dollar terms was equal to 100 mln.
This sum of money reflects only direct expenses for the production of security papers and
documents as part of security means. At the same time the most important government task is to
provide the necessary and adequate protection of the security papers and documents. The aim of
this task is to support national and economical state security. This problem practically concerns the
interests of all State Administrative bodies, legal bodies and citizens, permits to raise the safety of
the public property and to cut the illegal trafficking of goods, materials and financial flows, to
ensure the full collection of taxes.
The use of the control signs for marking the certain types of goods allowed to curtail illicit
financial outflow which was good for excise tax budget revenue. So, in 2005 (the year when the
control signs were implemented) the excise tax budget revenue from imported beer in the country
increased in 2,2 times, for engine oil – increased in 1,3 times.
The use of waybills and packing lists, protected by unigramm, permits to control the goods
and material flows and to analyze the possible ways of tax evasion, illegal cash circulation, and the
«shadow» economy ways of functioning. It also permits to increase the budget revenue and make
tax proceeding better.
By the year of 2010 JSC «Holography Industry» has finished a long-term preparation stage
for foreign outlet. Holographic hot stamping foil for excise stamps was worked out, tested and sold
for alcohol and tobacco production in Azerbaijan and Nepal. Annual supplies of hot stamping foil
have raised up to 50% in comparison with inner supplies with appropriate currency returns.
Working stages and its main results are summarized in the following theses:
1. In 1996 the idea of creation was proposed, the scientific conception and business plan
for the capital investment project of the enterprise with science-intensive high-tech production of
relief-phase holograms were developed, using the latest researches in the sphere of laser physics,
coherent optics and holography;.
2. In 1998 this idea was realized in practice (without budgetary financing).
And so, science-intensive high-tech Belarusian-Swiss enterprise «Holographic Industry»
with a long-run production of combined analog and digital holograms was founded. It does not
have any analogues in the world.
Belarusian-Swiss joint enterprise «Holography Industry» was registered as Closed Joint
Stock Company «Holography Industry» according to the Ministry of foreign economic relations of
the Republic of Belarus on May, 7th 1998,
№ 2000 in the List of republican registration).
According to the decision of State Expert Board for radionics, instrumentation and
computing techniques CJSC «Holography Industry» was registered in the List of high-tech
industries of the Republic of Belarus, registration № 16 PRE from August 28th, 1998 (Republic of
Belarus GCST letter №05-18/1897 from August 28th, 1998).
3. «Complex technology of relief-phase hologram production, set of documentation for
SIR, technologic and construction documentation for small and large lot production of embossed
relief-phase holograms» was developed.
4. The technology of full circle hologram production was developed, including original
patented technology of protecting, copying, identifying and applying holographic marks.
5. «Image forming means» were proposed, developed and patented in the USSR, USA,
Federal Republic of Germany, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia. They allowed to obtain combined
volumetric and plain images mutually completed each other.
In 1980, using the idea of «image forming means» patent, the industrial sample
«holographic mark with a combined photolithographic image» was created. It was based on the
formation of a combined image – holographic image coincident with a photolithographic image,
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certificate № 10534, May 20th, 1980, which was issued by the USSR State Committee for
Inventions and Discoveries.
In 1980 the technology of reflective hologram industrial production was developed and
mastered 3000 holograms were produced in virtue of the diploma № 6461 January 23d, 1980
which was issued by the Organizing Committee «Olympiad-80» to Belarusian Optical and
Mechanical Association BelOMO, the Institute of Physics (AS BSSR) for the right of industrial
production of the best products (goods) with Olympic symbolics «Olympic holographic souvenir»
In 2004 using the idea of patent «The image forming means» the unigram based on the
formation of multiple image – holographic image coincident with internal latent image- was
created (patent «Protective label mark» № 1869 December 1st, 2004).
6. License agreement for the (partial) transfer of patent rights to Samsung Electronics
Corporation (South Korea) was concluded. It dealt with great invention of image forming means
patented in the USA. It was registered in Patent Authority by № 93-10001.
7. Multipurpose projects, which included not only the stage of producing holograms, but
the formation of multipurpose systems of recording, coding, creating new security levels, means
and methods of identification, were developed.
8. In order to increase the effectiveness of the national system of documents, specialties
and product protection in the Republic of Belarus, Belarusian-Swiss enterprise «Holography
industry» was reorganized into Belarusian enterprise with State major shareholding.
Closed joint stock company «Holography Industry» was registered in the Unified State
Register of Legal Entities and Individual Entrepreneurs №101482057 by the decision of Minsk
Сity Executive Сommittee, April 17th, 2003 by №568.
9. The idea and scientific concepts of the State scientific and technical programs
«Protection technology and identification of specialties, documents and products» (code
«Identification», 2003-2005) and «The improvement of the protection and creation of new
modern protection technologies of specialties and documents from counterfeiting, as well as
materials and means of protection» (code «Document Security», 2006-2007) were proposed and
developed (the research supervisor - Candidate of Physics and Mathematics Sciences L.V. Tanin)
10. Innovative, original means of complex national protection that contains the global
priority (unigram and codogram) were proposed, developed and patented from theoretical and
experimental research to industrialization.
11. In the Republic of Belarus national means of protection were developed and
implemented which are completely distinguished in their scientific novelty, uniqueness,
originality, with the use of their long-run production based on its own patented technologies.
12. In the enterprises of the Department of State Marks of the Republic of Belarus national
means of protection (unigram and codogram) were introduced in the production of excise stamps,
the control (identification) signs, transportation documents, diplomas of higher education.
13. New technologies and means of holographic protection – holographic laminates for
passports and driving licenses that solves the problem of import substitution.
14. New holographic means of protection with great export potential – foil hot stamping,
blister package of certified diamonds, holographic stickers were developed, industrialized and
implemented. Among the consumers of holographic products are: Azerbaijan, Nepal, Moscow
assay office, Smolensk Gemological center for certification of diamonds, Krasnoselskaya
jewellery industry , the mints of St. Petersburg, Kazakhstan, Lithuania.
15. The Quality Management System (QMS) of holographic products ISO-9001
manufactured by the company «Holography Industry» was created and implemented . It is
confirmed by the certificate STB ISO 9001-2009, issued by the State Committee for
standardization of the Republic of Belarus.
16. In cooperation with JSC «S.I.Vavilov BelOMA-MMZ» multifunctional identifier of
holographic protective elements was developed and patented in Russia and Belarus and its volume
production was set up.
17. Together with the Belarusian State University hardware and software complex of
holographic protective elements in the process of volume production was designed, developed and
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implemented in JSC «Holography Industry» as part of the state scientific technical program
«Identification».
18 By the example of the company JSC «Holography Industry» the idea based on the
creation of a knowledge-intensive enterprise in the form of closed joint-stock company was
proposed and realized, including both public and private enterprises, the enterprises of two forms
in particular: state and private, which allows to increase the efficiency and decision-making aimed
at the development and implementation of scientific results.
19. The effectiveness is confirmed by reducing illegal «shadow» turnover of goods,
materials and financial flows, ensuring the full volume of the collection of taxes, which is one of
the elements of national and economic security of the Republic of Belarus.
20. A unique scientific school of specialists in the field of holography, which unites
researchers and manufacturers, is established in the Republic of Belarus.
The results of theoretical and experimental researches are protected by 50 patents and
inventor’s certificates both in our country and abroad, were published in 56 scientific papers and
presented at such International conferences as: «Holopack-Holoprint», Cross, USA, FL, 1997;
Vienna, Austria, 2007; China, Hong Kong 2007; «HoloExpo» - 2004-2011 Moscow, Kiev, Minsk,
and were presented at numerous International exhibitions: in Finland (Helsinki, 1980) «Тhe Soviet
Нolography»; in Austria (Vienna 1981) «Holography in the USSR»; in Denmark (Copenhagen
1983) «Holography, Lasers»; UK (London 1985) «Holography in the USSR»; Japan (Tsukuba
1985) «EXPO-85», Australia (Brisbane, 1988) «EXPO – 88, Science and technology of the XXI
century»; the Republic of Belarus (Minsk, 1991) «Holography – 1991»; the Republic of Belarus
(Zhodino, 2007) «Holography-2007» Astana (2012) «Holography-2012», Gomel (2013)
«Holography-2013», Vitebsk (2012) «Holography-2012», Minsk (2014) «Holography-2014»,
Zhodino (2015) «Holography-2015»; and specialized exhibitions on protective holography
«HoloExpo» 2007-2011(Moscow, Kiev, Minsk) and others.
The company was awarded with certificates and diplomas at various International
conferences and exhibitions. Among the awards are: the award in the nomination «For the
development of innovative technologies aimed at protecting goods of food market of the Republic
of Belarus» in the Xth and XI Republican contest «Product of the year 2007», «Product of the year
2008» (Minsk, Republic of Belarus, 2007, 2008); international award in the category «Packaging»
at the international conference held by the organizing Committee of the International Association
of security hologram manufacturers «Holopack-Holoprint 2008» for blister packaging of certified
diamonds with a holographic insert (Toronto, Canada,2008); international Golden Award for the
best trade name of new Millennium (Paris, France, 2009); international award «The Best
Enterprises» for the dynamic growth of the company in its branch of industry at the International
conference «The EU and CIS. Experience and prospects of economic cooperation in the conditions
of global financial and economic crisis. Business interests» (Vilnius, Lithuania, 2009);
international Europe award «For quality» (Madrid, Spain, 2009); Crystal Grand Prix of the XII
Republican contest «Product of the year 2009» (Minsk, Republic of Belarus); award of the
European organization European Society for Quality Research-ESQR (European Society of
Research Quality) – the prize «European Award for Best Practices 2011» (European Award for
Best Practices 2011), awarded to the companies from all over the world for achieving significant
results in the field of quality and for the implementation of modern quality management methods
(Brussels, Belgium, 2011), International Award for Quality and Technology Arch of Europe»,
Frankfurt, 2012; prizewinner of the competition «The best entrepreneur of Minsk-2012» in the
field of innovation; the certificate of entering on the board of honour (Pervomaisky district,
Minsk) for the best results of the year 2014 in meeting the forecast targets of the socio-economic
development.
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P-2: HOLOGRAPHY AT SCHOOLS
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Educational program based on holography and dedicated to students and
teachers was developed and implemented in thirty schools. Students work with
educational materials in the laboratory and they produce holograms. Results
obtained will be presente.
Holography have demonstrated to be a powerful and strategic tool for teaching
of optics and photonics1-4. Holography at Schools is a Portuguese National
Project dedicated to Educational Holography for Middle and High Schools
students. The Educational Holography Program is based on non-formal
educational activities in a network of 30 schools, around the country. This
program involves art and science students and teachers. All activities occur at
schools’s holography laboratories and students and teachers work during eight
months on a project to produce a specific type of holograms or a special
application of holograms. During the first phase, teacher training is realised and
lab sessions are implemented. Then, at phase two, each school works on
holography in a free scheme, with some help at distance. In the last phase, each
group present their results and holograms and they organise an event dedicated
to holography. Typically, the best results and holograms lead to a final report to
submit at a National or International Competition for Young Scientists.
This paper will present the results obtained and it will explore all types of
holograms produced by students. The educational program will be present in
detail with focus on equipment, materials, experimental configurations and
educational outcomes.
1. T.H. Jeong, “Holography In Art And Education", Proc. SPIE 0532,
Holography, 138 (1985).
2. P.V. John, “Advanced Holography in High School", Proc. SPIE 4149,
Holography 2000, 296, pp. 296-302 (2000).
3. P. Pombo, R.M. Oliveira, and J.L. Pinto “Experimental Holography in High
School Teaching", Proc. SPIE 4149, Holography 2000, 232, pp. 296-302, pp.
232-238 (2000).
4. P. Pombo, R.M. Oliveira, and J.L. Pinto “Holography for science and art
students", Proc. SPIE 4659, Practical Holography XVI and Holographic
Materials VIII, 109, (2002).
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P-3: 3D-PRINTING AND HOLOGRAPHY
FASCINATING NEW OPPORTUNITIES
FOR DESIGNING HOLOGRAMS
Swann Rack Schwarzer
Holocreators, Laboratory for DCG Holography
Averhoffstrasse 19, Hamburg, 22085, Germany
E-mail: swann.rack@gmail.com
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P-4: ART CONCEPT AND TECHNIQUES
USING RAINBOW HOLOGRAM WITH INSTALLATION ART
Duck Hee Cho
555 W.Middlefield.rd #C302, Mountainview, 94043, CA, United States
E-mail: sailhologramart@gmail.com
Holography has been the most difficult subject in my life. It cannot be
understood by alone. Nevertheless, I have been doing hologram for almost 7
years. It would be appropriate to say that I have known hologram little by little
than learned it.
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P-5: HOLOGRAPHIC ART PRACTICE, AN EXPLORATION
OF INTERFERENCE
A. Henderson
Plymouth University, Drake Circus, Plymouth PL4 8AA, United Kingdom
E-mail: arlinda.henderson@plymouth.ac.uk
Dunwoody College of Technology
818 Dunwoody Boulevard, Minneapolis, MN 55405, United States
E-mail: ahenderson@dunwoody.edu
This research explores how the holographic process as it relates to interference,
and the non-hierarchical surface quality of the holographic plate, can inform an
inquiry into an interference with inequitable societal structuring.
As an auto-response to what is perceived, the construction of meaning can take
place in an instant. Sociopolitical structuring occurs even prior to the inception
of an individual idea when bound up with an established social archetype.
Hierarchically formatted preemptive ordering relies on knowledge or
information, often understood as certainty. Information aligned by signifiers
with shifting perceptions can create false truths and a form of collective fictional
reality. This type of ordering designates a future of containment and oppression
for those who are not in power and rarely have a collective voice. The result is
absurd human conditions like American Indian reservations in the United States
and the current inordinately disparate incarceration structures to contain African
Americans in the U.S.
Recent research by theoretical physicists suggests that our ideas of the real
world might be more like a holographic projection of distinct information.1
In that sense, holography has the potential to be more real than ideologically
structured reality.
Art, which does not have to know anything or engage in an economical manner
for hierarchical ordering, may employ the qualities of holography as a medium
to inform a new perception of reality that offers more potential to be shared
equally by all.
1. Cowen, Ron. “Simulations Back up Theory That Universe Is a Hologram.”
Nature, December 10, 2013. doi:10.1038/nature.2013.14328.
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P-6: A NOVEL TYPE OF ALL OPTICALLY ADRESSED
SPATIAL LIGHT MODULATOR FOR HOLOGRAPIC
DISPLAY
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1. Z. Zhang, Z. You and D. Chu "Fundamentals of phase-only liquid crystal on silicon
(LCOS) devices Nature 3, e213 pp. 65-71 (2014)
2. R. C. Liu, V. Marinova, S. H. Lin, M. S. Chen, Y. H. Lin and K. Y. Hsu "Near infrared
sensitive photorefractive device using PDLC and BSO:Ru hybrid structure" Opt. Lett., 39
(11), 3320 (2014)
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P-7: DIRECT RECORDING OF THE SURFACE RELIEF
HOLOGRAPHIC GRATINGS
A. Gerbreders1, A. Bulanovs2, K. Traskovskis3, J. Teteris1
1
Institute of Solid State Physics, University of Latvia, Kengaraga 8, Riga, Latvia
2
G.Liberts' Innovative Microscopy Centre, Daugavpils University, Parades 1,
Daugavpils, Latvia
3
Institute of Applied Chemistry, Riga Technical University, Azenes 14, Riga,
Latvia
1
E-mail: andrejmah@gmail.com
The last twenty years there is an active research of light-sensitive media, capable
of forming a surface relief under the influence of coherent radiation, without
using the etching operation. Polarization holographic method1 allows obtaining
in these materials the surface relief modulation depth of the order of 1
micrometer. However, the main parameter of such optical recording materials is
their photosensitivity - the amount of energy to form a surface relief suitable for
practical use. In the present study, we compared the different classes of
materials (Table 1). It is shown that the most light-sensitive materials are
organic compounds containing a diazo group. The possibilities of practical use
of such light-sensitive materials in various holographic devices are shown.
Table 1. The exposure value is required for the formation of direct surface relief
with modulation depth about 200-250 nm for different materials.
Material
Exposure, J/cm2
As2S3
2 000
IWK-2M
800
Poly(4-vinylpyridine):Disperse Yelow
1502
7 complex
Poly (DR-1 MA)
85
KRJ-8
60
This work has been supported by the European Social Fund within the project
Nr. 2013/0045/1DP/1.1.1.2.0/13/APIA/VIAA/018.
3. Nikolava L. and P. Ramanujam Polarization holography. Cambridge
University Press, 239 p (2009).
4. Vapaavuori, J., A. Priimagi, and M. Kaivola. "Photoinduced surface-relief
gratings
in
films
of
supramolecular
polymerbisazobenzene
complexes."Journal of Materials Chemistry20.25: 5260-5264 (2010).
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P-8: HOLOGRAPHIC PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS BASED
ON PHOTOPOLYMERS ACRYLATE COMPOSITIONS
N.D.Vorzobova, V.G.Bulgakova, A.I. Moskalenko, V.O.Veselov
Saint-Petersburg National Research University of Information Technologies,
Mechanics and Optics, Russian Federation, 197101, St. Petersburg,
Kronverksky av., 49
vorzobova@mail.ifmo.ru

Results of research of holographic properties acrylate nanocomposites with
nanoparticles of zinc oxide and silica oxide are presented and their possible
applications are defined.
The results of investigation of holographic characteristics optically transparent
acrylate compositions with nanoparticles of zinc oxide and silicon oxide,
developed1,2 in the Department of engineering photonics ITMO University are
given.
In continuation of previous work3 the character of the dependence of diffraction
efficiency on the exposure duration, composition, layer thickness, spatial
+*.'24relationship of the intensities of the interfering beams, post-exposure
illumination and heating are found.
The possibility of a holographic recording in the UV and visible spectral range
and conditions for obtaining the diffraction efficiency up to 80% are found.
The advantages of the compositions on the basis of silica oxide on the shape of
the diffraction efficiency kinetic curve, as well as light and heat resistance are
established. The promising of using them for diffractive elements producing and
in protective technologies is shown.
1.Burunkova Yu. E., Semjina S. A., Kaporsky L. N., Levichev V.V.
Nanomodified optical acrylate composites // Optical journal, 2008, V. 75, No.
10,
P.
54-58.
2.Denisyuk, I. Yu., Burunkova Yu. E., Semjina S. A. Investigation of the
influence of nanoparticles SiO2 on the self-organization of acrylate composites
cured by ultraviolet radiation /Optical journal, 2012, V. 79, No. 2, P. 67-71.
3. I. Yu. Denisyuk, Ju. A. Burunkova, S. Kokenyesi, V. G. Bulgakova, M. I.
Fokina. Optical nanocomposites based on high nanoparticles concentration and
its holographic application, Nanocrystals, Sudheer Neralla (Ed.), InTech Europe,
Croatia, 2012.
Made with the support of the project № 2.1.1/9439, 2008 - 2010 and the Federal
purposeful program "Scientific and scientific-pedagogical personnel of
innovative Russia" for 2009-2013, SK P570 on August 5, 2009.
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P-9: STUDY OF THERMAL EFFECTS IN HOLOGRAPHIC
RECORDING MATERIAL "DIFPHEN"
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In this article we presented the heat transfer process in a solid, as exemplified by
the interaction of radiation with a polymeric recording medium for hologram
recording. The effects of absorbed radiation action were evaluated
quantitatively.
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Jianlin Z, Jianglei D, 2013. Proc. SPIE 8788, Optical Measurement Systems for Industrial
Inspection VIII
Andreeva O, Korzinin Yu and Manukhin B 2013 Volume Holography - Basic Principles and
Contemporary Applications, Dr. Emilia Mihaylova (Ed.), InTech, 2013
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P-10: ACTIVE LSP BASED STRUCTURE FOR
HOLOGRAPHIC 3D VIDEO DISPLAY

Chuan Shen*, Hao Wang*, Sui Wei*
* Key Laboratory of Intelligent Computing & Signal Processing, Ministry of
Education, Anhui University
NO. 3 Feixi Road, Hefei, 230039, China
E-mail: swei@ahu.edu.cn
A novel structure hybridized localized surface plasmons (LPS) with Liquid
crystals to offer active modulation on light-wavelength feature size and allow
for CMOS-compatible fabrication is presented with theoretical explanations and
the results of numerical simulation.
Among the candidate devices for true holographic video display [1-3], liquid
crystal on silicon (LCOS), combining large birefringence liquid crystal with
CMOS-compatible technology, is an appropriate digital SLM for the purpose.
Kent state university researchers have however pointed that the pixel size below
one micrometer would have very low diffraction due to the fringing field effects
in relative think cell to meet the need of 2π retardation [4].
In this work, the top electrode of LCOS is replaced by LSP Fabry–Perot
structure, which interacts with visible light on sub wavelength scales. While
keeping the advantages of LCOS, its physical process is novel. Instead
accumulated during passing, phase retardation is offered by an anomalous
reflection with high-efficiency [5-6].
While LSP being local coherent electron oscillations (in response to incident
light) existing at the metal-dielectric interface can fortunately be explicated by
the complete set of Maxwell equations; the analytical solution is of challenge if
not impossible. Our investigations are numerically carried out by Techwiz
Software for liquid crystal director and FDTD solution software for near-field
and far-field radiation pattern. Some thoughts and inchoate simulation results
are shared here.
1. D. E. Smalley, Q. Y. J. Smithwick, V. M. Bove, et al. "Anisotropic leaky-mode modulator for
holographic video displays," Nature, 498(7454), pp.313-317 (2013).
2. R. Stahl, V Rochus, X Rottenberg, et al. "Modular sub- wavelength diffractive light modulator for
high- definition holographic displays," . J Phys: Conference Series, 415(1):pp.012057 (2013).
3. W. P. Bleha, Lei L J A. "Advances in Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCOS) spatial light modulator
technology," SPIE Defense, Security, and Sensing. International Society for Optics and Photonics,
pp.87360A-87360A-8 (2013).
4. X. Wang, B. Wang, P. Bos, P. McManamon, J. Pouch, F. Miranda, and J. Anderson, "Modeling
and Performance Limits of a large aperture high-resolution wavefront control system based on a liquid
crystal spatial light modulator," Optical Engineering, 46(4):pp. 044001-044001 (2007).
5. Lei Ni , Chuan Shen, Hao Li , Kaifeng Liu, Sui Wei, "Investigation the possibility of inserting the
GSP into LCOS," Infrared and Laser Engineering, (2015).(Accepted)
6. Chuan Shen, Kaifeng Liu, Sui Wei, Lei Ni, Hao Wang, "Optimizing the diffraction efficiency of
LCOS-based holography with anomalous reflection by gradient meta-surface," SPIE International
Symposium on Sensing Technology + Application, (2015). (Accepted)
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P-11: COMPARISON OF READ-OUT OPTICAL SCHEMES
FOR HOLOGRAPHIC MEMORY SYSTEMS BASED ON
MULTIPLEXED COMPUTER GENERATED 1D-FOURIER
HOLOGRAMS
Betin A.U.1, Bobrinev V.I. 1, Donchenko S.S.1, Zlokazov E.U.2, Odinokov S.B. 1,
Starikov R.S.2
1
BMSTU, Moscow, Russia
2
National Research Nuclear University MEPhI, Moscow, Russia
E-mail: sergey221990@gmail.com
Two configurations of read-out optical scheme for selective
reconstruction of the 1D Fourier multiplexed holograms and results of
experimental modeling of both read-out configurations are presented in this
paper.
Computer holographic synthesis allows to significantly simplify the
recording scheme of microholograms in holographic memory system as the
classic high precision holographic setup based on two-beam interference is
removed by simple scale reduction projection scheme. Application of computer
generated 1D-Fourier holograms provides the possibility of selective
reconstruction of the multiplexed holograms with different orientation of data
lines by corresponding rotation of anamorphic objective (cylindrical lens), used
in the read-out systems.
Two methods of reading 1D of Fourier's microholograms were
considered: line-by-line and full-page reading. The main advantages of a fullpage method – lack of the deflector and simplicity of the reading scheme.
Main advantages of a line-by-line method: low requirements to the
receiver of optical radiation and big selectivity during reconstruction of the
multiplexed holograms.
Research of reading schemes showed that the line-by-line scheme of
reading provides the best signal-to-noise ratio and a fewer mistakes of the
recovered information.
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P-12: COMPUTER GENERATED FOURIER
MICROHOLOGRAMS FOR OPTICAL MEMORY SYSTEM
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In the report we introduce the investigation results of computer generated
Fourier holograms projection record scheme application for holographic
memory optical system.
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P-13: A COMPUTER-GENERATED WAVEGUIDE
HOLOGRAM FOR NEAR-TO-EYE 3-D DISPLAY
V. M. Bove, Jr.1, S. Jolly1, N. Savidis1, B. Datta1, and D. E. Smalley2
1. MIT Media Lab, 20 Ames St., Rm. E15-448, Cambridge, MA, 02142, United
States of America
2. Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Brigham Young
University, 459 Clyde Building, Provo, UT, 84602, United States of America
E-mail: vmb@media.mit.edu
Waveguide techniques offer several advantages to the display of holographic
images. We depict methods for design and fabrication of computer-generated
waveguide holograms for 3-D display and specifically evaluate their use in a
near-to-eye (possibly wearable) 3-D display application.
Waveguide holography typically refers to the use of holographic techniques for
the control of guided-wave light in integrated optical devices (e.g. grating
couplers and distributed Bragg gratings for guided-wave optical filtering).
Image display via optically-recorded waveguide Bragg holograms has been
explored.1,2 Furthermore, computer-generated waveguide holography (CGWH)
has been demonstrated for the generation of free-space spot arrays and for the
integrated implementation of several optical functions.3
In this paper, we describe the design and fabrication of a CGWH for the
purposes of near-to-eye 3-D display and as a precursor to a dynamic, transparent
flat-panel guided-wave holographic video display. The CGWH acts to
outcouple and spatially phase modulate guided-wave light for free-space
reconstruction in the Fresnel regime. Free-space outcoupling via a holographic
superposition of phase grating couplers is depicted and analyzed. We
furthermore provide a comparative analysis of algorithms for display phase
CGH generation and their affordances when instantiated as CGWHs for near-toeye 3-D display, and experimental results demonstrating the optical and
perceptual performance of the CGWH as a near-to-eye 3-D display.
1. A. Putilin, V. N. Morozov, Q. Huang, H. J. Caulfield, Waveguide holograms
with white light illumination, Optical Engineering, vol. 30, no. 10, 1991.
2. H. J. Caulfield, Q. Huang, A. Putilin, V. Morozov, Multimode waveguide
holograms capable of using non-coherent light, U. S. Patent 5 295 208, Mar.
15, 1994.
3. M. Li, J. Bengtsson, M. Hagberg, A. Larsson, and T. Suhara, Off-Plane
Computer-Generated Waveguide Hologram, IEEE Selected Topics in
Quantum Electronics, vol. 2, no. 2, 1996.
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P-14: DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY AT
ANALYSIS OF THERMAL LENS ARISING AT DIODE
PUMPING
Z.T. Azamatov, N.A. Akbarova, I.A. Kulagin, and V.I. Redkorechev
Institute of Applied Physics, National University of Uzbekistan
Talabalar Shaharchasi, Tashkent, 100174, Uzbekistan
E-mail: zakir.azamatov@mail.ru
The results of experimental studies of dynamics of a thermal phase lens formed
during pulse diode pumping of a phosphate glass by methods of digital
holographic interferometry are submitted.
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P-15: METHODS OF INTERFEROGRAM FILTRATION FOR
INCREASING OF MEASUREMENT ACCURACY

Z.T. Azamatov*, N.A. Akbarova*, I.A. Kulagin*, V.I. Redkorechev*, and
A.A. Zheenbekov**
*Institute of Applied Physics, National University of Uzbekistan
Talabalar Shaharchasi, Tashkent, 100174, Uzbekistan
**Kyrgyz-Russian Slavic University
6 Chui Ave. Building 3, Bishkek, 720000, Kyrgyz Republic
E-mail: zakir.azamatov@mail.ru
It is demonstrated that linear and nonlinear methods of interferogram filtration
and their combinations allow smoothing of 3D images of recorded objects and
increasing of accuracy of measurements at digital holographic interferometry.
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The developed and used methods of a filtration of the intreferograms
reconstructed on the base of obtained digital holograms allow receiving of
smooth three-dimensional images of objects and increasing of accuracy of
measurements by the method of a holographic interferometry.
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P-17: INTERACTIVE AUGMENTED REALITY BY
COMPUTER-GENERATED-HOLOGRAPHY
Ken Yuh Hsu, Ren Chung Liu, Yi Hsin Huang, Shiuan Huei Lin
* Department of Photonics, National Chiao-Tung University
1001 University Road, Hsinchu, Taiwan 300
E-mail: ken@cc.nctu.edu.tw
In this paper,an interactive augmented reality system is proposed. The system
consists of a spatial light modulator (SLM) for displaying computer generated
hologram (CGH), a diffuser screen, and a motion detection device. First, the
kinoform CGH of the object is generated by using iterative Fourier transform
algorithm (IFTA) and is displayed on SLM. Then, the image reconstructed from
the CGH is projected on a diffuser screen, which is installed on top of a motion
detection device (Leap motion). The Leap motion is an infrared emitting and
detection device that can sense the position and motion of the fingers and send
the motion instruction to the computer to update the CGH in real time. Thus, the
projected image will be updated following the instruction given by fingers, and
an interactive augmented reality system is achieved. The schematic diagram of
the system is shown in Fig.1. Such kind of technology combines the advantages
of hologram, 3D display, and virtual reality. It has the potential in applications
for art display, education, medical surgery, and industries, etc.
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P-18: QUANTITATIVE PHASE IMAGING TECHNIQUE FOR
THE ESTIMATION OF DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY
SYSTEM
Yongjun Lim, Keehoon Hong, Joongki Park, Hyuneui Kim,
Hyongon Choo and Jinwoong Kim.
Broadcasting & Telecommunications Media Research Laboratory,
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute
218 Gajeong-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon, 305-700, KOREA,
E-mail: yongjun@etri.re.kr
Abstract: In our holographic display system, spatially-tiled digital micro-mirror
devices (DMDs) are used to generate holograms. To estimate the quality of the
reconstructed holograms, transport of intensity equation is adopted as a
quantitative phase imaging technique.
Recently, lots of applications based on quantitative phase imaging methods such
as digital holography(DH) and transport of intensity equation(TIE) have shown
unprecedented ways to perform phase imaging that can provide three
dimensional images and views1. However, they are usually used to detect
wavefront of optical waves coming out of micron-sized or submicron-sized
objects2. Here, we present the feasibility of transport of intensity equation
technique to estimate holograms generated by a holographic display system
based on spatially-tiled digital micro-mirror devices(DMDs) which are used as
spatial light modulators. In our digital holographic display system, to extend the
size of the generated hologram, more than two DMDs are used. Consequently, it
is necessary to adopt an appropriate technique to estimate reconstructed
holograms in using multiple numbers of DMDs, and we will extract the phase
profile of the generated holograms by the use of the TIE method shown below3.
−k

∂
∂z

I ( x, y , z ) = ∇ ⋅ ( I ( x, y , z )∇φ ( x, y , z ) ) ,

(1)

where k , ∇ , I ( x, y, z ) and φ ( x, y, z ) represent the wave number, the divergence
operator, the intensity and the phase of illuminated waves, respectively.
Acknowledgement: This research was supported by GigaKOREA project, (GK14D010,
Development of Telecommunications Terminal with Digital Holographic Table-top Display).
1. G. Popescu, Quantitative phase imaging of cells and tissues, McGrawHill, New York (2011).

2. M. Mir, B. Bhaduri, R. Wang, R. Zhu and G. Popescu, Quantitative Phase
Imaging, Progress in Optics, vol. 57, pp. 133- 217 (2012).
3. M. R. Teague, "Image formation in terms of the transport equation," Journal
of Optical Society of America A, vol. 2, pp. 2019-2026 (1985)
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P-19: HOLOGRAPHIC DATA VISUALIZATION
OF FLUID DYNAMICS AND SOLAR IRRADIATION
MODELS
Tove Noorjahaan Dalenius, Simon Rees, Martin Richardson
De Montfort University
The Gateway, Leicester LE1 9BH, United Kingdom
8&"%6-(/%'".,I &"%7(&


Representing energy data calculations using synthetic display holography. A
description of the processes and interchanges taking place in order to produce
original data visualization holograms.
The task of visualising and making use of ‘big data’ has been the focus of a
large number of research projects during the beginning of this century. As the
amount of data that can be gathered has increased in a short time our ability to
comprehend and get meaning out of the numbers has been brought into
attention. This project is looking at the possibility of employing threedimensional imaging using holography to visualise data. It is an early hypothesis
that there may be advantages in displaying data visualisation in a format that is
perceived by the viewer in 3D, rather than as a 3D model displayed through a
2D medium such as a computer screen. To test the viability of the concept this
project has set out to transform the visualisation of energy data calculations to a
holographic medium. A Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model of particle
flow around a vehicle, and a model of Solar Irradiation energy on an
architectural structure were chosen to investigate the process. As no pre-existing
software was identified to directly transform the data into a compatible format
the team worked collaboratory and trans-disciplinary in order to achieve an
accurate conversion from the format of the visualization tool to a configuration
suitable for synthetic holography production. The project also investigates
layout and design suitable for holographic visualization of energy data.
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P-20: HOLOSUITE: AN EXPLORATION INTO
HOLOGRAPHIC TELEPRESENCE AND INTERACTION
E. Dreshaj, S. Jolly, V. M. Bove, Jr.
MIT Media Lab, 20 Ames St., Rm. E15-444, Cambridge, MA, 02142, United
States of America
e-mail: ermal@media.mit.edu
We implement a real-time, two-way interactive telepresence software solution
on two MIT/BYU Mark IV full-color holographic displays.
Public interest in holography peaked in the 1980's and 1990's. Much of the
blame for this decline in interest can be attributed to the historical disparity
between the public hype, and the slow pace of scientific and technological
advancements in the field. Yet, the idea of holographic telepresence still remains
pervasive in the zeitgeist, as exemplified by the folklore of Star Wars and public
spectacles attempting to mimic holographic telepresence, infamous Tupac
“hologram” performance and the newly announced Microsoft HoloLens. Realtime, two-way interactive holographic telepresence has never been implemented
or proven beyond concept, although recent advances in capture methods,
human-computer interaction and holographic display technology1 have now
made this possible.
We address this issue by exploring the subjects lying at the convergence of
telepresence, interaction, and real-time digital holographic display technology.
We dispel the myths, and propose some key concepts surrounding the
philosophy and advantages of using holographic display technology as a
medium for interactive telepresence. We also implement these concepts in a
real-time, proof-of-concept software system titled “Holosuite”, rendered on full
color displays2,3 developed at MIT Media Lab in collaboration with BYU.
1. J. Barabas, S. Jolly, D.E. Smalley, V. M. Bove Jr., “Diffraction specific
coherent panoramagrams of real scenes” Proc. SPIE 7957, Practical
Holography XXV: Materials and Applications, 795702(2011)
2. S. Jolly, E. Dreshaj, V. M. Bove Jr., "Computation of Fresnel holograms and
diffraction-specific coherent panoramagrams for full-color holographic
displays based on anisotropic leaky-mode modulators" Proc. SPIE 9006,
Practical Holography XXIX: Digital Holography II, 9386-12 (2015).
3. S. Jolly, D. E. Smalley, J. Barabas and V. M. Bove Jr., “Computational
architecture for full-color holographic displays based on anisotropic leakymode modulators" Proc. SPIE 9006, Practical Holography XXVIII: Materials
and Applications, 90060W (2014).
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P-21: MEASUREMENT AND RECONSTRUCTION OF
THREE-DIMENTIONAL SPECIMEN BASED ON DIGITAL
HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY
Jianglei Di, Xin Chen, Minru Li, Jianlin Zhao
Key Laboratory of Space Applied Physics and Chemistry, Ministry of
Education, and Shaanxi Key Laboratory of Optical Information Technology,
School of Science, Northwestern Polytechnical University, Xi’ an, 710072,
China
E-mail: jlzhao@nwpu.edu.cn
Based on digital holographic interferometry, we present a method to measure
and reconstruct the three-dimensional configuration of transparent object with
tiny scattering or Abel inversion for axisymmetric specimen from one single
hologram.
Digital holography has been widely applied in deformation analysis, particles
measurement, vibration analysis, flow field measurement, microscopy,
refractive index measurement, information encryption, etc. However, the
obtained phase information actually represents the optical path difference of the
illumination laser beams passing through the specimen along the optical axis
direction. For specimen with uneven refractive index, we cannot get its threedimensional refractive index distribution directly.
In this paper, to measure and reconstruct the 3D structure distribution of a
specimen, we present an improved method to capture its projections at complete
angles and use the filtered-backprojection algorithm for its reconstruction based
on digital holographic interferometry. The phase change distributions of the
object beams passing through ultrasonic standing wave field are obtained while
rotating a Michelson interferometer at the range of 0°–180°and the specimen’s
configuration and 3D sound pressure distribution are obtained. At the same time,
we also show the possibility to obtain the refractive index distribution along the
radial direction for axisymmetric specimen based on Abel inversion from one
single hologram. We present a hologram reconstruction algorithm and use this
for the measurement of axisymmetric liquid flow field in the thermocapillary
migration process of droplets by using digital holographic interferometry.
This work is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(Grant No. 61405164 and No. 61127011) and NPU Foundation for Fundamental
Research (3102014JCQ01102).
1. X. Chen, J. Zhao, et al., Appl. Opt.,2014 53(18), 4044-4048.
2. C. Florian, M. Anca, et al., Opt. Lett., 2006, 31(2):178-180.
3. S. Sharma, G. Sheoran, et al., Appl. Opt., 2012, 51(19): 4554-4562.
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P-22: ULTRA SLIM SOLUTION FOR COHERENT
ILLUMINATION OF HOLOGRAPHIC DISPLAY
A. Morozov*, A. Putilin**, Hong-Seok Lee***, S. Dubynin*, G. Dubinin*,
S. Kopenkin**, Yu. Borodin**, Sunil Kim***, Chilsung Choi***
*Samsung R&D Institute Rus, SAIT Russia Lab
12, bldg. 1, Dvintsev str., Moscow, 127018, Russia
**P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences
53 Leninskij Prospekt, Moscow, 119991, Russia
***Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology
130, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do, 443-803, Korea
E-mail: alexander.morozov@samsung.com
The new ultra slim back light unit (BLU) allows forming highly collimated and
coherent illumination of scanning holographic display. The RGB working
prototype was created and tested for 5.5” diagonal of illumination area.
The holographic display for demonstration of computer generated holograms
requires to have highly collimated spatial coherent illumination with possibility
for scanning of formed beam in horizontal and vertical directions1. We develop
the special ultra slim design of illumination system based on waveguide
holograms (WGH).
This device consist of two WGH placed on the same waveguide glass substrate.
We use surface holographic gratings with constant period as input and output
WGH2. The same period of the gratings allows using our device for RGB light
without any dispersion issue, typical for holographic optical elements. The
optimal WGH grating periods are defined by solving of list of inequations (1):
⎧
⎛ λR sin (θ in − Δθ ) ⎞
⎟
⎪θ R _ max ≥ arcsin ⎜ dn −
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⎝
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⎛
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(1)

where θR_max – maximal waveguide propagation angle for red wavelength, θin –
center incidence angle of input beam, Δθ – angle of output beam steering, λR –
red light wavelength, λB – blue light wavelength, θB_min – minimal waveguide
propagation angle for blue wavelength, n – refractive index of waveguide
material, d – WGH grating period.
1. Hong-Seok Lee et al., Back light unit and holographic display including the
same, KR Patent Application P2014-0115687 (2014).
2. A.V. Morozov et al., Scanning ultra slim coherent backlight unit, RU Patent
Application 2014146782 (2014).
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P-23: SAMPLING CONDITION FOR DIGITAL
HOLOGRAPHY
K. A. Grebenyuk*
*Saratov State University
83 Astrakhanskaya st., Saratov, 410012, Russia
E-mail: KonstantinAG@yandex.ru
Present report is devoted to the one of digital holography fundamentals – the
sampling condition. It is shown for the first time how so-called special
‘sampling condition for digital holography’ can be derived from classical
sampling theorem.
It is well-known that requirements of the sampling theorem of WhittakerKotel’nikov-Shannon should be fulfilled during signal sampling. In recent years
a number of authors claimed that this classical sampling theorem may be too
strict in case of digital holography and even may lead to incorrect conclusions.
Therefore they concluded that classical Shannon constraints can be relaxed or
even proposed to use special ‘sampling condition for digital holography’1-2
instead of classical sampling theorem. This claim was supported by reliable
results of both physical experiments and computer simulations (some of such
experiments were similar to those made in Saratov State University1-2, and that
was one of the motivations for the present research).
In present report we study pros and cons concerning special ‘sampling condition
for digital holography’ and finally reveal that this condition can be derived from
the classical sampling theorem. We demonstrate how abovementioned
‘contradictory’ experiments and computer simulations can be explained from the
viewpoint of classical sampling theorem, provided that the latter is appropriately
applied. In order to see which application of the classical sampling theorem in
digital holography is appropriate and which is not, we use original statements
from papers of Shannon and Kotel’nikov. This approach will lead us to one
interesting discovery concerning contemporary use of the sampling theorem in
digital holography.
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1. K. Grebenyuk, A. Grebenyuk, V. Ryabukho, Off-axis digital holography:
image reconstruction in case of Nyquist frequency excess, Proc. of SPIE,
vol. 8337, pp. 833708-1  5 (2012).
2. K. Grebenyuk, A. Grebenyuk, V. Ryabukho, Digital off-axis holography:
reconstruction from undersampled pattern, AIP Conf. Proc., vol. 1537,
pp. 102-106 (2013).

 :INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY OF COLOR LASER
PATTERNING OF METAL PRODUCT FOR DECORATIVE
AND APPLIED ARTS
Vadim Veiko, Galina Odintsova, Yulia Karlagina, Roman Yatsuk,
Eduard Ageev
ITMO University
49 Kronverksky ave., Saint Petersburg, 197101, Russia
E-mail: ogv-r@yandex.ru

A technology of laser-induced color patterning of metal products by surface
oxidation is demonstrated. The technology can be suitable for decorative and
applied arts. A technique of revealing of full palette of colors for the given metal
is proposed.
The phenomenon of colouring of
oxide films, appearing on the
surface of a metal due to thermal
treatment in the oxygen-containing
environment, has been known for a
long time. This phenomenon is
often uses in the processes of
artistic design to make products
more expressive.
Technology of laser-induced color
laser patterning (CLP) of metal
products by surface oxidation is
demonstrated1.
Proposed
technologic chromacity coefficient can be used for the calculation of laser
exposure regimes for the development of a specific color on the metal. The
technology can be suitable in decorative and applied arts, such as jewelry,
vintage knifes, souvenir gifts, award items and others. Limited color palette is a
main problem of CLP technology.
Therefore, the aim of this work is to expand the palette of colors in laser
coloring by nanosecond pulses due to layer by layer build-up of oxide films. A
technique of revealing of full palette of colors for the given metal is proposed.



1. Veiko V. et.al., Optics Express. 2014. -V. 22. - I.20.- P.24342-24347.
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 :HOLOGRAPHIC IMAGES WITH PARALLAX EFFECT
Gubarev, A. P. (1), Kornilov, G.V.(1), Goncharsky A.V. (2),
Goncharsky, A. A.(2), Smirnov, A. V. (3), Chepurnoy A. I. (3),
Odinokov S. D. (4), Lushnikov D. S. (4), Markin V.V. (4)
(1) Research Institute - branch of the Federal state unitary enterprise "Goznak".
(2) Lomonosov Moscow State University
(3) "Scientific-production Association "Kripten"
(4) “Bauman Moscow Technical University”
Presents the results of experimental investigations into the possibility of
recording holographic images in various recording media with “parallax
surround” effect. We are talking about visualizing images recorded on analog or
matrix holograms. The restored image in white light from point and/or spatially
distributed - non-point sources in the form of two identical flat image formed in
the plane of the recording medium.
Identical images are shifted relative to each other in the plane of the recording
medium at a distance of the order of several millimeters. Moreover, these
images are recorded in such a way that when a certain position of the observer's
eyes they are not overlapping spatial angles, and at different wavelengths. That
is, a single image may be, for example, in red, and the other identical to the first
but offset from him, in the green color. When the angle of observation changes,
so-called "flip-flop" effect will be exhibit. Abruptly emerge the first image, or
the second image, spatially shifted relative to the first. With appropriate choice
of parameters holographic images and the correct location of the observer, the
right eye is formed by the first image and the left - second. At the same time the
observer due to the effect of “parallax” and the addition of images observed
from different angles left and right eye may occur an optical illusion floating
popup or recessed relative to the plane of the hologram of the total image. The
color of this “parallax” of the image is determined by adding the colors of the
first and second rendered image. It should be noted that the addition of the
image observed by the right and left eye, manage not every observer, and not
immediately. In order to see such an “parallax” image need some workout of
view.
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P-27: NUMERICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF A FULL
PARALLAX HOLOGRAPHIC STEREOGRAM WITH RADIAL
DISTORTION
Jiyong Park*, Hoonjong Kang1, Soonchul Kwon2, Seunghyun Lee2
*,1Digital holography reaserch team, Korea ElectronicsTechnology Institute
Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
E-mail: huntercn@keti.re.kr
2
Dept. of Information and Contents, Graduate School of KwangWoon Univ,
Wolgye 1-dong, Nowon-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
The optical engine in the recording process of a holographic stereogram may
cause radial distortion. We analysed the effect of radial distortion in holographic
stereogram printing by numerical reconstruction of a holographic stereogram.
Successful commercialization of holographic printers based on holographic
stereograms requires a tool for their numerical replaying and quality assessment
before the time-consuming and expensive process of holographic recording. A
holographic stereogram1,2 encodes 2D images of a 3D scene that are
incoherently captured from multiple perspectives and rearranged before
recording. The rearranged images are successively recorded by the holographic
printer. During the capture, radial distortion can be included in the rearranged
images (hogel images). If distorted hogel images are recorded onto holographic
emulsion, viewer will see incorrect reconstruction from the holographic
stereogram.
This study presents a simulator which builds a full parallax full color white light
viewable holographic stereogram from the perspective images captured by a
virtual recentering camera with its further numerical reconstruction for any
viewer location. By tracking all steps from capture to recording, the simulator
allows for analysis of radial distortions caused by the optical elements at the
recording stage. Numerical experiments at increasing degree of pincushion
distortion proved its insignificant influence on the reconstructed images in all
practical cases by using a peak signal-to-noise ratio and the structural similarity
as an image quality metrics.
1. M. W. Halle, The generalized holographic stereogram, Ph.D. thesis,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (1993).
2. M. Halle, Multiple viewpoint rendering, in Proc. of the 25th Annual Conf.
on Computer Graphics and Interactive Techniques, pp. 243254 (1998).
3. J. Park, E. Stoykova, H. Kang, S. Hong, S. Lee, and K. Jung, Numerical
reconstruction of full parallax holographic stereograms, 3D Res. vol. 3, pp.
16 (2012).
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P-28: RECONSTRUCTION OF MULTI-IMAGES ON
COAXIAL DEPTH DIRECTION USING COMPUTER
HOLOGRAPHY
Sumio Nakahara*, Kyoji Matsushima**
* Kansai University, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering,
** Kansai University, Dept. of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,
3-3-35 Yamate-cho, Suita, Osaka 564-8680, Japan
E-mail: nakahara@kansai-u.ac.jp
We fabricated the holographic optical element for display in order to recognize
the information of several images in the coaxial depth direction of the hologram
using computer generated hologram and laser lithography system.
In this research, we used a computer generated hologram and a laser drawing
apparatus, in order to obtain the hologram which it is possible to make recognize
more than one image information in the coaxial direction of the depth. Although
utilization is expected to the commercial signage and the optical memory with
additive value. However, there is the problem that intensity and contrast of
reconstructed image are decline with overlap of the wavefronts of the multiimages.
For objective target-recognition of reconstructed images, we used Quick
Response Code (QR-code) images and a commercial available smartphone.
Since we used the coaxial depth direction to an object in record of hologram, the
computer generation hologram (CGH) was introduced1. We fabricated the
holographic interference patterns based on Fresnel diffraction method. In order
to fabricate holographic elements made of photomask substrates, the laser
direct-write lithography system was used.
We demonstrated that the reconstructed QR-code images on coaxial depth
direction from the hologram were distinguished at different position using the
smartphone.
Future work is that we are attempting to improvement of diffraction efficiency,
and reduction of speckle noise.
This is a product of research which was financially supported (in part) by the
JSPS (KAKENHI, 24500133 and 26540191), MEXT-Supported Program for the
Strategic Research Foundation at Private Universities, 2013-2017.
1. S. Nakahara, K. Matsushima, M. Takita, and Y. Okino.," Reconstructed
Multi-Images on Coaxial Depth Direction from Computer Generated
Hologram ", The 24th International Symposium on Optical Memory, pp.162163 (2014)
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P-29: HOLOGRAPHIC PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT AT
LUMINIT

F. Dimov
Luminit, LLC
th
1850 W. 205 Street, Torrance, CA 90501, United States
E-mail:      
Luminit is developing regular and substrate guided wave-based imaging and
non-imaging holographic optical elements (HOE). The advantage of these
elements is see through, lightweight, low profile highly efficient low cost thin
film technology.
Since its foundation, Luminit actively invested in holographic technology.
Holographic projects partially were supported by the company internal
investment, and partially by the US government through Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) program. By writing award-winning proposals
Luminit scientists got grants and contracts from many government agencies.
Research areas are very diverse. For the Department of Energy (DOE) we’ve
developed holographic data storage and search system1. Implemented hologram
speckle multiplexing reduced the influence of the hologram selectivity and
allowed storing and searching more data pages with less crosstalk. In another
DOE project Luminit developed compact high resolution and cost efficient
spectrometer2 to measure the fine structure of solar A-band spectra around
765nm. It allowed extracting highly important information about pollutants in
the atmosphere. For the Army were developed and delivered separately
holographic helmet mounted display3 and eye tracker4. Success in the near-toeye see throught display optics resulted in the ongoing development of the
dynamic gun sight image overlay. Integrated helmet mounted display and eye
tracker, and curved display were developed for the Air Force. Good results were
achieved in the projects by splitting the solar spectrum and concentrating light to
different receivers for generating heat and electricity using hologram. Expertise
developed during all these projects led to intense Luminit efforts in
commercialization of holographic technologies in automotive and other
industries.
1. F. Dimov, “Three Dimensional Holographic Archival Memory (3DHAM),”
Final Phase II Report to DOE, Grant No. DE-FG02-03ER83749, 2006
2. F. Dimov, “Holographic A-band Multi-channel Substrate Guided Wave-based
System,” Final Phase II Report to DOE, Grant DOE/DE-SC0004443. 2011
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P-30: MICROPRISM ARRAY FOR SECURITY PRINTING
APPLICATION
V. Balia*
*ITMO University
49 Kronverksky ave., Saint Petersburg, 197101, Russia
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  :ON THE RELATIVE ACCURACY OF THE PSM AND
KOGELNIK MODELS OF DIFFRACTION IN LOSSLESS
REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION HOLOGRAPHIC
GRATINGS
,
*
*
Ardeshir Osanlou, David Brotherton-Ratcliffe, ** Lishen Shi,* Peter Excell,*
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Kogelnik’s theory of diffraction has been widely used to calculate practical
diffraction efficiencies in holographic gratings and holograms for over forty
years. However the recently discovered PSM model provides a more intuitive
model of what is actually happening in gratings. Here we test both models
against rigorous numerical calculations over a wide parameter space. For
gratings of interest to holographers, PSM is found to provide a somewhat better
estimation of diffraction efficiency in reflection gratings, whereas Kogelnik’s
theory is seen to provide the better estimate for transmission gratings. The
reasons why this is so, and the implications on how we should intuitively
imagine diffraction occurring in gratings, will be discussed.
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P-32: THERAPEUTIC EVALUATION OF LIVING CELLS BY
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPY
Chung-Hsin Wu1,*, Chau-Jern Cheng2, Xin-Ji Lai2, Shuenn-Jyi Sheu3
1
Department of Life Sciences, National Taiwan Normal University,
2
Institute of Electro-Optical Science and Technology, National Taiwan
Normal University, 3Brion Research Institute of Taiwan,
No. 88, Sec. 4, Ting-Zhou Rd., Taipei 11677, Taiwan
*E-mail: megawu@ntnu.edu.tw
This work describes the image formation in holographic three-dimensional (3D)
display system based on an interferometric method for the quantitative and
dynamical measurement of the 3-D morphology and volume of biological living
cells through high sensitivity of phase measurement without requiring any
labeling.
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 :SEE-THROUGH HMD BASED ON HOLOGRAM
OPTICAL ELEMENT
Ryu Jaeyeol, Putilin Andrey
Department of Problems of Physics and Power Engineering, Moscow Institute
of Physics and Technology
Laboratory of Ultra-high-speed Optoelectronics and Information Processing,
P.N. Lebedev Physical Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences
E-mail: jaeyeol.ryu@phystech.edu, w_hologram@mail.ru
In the last couple of years virtual reality markets are so fully expanded.
Above all, Google Inc. stimulates market with its ease of implementation and
low production price glasses. The starting point of the head mounted display
(HMD) research was established by Ivan Sutherland more than half century ago.
Nowadays, there are many types of practical optical schemes of HMD
implementation. Here we concentrate attention on see-through schemes. They
can be classified as following five classes. First: glass with polarizing beam
splitter, second: glass with curved mirror, third: glasses with lightguide with
mirror-array, fourth: glass with TIR free-from prism, fifth: glass based on HOE.
In this moment technical big issues are obtaining of wide field of view
(FOV) and decreasing longitudinal size (LS) of HMD. For example Google
glass have 12° FOV and 10 mm LS. Generally both parameters couldn’t be
satisfied at the same time. HOE allowed this problem to be minimized, however
HOE has a limitation mostly because of the holographic chromatic aberration
and it works on monochrome illumination yet.
In this paper we offer the attempt of
A
n*sin(α)=λ /d+sin(β)
full-color see-through HMD design based
λ =0,65
α
on HOE. Its optical system consisted from
λ =0,52
β
λ =0,446
illumination system with RGB combiner,
tg(α )=f/h*k
imaging system and two holographic TIR
k –reflection
f
number
couplers arranged on the lightguide (A) –
F
F
see fig.1. RGB combiner worked via HOE
F =f/sin(α )
F
F =F *λ /λ
too. The waveguide holograms have a
R
very high chromatic dispersion. That is
h
why it is very difficult to develop color
 
holographic virtual display. We propose the method of the development of the
color holographic displays that is based on the combination of the several (at
least two) waveguide holograms and the illumination of the optical scheme by
three light sources of predefined wavelength. Usually holograms is designed for
the specific laser wavelength, in our method specific laser must be designed for
planar optical scheme. The self matched reconstruction of waveguide holograms
became possible only in TIR propagation in LGP, the equivalent optical passes
are shown by dashed lines.
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P-36: RECORDING VOLUMETRIC COLOR HOLOGRAMS
ON TWO-LAYER HOLOGRAPHIC MATERIAL
I. A. Shevkunov, Yu. A. Vavilova, Selyavko L. V., Vaskov I. K., Petrov N. V.*
*ITMO University
49 Kronverkskiy av., Saint Petersburg, 197101, Russia
E-mail: n.petrov@niuitmo.ru
Experimental results on recording of volumetric color holograms in the twolayer holographic material sensibilized for red and green-blue spectral range
presented. The radiation of three lasers with wavelengths 635, 532 and 417 nm
was used for recording.
As widely known, papers1-3 of Emmett Leith and Juris Upatnieks laid the
foundations for the off-axis holography. Off-axis configuration for recording
thin hologram their proposed allow eliminate twin image on the reconstructed
scene, and thus gave rise tremendous interest in display holography. The paper4
of Yuri Denisyuk, independently published around the same time, allow to
record volumetric holograms, and reconstruct in incoherent white light. In the
paper3, Leith and Upatnieks mention that if illuminate a scene with coherent
light in RGB colors, the hologram would receive reflected light of each color,
creating an illusion of full-color object. After that, many investigations have
been done in that direction. It this contribution we present the experimental
results of recording volumetric color holograms Denisyuk type. Ultra-fine-grain
silver-halide emulsions was prepared, and specially sensibilized for red and
green-blue spectral range. The radiation of three lasers with wavelengths 635,
532 and 417 nm was used for recording. Reconstructed color holograms create
the illusion of viewing a real color object behind the plate.
1. E. N. Leith, J. Upatnieks, Reconstructed Wavefronts and Communication
Theory, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 52, 1123-1130 (1962).
2. E. N. Leith, J. Upatnieks, Wavefront Reconstruction with Continuous-Tone
Objects,  J. Opt. Soc. Am. 53, 1377-1381 (1963).
3. E. N. Leith, J. Upatnieks, Wavefront reconstruction with diffused
illumination and three-dimensional objects, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 54, 12951301
(1964).
4. Yu. N. Denisyuk, On the reflection of optical properties of an object in the
wave field of the radiation scattered by it, Doklady Akademii nauk SSSR
(Reports of the USSR Academy of Sciences), 144, 6, p.1275-1278 (1962).
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YOUTH SESSION
WORKSHOPS

YOUTH SESSION AND WORKSHOPS
O. V. Andreeva, N. V. Andreeva, N. V. Petrov, B. G. Manukhin,
A. O. Ismagilov
St. Petersburg National Research University of Information Technologies,
Mechanics, and Optics, 49 Kronverksky Pr., Saint Petersburg, 197101, Russia
E-mail: olga_andreeva@mail.ru
TIME
12.00 - 17.00
12.00 - 12.30

12.30 - 13.00
13.00 - 14.00
14.00 - 14.30
14.30 - 16.30
16.30 – 17.00

EVENTS
Youth Session
“The Future of
holography in a digital
age”, by Javid Khan
(UK)
“Engaging with a
holographic
perspective”, by Martina
Mrongovius (UK)
Workshops 1 – 6
Coffee break
Workshops 1 – 6
Closing Remarks

Location

Kadetskaya line, 3

The Youth Session took place in the building which is located 3, Kadetskaya
line. In this building Yu. Denisyuk had worked since 1975 up to the very end of
his life. Specialists, who have worked with him, carried out some of the
workshops.
The Youth Session of the Symposium "Display Holography" was held on the
3rd of July and was organized by the staff, students and graduate students of the
Department of Photonics and optoinformatics. Two lectures (invited speakers)
and workshops on different areas related to image holography were included
into the program of the Youth Session. Six workshops covered the most popular
topics: recording image holograms, holographic interferometry and digital
holograms in the optical experiment.
In the work of the Youth Session took part more than 80 participants, two thirds
of them were foreign scientists, experts, students from England, Germany,
France, India, Turkey, North Korea, China, Taiwan, Greece, Czech Republic,
Poland and other countries. Language of the conference and workshops –
English.
414

During workshops on recording holograms more than 20 participants recorded
with their hands image holograms and took them as presents from the
Department of Photonics and optoinformatics. Moreover, some participants
recorded holograms with their own objects that they brought with them.
Of great interest was the workshop on recording and processing of digital
holograms. At the workshop "Methods of digital holographic interferometry" the
possibility of estimating phase changes of transparent objects under the
influence of heat sources was demonstrated.
The workshop on recording holographic optical elements demonstrated to the
participants holographic setup on the basis of the argon laser and volume
hologram-grating on polymer recording material with thickness of 1 mm of
laboratory production.
Digital methods of describing wavefront propagation using techniques
developed by the author of the workshop, N.V.Petrov, were very attractive to the
significant part of the participants.
Everybody had the opportunity to listen to invited lecturers and attend 3
workshops each lasting 50 minutes. Each workshop lasted 40-50 minutes and
was repeated 2-3 times, so everyone could participate.
Great interest to details, curiosity showed by our guests of different age, which
asked a lot of questions, gave the organizers a great pleasure and satisfaction
from the work.
Work in small groups of two to six people allowed to establish the necessary for
business communication and mutual understanding friendly contact.
Judging by the responses of the participants of the workshops, both sides
received the pleasure of communicating: the teachers and the participants. The
organizers hope that guests and participants will remember warm and friendly
atmosphere in which this event was held.
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Workshops
1a.

Recording

by Natalia Andreeva

of

image

holograms

by

Yu.

Denisyuk’s

method

During workshop you will learn how to record image
holograms by method of Yu. Denisyuk on our unique
compact mobile stand. At the end of the workshop you will
record your own image hologram and take it as a present.

1b. Recording of image Yu. Denisyuk’s holograms by Alexey Olshukov
During workshop participants will learn the basic features of image hologram
registration, as well as the properties of the reconstructed images. The
participants will try to record holograms of their own objects after master`s
hologram registration. Recommendations: objects must be no larger than 8 by 8
cm and a height of no more than 5cm, for example a set of shiny coins or matte
statuettes.
3. Recording and reconstructing of digital particles holograms by Denis
Kamenev

The registration of particles. The holograms restoration algorithm
implemented in software is discussed. The technique of layer by
layer holographic particle image investigation is demonstrated.

4. Holographic interferometry of transparent media during the action of
heat sources by Boris Manukhin
The workshop shows interferometric measurement of the
phase changing of inhomogenouos transparent objects with
time. Liquids and polymer recording media are used as
objects.
5. Recording of high-selectivity hologram optical elements by Aleksandr
Paramonov

During our workshop you will learn the stand for recording of
volume holographic elements with the use of ion argon laser.
Participants will record hologram-grating on polymeric
material with the thickness of 1.5 mm and estimate its qualities.
6. Simulation of wavefront propagation by Nikolay Petrov
A broad variety of the diffraction phenomena will be considered
with help of software for simulation of wavefront propagation
based on the scalar diffraction theory. There is diffraction on
amplitude and phase objects, such as grates, vortex beam
propagation, speckle pattern formation, double slit experiment and
observation of the Arago spot.
416

Application 1. Workshop "Wavefront propagation"
A broad variety of the diffraction phenomena will be considered with help of
software for simulation of wavefront propagation based on the scalar diffraction
theory. Among them: diffraction on various amplitude and phase objects, grates,
vortex beam propagation, speckle pattern formation, double slit experiment and
observation of the Arago spot.
Goal: Acquaintance with the peculiarities of numerical methods for calculation
of a wavefront propagation and mathematical apparatus of the scalar diffraction
theory.
Tasks:
x Consideration of possible mathematical approaches to the calculation of the
diffraction of electromagnetic radiation;
x Analysis of the applicability of numerical methods of diffractive wavefront
propagation;
x Identification of the features of longitudinal and transverse diffraction patterns
on the simple apertures and more complex objects;
x The analysis of the spatial frequencies in the diffracted wave front.

Wavefront propagation program interface. Pulsed THz Holography

417

Application 2. Workshop "Holographic interferometry"
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The ISDH-2015 ZDs held in Saint-Petersburg, the second largest city of
Russia. The International Pulkovo Airport in Saint Petersburg is
approximately 30 km from the city center. The ISDH-2015 ZDs located
near the historical city center.
Opening of the symposium and sessions wHUH held in the St. Petersburg
Scientific &enter of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
Address: Universitetskaya emb. 5, St. Petersburg, Russia
Opening of the Yu.N. Denisyuk Memorial plaque, Youth Section
and Workshops wHUH held at Cadetskaya line 3 (ITMO University).
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